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All files on the CE-QUAL-W2 web site (http://www.ce.pdx.edulw2) are archived in compressed zip 
files. To install CE-QUAL-W2, download the file "W2V3. zip" from the web site to a hard disk, copy 
over the compressed file "W2V3 . zipll onto a hard disk and unzip the file. The "read me file for W2 
v3-5. doc" file contains an explanation of the subdirectory structure and files that will be set up on the 
PC. The "manual. zip" file contains the User's Manual in PDF format and should also be down-
loaded. The "gui. zip" file includes a GUI preprocessor, a bathymetry editor, and a separate User's 
Manual for the GUr. 
Several example applications are included in the subdirectory "EXAMPLES". The DeGray application is 
a reservoir with a single branch and a complete water quality application. The Spokane River is an 
example of a complicated river system with multiple river sections and run-of-the-river dams that 
flows into Long Lake, a deep-storage reservoir. 
Programs 





W2 CVF. F90 
W2 CVF.EXE 
preprocessor source code for use in a DOS or Unix environment 
preprocessor source code for use in a Windows environment 
preprocessor executable for use in a Windows environment 
CE-QUAL-W2 source code for use in a DOS or Unix environment 
CE-QUAL-W2 source code for use in a Windows environment 
CE-QUAL-W2 executable for use in a Windows environment 
The executables with the "eVF" in the filename are compiled with Compaq Visual FORTRAN and 
operate in a Windows environment. The W2 _ eVF . EXE executable contains code that allows the user to 
view contour plots of hydrodynamic and water quality variables during program execution. The files 
without the "evF" can be run in a DOS or Unix environment with simplified screen output. The 
W2 . EXE executable does not have code that uses the an-ay visualizer features ofthe Compaq compiler. 
Input Files 
The following input files come with each application: 
w2 con. npt - control file for each application 
bth. npt bathymetry file 
met. npt meteorological file 
xx 
A subset oftbe following input files comes with each application: 
gin brl. npt inflows 
tin brl. npt - inflow temperatures 
cin brl. npt inflow constituent concentrations 
qtr trl. npt tributary inflows 
ttr trio npt tributary inflow temperatures 
ctr trl. npt tributary inflow constituent concentrations 
suh brio npt upstream head elevations 
tuh brl. npt upstream head boundary temperatures 
cuh brio npt upstream head boundary constituent concentrations 
edh brio npt downstream head elevations 
tdh bri. npt downstream head boundary temperatures 
cdh bri. npt downstream head boundary constituent concentrations 
got brio npt outflows 
ext wbl. npt light extinction 
qwd. npt - withdrawals 
vpr. npt vertical profile at dam for specifying initial conditions 
MODEL PACKAGE 
lpr. npt longitudinal and vertical profiles specifying initial conditions for each cell 
wsc. npt wind sheltering 
shd. npt solar radiation shading 
qqt. npt gate flows/operation 
If more than one branch or tributary is modeled, then corresponding files using "br2", "br3 ", etc. (or 
"TR2, "TR3", etc.) in the filename will also be included. 
Output Files 
The following output files come with each application: 
snp. s.v snapshot output file in ASCII with interpretation of FORTRAN carriage controlcharac-
ters 
pre. say preprocessor output file 
The snapshot files are from a short run of the application. Use these files to ensure you obtain the 
same answers. The FORTRAN compiler used to make these test runs was Compaq Visual 
FORTRAN V6.6 setup as a QuickWin application using the following options: 
Icheck:noflawed_pentium Icompile_only Idebug:none IfPconstant linclude:"Release/" 
llibs :qwin Imath _library:fast Inologo Ireal_ sifOe:64 Iwarn:noalignments Iwarn:nofileopt 
Iwaru:nouncalled Iwarn:nouninitialized Iwarn:nousage Ifast Imodule:"Release/" 
10bject:"Release/" 
The only other PC compiler that will compile the source code is University of Salford's FTN95 com-
piler, but the executable generated is about 30% slower than the Compaq compiler. Lahey and Ab-
xxi 
MODEL PACKAGE 
soft FORTRAN are unable to compile the latest version except only with no optimization. The cur-
rent Intel Visual FORTRAN works well with the code, but in current tests has a slower executable 
than the older CVF compiler. 
A User's Forum has been set up on the web where support from the developers and other users can be 




CE-QUAL-W2 is a two-dimensional, 10ngitudinaVvertical, hydrodynamic and water quality model. 
Because the model assumes lateral homogeneity, it is best suited for relatively long and narrow wa-
terbodies exhibiting longitudinal and vertical water quality gradients. The model has been applied to 
rivers, lakes, reservoirs, estuaries, and combinations thereof. 
The application of CE-QUAL-W2 requires knowledge in the following areas: 
1. Hydrodynamics 
2. Aquatic biology 
3. Aquatic chemistry 
4. Numerical methods 
5. Computers and FORTRAN coding 
6. Statistics 
7. Data assembly and reconstruction 
Water quality modeling is in many ways an art requiring not only knowledge in these areas but also 
experience in their integration. A word of caution to the first time user - model application is a 
complicated and time-consuming task. 
Model Background 
Version 1.0. CE-QUAL-W2 has been under continuous development since 1975. The original mod-
el was known as LARM (Laterally Averaged Reservoir Model) developed by Edinger and B uchak 
(1975). The first LARM application was on a reservoir with no branches. Subsequent modifications 
to allow for multiple branches and estuarine boundary conditions resulted i~ the code known as 
GL VHT (Generalized Longitudinal- Vertical Hydrodynamics and 1fansport Model). Addition ofthe 
water quality algorithms by the Water Quality Modeling Group at the US Army Engineer Waterways 
Experiment Station (WES) resulted in CE-QUAL-W2 Version 1.0 (Environmental and Hydraulic 
Laboratories, 1986). ' 
Chapter I Introduction 
INTRODUCTION 
Version 2.0. Version 2.0 was a result of major modifications to the code to improve the mathemati-
cal description ofthe prototype and increase computational accuracy and efficiency. Numerous new 
capabilities were included in Version 2.0, including: 
1. an algorithm that calculated the maximum allowable timestep and adjusted the time-
step to ensure hydrodynamic stability requirements were not violated (autostepping) 
2. a selective withdrawal algori\hm that calculated a withdrawal zone based on outflow, 
outlet geometry, and upstream density gradients 
3. a higher-order transpOlt scheme (QUICKEST) that reduced numerical diffusion (Leo-
nard, 1979) 
4. time-weighted vertical advection and fully implicit vertical diffusion 
5. step function or linear interpolation of inputs 
6. improved ice-cover algorithm 
7. internal calculation of equilibrium temperatures and coefficients of surface heat ex-
change or a term-by-term accounting of surface heat exchange 
8. variable layer heights and segment lengths 
9. surface layer extending thr.ough multiple layers 
10. generalized time-varying data input subroutiue with input data accepted at any fre-
quency 
11. volume and mass balances to machine accuracy 
12. sediment/water heat exchange 
Version 3.0. Version 3.0 is a result of additional improvements to the numerical solution scheme and 
water quality algorithms, as well as extending the utility ofthe model to provide state-of-the-art ca-
pabilities for modeling entire waterbasins in two-dimensions. The new capabilities included in Ver-
sion 3 include: 
2 
1. an implicit solution for the effects of vertical eddy viscosity in the horizontal momentum equ-
ation 
2. addition of Leonard's ULTIMATE algorithm that eliminates over/ un-
dershoots in the numerical solution scheme 
3. inclusion of momentum transfer between branches 
4. the ability to model multiple waterbodies in the same computational grid in-
cluding multiple reservoirs, steeply sloping riverine sections between reser-
voirs, and estuaries 
5. additional vertical turbulence algorithms more appropriate for rivers 
6. additional reaeration algorithms more 'appropriate for rivers 
7. variable vertical grid spacing between waterbodies 
8. numerical algorithms for pipe, weir, and pump flow 
9. internal weir algorithm for submerged or skimmer weirs 
10. three algal groups 
11. arbitrary constituents defined by a decay rate, settling rate, and temperature 
rate multiplier 
I2.nine inorganic suspended solids groups 
13. dissolved and particulate biogenic silica 
I4.age of water 
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15. derived constituents such as total DOC, organic nitrogen, organic phosphorus, etc; that are not 
state variables 
16.a graphical pre/postprocessor 
17.converted to FORTRAN 90/95 with Dynamic Array Allocation eliminating the need to re-
compile the code for each application 
18. user defined evaporation models including the Ryan-Harleman model 
Version 3.1. Version 3.1 is a result of additional improvements to the numerical solution scheme and 
water quality algorithms, as well as extending the utility ofthe model to provide state-of-the-art ca-
pabilities for modeling entire waterbasins in two-dimensions. The new capabilities include: 
I. any number of user defined arbitrary constituents defined by a decay rate, settling rate, 
and temperature rate multiplier that can include 
a. conservative tracers 
b. coliform bacteria 
c. water age 
d. contaminants 
2. any number of user defined phytoplankton groups 
3. any number of user defined epiphyton groups 
4. any number of user defined CBOD groups 
5. any number of user defined inorganic suspended solids groups 
6. dissolved and particulate biogenic silica 
7. derived constituents such as total DOC, organic nitrogen, organic phosphorus, etc. 
that are not state variables 
8. kinetic fluxes 
9. graphical preprocessor 
Version 3.2. Version 3.2 is a result of additional improvements to the model. These new capabilities 
include: 
I. Internal code rewrite to reduce code size, simplify code maintenance, and improve 
model execution speed 
2. New screen display during model run-time. The new screen display allows for con-
trolling the processor usage, examining output variables, and stopping, starting and 
restarting a model run on the fly. This allows the model user to stop a code, then make 
changes in the control file or any input file, and then restart the model at the point that 
it was stopped. 
3. Addition of a new algorithm to estimate suspended solids resuspension as a result of 
wind-wave action. 
4. Reorganization of the graph.npt file to allow more output control formatting possibili-
ties. 
5. New turbulent kinetic energy-turbulent dissipation turbulence closure model was add-
ed to the model. 
Version 3.5. Version 3.5 is a result of significant enhancements to the model. These new capabilities 
include: 
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1. Addition of the macrophyte model of Berger and Wells (in-review) with a user-
defined # of species 
2. Addition of a zooplankton model with a user-defined # of species based on an updated 
version ofthe CE-QUAL-RI model (Environmental Laboratory, 1995) 
3. Addition of a new focusing or settling velocity for sediments that accumulate in the 
first order sediment modeL In earlier versions, sediment focusing occurred at the ve-
locity given for POM. In this version, a user can specify that focusing velocity. This 
means that sediments can still migrate toward the bottom of the channel over time 
even after they have hit the sidewalls of the channel. 
4. User-defined time-variable input ofP and N associated with organic matter inputs. In 
earlier versions, the P or N associated with organic matter was based on a static stoi-
chiometric coefficient specified in the control file. Now, the user provides in the input 
files the dynamic P and N associated with organic matter inputs from tributaries or in-
flows. This is essentially allowing for variable stoichiometry in the input boundary 
conditions. 
5. Based on the above refinement, the organic matter fractions within the model now 
have variable stoichiometry for P and N. This preserves P and N mass balances. The 
stoichiometry given in the input files is merely the initial value ofthe C-N-P stoichi-
ometry ofPOM and DOM compartments. Hence, organic P and organic N are tracked 
correctly in the code. 
6. The first order sediment model also tracks C-N-P correctly and has a dynamicstoichi-
ometryas it accumulates organic matter in the sediment. Prior versions of W2 had a 
user-defined value of fixed stoichiometry for the I" order sediment model. Also, in-
stead of a fixed decay rate for the sediments, the decay rate is dynamic based' on the 
decay rates ofthe accumulated organic material. A mass weighted average is used. 
7. CBOD groups now have a user-defined settling velocity. Hence, the user can define 
organic matter groups as particulate and dissolved based on specification of the set-
tling velocity. As in prior versions, CBOD has associated stoichiometry and if there is 
settling, it will accumulate in the I" order sediment compartment. 
8. A Monod forumulation was implemented for the initiation of anaerobic processes and 
reduction of aerobic processes. In earlier model versions there was a specified oxygen 
concentration that acted like a step function turing these processes on or off. 
Manual 
Organization. Chapter I consists of an introduction to the model and the user manual. Chapter 2 
describes the model's capabilities and limitations. Chapter 3 provides an overview of the steps in-
volved in applying the model including data preparation and model application. 
"-
The appendices provide the user with the information necessary to understand the model details. Ap-
pendix A describes the theoretical, numerical, and computational basis for the hydrodynamic portion 
of the model. Appendix B describes the theoretical and computational basis for the water quality al-
gorithms. Appendix C describes input file preparation. References include a partial bibliography of 
CE-QUAL-W2 applications. 
The following concepts have been used in the writing of the User's Manual: 
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1. Page headers are used to allow the user to easily find major areas in the manual. 
2. Where applicable, paragraphs contain descriptive headings for easy reference. 
3. Hyperlinks are used when related information is contained elsewhere. 
Conventions. References to FORTRAN variables in the manual are made in English and are fol-
lowed by their FORTRAN name enclosed by brackets (e.g., surface layer [KTJ). The user need not 
first memorize the variable names to comprehend the manual. Potential problem areas in applying 
the model are emphasized with bold italic type. 
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Capabilities 
Hydrodynamic. The model predicts water surface elevations, velocities, and temperatures. Temp-
erature is included in the hydrodynamic calculations because of its effect on water density and cannot 
be turned off. 
Water quality. Any combination of constituents can be included/excluded from a simulation. The 
effects of salinity or total dissolved solids/salinity on density and thus hydrodynamics are included 
only if they are simulated in the water quality module. The water quality algorithm is modular allow-
ing constituents to be easily added as additional subroutines. The current version includes the follow-
ing water quality state variables in addition to temperature: 
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I. any number of generic constituents defined by a 0 and/or a 1" order decay rate and/or 
a settling velocity and/or an Arrhenius temperature rate multiplier that can be used to 
define any number of the following: 
a. conservative tracer(s) 
b. water age or hydraulic residence time 
c. colifonn bacteria(s) 
d. contaminant(s) 
2. any number of inorganic suspended solids groups 
3. any number of phytoplankton groups 
4. any number of epiphyton groups 
5. any number of CBOD groups 
6. ammonium 
7. nitrate-nitrite 
8. bioavailablephosphorus (commonly represented by orthophosphate or soluble reac-
tive phosphorus) 
9. labile dissolved organic matter 
10. refractory dissolved organic matter 
II. labile particulate organic matter 
12. refractory particulate organic matter 
13. total inorganic carbon 
14. alkalinity 
15. total iron 
16. dissolved oxygen 
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17. organic sediments 
18. gas entrainment 
19. any number of macrophyte groups 
20. any number of zooplankton groups 
21. labile dissolved organic matter-P 
22. refractory dissolved organic inatter-P 
23. labile particulate organic matter-P 
24. refractory palticulate organic matter-P 
25. labile dissolved organic matter-N 
26. refractory dissolved organic matter-N 
27. labile particulate organic matter-N 
28. refractory particulate organic matter-N 
Additionally, over 60 derived variables including pH, TOC, DOC, TON, TOP, DOP, etc. can be 
computed internally from the state variables and output for comparison to measured data. 
Long term simulatious. The water surface elevation is solved implicitly, which eliminates the sur-
face gravity wave restriction on the timestep. This permits larger timesteps during a simulation re-
sulting in decreased computational time. As a resuit, the model can easily simulate long-term water 
quality responses. The veltical diffusion criteria from stability requirements has also been eliminated . 
allowing for even larger timesteps. 
Head boundary conditions. The model can be applied to estuaries, rivers, or portions ofa waterbo-' 
dy by specifying upstream or downstream head boundary conditions. 
Multiple branches. The branching algorithm allows application to geometrically complex waterbo-
dies such as dendritic reservoirs or estuaries. 
Multiple waterbodies. The model can be applied to any number of rivers, reservoirs, lakes, and est-
uaries linked in series. 
Variable grid spacing. Variable segment lengths and layer thicknesses can be used allowing speci-
fication of higher resolution where needed. Vertical grid spacing can vary in thickness between wa-
terbodies. 
Water quality independent of hydrodynamics. Water quality can be updated less frequently than 
hydr()dynamics thus reducing computational requirements. However, water quality is not decoupled 
from the hydrodynamics (i.e., separate, standalone code for hydrodynamies and water quality where 
output from the hydrodynamic model is stored on disk and then used to specify advective fluxes for 
the water quality computations). Storage requirements for long-term hydrodynamic output to drive 
the water quality model are prohibitive for anything except very small grids. Additionally, reduction 
in computer time is "minimal when hydrodynamic data used to drive water quality are input every 
timestep. 
Autostepping. The model includes a variable timestep algorithm that attempts to help ensuresta-
bility requirements for the hydrodynamics imposed by the numerical solution scheme are not vi-
olated. 
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Restart provision. The user can output results during a simulation that can subsequently be used as 
input. Execution can then be resumed at that point. Note that this feature has not been updated for 
the latest version but will be included in the next release. 
Layer/segment addition and subtraction. The model will adjust surface layer and upstream seg-
ment locations for a rising or falling water surface during a simulation. 
Multiple inflows and outflows. Provisions are made for inflows and inflow loadings from 
pointlnonpoint sources, branches, and precipitation. Outflows are specified either as releases at a 
branch's downstream segment or as lateral withdrawals. Although evaporation is not consider,ed an 
outflow in the strictest sense, it can be included in the water budget. .. 
Ice cover calculations. The model can calculate onset, growth, and breakup of ice cover. 
Selective withdrawal calculations. The model can calculate the vertical extent of the withdrawal 
zone based on outlet geometry~ outflow, and density. 
Time-varying boundary conditions. The model accepts a given set of time-varying inputs at the' 
frequency they occur independent of other sets of time-varying inputs. 
Outputs. The model allows the user considerable flexibility in the type and frequency of outputs. 
Output is available for the screen, hard copy, plotting, and restarts. The user can specify what is out-
put, when during the simulation output is to begin, and the output frequency. Version 3.1 now in-
cludes a graphical pre- and postprocessor for plotting! visualization. 
Details of these capabilities are discussed in Appendix C. 
Limitations 
Theoretical 
Hydrodynamics and transport. The governing equations are laterally and layer averaged. Lateral 
.averaging assumes lateral variations in velocities, temperatures, and constituents are negligible., This 
assumption may be inappropriate for large waterbodies exhibiting significant lateral variations in wa-
ter quality. Whether this assumption is met is often a judgment call on the user and depends in large 
P3lt on the questions being addressed. Eddy coefficients are used to model turbulence. Currently, 
the user must decide among several vertical turbulence schemes the one that is most appropriate for 
the type of water body being simulated. The equations are written in the conservative form using the 
Boussinesq and hydrostatic. approximations. Since vertical momentum is notincluded, the model 
may give inaccurate results where there is significant vertical acceleration. 
Water quality. Water quality interactions are, by necessity, simplified descriptions of an aquatic 
ecosystem that is extremely complex. Improvements will be made in the future as better means of 
describing the aquatic ecosystem in mathematical terms and time for incorporating the changes into 
the model become available in this one area. Many of the previous limitations have been addressed 
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in the latest version. The following list describes the major assumptions in the water quality algo-
rithms in the current version. 
I. Simplistic sediment oxygen demand. The model includes a user-specified sediment 
oxygen demand that is not coupled to the water column. SOD only varie saccording to 
temperature. The first order model is tied to the water column settling of organic mat-
ter. But this models only labile, oxic, sediment decay. The model does not have a sedi-
ment compartment that models kinetics in the sediment and at the sediment-water in-
terface, i.e., a complete sediment diagenesis model. This places a limitation on long-
term predictive capabilities of the water quality portion of the model. 
Future releases will include the following additional capabilities: 
1. sedimentdiagenesis algorithm that will compute SOD and sediment to water column 
nutrient fluxes based on organic matter delivery to the sediments 
2. sediment transport including both cohesive and non-cohesive sediments 
3. toxics 
4. simultaneous water surface elevation solution among all branches in a waterbody 
5. downstream segment addition/subtraction between a river and a reservoir and/or estu-
ary 
6. Parallel version for use on multiprocessor machines 
Numerical 
Solution scheme. The model provides three different numerical transport schemes for temperature 
and constituents - upwind differencing, the higher-order QUICKEST (Leonard, 1979), and Leonard's 
ULTIMATE algorithm. Upwind differencing introduces numerical diffusion often greater than phys-
ical diffusion. The QUICKEST scheme reduces numerical diffusion, but in areas of high gradients 
generates overshoots and undershoots which may produce small negative concentrations. 
ULTIMATE, Leonard's solution to the over/undershoots, has been incOlporated into Version 3. In 
addition, discretization errors are introduced as the finite difference cell dimensions or the timestep 
increase. This is an important point to keep in mind when evaluating model predictions that are spa-
tially and temporally averaged versus observed data collected at discrete points in time and space. A 
more thorough discussion ofthe numerical solution and its implementation is found in Appendix A. 
Computer limits. A considerable effort has been invested in increasing model efficiency induding a 
vertically implicit solution for veltical turbulence in the horizontal momentum equation. However, 
the model still places computational and storage burdens on a computer when making long-term si-
mulations. Year long water quality simulations for a single reservoir can take from a few minutes to 
days for multiple waterbodies in a large river basin. Applications to dynamic river systems can take 
considerably longer than reservoirs because of much smaller timesteps needed for river numerical 
stability. 
Input Data 
The availability of input data is not a limitation of the model itself. However, it is most often the li-
miti~g factor in the application or misapplication of the model. This cannot be stressed enough. The 
user should always keep in mind the adage "garbage in equals garbage out". 
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This chapter is intended to presentthe user with a general overview of the steps involved in a model 
application. The initial user should read the chapter once to gain a general understanding of these 
steps setting aside questions that might arise upon initial reading. The user should then reread the 
chapter and explore the hyperlinks to clarify any questions that arose during the first reading. File-
names are referred to generically (Le., inflow file, outflow file, withdrawal file). Actual filenames are 
specified by the user in the control file. 
Overview 
Data Preparation 
The following data are needed for model application: 
I. geometric data 
2. initial conditions 
3. boundary conditions 
4. hydraulic parameters 
5. kinetic parameters 
6. calibration data 
A detailed discussion ofthese data follows. 
Geometric Data 
The first input task involves assembling geometric data. These data will be used to define the finite 
difference representation ofthe waterbody. The following data are needed for setting up input geo-
metry: 
I. topographic map and/or sediment range surveys 
2. project volume-area-elevation table 
The topographic map or sediment range surveys are used to generate bathymetric cross-sections that 
are input into the model. The project volume-area-elevation table is used for comparison with the 
volume-area-elevation table generated by the model. 
Computational grid. The computational grid is the term used for the finite difference representation 
of the waterbody. Grid geometry is determined by four parameters: 
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1. longitudinal spacing (segment length) 
2. vertical spacing (layer height) 
3. average cross-sectional width (cell width) 






The longitudinal and vertical spacing may vary from segment to segment and layer to layer, but 
should vary gradually from one segment or layer to the next to minimize discretization errors. 
Factors affecting computatioual grid. A number of factors must be evaluated and weighed against 
each other when determining longitudinal and vertical spacing. These include: 
I. Areas of strongest gradients. This factor applies particularly to the metalimnion in 
freshwater and the pyncnocline in saltwater. Ifthe model is not capturingwater quali-
ty gradients in these regions, then veltical resolution may have to be increased. Simi-
lar reasoning applies to areas of longitudinal gradients. 
2. Compntational and memory requirements. The model penalizes the user in two 
ways when increasing grid resolution. As the number of grid cells goes up, so do 
computational and memory requirements. In addition, as the dimensions ofagrid cell 
decrease, the timestep must also decrease to maintain numerical stability. As a rule 
of thumb, it is always desirable to err on the side of greater grid resolution, but 'at 
some point the user must give way to the reality of the available computer resources 
and the money and time available for completing the project. 
3. Bottom slope. For reservoirs and some estuaries, the waterbody bottom slope is more 
accurately modeled as the ratio of cell thickness to cell length [H]/[DLX] approaches 
the overall bottom slope. For sloping streams/rivers, the ratio is accurately 
represented by the slope and is typically not of concern. 
4. Results. Results should not be a function of the computational grid's resolution. 
With the development ofthe bathymetry editor, finely discretized grids can be easily 
coarsened. The coarser grid will have fewer computational cells and larger average 
timesteps resulting in decreased runtimes. The computational grid should initially be 
of high resolution and, if runtimes are excessive, reduced in resolption until the results 
change substantially. Results should never be a function of the grid resolution. 
Previous applications have used a horizontal grid spacing of 1 00 to 10,000 m and a vertical grid spac-
ing of 0.2 to 5 m. Regardless ofthe grid spacing used, the user should check to make celtain that 
model predictions are grid independent. This is usually performed by making model simulations with 
varying grid resolution and using the largest grid that reproduces essentially the same results as those 
using the smallest grid. 
Bathymetric data. The next step after determining horizontal and vertical cell dimensions is to de-
termine average cross-sectional widths for each cell. This is an iterative procedure whereby initial 
bathymetry is input into the preprocessor and the volume-area-elevation tahle is then generated by the 
preprocessor. This tahle is compared to the project table and widths are adjusted to better match the 
project table. 
Several methods have been used for determining average widths. Transects along the waterbody cen-
terline can be drawn on a topographic map. A contour at the elevation corresponding to the center of 
a grid cell is located and the area encompassed by the contour line and the upstream and downstream 
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transect is determined by planimeter. This area divided by the segment length is the average width of 
the grid cell. The process is repeated for each grid cell. 
When no topographic information is available, the user can determine average widths from sediment 
range surveys for existing waterbodies. However, this method is generally not as accurate as data 
obtained from topographic maps since the number of available transects are usually insufficient to 
adequately describe the complex shape of most waterbodies. If available, sediment range surveys 
should be used to refine the grid generated from topographic information - particularly where signifi-
cant sedimentation has occurred. 
Other methods by individual investigators have been developed for generating grids using contour 
plotting packages such as Surfer and AUTOCAD. Eventually, the preprocessor wilI.incorporate an 
algorithm that will automatically generate the bathymetry based on lateral transects orx-y-z coordi-
nate data. • 
Sample computational grid. A sample computational grid in the longitudinal/vertical plane with 
four branches is shown in Figure 1. The FORTRAN variables associated with the grid are also in-
cluded. The grid consists of25 longitudinal segments [IMX] and 22 vertical layers [KMX]. They con-
stitute the total number of cells in the computational grid. This is exactly how the model sees the gtid 
layout even though this is not the correct physical representation ofthe system. In reality, branch two 
and branch three join branch one. Branch setup is described in more detail below. 
segment i= 
layer k= 
Figure 1. Sample computational grid in the x-z plane showing active and inactiv,e cells. 
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Grid cell types. Figure 1 contains two kinds of cells - ones with either a single or a double line bor-
der. Cells with a single line border represent cells that may contain water during the simulation. The 
active cells are defined in the bathymetry input as having non-zero widths. Cells with a double bor-
der represent boundary cells located at or beyond the waterbody boundaries. The boundary cells are 
defined in the bathymetry input as having zero widths. 





Each segment must have a zero width for the cell in layer 1 and a zero width for every cell located 
below the bottom active cell. For example, cells I and 12-22 in segment five would have zero 
widths. In addition, each branch must have zero widths for upstream boundary and downstream 
boundary segments. Note this requirement results in two segments of boundary cells between each 
branch (segments 10-11 & 16-17). 
Branches. CE-QUAL-W2 can simulate a system with any number of water bodies containing any 
number of branches. Figure 1 shows a plan view of the same three branch grid of Figure 1 along 
with the FORTRAN variables defining the geometry for each branch. For each branch, the upstream 
segment [US] and the downstream segment [DS] must be defined. The current upstream segment 
[CUS] is calculated by the model and may vary over time to meet restrictions imposed by the solution 
scheme. 
A branch may connect to other branches at its upstream [UHS] andlor'downstream segment [DHS]. 
In Figure 1, the downstream segment of branch 2 ([DS]=20) connects to branch I at segment 3 
([DHS]=3). 






(UHSj = 0 
flow 
branch 1 











Figure 2. Sample computational grid in the x-y plane showing cell numbering and branch 
and water body connections. 
Grid restrictions. The grid must satisfy the following restrictions: 
I. Cell widths cannot increase with depth. 
2. A branch may connect to other branches at its upstream or downstream segment, but 
a branch may not enter or leave itself. 
3. Two branches may not connect at the same segment of another branch. 
The bathymetry input file contains the longitudinal grid spacing [OLX], initial water surface elevation 
[WSEL], segment orientations [PHIO], vertical grid spacing [H], bottom friction [FRICn, and average 
cell widths [B]. 
After the bathymetry is generated, it should be checked to ensure the bottom elevation varies smooth-
ly and represents the average slope over appropriate portions of the waterbody for reservoirs and est-
uaries. Oftentimes, minimum bottom widths are set at 5·15 m. This helps increase timesteps with 
minimal impact on the volume-area-elevation curves. However, increasing widths in the bottom lay-
ers can affect water quality since sediment oxygen demand and nutrient fluxes are dependent on bot-
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tom surface areas. Refer to the bathymetry file and preprocessor output in the sample applications 
for additional guidance in setting up the bathymetry. 
Initial Conditions 
Initial conditions are specified in the control, bathymetry, and vertical and/or longitudinal profile in-
put files. The control file specifies the following initial conditions: 
I. Time (required). Starting [TMSTRT] and ending time [TMEND] of the simulation. 
2. Temperatures (required) and concentrations (optional). The initial temperature 
[IT2] and constituent concentrations [IC2]. If the grid is not initialized to a single val-
ue, then a grid-wide vertical profile can be specified in the vettical profile input file 
[VPRFN]. The option is also available to specify a longitudinally and vertically vary-
ing initial concentration for temperature and constitnents via the longitudinal profile 
file [LPRFN]. 
3. Inflows/outflows (optional). The number and location of inflows and outflows. 
4. Restart (optional). If a previous run with the model was made specifying restart con-
ditions were to be written [RSOC] to an output file, then the user can specify the mod-
el read the file [RSIC] and continue the simulation from that point. This is not work-
ing in the current version, but should be updated sometime in the near future. 
5. Waterbody type (required). The waterbody can be specified as either saltwater or 
freshwater [WTYPE]. 
6. Ice thickness (optional). The initial ice thickness [ICETHI]. 
Boundary Conditions 
Inflows. The model recognizes the following inflows: 
IS 
I. Upstream inflows (optional). Upstream inflows occur only at a branch's current up-
stream segment [CUS], which may vary during a simulation. The model provides the 
option to distribute inflows evenly throughout the inflow segment or place inflows ac-
cording to density [PQC]. If the upstream inflow option is used, then a separate file 
for inflow [QIN], a separate file for temperature [TIN], and, ifconstituents are mod-
eled, a separate file containing constituent concentrations [CIN] for ellch branch is re-
quired. 
2. Tributary inflows (optional). Tributary inflows or point source loadings [QTR] may 
enter any segment ofthe computational grid. Ifthe current upstream segment [CUS] 
number is greater thau the segment the tributary enters, then the tributary fnflows are 
added into the current upstream segment to maintain the waterbody water balance. As 
in upstream inflows, the model provides the option to distribute tributary inflows 
evenly throughout the inflow segment or place inflows according to their density 
[PTRC]. An additional option to place inflows between two specified elevations is al-
so included to better describe point source inflows such as wastewater effluent dis-
charged from a pipe. The number of tributaries [NTR] and their segment location 
[lTR] are specified in the control file. If this option is used, then file requirements for 
ellch tributary are the same as for upstream inflows. 
3. Distributed tributary inflows (optional). Distributed tributary inflows or nonpoint 
source loadings [DTRC] may be specified for any branch. The flow is distributed 
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throughout a branch weighted by segment surface areas. If this option is used, then 
file requirements for each distributed tributary are the same as for upstream inflows. 
4. Precipitation (optional). Precipitation [PRC] can be specified for each branch and is 
distributed according to the segment surface areas. If this option is used, then file re-
quirements for each branch are the same as for upstream inflows. 
5. Internal inflows (optional). Flows from gates, pipes, and pumps and over spillways 
and weirs can now be routed internally in the computational grid from one segment to 
another. This allows application of the model to highly engineered systems. 
Outflows. The model recognizes the following outflows: 
I. Downstream outflows (optional). Downstream outflows [QOUT] occur only at the 
downstream segment [OS] of a branch. Selective withdrawal where the vertical extent 
of and flow distribution in the withdrawal zone is calculated by the model is used for 
all outflows. Additionally, the bottom [KBSTR] and top layers [KTSTR] below and 
above which outflow cannot occur can be specified by the user to include the effects 
of upstream structures that restrict the selective withdrawal zone. Outflow will occur 
even ifthe outlet location is above the cun'ent water surface layer [KT]. This is a ne-
cessity when calibrating water surface elevations. A separate file for each branch is 
required. 
2. Lateral withdrawals (optional). Lateral withdrawals [QWD] may be specified for 
any active cell. The number of withdrawals [NWD], their segment location [IWD], and 
their centerline elevation [EWD] must be specified in the control file. If this option is . 
used, a separate file for each withdrawal is required. Version 3 now uses selective 
withdrawal for lateral withdrawals. 
3. Evaporation (optional). Evaporation is calculated by the model fi'om air [TAIR] and 
dewpoint [TDEW] temperature and wind speed [WIND]. Ifa waterbody loses asignif-
icant amount of water from evaporation that is not accounted for in the inflows, then 
the user should include evaporation. Evaporative heat loss is a/ways included in the 
heat budget. 
4. Internal outflows (optional). Flows from gates,~, and pumps and over spill-
ways and weirs can now be routed'internally in the computational grid from one 
segment to another. This allows application of the model to highly engineered sys-
tems. 
Head Boundary Conditions (optional). The model recognizes the following head boundary 
I. External. The user may specify an external upstream [UHS] and/or downstream head 
[DHS] boundary condition for each branch. This ,boundary specification is intended 
primarily for estuarine simulations although it has also been used forriver and reser-
voir applications. If this option is used, a separate file for time-varying elevations, 
[EUH] and/or [EDH], a separate file for vertical temperature profiles, [TUH] and/or 
[TDH], and, if constituents are modeled, a separate file containing vertical profiles for 
each constituent modeled, [CUH] and/or [CDH], must be specified for each external 
head boundary condition. 
2. Internal. Internal head boundary conditions are specified wherever one branch con-
nects with another branch. The boundary surface elevation, temperatures, and con-
stituent concentrations are calculated internally by tbe model. 
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Surface Boundary Conditions (required). The model requires the following surface boundary 
conditions: 
I. Surface heat exchange. Surface heat exchange is calculated by either of two me-
thods using the input variable [SLHTC] in the control file. The first method uses equi-
librium temperatures [ET] and coefficients of surface heat exchange [CSHE] to calcu-
late surface heat exchange (Brady and Edinger, 1975). The second method uses a 
term-by-term accounting for calculating surface heat exchange. For both methods, la' 
titude [LAT] and longitude [LONG] are specified in the control file and values for air 
temperature [TAIR], dew point temperature [TDEW], wind speed [WIND] and direction 
[PHI], and cloud cover [CLOUD] must be included in the meteorological file. Ifavail-
able, short wave solar radiation can be input directly into the model. 
2. Solar radiation absorption. Distribution of solar radiation in the water column is 
controlled by the fraction of solar radiation absorbed in the surface layer [BETA 1 and 
the attenuation "rate due to water [EXH20], inorganic suspended solids [EXINOR], and 
organic suspended solids [EXORG]. Values for [EXINOR] and [EXORG] affect solar 
radiation only if constituents ate modeled. These values are specified in the control 
file. 
3. Wind stress. Wind speed [WIND] and direction [PHI] must be supplied in the meteo-
rological file [METFN]. Wind stress is an extremely impoliantphysical process and 
should be included in all applications. The model allows the user to specify a wind 
sheltering coefficient [WSC] which, when multiplied with the wind speed, reduces ef-
fects of the wind to take into account differences in terrain from the met station and 
the prototype site. The sheltering coefficient is specified in the wind sheltering file 
[WSCFN]. 
4. Gas exchange. The wind speed [WIND] supplied in the meteorological file is also· 
used for computing gas exchange at the water surface if dissolved oxygen and/or total 
inorganic carboo are simulated. Gas exchange is also affected by the wind sheltering. 
coefficient [WSC]. 
Temperature transport cannot be turoed offin the model. Temperature can be treated conservatively 
by turning off heat exchange computations [HEATC]. . 
Hydraulic Parameters (required) 
DisperSion/diffusion coefficients. The horizontal dispersion coefficients for momentum [AX] and 
temperature/constituents [DX] are specified in the control file. They are presently time and space in-
variant. Sensitivity analyses on numerous applications have shown the model is relatively insensitive 
to variations inthe default values for reservoirs, but can be important in rivers and estuaries. 
The vertical diffusion coefficients for momentum [AZ] and temperature/constituents [DZ] vary in 
space and time and are computed by the model: The current version allows for a number of different 
vertical turbulence algorithms for sloping river sectiorts and estuaries. Work is underway on a k-e 
vertical turbulence algorithm that will hopefully replace the various options now available. 
Bottom friction. The latest version now allows the user the option of specifying longitudinally vary-
ing values for the Chezy coefficient or Manning's N for bottom friction. The friction type is speci-
fied in the control file [FRICC]. They are used in calculating boundary friction that varies spatially as 
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a function of exposed bottom area and temporally as a function ofthe flow field. The values are spe-
cified in the bathymetry file. 
Kinetic Parameters (optional) 
There are more than 120 coefficients affecting constituent kinetics, although less than 10 arenormal-
Iy adjusted during water quality calibration. The values are specified in the control file. If simula-
tions include water quality, then the user should see Appendix C for a detailed discussion of these 
coefficients. 
Calibration Data (required) 
Calibration data are used to provide initial and boundary conditions and assess model performance 
during calibration. A great deal of thought should go into assessing the amount and type of data ne-
cessary to adequately characterize and understand the limnology of a waterbody a\ld to develop the 
database required to support a water quality modeling effort. Gaugush (1986; 1987; 1993) provides 
detailed information on sampling design and frequency. Determining the availability of atlequate 
calibration tI{lt{l shoultl be tlone as early in the stutly (IS possible. Ifthe user determines calibration 
data are inadequate, then immediate steps should be taken to collect sufficient data. Results will be 
suspect at best and will not withstand scrutiny at worst ifthe model is applied with insufficient andlor 
inadequate calibration data. The following discussion provides an overview of data required for the 
proper application ofCE,QUAL-W2. 
In-Pool. Proper application of mechanistic, water quality models requires at least one set of in-pool 
observed data. The preferred method is at least two sets of data encompassing different extremes in 
the prototype (i.e., high and low flow years, warm and cold years, spring phytoplankton bloom and 
no spring phytoplankton bloom, etc.). In-pool data is used to set initial conditions and assess the 
model's ability to reproduce observed conditions. Given sufficient time and funding, all years in 
which sufficient data are available should be included during model calibration. 
Time-Varying Boundary Conditions. It cannot be overemphasized that data used to drive the mod-
el needs to be as accurate as possible. For temperature calibration, this typically means using conti-
nuous inflow temperatures or developing regression relationships for inflow temperatures based on 
flow and air or equilibrium temperature to generate at least daily inflow temperatures (see Ford lfc 
Stein, 1984). Equilibrium temperature is preferred since it includes more of the mechanisms affect-
ing water temperature. 
For meteorological data, use the most frequent data available. Previously, daily average values were 
used to drive the model because earlier 1-0 models used daily timesteps. Many nlOdelers still take 
hourly or three-hourly data and generate daily averages for model input. Any time tlata is {lveragetl, 
information is lost. For most reservoirs, thermocline depth and shape are a function of two physical 
mechanisms - wind mixing and convective cooling. Using daily average air temperatures eliminates 
nighttime convective mixing that can be a very important physical process affecting epilimnetic 
depths and thermocline shapes for reservoirs. As another example, applying a daily average wind 
speed and direction can generate an artificial water surface slope that incorrectly drives hydrody-
namics. Daily averaging of wind speeds can also result in much less energy input into the model 
since the energy input by wind is a function of the wind speed cubed. 
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For water quality simulations, it is important the user provide accurate initial and time-varying boun-
dary conditions. Ifnutrient loadings are not adequately characterized, then it will be impossible for 
the model to accurately reproduce phytoplanktoninutrientlDOdynamics. It is a waste of time and 
effort to collect in-pool data in support of water quality modeling when inflow concentra-
tions/loadings have not been adequately characterized since they often drive the system. As in the 
development of inflow temperatures, regressions relating concentrationlloadings with flow and possi-
bly refined for season should be developed for tributary inflows. Ideally, several storm events should 
be intensively sampled since this is when loadings are generally highest to a waterbody. Also, point 
source loadings should be identified and loading estimates obtained. Some estimate of non-point 
source loadings should also be made. In some cases, meteorological loading estimates should be ob-
tained. A software package, FLUX (Walker, 1986), is useful for generating loadings over time from 
intermittent samples. Table 1 gives general guidelines for data collection. 
Kinetic Rates. Because water quality modeling is still very much an art with numerous rate coeffi-
cients available for adjustment during calibration, it is highly preferable to obtain actual measure-
ments ofthese coefficients used il) the waterquality formulations. If all ofthe rate coefficients have 
been determined for a waterbody, then any discrepancies between computed and observed data high-
light the model's shortcomings, help to identify the bounds of the model's predictive capabilities, and 
provide direction for efficient use of resources to provide a better understanding of the system's water 
quality dynamics. 
Ideally, a model should be used as a starting point for limnological investigations of a waterbody, 
with the data and formulations continuously refined to reflect the increased understanding ofthe sys-
tem and processes gained over time. Unfortunately, this approach is rarely taken in practice due in 
large part to the expense involved, but also, even more unfortunately, due to the inability of aquatic 
biologistsllimnologists and engineers to collaborate. 
This cooperative approach between experimentalists and theoreticians is the main impetus behind the 
tremendous advances in physics, chemistry, and, to some extent, biology (e.g., genetic research) dur-
ing the last century, but is seldom seen in the field of water quality modeling. A notable exception is 
the Chesapeake Bay Modeling Study (Cerco and Cole, 1994). Researchers in the Chesapeake Bay 
region, including both biologists and engineers, Were actively involved in data acquisition and water 
quality formulations and provided invaluable knowledge and feedback during the course of the study. 
This cooperative aITangement is continuing and should be a model for all future water quality model 
development. 
Table 1. General guidelines for in-pool water quality sampling. 
Boundary Conditions 
Minimum parameters Additional parameters Frequency 
inflow/outflow conductivity daily or 
temperature dissolved oxygen continuous 
pH 
total d.issolved solids 1 
total organic carbon dissolved and/or particulate organic carbon weekly wI 
B002 storm samolinQ 
soluble reactive phosphorous total dissolved phosphorus weekly wI 
total phosphorous total inorganic phosphorus storm sampling 
dissolved inorganic phosphorus 
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nitrate+nitrite nitrogen total Kjeldahl nitrogen weekly wI 
ammonium nitrg9.en filtered total Kjeldahl nitrogen storm sampling 
total suspended solids 3 weekly wI 
inofoanic and/or volatile suspended solids storm samolina 
chlorophyll a weekly wI 
dissolved silica 4 storm sampling 
alkalinity 
I In-Pool I 
Minimum parameters Additional parameters Fr~quency 




Chlorophyll a' phytoplankton biomass and type monthlv 
. 
Total organic carbon7 dissolved andlor particulate organic carbon 
800 2 
monthly 
Soluble reactive Rhosphorus total dissolved phosphorus monthly 
Total phosphorus7 total inorganic phosphorus 
dissolved irioraanic phosphorus 
nitrate + nitrite nitroqen total Kjeldahl nitrogen monthly 
ammonium nitrogen filtered total Kjeldahl nitrogen 
secchi depth/Huht transmission monthlv 
total inorganic carbon monthly 
alkalinity 
total suspended solids 3 monthly 
inomanic and/or volatile suspended solids 
dissolved/total iron 6 monthly 
dissolved/total manganese 6 
dissolved/total silica 6 
total dissolved sulfide 6 
sulfate 6 
iron sulfide 8 
1 enough samples to correlate to conductivity ~ Important for density effects 
2 used to characterize decay rates of organic matter 
3 suspended solids affect phosphorus partitioning, light penetration, and density 
~ can be limiting for diatom growth 
5 preferably bi~weekly ~ samples should be taken at 1 m intervals 
6 1 m intervals , ' 
7 minimum number of samples includes one each in epilimnion, metalimnion, and hypolimnion ~ preferred number of 
samples (depending on depth) would be at 3m intervals with more frequent metalimnetic sampling 
8 when concerned about sediment release during anoxic periods 
Since water quality compartments are coupled, calibration of one compartment may affect other 
compartments making calibration difficult. An understanding of the processes modeled as well as 
knowledge of the system being simulated is an absolute must if the modeling effort is to succeed. 
A complete description of kinetic coefficients along with guidelines for appropriate default and a 
range of literature values is given in Appendix C. 
Constituents are grouped into four levels (Table 2). Level I includes constituents that have nointe-
raction with phytoplankton/nutrient/DO dynamics. Level II includes constituents affecting phytop-
lankton/nutrient/DO dynamics. Level III includes constituents that interact with level II constitu-
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entnts, but that are not transported. In level IV, alkalinity and total inorganic carbon are transported 
by the model and are thus state variables. They are necessary for computing pH and carbonate spe-
cies. 
Table 2. Constituent levels and names. 
Level Constituent 
I Tolal dissolved solids (or salinity) 
Generic constituents 
Inoraanic suseended solids 




Particulate bloaenic silica 
Total Iron 
Labile DOM 




I Dissolved oX:laen 
Zoo[!lankton 
II Ph:z:toelankton 
III II E[!ieh:lton 
II Orlilanic sediments 
II ' Macroeh:z:tes 
IV II Total Inoraanic carbon 
II Alkalinit:! 
The user should spend time familiarizing'himselfwith the water quality formulations in Appendix B 
taking note of the assumptions used. 
Data Analysis. An often overlooked step in model applications is plotting and analyzing observed 
data for all stations and times for which data are available. Do not plot up just the data chosen for 
calibration as the additional data may reveal important information about the prototype. Unfortunate-
ly, most mechanistic water quality modelers come from an engineering background with only cursory 
exposure to limnology. If a lin:mologist is available, they should be consulted during this stage to 
help in identifying the dominant processes occurring in the system. Once these have been identified, 
then efforts should be made to ensure the dominant forcing functions are represented as accurately as 
possible in the model, either as accurate boundary conditions or as additional water quality formula-
tions. 
For example, phosphorus coprecipitation with calcite is not currently included in the model. Ifthis is 
known to be an important mechanism for phosphorus removal from the photic zone resulting from 
pH changes due to phytoplankton primary production, then this mechanism should be included in the 
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kinetic formulations. This is a common mechanism for many freshwater systems located in limes-
tone topography, such as Texas, Tennessee, and Florida. Another example would be theprescnce of 
macrophytes that affect hydrodynamics, nutrient uptake rates, phytoplankton primmyproduction, and 
water column oxygen dynamics. Since macrophytes are not in the current release, then they would 
have to be included in the hydrodynamic and kinetic formulations. 
Another important task in data development and analysis is to analyze the data for reasonableness. 
Checks for reasonableness should go beyond outlier checks to include checks to see if changes in 
concentrations over space and time make limnological sense. For example, ifreservoir hypolimnetic 
nitrate concentrations increase during anoxic conditions and inflow temperatures are warmer than 
epilimnetic temperatures and/or inflow nitrate concentrations are less than the hypolimnetic concen-
trations, then there is no way for nitrate concentrations to increase. during this time in either the proto-
type or in the model. So, there is no use wasting time during calibration trying to reproduce this be-
havior and the failure of the model to reproduce this behavior should not be viewed as a shortcoming 
of the model. Another example would be observed reservoir hypolimnetic release temperatures that 
were greater than the hypolimnetic temperatures. It would be impossible for the model to match 
these temperatures during calibration 
Simulations 
Once the necessary data have been assembled into proper input format, then simulations can begin. 
This section describes the recommended steps for obtaining meaningful model results. 
Model Preparation 
Input checks. A preprocessor program, pre.exe, performs checks of the control file for many errors 
that can be detected by the preprocessor. Errors are written to the file PRE. ERR and warnings are 
written to the file PRE.wRN. Ifno errors are detected, then input from the control file is written to 
the file PRE. OPT. All errors should be corrected before proceeding any further. Warnings should be 
investigated to ensure that what is being input into the model is what is intended. The preprocessor 
should be run periodically during the calibration phase to ensure that enors have not been introduced 
into the input files. However, do not assume that all is necessarily well ifno warnings or errors are 
reported. 
Additionally, the user should check preprocessor output against inputs to ensure they are correct. 
Further evaluation of control file input data must be performed by the user to ensure data the user 
thinks he has input into the model is what the model is actually receiving. Additionally, all time-
varying input data should be plotted and screened for errors. These plotswill need to be included in 
any final report and can eliminate a number of problems early 6n in the project. 
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Calibration 
The next step is to begin calibration runs. Much of the literature refers to this step as calibration and 
verification in which model coefficients are adjusted to match an observed data set (calibration) and 
then the model is run on another "independent" data set without adjusting model coefficients to see if 
the model reproduces observed data in the prototype (verification in most circles, but variously called 
confirmation, validation, substantiation, etc. as numerous water quality modelers object to the word 
verification). 
This separation is artificial and wrong. If a model does not reproduce observed data (and, more im-
portantly, trends in data) for the "verification" data, then any good modeler will adjust coefficients, 
review model assumptions, include new processes, or collect additional data to adequately match 
both sets of data. Often, application to additional sets of data improves the fit to the first. The artifi-
ciality ofthis concept has led to applications in which modelers have used May, June, and July data 
for "calibration" and August, September, and October data of the same year for "verification" so they 
can state the model has been "calibrated/verified". 
The following examples will further illustrate the artificiality of the current concept of "calibra-· 
tion/verification". Consider the following summary of observed data. 
Year Flow Stratification Fall alaal bloom Minimum DO at dam 
1989 high weak yes o ppm 
1990 low strong no . 3"ppm 
1991 average medium yes 1 ppm 
1992 averal1e medium yes 1 ppm 
1993 low strong yes 1 ppm 
1994 high weak no 3 ppm 
.. Based on the currently accepted defimtlOn of cahbratlOn/venficatlOn, whICh of the years should be 
chosen for calibration and which should be chosen for·verification? A case could be made for 1989 
for calibration and 1994 for verification because of a fall phytoplankton bloom in 1989 and its ab-
sence in 1994. Additionally, the minimum dissolved oxygen at the dam was different between the 
years. If the model were to reproduce this behavior, then confldence could be placed in the model's 
ability to reproduce dissolved oxygen and phytoplankton blooms for the correct reasons. However, 
both years were years of high flow and using them would not test the model's ability to reproduce 
prototype behavior under different flow regimes. . 
Cases could be made for other combinations of calibration/verification years and different modelers 
would probably choose different calibration/verification years, so there doesn't appear to be one "cor-
rect" answer. In actuality, there is a correct answer. Model all the years andmodel them continuous-
ly. Modeling them continuously would eliminate separate calibration and verification years or data 
sets so the model could not be considered "calibrated and verified". However, ifthe model reproduc-
es the wide variation in prototypebehavior between all the years, a lot more confidence can be placed 
in the model's ability to reproduce prototype behavior for the "right" reasons than if the model were 
calibrated for one year and verified for another year. 
Another example ofthe problems with the currently accepted "calibration/verification" approach to 
establishing model credibility is illustrated in the following table. 
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Which year should be used for calibration and which year should be used for verification? Again, the 
best approach would be to model all three years, but since data do not exist for all the intervening 
years from 1979 to 1994, the simulation could not be continuous. An analysis of the data indicates a 
clear progression of eutrophication from 1979 to 1994 based on phytoplankton progression and in-
creasing hypoxia. According to the current concept of "calibration/verification", all kinetic coeffi-
cients should be the same for all simulation years. However, the different dominant phytoplankton 
groups will have different growth, mortality, respiration, excretion, and settling rates and different 
light and nutrient growth rate half-saturation constants between the years. Keeping these values con-
stant between calibration years would fly in the face of reality. 
Additionally, the sediment oxygen demand has clearly changed because of eutrophication, so the val-
ues used in the zero-order sediment compartment should be different for the three years. As can be 
seen from just these two examples, all years should be considered calibration years and rate coeffi-
cients in some cases should change between different calibration data sets if the prototype is to be 
represented accurately. 
Another concept associated with "calibration/verification" of a model is a post audit. Post audits are 
recommended whenever management changes are made as a result of modeling studies. A post audit 
involves. making the management changes and then collecting data to see if the hoped for changes in 
prototype behavior based on model guidance have taken place. This appears to be a very reasonable 
concept and straightforward test of a given model's simulation, capabilities and, if the hoped for 
changes occur, then a great deal of confidence can be placed in the model's simulative capabilities. 
But what if the changes in water quality such as an improvement in minimum dissolved oxygenor 
extent of hypoxia does not occur? Can one then conclude thilt the model is not very good and little 
confidence can be plilced in model results? The answer is no and the reason why is thilt no model can 
be used to predict the future. A model can only be used to determine what might haye occurred if a 
particular set of boundary forcing functions were to occur in the prototype. 
For example, hypoxia in Chesapeake Bay is a result of not only nutrient and organic matter loading, 
but also the degree of stratification that inhibits vertical mixing and reaeration. The degree ofstratifi-
cation is in large part a function of freshwater inflow. The higher the inflow, the greater the areal 
extent of density stratification in the Bay resulting in a greater areal extent of hypoxic waters. Sup-
pose a model of the Bay "predicted" that a 40% nitrogen loading reduction decreased the areal extent 
of hypoxia by 20%. Based on this result, loadings were then reduced by 40% for five years and ·hy-
poxia did not decrease but actually increased during this time period. 
Since the exact opposite occurred from what the model predicted, can the modeling study be con-
cluded to be a failure? The answer is no. Suppose that the model results assume average freshwater 
river inflows and the five years after implementing loading reductions were high flow years, which 
increased the extent of hypoxia compared to an average flow yea~ due strictly to physical effects. 
The only way to tell ifthe conclusions based on the model study were erroneous would be to model 
the five years using observed boundary conditions for this period and see ifthe model reproduced the 
observed increase rather than decrease in hypoxia. Thus, if a post audit yielded water quality different 
from expected water quality based on model results, this has no reflection on a given model's ability 
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to reproduce water quality in the prototype. Again, models cannot be used to predict the future, only 
what might have been. 
Ideally, calibration should involve multiple datasets encompassing as many variations and extremes 
as possible in the prototype. A model's ability to reproduce prototype behavior under a variety of 
conditions gives the modeler more confidence in the model's ability to accurately simulate the proto-
type under proposed conditions. To put it very simply, a model is a theory about behavior in the real 
world. A theory is continuously tested against all observed data, and, ifit does not match the data, 
then the theory should either be modified or a new one developed that more closely agrees with ob-
served data. 
Model data/comparison. The model produces the following output files for displaying results: 
I. Profile file [PRFFN]. This file is used to plot observed versus predicted veliical pro-
files for temperature and constituents at a given segment. 
2. Time series file [TSRFN]. This file is used to plot time histories of water surface ele-
vations, flows, temperatures and constituent concentrations for user specifiedcompu-
tational cells. This file also contains information to plot out the time history ofthe va-
riable timestep and average timestep. 
3. Contour plotfile [CPLFN]. This,fi]eis used to plot contours oftemperature and con-
stituents along the waterbody length. 
4. Vector plot file [VPLFN]. This file is used to plot velOCity vectors determined from 
horizontal and vertical velocities. The output is useful in analyzing flow patterns in 
the waterbody. 
5. Spreadsheet file [SPRFN]. This file is similar to the profile except the output is suit-
able for importing into a spreadsheet type database for subsequent plotting. 
A description of the output from each file and how to use the information is given in Appendix C. 
The current release version requires the user to develop plotting capabilities from these files: This is 
most often done using the spreadsheet output file and time series output file and developing ma-
cros to process the data. 
Calibration is an iterative process whereby model coefficients are adjusted until an adequate fit of 
observed versus predicted data is obtained. Unfortunately, there are no hard and fast guidelines for 
determining when an adequate fit is obtained. The user must continually ask himself "is the model 
giving useful results based on model formulations, assumptions and input data?". If it is not, then the 
user must determine if the inability of the model to produce useful results is due to the use of the 
model in an inappropriate manner (Le., hydrostatic approximation is invalid, one phytoplankton 
group is not sufficient to capture phytoplankton/nutrient/DO interactions, wind speed function for 
evaporation is inappropriate for the waterbody, etc.), model formulations are insufficient to describe 
known prototype behavior, or if input data are insufficient to describe the system dynamics. 
Another important point to keep in 111ind during .calibration is that'! model may give inadequate re-
sults for a given spatial andlor temporal scale, but at another scale may reason'lbly represent the dy-
namics of the prototype. For example" the model may fail to predict a short-term phytoplankton 
bloom using monthly inflowing phytoplankton and nutrient concentrations, but may adequately 
represent phytoplankton production over the summer stratification period. The model may thus be 
useful in determining a waterhody's long-term response to nutrient loading reductions but be inade-
quate in addressing short-term responses to a nutrient reduction strategy. In summary, it is not al-
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ways necessary for model output to match all ofthe observed data for the model to provide meaning-
ful results. 
The usual sequence for calibration is to first calibrate the water budget (or water surface elevation), 
then calibrate temperature (preferably salinity for estuarine applications), and finally water quality. 
Keep in mind water quality calibration can affect temperature/salinity calibration. A description of 




The water budget is checked by comparing predicted elevations with observed elevations. Errors in 
the water budget are generated by the following: 
I. Incorrect bathymetry. The user should carefully check the volume-area-elevation 
table produced by the model to ensure it closely matches the project volume-area-
elevation table. If it does not, then the bathymetry should be checked carefully to en-
sure there are no errors. In some cases, additional sediment range surveys may be ne-
cessary to adequately define the bathymetry. It may also be necessary to include 
branches that were not included in the initial bathymetry. Also, keep in mind that de-
velopment ofthe original volume-area-elevation table was subject to the same errors 
used in developing the volume-are'l-elevation table for the application. In some appli-
cations, the new volume-area-elevation tablewas deemed more accurate than theorig-
inal. 
2. Storm events. Errors in the water budget due to storm events can be determined by 
comparing predicted with observed elevations using output from the time series plots. 
Ifthe error is generated during storm events, then the user should check to see ifpre-
cipitation must be included andlor if more tributaries need to be included than were 
originally specified. The user may need to use a hydrologic model to determine in-
flows during storm events for ungaged tributaries. An alternative method is to appor-
tion inflows for ungaged tributaries based on their watershed areas. 
3. Incomplete inflow data. A substantial amount of inflow is often unaccounted for 
when using gauged inflows: The unaccounted inflows can include minor tributary, 
precipitation, stormwater, and wastewater treatment plant contributions. The distri-
buted tributary option provides the user with a means to account for these contribu-
tions. This option distributes inflows into every branch segment weighted by the 
segment surface area. 
4. Evaporation. If evaporation in the region is significant and is not, accounted for in in-
flows, then it should be included using the evaporation option [EVel. 
5. Seepage. Seepage gains or losses can be significant for some waterbodies. The mod-
el does not explicitly handle seepage at present, but the coding is such that seepage 
can be readily included in the calculations as an additional rate term in the flow 
source/sink array [QSSj. Several applications required specifying seepage losses 
through the dam in order to properly calibrate temperature. 
6. Inaccurate Inflow/Outflow Measurements. Gauged inflows and reservoir outflows 
are notoriously inaccurate with typical measurement errors of 5-1 0%. The model is 
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very sensitive to inflow/outflow error measurements that can result in significant er-
rors in water level predictions. 
Typically, the user will first plot observed versus predicted water surface elevations for the simula-
tion period after all the inflow/outflow data have been collected and the model is running to comple-
tion. The latest version contains a program for computing reservoir water balances that will initially 
compute the additional flows necessary for reproducing observed water surface elevations, but it will 
not normally generate a perfect water balance. The computed flows can then be manually adjusted to 
more closely match observed water surface elevations. Normally, the computed flows are initially 
incorporated using the distributed tributary option in the model with interpolation turned off so that 
the model sees the flows as a step function since this is how the flow is computed by the utility. Us-
ing this option, the flows necessary to compute the water balance are distributed into the surface layer 
weighted according to segment surface area. 
Keep in mind that this method only provides the necessary flows to complete the water balance. The 
user must decide how to incorporate them into the model in a realistic fashion as the method of in-
corporation can have a large impact on temperature and water quality calibration - another fork in the 
road in the "art" of water quality modeling. The recommended procedure is to first plot up and ana-
lyze the computed flows to see if they provide any information as to the source of the error. 
For example, ifthe majority of the computed flows are negative and the inflows are deemed accurate, 
then this would indicate that the outflow has been underestimated. It could be due to seepage into 
groundwater or seepage through the dam. Ifthe hypolimnetic temperatures were also being under-
predicted, which would indicate that the hypolimnetic residence time was being overpredicted, then 
incorporating the computed flows into an additional outflow could solve both problems at once. The 
point to be made is that various methods of incorporating the computed flows during temperature and 
water quality calibration should be tried to determine if they have an affect on temperature or water 
quality. Whichever method improves the calibration is the method to use. The following plot illu-
strates the accuracy normally expected for a reservoir water surface elevation calibration. The com-
puted elevations overlay the observed elevations. 
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Figure 3. Allatoona Reservoir computed (lines) vs. observed (symbols) water surface eleva-
tions for 1992, 1993, 1996, and 1997. 
Hydrodynamics and Temperature 
The earliest one-dimensional mechanistic reservoir models included only temperature. As a result, 
temperature was the only model prediction that could be used for hydrodynamic calibration. Since 
temperature is affected by surface and bottom heat exchange and is therefore nonconservative, it is 
not the best parameter for calibrating hydrodynamics. Salinity, which is conservative, has historical-
ly been considered the ideal constituent for hydrodynamic calibration. However, this is generally 
feasible only for estuarine applications where salinity is routinely monitored. Dissolved solids are not 
conservative and are generally not a good substitute for salinity during calibration except in water-
bodies where the conservative assumption is appropriate. The previous three sentences echo the pre-
vailing sentiment of hydrodynamic modelers. In reality, there is no "ideal" constituentthat should be 
used for hydrodynamic calibration. Each constituent can contribute knowledge about the system and 
can have an impact on the hydrodynamic calibration. 
Experience has shown that dissolved oxygen and phytoplankton are often much better indicators of 
proper hydrodynamic calibration than either temperature or salinity. There are several reasons for 
this. First, gradients in dissolved oxygen and phytoplankton are often present at different locations in 
the water column than either temperature or salinity gradients. Consequently, they can provideaddi-
tional information as to the correctness of the hydrodynamic calibration beyond either temperature 
and/or salinity alone. Second, dissolved oxygen is much more dynamic than either temperature or 
salinity and readily responds to wind events including seiching, with the anoxic zone often moving 
several kilometers over a day in response to the hydrodynamics. Phytoplankton distributions are also 
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affected by the hydrodynamics. Further discussion and examples will he presented in the section on 
water quality calibration. Nevertheless, temperature and/or salinity should always be the first step 
during hydrodynamic calibration, with the hydrodynamic calibration further refined during water 
quality calibration. 
Computed velocities can be compared with velocity and flow measurements obtained from an acous-
tic Doppler cun'ent profileI' (ADCP) to additionally evaluate the model's hydrodynamicperfonnance. 
However, care must be taken when comparing model velocities with observed velocities to ensure 
ADCP measurements are comparable to the laterally averaged velocities generated by the model. 
Coefficients affecting temperature and their default values are given in Table 3. The eddy viscosi-
ties, Chezy coefficient, and wind sheltering coefficient directly affect hydrodynamics that affect heat 
and constituent transport. The remaining coefficients directly affect temperature that affects hydro-
dynamics. Ofthese, the last two coefficients affect temperature only if constituents are modeled. See 
Appendix C for a more detailed description of these coefficients and their effects. 
Table 3. Coefficients affecting thermal calibration 
Coefficient FORTRAN Name Default 
Longitudinal eddy viscosity ffi)g 1 m2·sec-
' 
, 
Longitudinal eddy diffusivity jQ)g 1 m2 sec-' 
Chezy coefficient or Manning's N IfRICIl 70 m2 sec-1 
Wind sheltering coefficient IWSCI Calibration_Jlarameter 
Solar radiation absorbed In surface layer J!lETA] 0.45 
Extinction coefficient for pure water ]!;XH2~1 0.45 m·1 , 
Extinction coefficient for Inorganic solids lEXINORl 0.01 m·1 
ExtinctioQ coefficient for organic solids , IEXORGI 0.2 m·1 
In addition to the above coefficients, temperature predictions are also affected by the surface heat 
exchange algorithm specified, mainstem and tributary inflows, intlow temperatures and their place-
ment, outlet and withdrawal specifications, the numerical solution scheme, and bathymetric and me-
teorological data. Again, always represent the prototype as accurately as possible. 
Applications on over 400 waterbodies under a wide variety of conditions have shown the model ge-
nerates remarkably accurate temperature predictions using default values when provided accurate 
geometry and boundary conditions. The wind-sheltering coefficient [WSC] has the most effect on 
temperature during calibration and should be adjusted first. Previous applications varied the wind 
sheltering coefficient from 0.5-0.9 for mountainous and/or dense vegetative canopy and 1.0 for open 
terrain. In a very few cases, the wind-sheltering coefficient [WSC] has been increased above 1.0 to 
account for funneling effects on systems with steep banks. The user should also run sensitivity ana-
lyses on the other coefficients to gain a "feel" for how they affect temperature predictions. 
Calibration problems. Difficulties during temperature calibration can often be traced to the follow-
ing: 
29 
I. Inflows and Inflow temperatures: Accurate inflows and intlowtemperatures are de-
sirable for all applications, but they are critical for waterbodies with short residence 
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times or during high inflow periods. Temperature calibration will be difficult using 
monthly inflow temperatures for a waterbody with a one week residence time. Me-
thods exist for generating more frequent inflow temperatures based on flow and me-
teorological data (Ford and Stein, 1986), but there is no substitute for actual measure-
ments. 
2. Meteorological data. Many difficulties are associated with extrapolating weathersta-
tion meteorological data to a waterbody site. Weather stations are typically Ibcated in 
different terrain and atlarge distances from the prototype. Frontal movements can oc-
cur at different times over the water body and meteorological station resulting in mod-
el predictions that are in closer agreement either earlier or later than the actual com-
parison date. Methods for addressing these problems include adjustment ofthe wind 
sheltering coefficient [WSC], use of an alternative meteorological station, averaging 
data from several meteorological stations, separating awaterbody into regions apply-
ing data from different meteorological stations, and comparison of observed data us-
ing model output either before or after the observed date. If the user has the luxury of 
obtaining calibration data before applying the model, portable weather stations exist 
which can be deployed on the waterbody. Obviously, this is the preferred method. 
3. Outflow data. The addition ofthe selective withdrawal algorithm in Version 2.0 has 
reduced many ofthe previous problems of accurately representing outflows. Howev-
er, problems still·arise. In the application ofCE-QUAL-W2 to Bluestone Reservoir, 
Tillman and Cole (1994) were unable to reproduce observed temperature stratification 
without limiting the lower withdrawal layer. Subsequent investigation sho'Yed .that 
withdrawal was limited by trash accumulation that effectively acted as a submerged 
weir. This was a problem generated by inadequate knowledge oftheprototype and 
not a problem with the model. Indeed, this is an example ofa model giving insight in-
to the behavior of the prototype. 
4. Bathymetry. Several previous applications of the model encountered difficulties dur-
ing temperature calibration until the bathymetry was revisited. Check the assumptions 
made during the development of the bathymetry to ensure they are not the s'ource of 
the problem. Starting points include grid resolution that affects the models ability to 
define sharp thermal gradients and bottom slope, volume-area-elevation accuracy that 
can have a marked effect on hypolimnetic temperatures since the volumes are general-
ly small near the bottom, and water surface areas that affect the area available for sur-
face heat exchange. Branch definition has also been found to have an effect on tem-
perature predictions. 
In order to illustrate how accurate reservoir temperature modeling has become with CE-QUAL-W2, 
Table 4 lists calibration results for 70 reservoir thermal simulations. The statistic presented is the 
absolute mean error (AME) computed as follows: 
AME L I Predicted -Obsemd I 
number of observations 
Although a number of other statistics have been used when evaluating model results, the AME pro-
vides the best indication of model performance since it is directly interpretable. For example, an 
AME of 0.5 °C means that the model results are, on the average, within °0.5 EC ofthe observed data. 
As can be seen, model predictions for all the reservoirs are within °1 °C and mc;>st of them are much 
less. 
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Table 4. Reservoir thermal simulations with error statistics for station closest to 
dam. 
Reservoir /I years AME °C Reservoir # years AME °C 
I Allatoona 4 0.6 36 Monroe 4 0.7 
2 Alum Creek I 0.5 37 Neely Henry 2 0.6 
3 Barklav I 0.5 38 Neversink 3 0.4 
4 Bluestone 2 0.5 39 Norman 3 0.7 
5 Brownlee 2 0.6 40 Oxbow I 0.3 
6 Bull Run I 2 0.5 41 Oahe 2 0.9 
7 Bull Run 2 2 0.7 42 Occoquan I 0.9 
8 Burnsville I 0.9 43 Paint Creek I 0.4 
9 Caesar Creek I . 0.6 44 Paintsville I 0.4 
10 Cannonsville 5 0.7 45 Patoka 3 0.7 
II Cave Run 4 0.8 46 Pepacton 3 0.6 
12 C.J. Strike 2 0.7 47 Pineflat 5 0.6 
13 Croton I 0.7 48 Powell I 0.7 
14 Cumberland I 0.5 49 J. Percy Priest 3 0.8 
IS Deer Creek OB I 0.4 50 uabbin I 0.7 
16 Deer Creek ID 5 0.8 51 Richard B. Russell 3 0.5 
17 DeGray 8 0.9 52 Rhodiss 2 0.6 
18 Fishtrao I 0.8 53 Riffe I 0.7 
19 Fort Peck 2 0.7 54 Rimov I 0.5 
20 Francis Case 2 0.7 55 Rondout 3 0.5 
21 Herrington I 0.7 56 Sakakawea 2 0.7 
22 Hickory I 0.5 57 Schoharie 2 0.8 
23 l.W. Flanagan I 0.5 58 Shasta I 0.6 
24 lordanelle 3 0.7 59 Shcoaug I 0.6 
25 . Strom Thurmond 5 0.9 60 Stonewall Jackson 2 0.5 
26 James I 0.6 61 Toledo Bend I 0.7 
27 Houston 6 0.5 62 Tavlorsville 2 0.9 
28 Lanier 2 0.9 63 Tolt I 0.5 
29 Loch Raven I 0.9 64 Travis I 0.3 
30 Long Lake I 0.5 65 Wabush I 0.6 
31 Lost Creek I 0.6 66 Wachusett 4 0.7 
32 Maumelle 2 0.7 67 Weiss 2 0.6 
33 Mayfield I 0.6 68 West Point 3 0.8 
34 Moehnetalsperre I 0.4 69 Walter F. George 2 0.6 
35 Mountain Island I 0.7 70 Youghioghenv 2 0.8 
The following examples illustrate CE-QUAL-W2's ability to reproduce observed temperatures on a 
variety of systems with widely varying temperatureregimes. On all plots, x's represent observed 
data and their widths are scaled to represent ±O.5°C. The dotted lines represent computed model val-
ues. The absolute mean error (AME) and root mean square error (RMS) are also included for each 
date in order to help in interpreting the predictive capability of the model. These statistics should 
always be included in plots of computed versus observed data since plots can often be misleading 
depending upon the scale of the x and y axes and the size of the marker used to represent the ob-
served data (a common technique used to make model results appear better than they actually are). 
PineDat Reservoir. PineDat Reservoir is located in California near the base of the Sierra Madre 
mountain range. One of its primary uses is for providing irrigation water during the summer growing 
season. Consequently, the reservoir is drawn down as much as 70 m over the summer during drought 
years. The model was used to provide operational guidance for a temperature control device that will 
be installed in the reservoir to optimize the storage of cold water for downstream releases at the end 
of summer. 
Figure 4 shows the results of temperature predictions for 1989. The thermal regime exhibits two 
thermoclines staIting in early spring. As can be seen, the reservoir was drawn down over 40 m dur-
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ing the summer. During 1993, the development ofthe two thermoclines was delayed until the end of 
summer (Figure 5). CE-QUAL-W2 correctly captured the thermal regimes for both years and the 
differences in the thermal regimes between the two years. 
Sensitivity analyses showed that temperature predictions were very sensitive to inflow temperatures. 
Calibration consisted of adjusting inflow temperatures to more ciosely match in-pool temperature 
profiles. Because calibration showed the importance of accurate inflow temperatures in order to 
properly calibrate the model, additional fieldwork was done to obtain accurate inflow temperatures. 
During this effort, it was discovered that the location where inflow temperatures were taken showed a 
lateral variation in the river of over SoC due to hypolimnetic discharges from an upstream reservoir 
that did not completely mix laterally. Additionally, during extreme drawdown, it was shown that in-
flow temperatures increased by nearly 2°C from measured temperatures as the upstream boundaty of 
the model moved downstream approximately 10 km due to the large drawdowns that the reservoir 
was periodically subjected to. 
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Figure 4. 1989 Pineflat Reservoir computed versus observed temperatures. 
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Figure 5. 1993 Pineflat Reservoir computed versus observed temperatures. 
Bluestoue. Bluestone Reservoir is located in the mountains of West Virginia. The reservoir has an 
average hydraulic retention time of less than a week during the summer. When first calibrating for 
temperature, the model predicted essentially no thermal stratification during the summer whereas the 
observed data showed strong stratification beginning at a depth of about eight meters. Based on the 
short residence time during the summer, model predictions seemed quite reasonable. However, stra-
tification was present in both 1981 and 1983 indicating that stratification was not a rare occurrence. 
A number of mechanisms were proposed to explain the observed stratification including groundwater 
seepage and extreme win~ sheltering. Including these inthe model did not result in any improve-
ments in model predictions. Finally, the lqwer limit of selective withdrawal was set at the depth cor-
responding to the outlet elevation. Results of the simulation are shown in Figure 6 and FigUl'e 7. 
Subsequent investigations at the reservoir revealed that accumulated debris at the level of the trash 
racks was acting like a submerged weir that limited the bottom of the withdrawal zone to the eleva-
tion ofthe trash r.acks. This is an example ofa model providing insight into previously unknown be-
havior of the prototype. 
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Figure 6. 1981 Bluestone Reservoir computed versus observed temperatures. 
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Figure 7. 1983 Bluestone Reservoir computed versus observed temperatures. 
Richard B. Russell. Richard B. Russell (RBR) is located immediately upstream of J. Strom Thur- . 
mond Reservoir ( JST) on the Savannah River bordering Georgia and South Carolina. The model was 
used to investigate the effects of proposed pump-storage operations in which water would be pumped 
into RBR from JST and reused for hydropower operations during peak energydeinands. Animpor-
tant concern was what effect pump-storage operations would have on the thermal regime in RBR. 
The model was subsequently applied to 1996, a year in which extensive pump-storage operations oc' 
curred. In order to simulate the effects of pump-storage, the model code was altered to allow dynam-
ic linkage ofRBR and JST reservoirs. 
This is a stringent test of the model's simulation capabilities because the dynamic linkage required 
accurate temperature simulations in RBR in order to provide accurate inflow temperatures to JST. 
Likewise, accurate temperature predictions were required in JST in order to provide accurate temper-
atures entering RBR during pumpback. 
Figure 8-Figure 10 show the results of the simulations. The model correctly predicted the approx-
imately 4 'C increase in hypolimnetic temperatures compared to previous years that did not have 
pump-storage operations. No calibration was involved for this simulation. Results are from the first 
run of the model for 1996 using default hydrodynamic/temperature calibration parameters and a 
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wind-sheltering coefficient determined from calibration to two previous years that did not include 
pump-storage operations. 
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Figure 8. 1988 Richard B. Russell computed versus observed temperatures. 
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Figure 9. 1994 Richard B. Russell computed versus observed temperatures. 
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Paintsville Reservoir. Paintsville Reservoir is a US Army Corps of Engineers reservoir located in 
Kentucky. The reservoir's thermal regime is typical of deep-storage reservoirs with hydraulic reten-
tion times greater than four months. Figure 11 illustrates the model's ability to reproduce the spring-
time development of the thermocline, the strong thermocline present in late summer, and fall over-
turn. 
During initial calibration, the model consistently overpredicted hypolimnetic temperatures. No pa-
rameter adjustment (wind-sheltering or light absorption/extinction) resulted in an acceptable calibra-
tion. Realizing that hypo lim netic temperatures are influenced by residence time, a sensitivity analy-
sis was performed in which the widths were increased uniformly (thus increasing hypolimnetic resi-
dence time) until the predicted hypolimnetic temperatures matched the observed temperatures. Sub-
sequently, it was determined that the original development of the bathymetry did not include two 
branches that accounted for approximately 15% ofthe storage in the reservoir. In this case, calibra-
tion consisted of ensuring that the volume-elevation relationship was accurately described. 
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Figure 1 L Paintsville Reservoir computed versus observed temperatures. 
Brownlee Reservoir. Brownlee Reservoir is located on the Snake River in Idaho and is operated by 
Idaho Power. Brownlee's thermal regime is very distinctive with the thermocline starting at approx-
imately 30 m below the water surface. Figure 12 and Figure 13 illustrate the model's ability to si-
mulate the thermal regime in Brownlee. 
During initial temperature calibration, the model predicted hypolimnetic temperatures greater than 
15°C, whereas the observed temperatures were always near 5°C. No parameter adjustment allowed 
for adequate temperature calibration. An analysis ofthe system showed that the theoretical residence 
time during the summer was less than two months indicating that model predictions of warmer hypo-
limnetic temperatures were more reasonable than the observed data. 
Additionally, the thermal structure in Brownlee exhibits a well-mixed epilimnion approximately 30 m 
in depth. Wind mixing could not supply sufficient energy to account for the depth ofthe epilimnion. 
Therefore, it was concluded that outflow dynamics had to be responsible for the observed thermal 
regime. As in the Bluestone application, the bottom layer for selective withdrawal was set at approx-
imately the same depth as the thermocline. Subsequent investigations revealed the presence of a 
ledge below the outlet that was limiting the outflow to the level of the observed thermocline. 
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Figure 12, 1992 Brownlee Reservoir computed versus observed temperatures. 
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Figure 13. 1995 Brownlee Reservoir computed versus observed temperatures. 
C.J. Strike Reservoir. C.J. Strike Reservoir is located on the Snake River in Idaho upstream of 
Brownlee Reservoir and is also operated by Idaho Power. Stratification is not nearly as pronounced 
as in Brownlee Reservoir due to the smaller volume of C.J. Strike and snbsequent shorter residence 
time. 
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As noted in the discussion for Brownlee Reservoir, the relatively short residence time during the 
summer should result in considerable hypolimnetic heating as cold water is withdrawn and replaced 
by warmer waters from above. Temperature calibration consisted of adjusting the wind-sheltering 
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Figure 14. c.J. Strike Reservoir computed versus observed temperatures. 
These examples illustrate the models ability to reproduce complex thermal regimes that differ widely 
depending upon a particular reservoir's morphometry, location, sun'ounding terrain, and operaiions 
with a minimum of parameter adjustment. The only parameter adjusted was the wind-sheltering 
coefficient that was used to adjust wind speeds taken at a given meteorological station to the reservoir 
surface. Values ranged from 0.6 for small reservoirs located in mountainous terrains to 1.0 for large 
reservoirs located in open terrain. 
The preceding discussion is not meant to imply that the model is "plug and play" and requires no ca-
libration with regards to temperature. Greater discrepancies between computed and observed tem-
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perature profiles were always present at the beginning ofthermal calibration for all the presented ex-
amples .. 
Aside from adjustment of wind sheltedng, calibration consisted of determining whether·known inac-
curacies in a given forcing function could be responsible for the discrepancies in the computed tem-
perature profiles and then describing the forcing function more accurately. This procedure included 
the following: 
I. Adjustment of volume-elevation relationship to ensure that residence time was accu-
rately represented 
2. Adjustment of bottom elevation to ensure that computed and observed bottom eleva-
tions for the deepest station were at least as deep as the observed data 
3. Adjustment of inflow temperatures to more closely match temperatures at the most 
upstream station 
4. Generation of more frequent inflow temperatures based on equilibrium temperature 
5. Using more frequent outflow data than daily average values, particularly for peaking 
hydropower systems 
6. Ensuring that the outflow distribution for multi-level outlets was accurately described 
7. Ensuring sufficient longitudinallvertical grid resolution 
8. Obtaining more frequent meteorological data than daily average values 
9. Limiting the bottom zone for selective withdrawal (all instances were eventually phys-
ically justified in the prototype) . 
10. Including additional sources of outflow due to dam leakage or seepage to groundwater 
II. Ensuring multiple branch descriptions were accurately represented 
12. Using the most accurate numerical scheme (ULTIMATE with [THETA] set to 0) and 
including the effects of vertical turbulence [VISC] and internal gravity waves [CELC] 
in the autostepping stability requirements . 
As a result of the numerous thermal applications ofthe model, an important conceptthat has emerged 
is that the more accurately the behavior ofthe prototype is described, the more accurately the model 
responds. Always keep this in mind during model calibration. 
Water Quality 
The following discussion can serve as a starting point for reservoir water quality calibration. Howev-
er, each application is different and requires knowledge about prototype behavior and the dominant 
water quality processes that are occun-ing in the prototype before ever attempting to model water 
quality. Black box application of any model is a recipe for failure. 
Dissolved Oxygen. Once the user has a good understanding ofthe dominant water quality processes 
occun-ing in the prototype and ensures they are accurately represented in the model, then the user 
should begin dissolved oxygen calibration. The zero-order SOD should be used initially as it is es-
sentially a pure calibration parameter that allows for back calculating the oxygen uptake rate in the 
water column. If dissolved oxygen profiles in the water column are exactly matched, then the values 
for SOD used in calibration are very close to the actual uptake rates of dissolved oxygen in the water 
column. The problem with using only the zero-order SOD for water column DO calibration is that 
the model will not be sensitive to load increases/decreases that directly affect water column DO up-
take and sediment nutrient recycling that affect phytoplankton primary production. 
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However, this is seldom the case, particularly where loadings to the system in the form of alloch-
thonous organic matter (or CBOD), autochthonous organic matter due to phytoplankton production, 
and/or ammonium are important forcing functions for water column dissolved oxygen that are subject 
to change over time. UnfOliunately, for systems where allochthonous loadings of organic matter are 
important, rarely are there sufficient boundary condition data to adequately represent the loadings to 
the system. 
Particular care should be paid to the timing and duration of events involving phytoplankton, epiphy-
ton, and dissolved oxygen. If the model does not represent the onset, extent, and duration of anoxic 
conditions, then nutrient dynamics will not be represented either. They in turn affect phytoplankton 
production that affects dissolved oxygen. Timingofthe onset of dissolved oxygen depletion is great-
ly influenced by the temperature rate multipliers used for organic matter and the sediments. A 
change in the lower temperature [OMT1] of I ·C in the temperature rate formulation can shift the ini-
tial uptake of water column dissolved oxygen by as much as two weeks. The same effect can be ob-
tained by adjusting the value of the multiplier [OMK1]. Much ofthe art in water quality modeling is 
involved in calibrating phytoplankton/nutrient/DO dynamics. 
The following plots illustrate the model's ability to reproduce widely varying reservoir dissolved 
oxygen regimes. With the exception of the zero-order SOD rates, all kinetic coefficients were set to 
their default values thus ensuring that the model was applied with a minimum of "curve fitting". In 
all likelihood, using the same values for kinetic parameters such as phytoplankton growth and settling 
rates is not correct. However, the point to be made is that the model is capable of reproducing very 
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Figure 15, Allatoona Reservoir computed vs. observed DO. 
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Figure 16. Browulee Reservoir computed vs. observed DO. 
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Figure 17. C.J. Strike Reservoir computed vs. observed DO. 
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Figure 19. Richard B. Russell Reservoir computed vs. observed DO, March through June, 
1988. 
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Figure 21. 1996 Richard B. Russell computed vs. observed DO. 
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Figure 23. J. Strom Thurmond Reservoir computed vs, observed DO. 
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Figure 24_ Mouroe Reservoir computed vs. observed DO. 
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Figure 25. Rimov Reservoir computed vs. observed DO. 
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Figure 27. Shepaug Reservoir computed vs. observed DO. 
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Figure 29. West Point Reservoir computed vs. observed DO. 
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Figure 30. Walter F. George Reservoir computed vs. observed DO. 
As can be seen from the previous figures for computed versus observed DO comparisons, the model 
has reproduced a wide range of DO regimes with a high degree of accuracy using mostly default ki-
netic parameters. The largest discrepancies between computed and observed DO occur in the epilim-
nion during middle to 13te summer where the model consistently underpredicts supersaturated DO. 
The problem.is that if the model is correctly predicting very low nutrient levels during tl)ese times 
(typically at detection levels), then there are insufficient nutrients in the water column to SUppOlt the 
observed levels of primary production indicated by supersaturated conditions. This is a shortcoming 
of all currently used water quality models and indicates insufficient understanding of phytoplank-
ton/nutrient dynamics in the photic zone. A great deal of research needs to be done in this area in 
order to improve our ability to model phytoplankton primary productivity. 
Another possible problem during dissolved oxygen calibration is during fall overturn when anoxic 
hypolimnetic water mixes with epilimnetic water. For the most part, the model reproduces dissolved 
oxygen fairly well during overturn (Figure 29), but in some applications the model has consistently 
underpredicted dissolved oxygen and in other applications the model has consistently overpredicted 
hypolimnetic concentrations. 
There are three possible causes for this behavior. The first is the reaeration formula is not appropriate 
for the waterbody. For reservoirs, the model has accurately reproduced epilimneticdissolved oxygen 
concentrations on so many systems that this is probably not the case. The second possibility is that 
the volumes of epilimnetic and hypolimnetic volumes are sufficiently off to affect the final mixed 
dissolved oxygen concentration. Depending upon the direction ofthe volume error, this can result in 
either over or underprediction. The third possibility in the case of overprediction is that reduced sub-
stances including ammonium, iron, manganese, and sulfides have been released from the sediments 
in sufficient quantities to exert an appreciable oxygen demand. The model includes only the affect of 
ammonium on dissolved oxygen. In this case, the code would need to be altered to include their ef-
fects on dissolved oxygen. All ofthese scenarios should be investigated if accurate reproduction of 
dissolved oxygen during fall overturn is important to simulate. 
Nutrients. Given accurate boundary conditions for phosphorus, ammonium, and iron and accurate 
simulations of metalimnetic/hypolimnetic dissolved oxygen, hypolimnetic concentrations of these 
nutrients are relatively easy to reproduce. Again, this is basically a back calculation of the sediment 
fluxes to match observed hypolimnetic concentrations. 
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Epilimnetic concentrations of phosphorus during the growing season are typically at or below detec-
tion levels in both the model and the prototype, so they are also relatively easy to reproduce. Fall 
concentrations can be more complicated, particularly if iron and manganese have built up during the 
summer in an anoxic hypolimnion. In this case, the iron compartment should be turned on so that 
iron is released in the hypolimnion. The model includes phosphorus sorption onto iron hydroxides 
that form during fall overturn and settle into the sediments, thus removing phosphorus from the water 
column. 
Epilimnetic ammonium and nitrate levels are more difficult to reproduce as some phytoplankton 
show a preference for ammonium over nitrate and the degree to which they exhibit this preference is 
different between groups. In addition, water column nitrate undergoes denitrification when the water 
column goes anoxic and also diffuses into the sediments where it undergoes denitrification in the 
anaerobic layer under both oxic and anoxic conditions. The ammonium preference factor !ANPRl, 
the water column denitrification rate !N03DKl, and the sediment nitrate uptake rate !N03S1 are cali-
bration parameters that can be adjusted to better match observed concentrations of these nutrients. 
Phytoplankton. The following plots illustrate the model's ability to reproduce a spring phytoplank-
ton bloom in Rimov Reservoir, Czech Republic. Tremendous amounts of data were collected to ana-
lyze the spring bloom. Chlorophyll a samples were taken at 1 m depth intervals overupper 10m of 
the water column atsix stations approximately every three days for over a month. The plots include 
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Figure 31. Rimov Reservoir computed vs. observed phytoplanktou biomass. 
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Figure 32. Rimov Resel"Voir computed vs. obsel"Ved phytoplaukton biomass. 
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Figure 33. Rimov Resel"Voir computed vs. obsel"Ved phytoplankton biomass. 
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Figure 35. Rimov Reservoir computed vs. observed phytoplankton biomass. 
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Figure 36. Rimov Reservoir computed vs. observed phytoplankton biomass. 
The following plots illustrate how important it is to describe the system accurately. The plots show 
results of the Rimov phytoplankton simulation in which the wind direction was inadvertently changed 
by 90°. The importance of wind direction and its influence on the spring phytoplankton bloom was 
noted by limnologists who originally collected the 1991 data. Note the difference at the most down-
stream station on April 8 compared to the previous plot of April 8 using the correct wind direction. 
This also illustrates that the model can be a powerfullimnological investigative tool when trying to 
determine how important different forcing functions are to the limnology of a reservoir. 
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Figure 38. Rimov Reservoir computed vs. obse,rved phytoplankton with wind rotated 90· 
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Figure 39, Rimov Reservoir computed vs, observed phytoplankton with wind rotated 90", 
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Figure 42. Rimov Reservoir computed vs. observed phytoplankton with wind rotated 90". 
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The following plots illustrate the importance of accurate inflow boundary conditions for phytoplank-
ton in Rimov Reservoir. Inflow phytoplankton concentrations were inadvertently set to 0.05 g m·3 
rather than the observed concentrations when converting from V2 to V3. Again, the researchers who 
collected the original data concluded that the spring phytoplankton bloom was first initiated in Rimov 
because of inflowing phytoplankton. The model concurs with this conclusion and again illustrates 
how powerful a limnological investigative tool the model can be. 
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Figure 43. Rimov Reservoir computed vs. observed phytoplankton with no inl10wing phy-
toplankton. 
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Figure 45. Rimov Reservoir computed vs. observed phytoplankton with no inflowing phy" 
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Figure 47. Rimov Reservoir compnted vs. observed phytoplankton with no inl10wing phy" 
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Figure 48. Rimov Reservoir computed vs. observed phytoplankton with no inflowing phy-
toplankton. 
Estuary 
Estuarine modeling is similar to reservoir and lake modeling for both bathymetry development and 
water quality modeling, but there are a few important differences in the hydrodynamic calibration. 
Salinity is commonly used to assess model hydrodynamic performance. However, as with reservoirs, 
water quality variables such as dissolved oxygen and phytoplankton can be used to also assess the 
accuracy of the hydrodynamics. When calibrating salinity, it is common practice to plot predi9ted 
versus observed time-series of surface and bottom salinity. While plots such as these are useful, ver-
tical plots of computed versus observed salinity, if available, should always be included as part ofthe 
calibration process. 
Boundary conditions 
Ocean boundary conditions playa critical role in estuarine modeling and the data should be frequent 
and of high quality. At a minimum, downstream head boundary elevations should be available on an 
hourly basis. The model can be used to linearly interpolate [HOle] between observed elevations. 
Alternatively, formulas can be used to compute elevations at any frequency based on various compo-
nents of the tidal cycle. 
Equally important are salinity concentrations specified at the downstream boundary. It is always pre-
ferable to set the boundary sufficiently downstream so that there is no vertical variation in salinity 
and hopefully only small temporal changes. However, the boundary needs to be set where the head 
elevations are measured, and oftentimes there are significant vertical and temporal variations in salin-
ity at the site, Weekly vertical profiles are usually of insufficient frequency to reproduce the hydro-
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dynamics of the estuary with any accuracy in this case. The same will hold true for temperature and 
constituents if they exhibit vertical and temporal variations. 
Upstream freshwater inflows need to be accurately gaged and evaporation and precipitation should be 
included in the simulation if possible. Because of the inaccuracies associated with gaged inflows, 
sensitivity analyses should be run by increasing and decreasing upstream inflows to determine their 
impacts on hydrodynamics and water quality rather than initially turning to a model "knob" to adjust 
model results, particularly for vertical salinity distributions in a stratified estuary. Many times the 
model has provided information as to where forcing functions need to be more accurately measured 
for a successful model application. 
Water surface elevations and flows 
In an estuarine system, the first step is to make certain the model cOIT.ectly replicates tidal elevations 
and flows at various stations along the length ofthe system. Usually these stations have continuous 
data for comparison. Problems in water level and flow calibration can be caused by the following: 
l. Incorrect or inadequate bathymetry. The user should ensure that the model cor-
rectly reproduces cross-sections where these are measured. The modd is very sensi-
tive to small changes in the cross-section and more frequent cross-sectional data may 
be necessary for accurate water level and flow simulations. 
2. Incomplete inflow/outflow data. A substantial amount of flow can often be unac-
counted for as a result of not including tributaries, point sdurces, precipitation, storm-
water, irrigation users, and groundwater. Although precipitation and evaporation will 
normally be minor sources and sinks, they should be included by turning on the preci-
pitation [PRC] and evaporation options [EVC]. In an estuary, flow is very dependent 
on the cross-sectional area at a given location, so grid evaluation should also be part 
of the calibration process. 
3. Bottom friction. Bottom friction values [FRICT] for an estuary significantly affect 
the water level. Bottom friction can be used to calibrate the model to observed water 
levels at gages along the length of the estuary. 
In most cases, the initial water level [WSEL] in the estuary is specified as flat with a velocity field of 
zero. The model should be run for several days with steady-state inflows [QIN], inflow temperature . 
[TIN], inflow salinity [CIN], meteorology, and downstream head boundary conditions for tempera-
ture [TDH] and salinity [CDH]. Once the temperature and salinity distributions are no longer chang-
ing,the simulation can continue with observed boundary conditions. 
The initial water surface elevation should be the same elevation as the external downstream elevation 
[EDH] at the start of the simulation. Ifthere is a large elevation difference between the initial condi-
tion water level and the first head boundary condition, the model can be quickly become unstable 
because of large flows generated as a result of the water level differences at the head boundary. 
Typically, the user will first plot observed versus computed water surface elevations for the simula-
tion period after all the inflow/outflow data have been collected and the model is running to comple-
tion. Distributed tributary flows [DTRC] may need to be added or subtracted if the mean flows over a 
tidal period are not correct. The model user should also check not only instantaneous flow rates, but 
tidal average rates to make sure the total flow coming into the system at the upstream boundary con-
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dition agrees with the net residual flow at different locations downstream. This could point to unac-
counted inflows or outflows. 
The model user should always take the model segment next to the downstream boundary and com-
pare it to the actual water level data used and the flow rate at the gage, if measured. This checks that 
the water level in the model is correct and the flow rate predicted by the model agrees with the field 
data atthat location. [fthe water level matches and the flow does not, this could point to channel ba-
thymetry errors or too high or too Iowa channel friction near the head boundary condition. 
A typical comparison offield data to model predictions of water level are shown in Figure 49 forthe 
Columbia River at Longview, Washington approximately 110 Ion from the Pacific Ocean. The abso-
lute and root mean square errors were 0.12 m and 0.18 m, respectively, over the period of record with 
a maximum tidal range of 1.5 m. 
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Figure 49. Water level data versus model predictious for Longview, W A during a 20-day 
period in 1993. 
Similarly, a typical comparison of model predictions and field data of flow rate is shown in Figure 
50 for the Columbia River approximately 90 km from the Pacific Ocean. 
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Figure SO. Model flow predictions versus data for a'20-day period during 1998 at Beaver 
Army Terminal near Quincy, OR. 
Time of Travel 
Ifat all possible, the model should be calibrated to a time-of-travel or dye study. This is important to 
ensure the model represents transport and mixing characteristics of the estuary accurately. Usually, 
the adjustment of bottom friction is the primary calibration parameter, but in some cases the bathy-
metry may need revision. The longitudinal eddy viscosity [AX] and diffusivity [OX] can also be ad-
justed during calibration. Since CE-QUAL-W2 uses a constant value for these coefficients for each 
waterbody, the user may need to include a longitudinal dispersion algorithm based on theoretical 
formulae if the constant value is not appropriate. 
In many cases a dye release will also vary vertically as a result of stratification. The model internally 
computes the vertical diffusion coefficient based on the eddy diffusivity using the Reynolds analogy. 
The model user should ensure that they are using the implicit solution technique for the transport of 
vertical momentum, [AZSLC]=IMP, and that the maximum value of the vertical eddy viscosity 
[AZMAX] is at least I m2 8 1 for estuarine systems. 
Temperature and Salinity 
Calibrating the model for estuarine temperature and salinity includes the same caveats as for reser-
voirs with, as previously mentioned, the additional need for accurate boundary conditions at the 
ocean boundary. If the user has developed a good hydrodynamic calibration for water surface eleva-
tions and flows, then temperature and salinity calibrations should require a minimal effort. However, 
keep in mind that water surface elevation, flow, and time of travel calibrations are all affected by the 
adequacy of the temperature and salinity calibration. 
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Figure 51. and Figure 52 are from an application ofCE-QUAL-W2 to the estuarine pOltion of the 
Patnxent River that feeds into Chesapeake Bay (Lung and Bai, 2002). They illustrate the model's 
ability to reproduce veltical profiles of salinity and temperature over time. 
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Figure 51. Patuxent River computed versus observed vertical salinity distributions. 
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Figure 52. Patuxent River compnted versns observed vertical temp~rature distributions. 
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Water Quality 
Water quality calibration for estuaries is again subject to the same caveats as for reservoirs with the 
additional importance of accurate downstream boundary conditions. Again, if at all possible, the 
downstream boundary should be located sufficiently downstream where vertical variations in water 
quality are negligible. 
Figure 53 presents results for nutrients, dissolved oxygen, and chi a concentrations for Lung and 
Bai's Patuxent River application of the model. 
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Figure 53. Patuxent River computed versus observed nutrient, dissolved oxygen, and chi a 
time series. 
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Calibration Problems Modeling an estuarine system requires a tremendous amount of data, exper-
tise, and patience for proper calibration. In previous estuarine applications, calibration consisted 
mainly of determining whether known inaccuracies in a given forcing function could be responsible 
for the discrepancies in the model predictions and then describing the forcing function more accurate-
ly. This procedure included the following: 
I. Ensuring the model reproduces flow and water level at various control points in the 
model domain and involved detailed evaluation of inflows and outflows, head boun-
dary conditions, channel bathymetry, and channel friction. 
3. Adjusting channel fi'iction or longitudinal dispersivityto match time-of-travel data or 
dye study field data 
4. Ensuring accurate vertical profiles for the downstream boundary 
5. Ensuring grid refinement does not affect the model results 
6. Ensuring accurate meteorological data for the estuary especially if the model domain 
extends over a large geographical area. Wind variability is extremely impOliant and 
can be reflected in the wind sheltering coefficient that varies by segment and time. 
7. Using an implicit eddy viscosity solution scheme, [AZSLC]=IMP, and a maximum 
vertical eddy viscosity [AZMAX] of 1 m2 s·l. 
Since the model can be susceptible to accuracy issues using an implicit water surfuce solution scheme 
with a large time step, the user should ensure results are not impacted by using a smaller maximum 
time step [OLTMAX]. Again, keep in mind that the more accurately the behavior ofthe prototype is 
described, the more accurately the model responds. 
River 
Dynamic river modeling can be a challenging endeavor because: 
1. Velocities are generally high resulting in a lower time step for numerical stability 
2. Shear and bottom friction effects are significant requiring a considerable calibration 
effort 
3. Channel slopes accelerate the fluid 
4. Changes in river bathymetry can dramatically affect the velocity field 
5. Dynamic flow rates at low flows can dry up segments causing the model to stop run-
ning 
One of the original motivations for development of the capability of modeling sloping rivers was to 
eliminate veliical accelerations in the fluid since the model does not solve the full vertical momentum 
equation. Keeping this in mind, the grid slope should be chosen to minimize the vertical fluid accele-
ration. 
Channel Slope 
The channel slope is used to compute the gravity force of the channel. This slope should be the slope 
of the water surface as that is the slope used to accelerate fluid parcels, or the energy grade line, ra-
ther than the bottom slope from segment to segment. As an example, consider the slope of a section 
of the Snake River shown in Figure 54. 
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Figure 54. Suake River water level comparison between CE-QUAL-W2 V3 and USGS field 
data. 
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Rather than going from segment to segment with varying slopes, a general channel slope is used for a 
collection of segments with similar water slope. As the variability in water slope changes, so does 
the grid slope. How can one obtain this slope? Figure 56 illustrates the use of a regression line to fit 
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Why does W2 not use a segment-by-segment slope? Consider the "noise" in the cross-sections in 
Figure 56. Even though the geometry could be set up with a variable channel slope for each segment 
(in the current application this means creating multiple waterbodies or branches for each slope), set-
ting a general channel grade is often simpler and one still has the noise of the bathymetry represented 
as shown in Figure 56. Computing the slope from one segment to a deep hole would not be correct 
since the water is flowing along its energy grade line and not the channel slope. Bottom elevations 
for many of the channel segments rise or have a negative channel slope following a depression. In 
using a segment-by-segment slope, these variations become unrealistic when represented using a 
slope for each segment. Therefore, the proper channel slope should be that of the water surface. 
In estuarine flow, one usually uses a channel slope of zero and considers fluid accelerations as a re-
sult of water surface elevation changes rather than gravity flow down a slope, at least in the estuary 
section below the head oftide. This is similar in a reservoir, which may have a sloping channel, but a 
relatively flat water surface. 
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In some cases, the average channel slope changes and the user must separate the different sections 
into separate branches or waterbodies. The model can be set up to have almost continuous changes in 
channel slope by making branches with two segments and changing the slope where it is required. If 
the choice is to create separate branches, then the surface layer and grid will be the same for all 
branches. If the choice is to create separate waterbodies, then each waterbody computes a surface 
layer independently of the other and there can be different v~rtical grids between water bodies. 
When there are problems keeping water in upstream segments, which is a very common problem, the 
model takes the lowest water level in a waterbody and subtracts layers such that the lowest water lev-
el resides in the surface layer. Ifthe surface layer is below the bottom layer in a segment, the model 
will subtract that segment and all segments above it from the active computational grid. Ifthis occurs 
in a shallow location in the middle of a branch, the model will not run since it dries up a segment in 
the middle of a branch. 
How can this be COlTected? One way is to decouple one branch from another by splitting them into 
waterbodies. By splitting the system into more than one waterbody, water can be maintained at vari-
ous levels tlu'oughout the domain since each waterbody has its own separate surface layer. 
This is another reason why the model does not use segment-by-segment slopes since the surface layer 
defines the upper layer for a waterbody and in many cases these need to be broken apart into water-
bodies to keep water in all segments. In addition, the translation from one waterbody to another in-
troduces some small error into the solution since concentrations, temperatures, and velocities are in-
terpolated from one 2D grid onto another. If the model were run in lD mode with only one vertical 
layer, then this problem would not exist. 
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Figure 57. Channel slope for the Bull Run system. 
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The reservoirs were modeled with a channel slope of zero. Instead of a constant slope of 1.4%, the 
river is really divided into a large number of small-scale changes including pools and riffles. A sec-
tion ofthe river is shown in Figure 58 with the assumed model grid divided into branches and water-
bodies. In most cases, different waterbodies were used between branches of different slope. This 
allowed the water surface layer determination to be based on the water level in the branch with the 
given slope. However, the steeply sloping section may not have a slope equal to the grid slope 
shown. This may occur because ifthe steeply sloping section were modeled in more detail, it would 
really be a serious of "flat" pools with small water drops (or falls) between the pools. If all the fine 
scale variability is ignored and the system is modeled on a larger scale, the problem becomes one of 
trying to estimate the "equivalent" channel slope that represents the channel. . 
This is similar to modeling a network of pipes and.ignoring all the details but inserting pipes of 
"equivalent" slope and diameter. In this case, the channel slope is used as a calibration tool to match 
water level or dye study data. If channel fHction were used to hold the water back, the values would 
have to be enormous to reproduce the complicated pool-waterfall system. 
In addition, if the grid is broken into different waterbodies, discontinuities in the water surface such 
as waterfalls can be simulated. 
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Figure 58. Vertical grid for W2 model of Bull Run Lower River. 
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Modeling of shallow streams with large slopes is difficult and takes patience. The model drying out 
at intermediate sections is often the cause of problems and can be remedied by breaking the system 
into smaller pieces or waterbodies and/or by adding additional computational cells below the bottom 
layer at a given segment. Matching river data is accomplished by adjusting friction factors, refining 
the geometry, and in some cases refining the "equivalent" channel slope if detail has been sacrificed 
in setting up the model. The quality ofthe model geometry is essential for good model-data reprodu-
cibility in a river system, especially one that is highly irregular in slope and channel width. 
Developing a river model is also difficult at low flows since the model may become either unstable 
during the initial time steps or become dry in a segment. The reason for this is that, in the beginning, 
an initial water surface elevation is set and the river is "frozen" at that elevation until the model is 
started, at which point the water starts moving downstream. If a conservative high water is set initial-
ly in all segments, a wall of water will be sent downstream. If inflows are so. small that at the up-
stream edge of this wave there is too little water, segments can dry out. The model includes a warn-
ing [w2. wrn] and error file [w2.err] that contains information for debugging a river model problem. 
The following are suggestions for setting up a river model: 
1. For the first 0.1 JDAY or so of the simulation, choose a maximum timestep 
[DLTMAX] that is small (10 s or less). This should be done only if the code seems to 
go unstable soon after starting the model. Alternatively, one can lower the fraction of . 
the timestep [DL TF] used as this can provide numerical stability and allow for higher 
timesteps. The maximum timestep should be lowered if the number of time step vi-
olations is greater than 10% for an extended period of time .. 
2. Start with high flow rates gradually approaching the lower flow regime if model sta-
bility is a problem at low flows. 
3. In order to keep water in the model, friction factors and geometry are very important 
considerations. The goal is to have sufficient model friction so that water does not 
quickly drain out of the system. 
4. Add active computational cells at the bottom of the grid using small widths to prevent 
the section ofthe river from drying up or subtracting segments unnecessarily because 
the water surface layer [KT] is below the bottom [KB]. 
4. For a river that has sloping seCtions followed by flat sections (slope~O), you may want 
to set the slope to a non-zero value of 0.000001. This activates in the code the ability 
of the model for KT to be below KB when the segment is still hydrated. 
5. If the water surface elevation becomes unstable as evidenced by a negative surface 
layer thickness, try reducing the maximum timestep [DL TMAX] to 5-10 seconds or 
less during the unstable time period. Alternatively, the fraction of the timestep 
[DL TF] can be set to 0.5 or less during this period. 
6. For the end of the river, often a weir/spillway condition is used. This allows thespeci-
fication of the stage-discharge relationship for the river. See the Spillways/Weirs 
description for an example of how to do this. 
7. Set AZSLC~IMP and AZMAX~I.O. Do not use ASC~W2; use one of the other for-
mulations. 
The following discussion illustrates the model's ability to accurately simulate river hydrodynamics, 
temperature, and water quality and includes a synopsis of the model's application to the Bull Run 
River, Snake River, and Spokane River 
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Bull Run River. The Bull Run River is located in Oregon and the two existing reservoirs located on 
the river provide water for the city of Portland (Figure 57). A third reservoir upstream oftheexisting 
reservoirs is in the planning stage. The two portions ofthe free flowing river that were modeled had 
slopes of 1.4% and 2.2%. The model was used to address temperature and suspended solids ques-
tions about the system. 
Snake River. The Lower Snake River from C.l. Strike to Brownlee Reservoir suffers from eutrophi-
cation problems below the city of Boise. Chlorophyll a concentrations in the river often exceed 100 
fig rl and ultimately can cause severe dissolved oxygen depletion in the upper reaches of Brownlee 
Reservoir leading to fish kills. The model was used to determine how inflowing algae and nutrients 
affect chI a and dissolved oxygen concentrations in Brownlee Reservoir. 
Spokane River. The Spokane River from the Idaho border to Long Lake was modeled as part of a 
Total Maximum Daily Load allocation study and was conducted by Portland State University, the 
Washington State Department of Ecology, and the U.S Army Corps of Engineers. Epiphyton were 
added to the model because of their importance on nutrient and dissolved oxygen dynamics in the 
River. 
The system is complex hydraulically with three run-of-the-river impoundments used for power gen-
eration, significant groundwater inflows during low flow periods, a water fall, and LongLake, a deep 
storage impoundment. Although Long Lake is a long and fairly deep reservoir, residence times dur-
ing the summer are relatively short « 1 month). Therefore, accurate inflow temperatures and consti-
tuent concentrations were crucial for accurate simulations oftemperature and water quality in Long 
Lake, which required accurate simulations of over 40 miles of the Spokane River upstream of Long 
Lake. 
The system is also complex with respect to water quality as epiphyton dominate nutrient and dis-
solved oxygen dynamics in the river and phytoplankton dominate their dynamics in Long Lake. Ad-
ditionally, there are four point source discharges including the City of Spokane's wastewater effluent. 
Hydrodynamics and Temperature 
Figure 59 shows results of a dye study conducted as part ofthe hydrodynamic calibration for the Bull 
Run River. Results show that the QUICKEST/ULTIMATE transport algorithm does not suffer from 
excessive numerical dispersion nor does it generate over/undershoots and that the model is capable of 
accurate river hydrodynainic simulations. 
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Figure 59. Bull Run River computed versus observed tracer at three stations progressing 
downstream. 
Figure 60 illustrates the accuracy ofthe water balance at the City of Spokane and Figure 61 shows 
the accuracy of the computed flows at the same location, 
Figure 60. Spokane River computed versus observed water surface elevations at Spokane. 
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Figure 61. Spokane River computed versus observed flows at tbe city of Spokane. 
Computed versus observed temperatures are shown in Figure 62 and Figure 63 for the Snake and 
Spokane rivers. As for reservoirs, temperature predictions are in close agreement with observed data. 
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Figure 62. Snake River computed versus observed temperature at six stations. 
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Figure 63. Computed versus observed temperatures for the Spokane River at Stateline 
Bridge (upstream boundary), City of Spokane, Fort Wright Bridge, and Riverside State 
Park. 
For the Spokane study, conductivity was an important indicator. of not only the hydrodynamics but 
also of the groundwater portion of the water balance. The model is accurately reproducing the tem-
poral variation in conductivity (Figure 64) and is probably more accurate than any other method for 
determining groundwater inflows. 
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Figure 64. Spokane River computed versus observed conductivity below Nine Mile Dam. 
Water Quality 
Results for nutrients, dissolved oxygen, and chlorophyll a are given in Figure 65· Figure 69 for the 
Snake River. The model is capturing much ofthe spatial and temporal changes in water quality for 
the river section where, unlike the Spokane River, phytoplankton rather than epiphyton dominate dis-
solved oxygen and nutrient dynamics. 
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Figure 66. Snake River computed versus observed orthophosphoros at six stations. 
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Figure 67. Suake River computed versus observed nitrate-nitrite at six stations. 
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Figure 68. Snake River computed versus observed chlorophyll a at six stations. 
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Figure 69. Snake River computed versus total or,ganic carbon. 
Figure 70 and Figure 71 illustrate the models ability to reproduce changes in dissolved oxygen over 
a year and also on a diel basis on the Spokane River. Note how the model has captured not only the 
diel swings in dissolved oxygen, but also the decrease in the magnitude of the diel variation, which 
indicates that the model is accurately reproducing epiphyton primary production. This is reinforced 
in Figure 72 where the model is reproducing diel variations in pH due to epiphyton growth and respic 
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Figure 70. Spokane River computed versus observed dissolved oxygen at Riverside State 
Park. 
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Figure 71. Spokane River computed versus observed dissolved oxygen below Nine Mile 
Dam. 
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Figure 72. Spokane River computed versus observed pH upstream of Nine Mile Dam. 
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Figure 73· Figure 75 illustrate the model's ability to reproduce nutrient dynamics that are impacted 
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Figure 73. Spokane River computed versus observed nitrate-nitrite at Riverside State Park. 
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Figure 74. Spokane River computed versus observed soluble reactive phosphorus below 
Nine Mile Dam. 
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Figure 75. Spokane River computed versus observed total nitrogen below Nine Mile Dam. 
Summary 
As the preceding figures illustrate, CE-QUAL-W2 is capable of reproducing a wide range of complex 
hydrodynamics, temperature, dissolved oxygen, nutrient, and phytoplankton and epiphyton regimes 
in rivers, lakes, reservoirs, and estuaries. If the model is not adequately reproducing prototype beha-
vior, the reason is most likely that the bathymetry or important boundary conditions are not being 
described with sufficient accuracy. The saying "You cannot make a silk purse out of a sow's ear" 
applies equally well to water quality modeling. 
A few final words about model calibration. For some applications, no amount of model adjustment 
or data reconstruction will provide acceptable calibration if data are insufficient to describe the domi-· 
nant forcing functions in the prototype. For these cases, the model can still be used to provide infor-
mation about the prototype by pointing out data inadequacies, important mechanisms not included in 
the model but important in the prototype, or inappropriate assumptions nsed in the model. In these 
cases, further fieldwork will be necessary to successfully apply the model. 
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CE-QUAL-W2 uses the laterally averaged equations of fluid motion derived from the three dimen-
sional equations, which consist of six equations and six unknowns. Their development is described 
below. 
Coordinate System 
The general coordinate system used in the development of the laterally averaged equations of fluid 
motion is shown in Figure A-I. 
----te,arth's rotation 
equator 
Figure A-I. Defiuitiou sketch of coordinate system for governing equations where x is 
oriented east, y is oriented north, and z is oriented upward. 
Appendix A Hydrodynamics and Transport A-I 
THEORY HYDRODYNAMICS 
Note that Q is a vector that represents the angular velocity of the earth spinning on its axis. The rota-
tion ofthe coordinate system can result in significant horizontal accelerations of fluids. This is usual-
ly restricted to large water bodies such as large lakes and ocean systems. The force that causes hori-
zontal accelerations because of the spinning coordinate system is termed the Coriolis force. 
Turbulent Time-Averaged Equations 
The governing equations are obtained by performing a mass and a momentum balance of the fluid 
phase about a control volume. The resulting equations are the continuity (or conservation of fluid 
mass) and the conservation of momentum equations for a rotating coordinate system (Batchelor, 
1967; Sabersky et a!., 1989; Cushman-Roisin, 1994). After using the coordinate system in Figure 
A-I, applying the following assumptions: 
I. incompressible fluid 
2. centripetal acceleration is a minor correction to gravity 
3. Boussinesq approximation 
1 1 1 
-=--",- where p=p,+l1p; p, isabasevalue 
4. P p, +l1p p, 
and I1p has all variations inp 
and substituting the turbulent time averages of velocity and pressure as defined below: 
all velocities and pressure are considered the sum of turbulent time averages and deviations from that 
]1+1' 
average, i.e., u = Ii + u' , where 11 = - f udt as shown in Figure A-2. The other terms 
T t 
arev = v + v' ;w = W + w' and p = p + p' where the overbar represents time averaged and the 







Figure A-2. Definition sketch ofturburlent time averaging for velocity. 
A-2 Appendix A Hydrodynamics and Transport 
HYDRODYNAMICS 
The governing equations become after simplification: 
Continuity 
where: 
u ~ x-direction velocity 
v ~ y-direction velocity 
w ~ z-direction velocity 
x-Momentum Equation 
bUbVOW' 
-+-+-=0 & 0' &-
8ii _ 8ii _ 8ii _ 8ii _ _ 1 $ f1 (O'li o'li O'Ii) 
- +u-+v-+w--2nv+2n W=---+- -+-+-
a & 0' & ~ p & p &' 0>' &' ~, • 'CorloJisacceieralion "--y----...J \ , 
unsteady convcctiveacceleration pressure viscous·stresses 
accelemllon gradient 
where: 
1 (or" Or 'Y 0,." ) +- --+--+--
P & 0> & 
, , 
turbulent stresses 
'txx = turbulent shear stress acting in x direction on the ",-face of control volume 
'txy ~ turbulent shear stress acting in x direction on the y-face of control volume 
'txz ~ turbulent shear stress acting in x direction on the z-face of control volume 
fl ~ d~namic viscosity 
o ~ component of Coriolis acceleration where: 
Oz ~ 0E sin¢ 
Oy ~ 0E cos¢ 
~ ~ latitude 
OE ~ earth's rotation rate 









Figure A-3. Definition sketch ofturbulent shear stresses in x-direction. 
y-Momentum Equation 
where: 
Tyx = turbulent shear stress acting in y direction on the x-face of control v.olume 
Ty'y = turbulent shear stress acting in y direction on the y-face of control volume 
Tyz = turbulent shear stress acting in y direction on the z-face of control volume 
Q x =0 
(A-3) 





Figure A-4. Sketch ofturbulent shear stresses in y-direction. 
z-Momentum Equation 
where: 
~'" ~ turbulent shear stress acting in z direction on the x-face of control volume 
~zy ~ turbulent shear stress acting in z direction on the y-face of control volume 
~zz = turbulent shear stress acting in z direction on the z-face of control volume 
Q,=O 









Figure A-S. Sketch of turbulent shear stresses iu z-direction. 
Note that the turbulent shear stresses are defined as follows: 
r = pu'u' xx 
r pu'v' is the same as r = pv'u' 
xy=__ yx 




ryy = pv V 
r =pv'w' isthesameasr =pw'v' )'z __ zy 





As noted above, all the Q x terms are zero and can be eliminated from the y and z-momentum equa- . 
tions. If one integrates over the y-direction (therefore assuming the net velocity in y is zero) and as-
sumes that the horizontal length scale is much greater than vertical length scale, it can be shown by 
using scaling arguments that the Coriolis acceleration forces are rtegligible(Ctishman-Roisin, 1994). 
Hence, prior to lateral averaging, the Coriolis acceleration terms will be neglected. 
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HYDRODYNAMICS THEORY 
Adjusting the Coordinate System 
The coordinate system is transformed into a form compatible with the original W2 development 
where the vertical axis is in the direction of gravity. In addition, as shown in Figure A-6, the coordi-







Figure A-6. General coordinate system with z-axis compatible with original derivation of 
W2 model. 
The gravity acceleration is a body force that is then represented by a vector: 
g=-gVh 
where: 
h = surface normal from the earth's surface 
g = gravitational acceleration, 9.8 m ,2. 

















Figure A-7. Sketch of channel slope and coordinate system for W2 where the x-axis is 
oriented along the channel slope. 
The channel slope can also be incorporated into the definition of the gravity vector if the x-axis is 
chosen pm'allel to the channel slope as: 
The channel slope is defined as: 
S, = tan a (A-9) 




gx =-g & =gszna (A-tO) 
IJh 
g, =-g & =gcosa (A-ll) 
The gravity acceleration in y is assumed negligible since Oh = C in the lateral direction of the chan-0' . 
nel. 
Governing Equations for General Coordinate 
System 
After redefining the coordinate system, eliminating Coriolis effects, and neglecting viscous shear 
stresses the governing equations become: 
Continuity 
x-Momentum Equation 
Oii _Oii _Oii _Oii . 1 cp 
- +u-+v-+w-=gszna---
~ ,& 0' &.~e 
unsteady . • 1 . 
acceleration cOllvechveacce eratlOJI pressure 
gradient 
y-Momentum Equation 
+~(OT>x + OTxy + OTx'J 
p & 0' & 
, I 
turbulent s';ear stresses 
OIl _OIl _OIl _OIl 1 qJ 1 (Or," Oryy Or",) 
""ii +u a.: +v 0' +w OJ =-P0' + P &+~+&. 
un~ \ .' . I "--v----" V I 
acceleration convechveacceJerahon ~~ili~~~ turbulentsllearstresses 







iW _iW _iW _iW 1 q; 1 (Or" OT" Or,,) a +u&+v~+w&=es- pat + p &+~+& 
\m~ .'. ,gravlly~, • ' 
! r C<lnvecbveaccelerallon pressure lurbt~ellt shearslresses 
--- p~ 
Simplification of z-Momentum Equation 
(A-IS) 
If the longitudinal length scale is much greater than the vertical length scale, then this makes all ver-
tical velocities« horizontal velocities. A result of this assumption is that vertical velocities are very 





This assumption prevents the model from accurately modeling vertical accelerations ofthe fluid be-
cause of convective cooling at night and other such vertical accelerations. . 
Lateral Averaging 
The governing equations above will be laterally averaged after decomposing all velocities and pres-
sure into a lateral average and a deviation from the lateral average. The lateral, longitudinal, and ver-




B = control volume width, m 
Yl = left bank coordinate 
Y2 = right bank coordinate 
V=V +v" (A-17) 
u=u+u" (A-IS) 
w=w+w" (A-I9) 
p=p+ p" (A-20) 
Appendix A Hydrodynamics and Transport 
HYDRODYNAMICS THEORY 
The double overbars represent the spatial average ofthe temporal average quantity. The double prime 





Figure A-S. Lateral average and deviation from lateral average components of longitudinal 
velocity. 
These definitions are substituted into the turbulent time, average governing equations and then lateral-
ly averaged. The y-momentum equation is neglected since the average lateral velocities are zero 
('V' = 0) and cross shear stresses that contribute to vertical mixing will be computed from the analysis 
of wind stress. The equations that remain are the continuity, x-momentum, and z-momentum equa-
tions. 
Continuity Equation 
The continuity equation becomes after substituting the above velocity components and laterally aver-
aging 
8(u +u") 8(v + v") 8(w +w") 0 
~--~+ +~----~ 
& ry at 
The lateral average of a double primed variable is by definition zero: 
- 1 y2 
u"=- !u"dy=O 
B yl 





Also, note that: 
o(v +v") =.i)'j20 (V+V") d 
0/ By/ 0/ ~ 
= (v +V,,)'2 











B ex Y 
y/ 
1 y2;j[j 1 y2 bU" ~ - J-dY +- J-d) 
By/ex By/ ex 






o(W + w") 1 Y2 0 (W + w") 
& =BJ & dy 
y/ 
1 y2 av 1 y2 ow" 
=- J-dy+- J-dJ 
By/ & B)'/ & 
1 0 y2_ 
=-- JWdY 




Combining terms, the continuity equation becomes: 
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x-Momentum Equation 
The laterally-averaged x-momentum equation is more easily simplified by writing it in conservative 
form (this can be verified by using the continuity equation with the x-momentum equation), 
o(U+u") o(ii+u")(ii+u") o(v+v")(u+u") o(w+w")(u+u") 
+ +. + --'----"-'----'-
it dl; cy & 
, 10(p+p") 1(07:« 07:xy 07:x,) 
=gslna- +- -_. +--+--
P ex p ex cy & 
(A-27) 
Each term in this equation can be simplified as follows (note that the spatial average of any double 
primed variable goes to zero by definition), 
The unsteady acceleration term: 
o(u + u") =.i YJ2 o(u + u") d 
it B it Y yl 
1 y2 8U 1 y2 O'u" 
=- J=-dy+- J=-dY 
B yl it B yl it (A-28) 
1 a y2= 1 ° y2 " 
=-- Judy+-- Ju d) 




The convective acceleration terms: 
13(u +u")(u +u") = .iY
J
2 13(u + u")(u +u") d 
ex B ex Y yl 
1 y2 rou 1 y2 28Uu" 1 y2 O'u"u" 
=- J-dy+- J-dy+- J-dY 
B yl dl; B yl ex B yl dl; 
1 13)'2_ 1 a y2 
=-- Juudy+-- Ju"u"dy 




=---+-- uu Y 
B ex ,B ex yl , 
dispersion term 
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THEORY 
Similarly for the other two terms: 
The gravity term: 
8(u +u")(w +w") 
& 
8(u +u")(Ji +v") 
0/ 
I (}Buw I 8 Yfl , "dy 
+-- uw 
B & B & yl 
'-----v---' 
dispersion terril 
= 1 y2 1 yl" ' 
g sin a = B f g sin ady = B ( g sin a) f dy = g sin a 
)'1 yJ 
The pressure gradient term: 
o(p+p") I ylo(p+p") 
& =Bf & dy 
),1 
I yl qJ I yl cp" 
=- f-dy+- f-dY 
B Yl& B yl & 
I 0 yl,= I oyl " 
=-- fpdy+-- fp d; 









or the above equation can be written, assuming that the derivative ofthe lateral average pressure gra-




1 Yf8(P+ p") dy 
B yl r3x 
(A-34) 
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Shear stresses 
v, xx xy v'n _ fvr: xx d f xy d f V ' n A (
"or: ") 1 y2 " 1 y2 or: 1 y2 " 
--+--+-- -- -- y+- -- y+- -uy 
ex 0/ &- B y1 ex B y1 0/ B y1 &-
1 0 y2 1 0 y2 1 0 y2 
=--fr: dy+--fr:'dy+--fr: dy (A-35) Bex xx Box xy B&- n 
yl y1 yl 
- 1 (OBr:xx iJBr:,<y iJBr:u J - 1 (OBr:xx oBr:u J 
-- --+--+-- -- --+--
B ex 0/ &- B ex &-
Collecting all terms and neglecting all dispersion terms, the final x-momentum equation is: 
oBu oBiTii oBuw B' B $ 1 (OBr: xx oBr:", ) 
--+--+--= gszna---+- --+--
a Ox &- pOx pOx&-
(A-36) 
Summary of Laterally Averaged Equations 
In the development of CE-QUAL-W2 in Cole and Buchak (1995), the lateral average terms were 
represented by uppercase characters, such that u = U , w = W ,and p = p, The shear stress terms 
will be assumed lateral averages and the double overbars will be dropped for convenience, Making 
these simplifications, the governing equations become: 
Continuity Equation 
x-Momentum Equation 
_a U_B + _a U_U_B + ~o~W-=U=-B 
at ax oz 
z-Momentum Equation 
aUB + aWB =qB 
ax az 
B ' B, ap loBr:xx loBr:" g sma---+---+---




There are now tbree equations and three unknowns - U, W, and P. 






Simplification of Pressure Term 
The z-momentum equation reduces to: 
P = Pa + gcosa rpdz (A-40) 
after integration from a depth z to the water surface defined as Z~TJ.P, is the atmospheric pressure at 
the water surface (Fignre A-9). 
Pa Z=Zsurfac.= 1] , 
zfx-1 Z=h=Zbottom 
Figure A-9. Schematization for simplification of pressure term. 
This equation for pressure is now substituted into the x-momentum equation and simplified using 
Leibnitz rule. The pressure gradient term in the x-momentum equation then becomes: 
_.£ OP ~_.£ OPa +gcosaOrJ _gcosa r8p dz 
pax pax ax p lax (A-41) 
The first term on the RHS is the atmospheric pressure term (accelerations due to atmospheric pres-
sure changes over the water surface), the second is the barotropic pressure term (accelerations due to 
water surface variations), and the third is the baroclinic pressure term (accelerations due to density 
driven currents). 
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HYDRODYNAMICS THEORY 
In CE-QUAL-W2, the atmospheric pressure term is assumed zero and is neglected. This implies that 
for long systems during severe storms the model will not be able to account for accelerations because 
of atmospheric changes. For a large physical domain, variations in meteorological forcing may be 
significant. This is discussed in the section on Variability in Meteorological Forcing. The pressure 
term then becomes: 
The revised form of the x-momentum equation is then: 
aUB aUUB aWUB 
--+ +--
at ax az 
. 817 gcosaB 'f8P gBsma+ gcosaB-- -dz 
ill: p.iII: 
+.i. aBT" + 1 aB Tn 
p ax p az 
(A-42) 
(A-43) 
Effectively, pressure has been removed from the unknowns by combining the z-momentum and x-
momentum equations, but '7 has been added as an unknown. 
Free Water Surface 
This equation is a simplification ofthe continuity equation. The continuity equation integrated over 
the depth from the water surface to the bottom is called the free water surface equation. Figure A-tO 
and Figure A-II are definition sketches for the computational grid without and with a channel slope, 
respectively. 
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Figure A-H. Coordinate system with channel slope. 
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The continuity equation is integrated over the depth as follows: 
vmB dz+ JaWB dz= IqBdZ 
ax az 
" " '} 
(A-44) 
The first term can be expanded as follows using Leibnitz's rule: 
"aUB 13 "m i3rj J~z=-fUBdi--uBI +-UBI ax & &" & 'I 
" " 
(A-4S) 
The integral of the veltical flow rate over z relates to changes in water surface elevation as shown 
below: 




Combining these terms together, the free surface equation becomes: 
Canceling out terms and applying the no-slip boundary condition that Ub is zero: 
or 
13 " % " 
- fUBdz - B ~ = fqBdz & 'I t3t 
q q 
Or, 13" " B - = - fUBdz - fqBdz 
"t3t & 
" 'I 







where Bq is the width at the surface. 
Equation of State 
The density must be known for solution of the momentum equations. The equation of state is an equ-
ation that relates density to temperature and concentration of dissolved substances. This equation is 
given by: 
P= !(Tw ,<Pms,(Jhss) (A-50) 
where!(T",cI>TDS, cI>ISS) is a density function dependent upon temperature, total dissolved solids or 
salinity, and inorganic suspended solids. 
Summary of Governing Equations 
Table A-I shows the governing equations after lateral averaging for a channel slope of zero (original 
model formulation) and for an arbitrary channel slope. Parameters used in Table A-I are illustrated 
in Figure A-12. 
Table A-1. Governing equations with and without channel slope. 
Governing equation assuming no Governing equation assuming an arbitrary 
Equation channel slope and no momentum conM channel slope and conservation of mo-
servatlon at branch Intersections mentum at branch Intersections 
oUB oUUB +oWUB oUB oUUB +oWUB gBsina --+ 
--+ ot OX oz ot OX oz 
x- momentum 0'1 gB fOP gB--- -dz+ 
D.\: P" D.\: 
t3rJ gcosaB fOP +gcosaB-- . -dz+ 
D.\: P" D.\: 
loB"H 1 oB"" loB"xx loB"" BU ---+ +q 




continuity oUB + aWB =qB aUB + aWB =qB 
OX oz aX oz 
state P = /(Tw ,<PTDS' <P.,,) p= !(Tw , cI>rns , cI>,,) 
" all II iJ IJ " " 
free surface B" 0'1 =- jUBdz- jqBdz B,,}l=- jUBdz- jqBdz 
it a.: II " it a.: II I, 
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U = horizontal velocity, m 8.1 
W = vertical velocity, m S·1 
B = channel width 
P = pressure 
h 
'rx = x-direction lateral average shear stress 
'l'y = y-direction lateral average shear stress 
p = density 




channel slope - So - tana. 
datum 
x 
Figure A-12. Definition sketch for channel slope. 
Branch Linkage with Internal Head Boundary 
Conditions 
Linkage of Mainstem Branches 
One issl\e in the development of the river basin model is the linkage of branches with different vertic-
al grids. Figure A-13 shows variable definitions for a sloping channel. 
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Figure A-l3. Computational grid variable definitions for arbitrary channel slope. 
However, the vertical velocity of a cell is not determined at the side edge of a segment, but at the bot-
tom of tbe segment. In order for all the volume to be passed from one cell to another, all the flow 
from the downstream segment [ID] should be transferred to the upstream segment [IU] Since the 
model does not assume strong vertical accelerations, we may be forced to neglect the vertical compo-
nent of velocity at this transition and assume that the longitudinal velocity entering the upstream 
segment is U/D. 
The model ensures that flow and mass are conserved between branches when the vertical spacing is 
different between the upstream and downstream grid. Spatial averaging to conserve flow, heat, and 
mass is illustrated in Figure A-14. 











Figure A-I4. Transfer of mass and momentum between brancbes with unequal vertical 
grid spacing. 
Linkage of Tributary Branches 
Version 2 assumed all tributary branches came in at right angles to the main channel resulting in no 
longitudinal momentum exchange between the branches. In many cases, this was appropriate, but in 
certain cases prevented a realistic depiction of the physics ofthe prototype. Version 3 now includes 
momentum transfer between branches that do not enter ,perpendicular to each other (Figure A-IS). 
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Figure A-IS. Linkage of tributary branch coming in at an angle to main branch. 
The tributary inflow can create shear stress along both the longitudinal axis ofthe main stem branch 
and along they-axis ofthe segment. For the new formulation, the cross-shear mixing has been added 
to the cross-shear wind stress for the computation involving the vertical eddy viscosity and vertical 
diffusivity. This involves determining the y and x velocity components of the entering branch 
(Figure A-16). 
Longitudinal Momentum 
The vector component of velocity in the x-direction of the main channel, U" can be computed by 
analysis of the channel orientations. This component in the x-direction would be: 
Ux=Ucosf3 (A-51) 
where: 
U = longitudinal velocity of the tributary at segment ID for the tributary branch 
f3 = difference in the angle between the main stem and tributary segments (Figure A-16). 
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Figure A-16. Schematic ofx and Y, velocity components. 
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The conservation of momentum about a control volume, the main stem segment, would result in an 
additional source of momentum. Lai (1986) shows that the correction to the x-momentum equation 
would be: ' 
qBUx (A-52) 
where: 
q = lateral inflow per unit length. 
This arises from re-deriving the momentum equations and assuming that all the fluid (q) entering the 
segment is moving at the velocity Ux ' This correction to the x-momentum equation would be 
_au_'B + aUUB + aWUB 
at ax az 
. ' 017 g cos aB 'fOP gBsma+gcosuB-- -dz 
ax P "ax 
1 aB'fu 1 aB T" BU +---+---+ q 
P ax P az ~ 
momcnlumfrom 
side tributaries 
Cross-shear of Tributary Inflow 
(A-53) 
The y-velocity coming into a reservoir may also contribute to vertical mixing. The y component of a 
tributary inflow is Uy = Usin~ (Figure A-16). Since there is no y-momentum equation, the only me-
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chanism for mixing energy with the present formnlation ofthe vertical shear stress is the cross-shear 
stress from the wind given as r IVy :::: CD PaWl! 2 sin( 81 - 82) . The cross-shear stress accounts for 
the shear stress and mixing that results from wind blowing across the y-axis ofthe segment. The lat-
eral branch inflow at a velocity, Uy, could bethought of as an additional component of the stress un-
der the CUlTent context of the turbulence closure approximations. 
[fthe water in the y-direction has zero velocity, the additional shear stress can be parameterized as an 
interfacial shear: 
- f U2 
'r ylrib = P8 y (A-54) 
where: 
/ ~ interfacial friction factor 
For two-layer flow systemsJhas been found to be of order 0.01. The value of/for this non-ideal 
approach could be determined by numerical computation. Therefore, the value of the cross-shear 
term would be increased by a lateral tributary inflow. This can be evaluated by numerical experi-
ments computing the magnitude ofthe cross-shear term from wind and from lateral inflow. A more 
robust theoretical approach may be needed to account for this increase in lateral shear, but that may 
be necessary only if the model includes the y-momentum equation. 
River Basin Theory 
The corrections to the governing equations incorporating the sloping channel and the transfer of mo-
mentum from a side tributary are incorporated in the new solution technique as described below. 
Free-Water Surface Numerical Solution 
The free surface equation: 
Of} 0" " 
B - = - fUBdz - fq. Bdz qa a.: 
q '/ 
is solved by substituting the momentum equation: 
BUB BUUB BWUB 
--+--+~--
Bt Bx Bz 
. 0rJ gcosaB 'fOP gBszna+gcosaB-- -dz 
cx P qCX 
1 BBT" 1 BBT" BU +---+---+q x 
P Bx P Bz 
(A-55) 
(A-56) 
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in finite difference form and then simplifying. The finite difference formofthe momentum equation 
is: 
UB;HI = UB;' +111[- oUUB oWUB + gBsina+ gcosaB°1} 
ox oz . Ox 
gcosaB 'JOP d loBr,... loB rH BU ]" , - - z+---+---+q 
P "Ox P ox P oz x ; 
Defining for simplicity the term F as: 
F oUUB oWUB 1 oBru --:--+---' 
ox oz P ox 




oWUB x Ox 





Substituting in the term UB~+l in the free surface equation for UB, the free surface equation be-






Some of these terms can be simplified as follows: 
8" 8" 
a..: f gB sin adz 7' g sin a a..: f Bdz 
'I " 
(A-61) 
- f gcosaB~dz =gcosa- (iT] f Bdz 8" 8 8 "") 
a..: 'I a..: a..: a..: " 
(A-62) 




' I 0 B r" dz =i~ (B I _ B I) (A-64) 
.::l. ~ ;J.. Txzh Txz" 
u"". P uZ pu"" 
Then substituting these into the above equation: 
I} 0" 0" 0" . 
B'I3...=-J UB;'dz+M-JF"dz+Mgsina-J Bdz 
a a'i a.. a" 
o (t3rJI"") 0" 'a I" +Mgcosa- --  Bdz _Mgcosa JB J-.E. dzdz 
a a • p a'i "a 
(A-65) 
+M~i(Br,,1 -Br,,1 \' +M~/J' qBU;dz-'J' q"Bdz 
ap " ,) a 
. ,,11 
All terms with I) are grouped on the LHS such that: 
IJrj 0 (a" J 0" 0 " B'I ii- Mgcosa a ix J Bdz = a J UB;'dz + M a JF"dZ 
• • • 
, {}" 
+ /)'tg sin a a J Bdz 
'I 
_/),tgcosa ~ fB s!I"dzdz 
P 17 'I (A-66) 
+M ~ ~ (Br"L, -Br"l) 
0" 





The first term on the LHS can be put into a backward finite difference form as: 
(A-67) 
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The second term, - MgCOSa~(8rj 'J BdZJ" , can be simplified usiug the chain rule for partial 
<21: <21:. 
differential equations to: 
or, /1 iJ II II 1J2 11 
-Atgcosa- - J Bdz-MgcosaJ Bdz-t 
<21: <21:. "<21: 
(A-68) 
Then using a second-order central difference for the second derivative and a first order backward dif-
ference for the first derivative such that: 
(} I" (}" "(}' " 
- Mg cos a-.!l - fBdz - Mg cos a JBdz-.!l, 
<21: <21: . <21: . 
• • 
11 _ ~' () II 
'" -Mgcosa 1), 1],-1 f Bdz 
/'.x <21: • 
(A-69) 
h "-2 II + II 
_ Atg cos a fBdz 1];+1 1]; 1], 1 
, /'.x' 
" 
Also using a backward difference: 
(A-70) 
Grouping and collecting terms and multiplying through by LltLlx, the LHS becomes after simplifica-
tion: 
(A-71) 
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where the RHS is defined as: 
gcosa 0 h
J 
'JOP 0 1 (I I ) 
-M . B -dzdz+M-- B'"'I -B,,, 
P Ox Ox Oxp' q ~ q 
(A-72) 
o h h 
+ M Ox J qB U,dz - J qBdz 
q q 
and is evaluated at time level n. 
The integral of the cell widths can be put into a summation over the vertical layers as: 
" kl 





= I,BH"_J (A-74) 
i-1 kb 
where BH,. is the value of the width times the layer depth for the right-hand side of a cell. In the 
code, this is the variable BR(I,K) times H(K), or the derived variable BHR(I,K). 
Some of the right hand side terms can be put into a format compatible with the model schematization 
such as: ' 
A-30 
i!...- J (UB);' dz ""i!...- tUBH, 
Ox 'I Ox kt 
""~(tUBH,I- tUB.fl,1 .) Ax kt i kl 'i-j 
1 M n 
= ~ ~ (UBH,I, - UBH,IJ 
o hOM 
M- JF"dz "" fl.t-LFH 
Ox q Ox kt ' 
""- LFH, - LFH, fl.t(kb I kb I) 
Ax kl f k( i-I 
kb 11 
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0" . Okh Atgsina-f Bdz"'Atgsina-LBH, 
&" & kt 
",AtgSina(tBH,I_ tBH,1 ) 
Ax kt ; kr i-J 
=AtgSina~(BHI._BHI ) Ax L.. r I r /-1 
kt 
Atgcosa ~ fBI: dzdz",Atgcosa ~ fBI,: H,dz 
p 'I '1 " P '1 kl 
"'Atgcosatop H,t(BH,t -BH,L) 





The lateral inflow of momentum term represents the gradient over x of the inflow momentum: 
(A-SO) 
" kh 
fqBdz '" L,qBH, (A-BI) 
'/ kI 
Combining these terms into one equation: 
A " X"C" D 1}i-1 + 1}, + 1}it!" (A-S2) 
where: 
AJ -gcosa/1t 2 IBH, I J l /';x " '-I 
X = B,j/';x+ . IBH, + IBH, [ 
gcosa>'\t2 {kb kb }] 
ru kt i kr i-I 
C J -gcosa/1t 2 IBH,I J l /';x " i 
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M M 
D= ML(UBH,I; -UBH,IJ+B,,1J:'·J,ix+M2L(FH,I; -FH,IJ 
h h 
kb ( ) gcosa kb ( )kb Op 
+ M2 g sin a L BH,I; - BH,L +LIt' L BH,I, - BH,IH L "'_ H, 
kt P kt ktU~ 
kb a M 
+ ,ixMLqBH, + ,ixilt' -LqUxBH, 
kt ax kl 
+ il;2 [(Br"lh - Br"U, - (Br"lh -Brx,UJ 
This equation is solved for the water surface elevation at the n+ I time level using the Thomas algo-
rithm. The boundary condition implementation is the same as described in Cole and Buchak (1995). 
Horizontal Momentum Numerical Solution 
The x-momentum equation: 
aUB aUUB aWUB 
--+--+---
at ax az 
. Or] g cos aB 'f op gBsma+gcosaB- . -dz 
Ox P 'I Ox 
1 aB,xx 1 aB'n . BU +---+~--+q 
p ax p az x 
(A-83) 
is solved using either a fully explicit or an explicit/implicit finite difference solution techniquespeci-
fied by the user. 
Explicit Solution 
This scheme is based on solving the partial differential terms using an explicit finite difference tech-
nique where: 
U"+JB,,+J =U"B" +M{- aUUB _ aWUB + gB sin a + g cos aB 01J 
" " ax az Ox 
gcosaB 'foPd 1 aB,xx loB'n BU)" 
- - z---+---+q . 
P " Ox P ax P oz x , 
(A-84) 
The various terms are'put into finite difference form as follows. The longitudinal advection ofmo-
mentum is an upwind difference scheme where the order of differencing is dependent on the sign of 
U, e.g., for U> 0 
auuBI ",-_1 [B" U" U" -B" U:' U" 1 a - tu I,k 1+1I2,k I,k 1-1,k 1-1I2,k I-I,k 
X i,~ i 
(A-85) 
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The vertical advection of momentum is also an upwind scheme based onthe velocity of W. For W> 
o or downward flow 
a WUBI ",._1 [(w." U" B'~ )- (w.;' u~' B" )J ~ - A _ ~ I,k l,k I,k /,k-l I,k-l /,k-l 1 
u Z i,k iS4k 
The gravity force is: 
The pressure gradient is: 
gcosaB OrJ 
Ox 
gBsina = gsinaB;' 
g cos aB zfOP dz= gcosaB;' (. _ .)" 
P Ox Ax ~1+1 .1], 
" 
B" gcosa; f _ _ )"& 
pAx \I-';+1,k P;,k k 
The horizontal advection of turbulent momentum is: 
au 
aBAx- (B" A ) 
__ --'o",x"- = 1+112 ., f U" _ u" ) 
a x !'IX !'IX . ~ ,+1,k "k 
i 1+112 
- ( B;~1I2Ax )(U" -u" ) &, Ax I,k I-l,k 
i 1-112 
The contribution to longitudinal momentum by lateral branch inflows is: 
I" qBUx = qBU, i,k 
Using the definition of the shear stress: 
'Cn = ['Cw + 'Cb + A, au] 
'Oz 









the vertical transport of momentum is: 
-- 7: +7: +A _ = ,.k+1I2 o B [ OU] (B" ) 
o Z p w , 'oz /:;z'/:;z'+JI2P 
[ 7: I" + 7: I" + A".k+1I2 (U" - un )] W i,hlll h i,k+lll flz ~ l,k+J I,k 
k+Jl2 
(A-92) 
( B")[ A ~ i k-JI2 II 1/ zi k-ll1 UII U" - /:;z ~ 7:w l,.'_JI2 +7:,1,.,_112 + /:;z' (,., - ,.,-J 
k k-JI2P k-J/2 
Implicit Solution 
The implicit technique was utilized to reduce the time step limitation for numerical stability when 
values of A, were large, as for an estuary or a river system. This occurs because the time step limita-
tion is a function of A,. Only the vertical transport of momentum term was solved implicitly. All oth-
erterms for the solution of the horizontal momentum equation were the same as the explicit scheme. 
The horizontal momentum equation can be separated into the following two equations: 
V UB V UUBv _:;...W-=-U=..B 
--+ +- iJli g cos aB 'f8p dz gB sina + gcosaB 
ot ox OZ & P ,,& 
1 vB7:n 1 BB(7:, +7:w) BU +---+ +q 
P ox P VZ x 
oUB = l~(BA OU) 
ot P OZ 'oz 
Equation A-93 is written as: 
• 0 UUB 0 WUB ;)., U.Bn+J =U"Bn +lIt{-------+gBsina+gcosaB-v-'I, 
I I I I ax 8z ar 
gcosaB 'f8Pd 1 vB7:" 1 vB(7:, +rw) BU}n - z+---+ +q. 




where U' is the velocity at the new time level before the application of equation A-94. Equation A-
92 is solved similarly to the solution of the fully explicit technique outlined above. 
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Equation A-94 is then solved using a fully implicit technique as: 
This can be rewritten as: 
Regrouping terms at n+l time level on the LHS, the equation can be written as 
where: 
AU"t] vunt] cunt] DU' i,k-l + i,k + i,k+l = i,k 
The resulting simultaneous equations are solved for if+! using the Thomas algorithm. 





As in the momentum equation, time-averaged variables for velocity are introduced (Figure A-I7) 
and concentration (Figure A-IS). 



















The instantaneous velocity and concentration are decomposed into a mean and an unsteady compo-
nent: 
Similarly for w, v, and c: 
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Substituting these into the 3D governing equation and time averaging: 
0; -0; -0; -0; D[02; 02 ; 02;] 
-+U-+V-+W-= --+--+--
ot OX oy OZ OX2 0/ 0/ 
. , \ '. 
transport by n;ean advection v molecular diffilsive transport 
(A-lOt) 
-~( U'C' )-~( V'C' )-~( w'c' )+8 
ax oy oz , 
turbulent n:ass tranport 
The new terms in the governing equation represent mass transport by turbulent eddies. As the inten-
sity of turbulence increases, turbulent mass transport increases. Notice also that all velocities and 
concentrations are time averaged. The following turbulent mass fluxes are defined as: 
where: 
- (---) JI = u'e', v'c', w'c' 
(-, ,) oe ve =-E-
y oy 
(-, ,) oe we =- E, OZ 
Substituting into the above equation: 
- - - - [ -] [ -] oe - oe - oe - oe 0 oe 0 oe 
-+u-+v-+w-=- {Ex+D}- +- (Ey+D)-
ot ox oy oz ox ox oy oy 
[ '-] o 'oe-+- (E,+D)- +S OZ oz 
(A-I 02) 
(A-103) 
In turbulent fluids, Ex> Ey. and E,» D, and D can be neglected except at interfaces where turbulence 
goes to zero. The turbulent diffusion coefficients can be thought of as the product of the velocity 
scale of turbulence and the length scale ofthat turbulence. These coefficients are related to the turbu-
lent eddy viscosity. One is turbulent mass transport, the other is turbulent momentum transport be-
tween adjacent control volumes. In general, these turbulent diffusion coefficients are non-isotropic 
and non-homogeneous. 
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Water Quality Transport 
Spatial averages across the lateral dimension of the channel of the turbulent time-averaged quantities 
can now be introduced: 
c=c+c" 
u= u+u' (A-I04) 
w= w+w 
where the double overbar is a spatial average over y and the double prime is the deviation from the 














Figure A-20. Lateral average ofthe concentratiou field. 
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These are substituted into the governing equation and then the governing equation is integrated over 
the width such that: 
mass tmnsfer at side boundaries 
af'C r3Bue r3Bw e B~--I =1 . , 'I· "I) 
--+--+--=- ve -ve +e V -e V a Ox r3z y2 yl y2 yl 
+ ~((D+Ex)B:!)+ ~((D+E,)B!) 
[
OBU" e" OBW"e"] ~ 
- + +rB Ox r3z 
Note how the following terms are simplified: 
B at 
1 y2 o(u + u"Xc + e") 1 y2 o(C-li) 1 y2 o(e"u") 
-J dY--J~Y+-J dy B ox Bot Bot ~ ~ yJ 
" y2 1 "y2 
lUJ--d uJ""d =-- cu y+-- e u y 
Box yJ Box yJ 
1 oBlie 1 oBu"c" 
=-_._+ 
B at B ox 
The spatial average of any double primed variable goes to zero by definition. 
The turbulent dispersion coefficients are defined as: 
x-








The dispersion terms are a result of lateral averaging of the velocity field. In general, except at an 
interface, D,» E;,» D and similarly for D,» Ex» D. Substituting in for the dispersion coeffi-
cients and using q to be the net mass transport from lateral boundaries, this equation becomes: 
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OBe OBuc O'Bwc iJ ( if) iJ ( if) ~ 
-+--+--=qB+- D B- +- D B- +rB 
a & iJz & '& iJz'iJz 
(A-I09) 
lfthe overbars are dropped and replaced with capitals, c is replacee With <1>, then the following equa-
tion is obtained: 
oM> oUB<t> oWB<t> O(BD'~~) O(BD'~~) 
--+ -I- - - q<J>B-I-S",B 
ot ox oz ox oz 
where: 
<t> ~ laterally averaged constituent concentration, g m-3 
Dx = longitudinal temperature and constituent dispersion coefficient, m2 sec-I 
Dz = vertical temperature and constituent dispersion coefficient, m2 sec-I 
(A-IIO) 
q,p = lateral inflow or outflow mass flow rate of constituent per unit volume, g m-3 sec-I 
S,p = laterally averaged source/sink term, g m-3 sec-I . 
Note that this can be concentration or temperature since the concentration of heat can be determined 
to be pcpT where p is the fluid density, cp is the specific heat of water, and T is the temperature. 
The following must be determined in order to solve the equation: 
I. laterally-averaged velocity field the from momentum equations 
2. appropriate boundary and initial conditions 
3. Dxand Dz 
4. laterally-averaged source/sink terms 
Numerical Solution 
The first step in the numerical solution is to define the computational grid (Figure A-21). The gIid is 
space-staggered since some variables are defined at one location and the remainder are displaced by 
/>'x/2 or />'v2. The grid discretizes a waterbody into computational cells whose locations are defined 
by their segment [I] and layer number [K], Le., cell (K,I).· Variables are located at either the center or 
boundary of a cell. Variables defined at the boundary include the horizontal and vertical velocities, U 
and W, longitudinal eddy viscosity and diffusivity, Ax and Dx, vertical eddy viscosity and diffusivity, 
A, and D" and internal shear stress Tx. The density,p, temperature, T, constituent concentration, <1>, 
pressure, P, and average cell width, B are defined at the cell center. 
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Legend 
+U, Ax, Ox, Tx 
* P, B, p, <l> 
• IN, Oz 
• Az 
Figure A-21. Variable locations in computational grid. 
THEORY 
There is a ratio.nal basis fo.r cho.o.sing variable lo.catio.ns. Since the co.nstituent co.ncentratio.n is de-
fined at the center and velo.cities are defined at the bo.undaries, spatial averaging o.f velo.cities is no.t 
required to. determine changes in co.ncentratio.n o.ver time. In additio.n, the horizo.ntal velo.city is sur-
rounded by a cell with water surface elevatio.ns and densities defined o.n.either side. Thus, the ho.ri-
zo.ntal velo.city is co.mputed fro.m ho.rizo.ntal gradients o.fthe surface slo.pe and densities witho.ut re-
quiring spatial averaging o.fthese variables. 
The geo.metry is specified by a cell width, B, thickness, H, and.length, Llx. Several additio.nal geome-
tric variables are used in the calculatio.ns. These include the average cro.ss-sectio.nal area between 








the average widths between two cells (k,i) and (k+ I,i) 
B 
= Bk.i + Bk+J,i 
bkl 2 
and the average layer thickness between layers k and k+ I 
Hk.i 





The numerical procedure for solving the six unknowns at each timestep is to first compute water sur-
face elevations. With the new surface elevations, new horizontal velocities can be computed. With 
new horizontal velocities, the vertical velocities can be found from continuity. New constituent con-
centrations are computed from the constituent balance. Using new horizontal and vertical velocities, 
the water surface elevation equation can be solved for '1 simultaneously. The solution for '1 is thus 
spatially implicit at the same time level and eliminates the surface gravity wave speed criterion: 
/>..t< />..X 
. ~g Hfl/ax 
(A-114) 
that can seriously limit timesteps in deep waterbodies. 
Version 1.0 used upwind differencing in the constituent transport advective terms in which the cell 
concentration immediately upstream of the velocity is used to calculate fluxes. A major problem 
with upwind differencing is the introduction of numerical diffusion given by (for longitudinal advec-
tion): 
where: 
n, = numerical diffusion 
UAt 
c = --= Courant number 
Ax 
u/>..x 
a'=-2- (i-c) (A-US) 
A similar condition holds for vertical advection. In many cases, numerical diffusion can overwhelm 
physical diffusion producing inaccurate results when strong gradients are present. The problem is 
particularly pronounced for stratified reservoirs and estuaries. 
Numerical diffusion has been reduced by implementing an explicit, third-order accurate QUICKEST 
horizontaVvertical transport scheme (Leonard, 1979), and time-weighted, implicit vertical advection. 
Tests of this scheme are reported in Chapman and Cole (1992). 
QUICKEST uses an additional spatial term to estimate concentrations used in computing horizontal 
and vertical fluxes. A nonuniform grid QUICKEST scheme was developed using a three-point La-
grangian interpolation function to estimate constituent values at grid cell interfaces. Specifically, 
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advective multipliers for each of three upstream weighted grid cells are derived in terms of cell 
lengths and the local cell interface velocity. Time invariant parts of the interpolation functions are 
calculated once thus minimizing computations for additional constituents. 
Implicit vertical transport including variahle layer heights has also been implemented. Velticaldiffu-
sian is fully implicit and advection employs a time-weighted, central difference, implicit scheme. A 
unique feature of vertical advection, in the explicit part of the time-weighted scheme, is QUICKEST 
which increases overall accuracy. 
As implemented in the code, the new transport scheme is a two-part solution for constituent concen-
trations at the new timestep. First, horizontal advection is computed using QUICKEST and diffusion 
is computed using central differencing. This part also includes the explicit vertical advection contri-
bution (which utilizes QUICKEST) and all sources and sinks. . 
Next, the implicit part of vertical advection and diffusion are included. Diffusion is always fully im-
plicit. The user can time-weight advection by specifying a value for [THETA! which varies from 0 to 
1. For [THETA! equal to 0, the solution is explicit in time and vertical advection is accounted for in 
the first pmt of the algorithm. For [THETA! equal to 1, the solution is fully implicit in time and ver-
tical advection is accounted for in this part ofthe algorithm. A Crank-Nicholson scheme where ver-
tical advection is time-weighted between the explicit (using QUICKEST) and implicit parts results if 
[THETA! is set to 0.5 or greater. The following is a description of QUICKEST, the preferred trans-
POlt scheme. 
Non-Uniform Grid QUICKEST Formulation 
In one dimension, the conservative control volume advective transport of a constituent <l> integrated 
over a timestep is: 
where: 
<1'>; = constituent concentration at a grid point, g n,.3 
<I>,.,/ = right and left cell face constituent concentrations, g m·3 
0,.,/ = right and left cell face velocity, m s'} 
t = time,s 
(A-116) 
The QUICKEST algorithm was originally derived using an upstream weighted quadratic interpola-
tion function defined over three uniformly spaced grid points. This interpolation function estimates 
cell face concentrations required by the conservative control volume transport scheme. For example, 
the right cell face concentration estimate for a flow positive to the right is: 
(A-117) 
where Tare advective multipliers which weight the contribution of three adjacent grid point concen-
trations. 
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The advective multipliers are obtained by collecting terms associated with each constituent defined 
by the QUICKEST advection operator. For a non-uniform grid, a combination of two and three point 
Lagrangian interpolation functions (Henrici, 1964) are used to compute the QUICKEST estimate for 
the right cell face concentration centered about cells i and i+ I: 
where: 
x = the local right cell face position 
Dx = diffusion coefficient 
(A-llS) 
Defining a local coordinate system ofthree non-uniformly spaced grid cells denoted by Xi.J, Xi. and 
Xi+ J with cOITesponding constituent values, the interpolation functions required in equation A-118 are: 
pdx) 
(X- Xi)(X- Xi.J) "'. + (x- Xi+J)(X- Xi.J) "'. 
'V/+} WI (Xi+J - x/)( Xi+J - x/.J) (x/- Xi+J)( Xi - Xi.J) 
+ (x- Xi+J)(X- Xi) ",' 
"V/.) (Xi.J - Xi+J)( Xx.J - Xi) 
(A-1l9) 
(A-120) 
Taking the first derivative of PJ(x) and the second derivative of P2(x) and substituting into equation 
A-118, it is then possible to group terms and obtain the advective multipliers. For example, the Ti+J 
multiplier is: 
Ti+J = (x - Xi) _ U l1 t [(x - Xi) + (x - Xi-J)] 
( Xi+J - Xi) 2 ( Xi+J - Xi) (XI+J - x/.j) 
(A-l2l) 
+ 2(DxM - ~ [l1x?- (UM/]) 
( Xi+J - X,) (x/+J - Xi.J) 
Similar functions are obtained for T/ and Ti•J multipliers that complete the formulation for the 
QUICKEST algorithm. 
From a computational standpoint, most geometric components ofthe multipliers are time-invariant 
and are computed once and stored in arrays. The time-varying part ofthe multipliers (0. LIt, Dx) are 
updated each timestep during computation of the Tarrays. However, when the QUICKEST scheme 
is applied vertically, the spatial part ofthe multipliers for layers [KT] and [KT]+ I are updated each 
timestep to accommodate the surface elevation fluctuation. 
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ULTIMATE/QUICKEST Numerical Transport Solution Scheme 
In Version 2, the QUICKEST numerical scheme replaced the upwind numerical scheme used in Ver-
sion 1 for solving the advective terms in the advection-diffusion equation. Compared to the upwind 
scheme, QUICKEST resulted in improved numerical accuracy in simulating sharp fronts since the 
upwind transport scheme adds excessive numerical diffusion. 
A problem with the QUICKEST scheme is that it can give rise to spurious oscillations at the leading 
and trailing edge of a sharp front or gradient. This can occur where there are freshlsalt water inter-
faces, point source discharges, or cases of strong temperature stratification. Even though the upwind 
scheme always gives physically realistic solutions, it introduces numerical diffusion that artificially 
reduces sharp gradients. 
An improvement was introdnced by Leonard (1991) that eliminated spurious oscillations but pre-
served the higher-order solution scheme of QUICKEST. This technique is a universal (in the sense 
that it can be applied to numerical schemes other than QUICKEST) limiter for maintaining monoton-
ic profiles near a gradient and is called the ULTIMATE solution scheme. 
In order to illustrate the scheme, consider the solution of the unsteady advective equation: 
where: 
<I> = concentration, g m-3 
B ~ width, m 
U ~ velocity, m ,I 
X "" longitudinal coordinate, m 
t = time, s 
aB<P + aB U<P 0 
at ax 
The finite difference scheme for this based on a positive flow (U> 0) is: 
<1'>"+1 =_1 (B"<I'>" -':'{[UBM] <I'> .'_[UBM] <I'> }) 
I B;'+l , I· /j.x R R Ax L L 
(A-122) 
(A-123) 
The value i refers to the center grid point, R is the right-hand face value, and L is the left hand face 
value (Figure A-22). 




Figure A-22. ULTIMATE schematization for positive flow. 
where: 
<1>;_1 = upstream concentration, g m-3 
<1>; = center concentration, g m-3 
<I>i+j = downstream concentration, § m-3 
<PL ~ left face concentration, g m' 
<PR ~ right face concentration, g m'3 
U, ~ right face horizontal velocity, m s! 
TRANSPORT 
<Pi+1 
Figure A-23 shows a sketch of variables used for a negative flow. The term UM / ru: is called the 
Courant number. The problem to resolve is how to choose the concentrations at the "face" values 
since concentrations are defined at the center of a cell. An upwinding scheme would say thaHhe con-
centration at the left face is <Pi,! and the concentration at the right face is <Pi for positive flow. In or-
der to improve numerical accuracy, there are other higher-order numerical techniques, such as 
QUICKEST (Leonard, 1979), to estimate these face values. In CE-QUAL-W2, <PR and <PL are initial-
ly computed based on the QUICKEST method. However, ifthe criteria for a monotonic solution are 
violated, the values for <PR and <PL are revised to assure a monotonic solution. This is the essence of 
the ULTIMATE algorithm that eliminates over/undershoots in the numerical transport scheme, 







FigureA-23. ULTIMATE schematization for negative flow. 
where: 
(P;./ = downstream concentration, g m,3 
<P; = center concentration, g m-3 
<1>;+1 = upstream concentration; g m-3 
<l>L ~ left face concentration, g m-3 
<l>R ~ right face concentration, g m-3 
UL ~ left face horizontal velocity, m S-1 
THEORY 
To outline the procedure for simple conditions, the velocity, segment spacing and segment widths are 
assumed constant, so that Equation A-123 can be written as: 
(A-124) 
Defining normalized variables based on: 
(A-12S) 
for location i (the center location) and the right face value for positive flow as in Figure A-22, we 
have the following: 
"''' ",n <i>~I;::: Wi -W i - 1 
/ mil ,.y...11 
4! ;+1 - 4! i-I 




a; _ CPR - cp7-, 
R - ffin cpn 
'V i+l - i-I 
(A-127) 
~" 
If ~ < <l> i for 0 < as" < 1 
<l> R - [UL\YL\xL ' - (A-12S) 
"'" < '" < 1 0 < ",,, < 1 '*', -'*'R - for 'V i - (A-129) 
as" = as R for asn < 0 or as" > 1 , , , (A-130) 
The face value is unadjusted from that computed by the numerical scheme and the QUICKEST value 
of<l>Ris used without alteration. These conditions are shown as the shaded region in Fignre A-24. 
If these conditions are not met, then <l>R is adjusted to force a monotonic solution. The value of the 
face is replaced with the nearest allowable value of <I> k based on the above criteria that will ensure 
these criteria are met. The face value is determined by using: 
(A-131) 
This procedure is applied to all the faces and then Equation A-124 is 'solved to update the concentra-
tion at the next time level. This means that the right face concentration will be the left face concentra-
tion for the next segment thus ensuring mass conservation. 





Fignre A-24. Definition sketch for monotonic solntion domain. 
According to tests preformed by Lin and Falconer (1997), the QUICKEST -ULTIMATE scheme with 
splitting of the diffusion and source/sink terms conserved mass and eliminated numerical oscillations. 
Leonard (1991) also indicated that the QUICKEST scheme coupled with the ULTIMATE scheme 
was numerically accurate and cost-effective in terms of computational time. 
Figure A-25 shows the results of a square pulse of 100 g m·3 moving downstream using the 
UPWIND, QUICKEST, and ULTIMATE/QUICKEST numerical transport schemes. The UPWIND 
scheme has a large amount of numerical diffusion whereas the QUICKEST scheme has non-physical 
oscillations about the leading and trailing edge of the solution. The ULTIMATE/QUICKEST numer-
ical solution greatly reduces numerical diffusion and eliminates the over and undershoots. 
For any case of unequal grid spacing, the order of accuracy qiminishes. Leonard (1991) recommends 
that if used with non-uniform grid spacing, the formal accuracy ofthe method is only preserved ifthe 
grid does not expand or contract more than about 125%. 
Even though the ULTIMATE scheme can be used with any suitable numerical technique, Leonard 
(1991) indicates that when coupled with the 3'd order QUICKEST scheme and a 2nd order central dif-
ference diffusion operator, the results are virtually indistinguishable from other higher-order advec-
tion solvers. 







Square wave pulse moving downstream 
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Figure A-25. Comparison of UPWIND, QUICKEST, and UL.TlMATE/QUICKEST 
schemes for conservative tracer transport. 
. 
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The following shows a straightforward procedure by Leonard to compute the right and left face val-
ues if they do not me.et the monotonic criteria, as well as a procedure for variable velocities .. 
A-50 
Based on the sign of the velocity for each face, compute DEL: 
(A-132) 
IflDELI < 10-5 set<l> face = <1>;' and proceed to the next face (the face value is the Lor 
R face as shown in). Otherwise, compute: 
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ffi" "''' ",,, "''' <ii~ = Wi -':I!i-J = Wi -"Vi J 
, <I>" - <I>" DEL 1+/ I 
(A-133) 
If q;a < oor q;" > 1, set <Pfi = <P~' and proceed to the next face. If not, compute: 
i i ace I 
cI> face 
4> face - <1>7_1 
"''' "''' ':I!i+l -"PH 
(A-134) 
where <1>fi is computed based on the user's chosen numerical scheme (such as 
ac< 
QUICKEST or another scheme). 
1. If a> <1>/1 <i> - <1>11 face < i' face -:- i 
(j)n cDll 
2. if a> > i, (j) = j 
face (~t) face (~t) 
3. ifrl'. I, rl'. -I 
W face > ":V face -
\ 
Then recompute the face value according to <I> = (j5 DEL + <1>" j(ICe IIIC6 I 
Once all the face values are determined, use the finite difference form of the solution to 
determine the solution (Equation A-123) 
Leonard (1991) also showed a numerical technique that minimized the computational 
burden when using ULTIMATE with the QUICKEST scheme. This technique is de-
scribed as follows. 
Based on the sign ofthe velocity for each face, define C, D, and U nodes (center, down-
stream, and upstream) corresponding for positive flow to i, i+l, and i-I, respectively. 
Compute DEL andCURV, whereDEL = <1>:~J - <1>:' andCURV = C!J:~J - 2C!J~ + C!J:~J 
I. IflCURVI ~ O.6IDELI , then use the QUICKEST computed value for the face val-
ue, <1> fi (the face value is the R or L face as shown in ). 
ae, 
2. Ifnot, and iflCURVl;olDELI ,then set <P face = <P; 
3. If not, and DEL>O, limit <1>fi by <l> ~ below, or the smaller of 
ac( I 
<1> - <1>" (<1>;' - <1>~_} )and <1>n 
"'f"""''' - I-} + (~t) 1+1 
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4. Ifnot, and DEL<O, limit <I>fi by <D~; or the largerof<1> _ <1>" + (<1>:' - <1>;' J 
ac,' "I""'"' - '-I (~t) 
5. Once all the face values are determined, use Equation A-123 to obtain the solution. 
The procedure outlined above is based on unidirectional and uniform magnitude velocity and seg-
ment widths. If the velocity regime and widths are variable, then the following procedure is followed 
in order to maintain a monotonic solution. Consider the following limitations based on definitions 
shown in Figure A-26. 
Positive flow at right face, U > 0 
<DR 
Figure A-26. Definition sketch for variable velocity. 
where: 
<1>i.1 ~ upstream concentration 
<I>j = center concentration 
<Pi+l = center concentration 
<1>L ~ left face concentration at i 
<1>R ~ right face concentration at i 
<1>RR ~ right face concentration at I+ I 
Assuming that UR is positive and the concentration times width (<I>B) increases monotonically, i.e., 
(B<1> t < (B<1> );' < (B<1> );~I < (B<1> );~2 ' between segment i-I and i+2, then the goal ofthetechnique 
is to estimate <l> N or really B R(J) R' and to update the concentration using EquationA-123. Equation 
A-123 can be written as a condition for <l> r. as: 
(A-13S) 
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If it is assumed that B;'(j);':> BR(j) R :> Bi:1(j);'tl ,then this is equivalent to saying that 
B"U"(j):' < B"U"(j) < B" U" (j)" I 1 I - R R R - /tl 1+1 1t1 or that the net flux into a segment is increasing. 
Using the monotonic limitation that BMl(j)"tl ;;: B"l(j)" I then Equation A-l35 becomes: 
I 1 /- 1-
[UBAt] (j) :s; B"(j)" _(j)" B" +[UBAI] (j) ta R 111-1,-1 Ax L 
R L 
(A-136) 
Then making a conservative assumption that RL<D L ;;: Ri~I<D;~l ,Equation A-136 becomes: 
[URAl] <D :s; R~'<D:' _ (j)'.' B" + [URAl]" <D~ t:u R " I-I I-I Ax I-I 
R H 
(A-137) 
Another condition is also imposed on B R <l> R by looking at the 'control volume segnient ce~terect' at 
i+ I. Using similar reasoning as above and assuming that URR > 0, the other criterion for B R<l> Ris 
[URAl] <D < R" <D" - <D" B" [URAl] <D:' /jx R - 1+2 1+2 It 1 /t1 + Ax HI 
R AA 
(A-138) 
These criteria would be altered appropriately if the function were monotonically decreasing rather 
than increasing.' . 
Vertical Implicit Transport 
Focusing on vertical advective and diffusive transport, constituent transport can be written as: 
8B<!J + 8WB<!J _~ (BD' 8<!J).~ RHS 
8t 8z' 8z 8z 
(A-139) 
where RHS represents horizontal transport and all sources/sinks. Integrating the transport equation 
vertically and over time gives: 
(A-140) 
where: 
il>' = all n-time level horizontal and explicit vertical transport and sources/sinks 
8 = time-weighting for vertical advection; 0 for fully explicit, 0.55 for Crank-Nicholson, and I 
for fully implicit 
Expanding the differential operators in terms of central differences and collecting terms, the above 
equation can be recast as: 
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(A-141) 
where: 
V =1 t, 
The coefficients are computed once, stored in arrays, and used to update each constituent. This is 
accomplished by loading the explicit part of the solution, <D*, with each successive constituent and 
inverting the resulting matrix viaa Thomas tridiagonal solver. 
Auxiliary Functions 
, , ' " ' , ' 
Auxiliary functions are relationships that describe processes independent of basic hydrodynamic and 
transpOIt computational schemes in the model. Auxiliary functions include turbulent dispersion and 
wind shear processes, heat exchange (including ice cover), evaporation, hydraulic structures, density, 
and selective withdrawal. 
Surface Shear Stress 
, 
Referring to Figure A-27, the shear stress at the water surface is defined as 
where: 
't, = surface shear stress at water surface, kg/mis' 
u, = surface velocity in water, mls 
(A-142) 
Wh = wind velocity measured at a distance h above water surface in direction of shear, mls 
CD = drag coefficient, [-] . 
p, = air density, kg/m3 
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Figure A-27. Shear stress at the air-water surface. 
Note that this relationship leads to the "3% rule" for surface currents: 
T, =CD Pa(w" -U'y =CDPwU; 
, , '---r-----' 
air water 




Usually the drag coefficient is a function of the measurement height, h, above the water surface, 
Most drag coefficient formulae have been determined based on a 10 m wind speed measurement 
height. If wind speeds are taken at other measurement heights for the shear stress calculation, these 
should be corrected to 10m, 
The wind speed is a function of measurement height. To correct the measurement height to an eleva-
tion Z, use the following approach, 
Assuming a logarithmic boundary layer: 
where: 
Z In(-) 
Wz = Zo 
WZJ In(zl) 
Zo 
W, = desired wind speed at elevation Z 
Wzi = known wind speed at height z\ 
(A-144) 
20 = wind roughness height (assume 0,003ft for wind < 5 mph and 0,015 for wind> 5 mph, 
range 0,0005 to 0.D3 ft) 
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This term can then be used to compute the surface stress in the direction of the x-axis and the cross-
shear (the cross-shear term will be used in the turbulent shear stress algorithm) as follows: 
where: 
1;" ~ surface shear stress along x-axis due to wind 
1;ry ~ surface shear stress along lateral direction due to wind 
e 1 ~ wind orientation relative to North, radians 
(A-14S) 
(A-146) 
Segment and wind orientation are illustrated in Figure A-28 and Figure A-29. The angles are meas-
ured in radians clockwise from north. A wind from the east would have an angle of ,,/2 radians, " 
radians from the south, 3,,/2 radians from the west, and 0 or 2" radians from the north. 
segment 
N to S, e = 0 
E to W, e = 1t/2 
Figure A-28. Segment orientation. 
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North 
N 1:0 S, e = 0 
E 1:0 VV, e = 7'1:/2 
Figure A-29. Wind orientation. 
The drag coefficient based on a 10m measurement height, Co, is defined as: 
I. For Wh<1 m s', CD ~ 0.0 
2. For b Wh<15 m s', CD ~ 0.0005Wh°.5 
3. For Wh<:. 15 m s', CD ~ 0.0026 
In addition, a fetch correction to the wind velocity can be used as determined by Fang and Stefan 
(1994). This correction is described in Appendix B under Dissolved Oxygen, but is not applicable 
to rivers. 
Bottom Shear Stress 
The shear stress is defined along the bottom of each cell (or for each cell in contact with side walls or 
channel bottom) as 
where: 
c ~ Chezy friction coefficient 
U ~ longitudinal velocity 
p" ~ density of water 
T = Pwg VIVI 
b c' 
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Also, the model user can specify a Manning's friction factor where the Chezy coefficient is related to 
the Manning's friction factor (SI units) as 
where: 
n = Manning's friction factor 
R = hydraulic radius 
C = (1In)RI16 (A-148) 
In Version 2, the bottom shear stress was applied only to the bottom of each layer. In the new ver-
sion, the sidewall friction is accounted for because of its greater importance in river systems. The 
user can input either the Chezy or Manning's coefficient for each model segment. 
Vertical Shear Stress 
The algorithm for the vertical shear stress is 
'.n =V 8U =A 8U 
p '& '8z 
(A-149) 
In Version 3, the user must specify which formulation to use for A, or V" The formulations are shown 
in Table A-2. 
Table A-2. Version 3 vertical eddy viscosity formulations. 
Formulation Formula Reference 
= R'loul-CRI VI 11/ e oz 
Nickuradse (NICK) 
R", =H[0.14-0.0s(1- ~r -0.06(1- ~rJ Rodi (1993) 
Parabolic (PARAS) V, = KU.z(1-!... }-CRI Engelund (1976) 
'. H. . 
v, = KC';'} (au)' +( r,,,e'''' + ry""","o")' e(-CR.I W2 (used in Version Cole and Buchak 
2) az pv, (1995) 
£m = Mmax 
V =K(I""J ( J (-'h J au + Twye + Ty'db,,'my e('CR;) 
W2 with mixing length ' 2 h az pv, Cole and Buchak 
of Nickuradse (W2N) (1995) and Rodi (1993) 
R", =H[0.14-0.0s(1- ~)' -0.0{1-~n 
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Formulation Formula , Reference 
RNG (re-normaliza- Vt=V[I++K(~' J(l-~y -cl)r e-CRi Simoes (1998) tion group) 
. 
TKE (Turbul,ent kinetic e Wells (2003) 
energy) V, = Cit - where k and E are defined from 
E: 
okB okBU okBW 
o (B~Ok) --+--+ 
ot ox oz OZ (Yk OZ 
o ( v, Ok) ( ) 
-- B-- =B P+G-E:+Pk 
ox (Yk ox 
OE:B OE:BU OE:BW ~(B~ OE:) --+--+ 
ot ox oz OZ (Y, OZ 
-- B-- =B C -P+C -+p o ( v, OE:) (E: E:') 
ox (Y, ox <I k e2 k ' 
where: 
fm = mixing length C = constant (assumed 0.15) k = wave number 
z = vertical coordiante u = shear velocity p = liquid density 
H= depth K = von Karman constant 'I'(x) = max(O,x) 
u = horizontal velocity 'fwy = cross-shear from wind v = molecular viscosity 
Ri = Richardson number ,1Zmax = maximum vertical grid spacing C, = empirical constant, 100 
The model user can also specify the maximum value ofthe veltical eddy viscosity fAZMAX1, butthis 
value is only used with the W2N and W2 formulatiolls. This value is specified because the time step 
for numerical stability is greatly reduced when solving the momentum equations using an explicit 
numerical technique. In addition, the model user can choose whether to compute the vertical momen-
tum transfer with the longitudinal momentum equation using an implicit or an explicit numerical 
technique. The explicit formulation was used in Version 2 with a fixed fAZMAXI of 1.0 x 10" m' ,1. 
The implicit solution code was originally developed by Chapman and Cole and revised for Version 3. 
Note that only the W2 and W2N include the effects of cross-shear from wind and from tributary or 
branch inflows. Hence, it is recommended to use either W2 or W2N for waterbodies with deep sec-
tions that could be stratified. The other formulations should be used for estuary or river systems 
where the maximum computed fAZMAXI could be as high as I to 5 m' S-l. For the river model, the 
model user should use the implicit solution technique. To reproduce results from Version 2 in a strati-
fied reservoir, set fAZMAXI to 1.0 x 10-' m' S-l and use the explicit solution. 
How does one know which turbulent closure scheme to use for 'xz since, according to Hamblin and 
Salmon (1975), "the vertical diffusion of momentum is probably the most important internal parame-
ter" for predicting internal circulation patterns? Because ofthe disarray in the literature over which 
formulation is best, Shanahan (1980) suggested that we "use theory and literature as a guide to devel-
op alternative viscosity functions and then test those functions in calibration runs against field data." 
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In the absence of expensive-to-obtain current velocity data, the use of temperature profiles is often 
used to test the adequacy of the hydrodynamic regime against different formulations. 
Typical variations of these formulations as predicted by the model are shown in Figure A-30 for 
Manning's fiction factor and in Figure A-31 for a Chezy friction factor. Comparison ofthe various 
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Figure A-30. Variatiou ofturbuleut vertical eddy viscosity for flow of2574 m3 S·l flow down 
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Figure A-31. Variatiou ofturbuleut vertical eddy viscosity for flow of2574 m3 s-lnow down 
a channel of length 30 km and width of 100 m measured at x=15 km. 
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Figure A-32. Comparison of vertical velocity predictions ofW2 model with various eddy 
viscosity models compared to theory. 
Formulation 
In CE-QUAL-W2, the shear stress term includes the contribution to the shear stress from surface 
waves induced by the wind. The wind can produce waves that produce decaying motions with depth 
(Figure A-33). 
wind stress 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 




Figure A-33. Conceptual diagram of wind induced motion. 
The total longitudinal shear stress for a layer is defined as having contributions from interfacial ve-
locity shear, wind wave generated shear, and friction shear along boundaries: 
T" A 8U 'C wx -2kz Tb 
-= -+-e +--
p 'Ciz p p 
(A-1S0) 
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where: 
r".x = longitudinal wind shear at the surface 
477: 2 
k = wave number = --2-
gTw 
T" = wind wave period = 6.95E _ 2F01331Wl0531 
F = fetch length, m 
The turbulent eddy viscosity was conceptualized by Prandtl as: 
1 dU 
V II/rbI/lent = R -dz 
SHEAR STRESS 
(A-lSI) 
where R is defined as the mixing length and can be interpreted as being proportional to the average 
size oflarge eddies or the length scale of a turbulent eddy. This length is a function of distance from 
a boundary or wall since the eddy sizes vary as a function of distancefrorn a boundary. The goal in 
most turbulence models is the determination of the mixing length as a function of position in the flu-
id. Because this concept is not firmly grounded in theory, there have been many published formula-
tions for determination of A, in the literature (Shanahan and Harleman, 1982). 




Ri = Richardson number = & 
p(~r 
K = von Karman constant, 0.4 
C = constant, 1.5 
R = velticallength scale chosen as cell thickness, LIz 
(A-1S2) 
The formulation is a typical mixing length formulation that is decreased or increased based on the 
Richardson number. The Richardson number accounts for the impact of density stratification on 
transfer of momentum between fluid parcels. In regions where there is no stratification, the Richard-
son number is zero and the exponential term is one. For regions where there is strong stratification, 
the Richardson number becomes large and the exponential term approaches zero. 
In the longitudinal-vertical model, the lateral velocity, V, and its gradient, iJV/iJz, are due to the lateral 
component of wind wave motion and are assumed to be zero when averaged laterally, but not neces-
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sarily the square (8V/8z)'. It is assumed that cross wind shear. 1;", generates lateral wave compo-
nents and decays exponentially with depth such that 




1;vy = lateral wind shear at the surface 
Then using: 
(A-IS4) 
The lateral velocity gradient squared becomes: 
(A-ISS) 
The final equation for the vertical eddy viscosity is then: 
(A-IS6) 
The above equation is implicit. In the model, this equation is explicit since the value of A, in the lat-
eral wind shear term is used from the previous time step. A, is never less than the molecular kinemat-
ic viscosity for water. 
The above formulation of wind shear in horizontal momentum and evaluation of A, leads to wind dri-
ven surface currents that are three to ten percent ofthe surface wind velocity with higher values ap-
pearing at higher wind speeds. This is in accordance with the few attempts to relate wind speed and 
surface current velocity from field data appearing in the literature. With this formulation, the surface 
current does not reach abnormal values as it does for the case of wind shear applied only to the sur-
face and as the surface layer thickness decreases. The depth of the wind driven surface layer increas-
es with wind speed, and mass transport due to wind appears to be insensitive to the finite difference 
layer thickness. 
RNG Turbulent Eddy Viscosity Formulation 
The RNG model was derived from the RNG model of Yak hot and Orszag (1986) by Simoes (1998). 
The turbulent eddy viscosity is derived from Yakhot and Orzag (1986) as 
(A-157) 
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where: 
'¥(x) ~ max{O,x) 
v ~ molecular viscosity 
v, ~ turbulent eddy viscosity 
.e n ~ mixing length 




Two additional equations are necessary in determining the mixing length and the turbulent energy 
dissipation. For the mixing length: 
and for the turbulent eddy dissipation: 
where: 
u* = shear velocity, m s-l 
H ~ depth of the channel, m 
( )
3/2 
f:H = 3z l-~ 
u; H H 
Z ~ vertical coordinate measured from the bottom of the channel, m 
K ~ von Karman's constant, 0.41 




Simoes (l998) states that this model better represents experimental data than the more traditional pa-
rabolic eddy viscosity model of 
(A-161) 
A value of V was derived as a functionoftemperatur~ based on values from Batchelor (1966) using a 
polynomial curve fit between D and 3D·C. 
This model was adjusted to account for stratified flow conditions by using the same Richardson num-
ber criteria as used in the original W2 model (the approach ofMamayev as quoted in French, 1985), 
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where: 
op g-
Ri = Richardson number = & 
p(~r 
C = empirical constant, 1.5 (French [1985] shows a value of 0.4) 
(A-162) 
The Richardson number accounts for the impact of density stratification on transfer of momentum 
between fluid parcels. In regions where there is no stratification, Ri=O, and the exponential term is I. 
For regions where there is strong stratification (or as d: ~ 00), the Richardson number becomes 
large and the exponential term approaches O. 
Nikuradse Formulation 
This model, as noted in Rodi (1993), is a mixing length model wher~ the mixing length, 1"" and eddy 
viscosity, v" are determined from 
(A-163) 
. (A-I64) 
This results in a vertical distribution for the mixing length as shown in Figure A-34. 
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Figure A-34. Mixiug length as a function of depth for the Nikurildse formulation. 
. 
2.5 
The stability ofthe water column affects the mixing length. A Richardson number criteria has been 
applied to correct the mixing length for stability effects such as 
fm =fm,{I-7Ri) if Ri;;'O (A-165) 
(A-166) 
This is different from the approach ofMunk and Anderson (1948) where the Richardson number cor-
rection was. applied to the value of A, and not the mixing length directly. 
In order to be compatible with the original formulation, the computed value of A, is corrected using 





Another formulation is a parabolic distribution for A, (Engelund, 1978): 
Figure A-35 shows the spatial distribution of A, for the parabolic model. 
(A-167) 
(A-168) 
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Vertical Eddy Viscosity Distribution 
0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 
Eddy viscosity, m' S·1 
Figure A-3S. Variation of Az with depth for the parabolic model of Englund (1976). 
In order to be compatible with the original formulation in the model, the computed value of Az is cor-
rected using the Mamayev formulation: 




The W2N formulation is the same as the W2 model except that the mixing length is no longer the 
layer thickness, but is computed using Nickaradse's mixing length model. The equations for the 




The TKE formulation is a typical application ofthe k-s turbulence model. This model includes both 
vertical transport of kinetic energy and dissipation by advection and' diffusion' but also horizontal 
transport by advection. The model solves 2 partial differential equations for k and s in order to COffi- . 
pute the turbulent eddy viscosity: 
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C U 3 
Pk = (f ) Production term from boundary friction O.SE 
IOCI.25U 4 





B is the width, U and Ware the advective velocities in x and z respectively, and other terms are 
empirical constants. 






Turbulent PrandtllSchmidt number,cr" ~1.O. 
The solution ofthe above equatiosn for k and 8 is by using asplit solution technique: explicit ho-
rizontal and source-sink term solution followed by an implicit vertical solution in the vertical. 
Eff(!ct of Vertical Layer Numbers on Vertical Turbulence 
In contrast to other riverine models that assume vertically well-mixed systems, CE-QUAL-W2 ac-
counts for the vertical variation of velocity in a riverine reach. Even thoughthere is an addedcompu-
tational burden of computing the 2D velocity profile, the advantage of making this computation is 
that the friction factor (Manning's or Chezy) for a segment can be flow or stage invariant depending 
on the number of vertical layers schematized. 
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Many ID hydraulic flow models, such as CE-QUAL-RIVI and UNET (Barkau, 1997), allow the 
model user to specify how Manning's friction factor changes with, depth. The Mannning's friction 
factor, n, has been thought to vary as a function of depth, Reynolds number, and roughness factor or 
scale of bed grain size (Ugarte and Madrid, 1994; Soong, et el., 1995). Some of these formulations 
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Figure A-36. Variation of Manning's friction factor using formulae from Limerinos (1970) 
and Jarrett (1984) for a channel slope, S, of 0.0005 and 84'h pecentile diameter of the bed 
material, d .. , of 50. 
Researchers understaud that the friction factor, when representing a hydraulic element with uniform 
roughness, should be flow invariant with depth (Henderson 1966), However, many assert that the 
friction factor changes with depth because the friction coefficient is variable with the wetted perime-
ter. Some investigators reason that it is to be expected that at shallow depths the larger size of the 
bed material produces a higher overall friction factor than a deeper flow where the sidewalls may 
have a smaller friction, 
Since most researchers used ID, cross-sectionally averaged flow equations such as Manning's Equa-
tion or I D dynamic hydraulic models, this parameterization itself has been responsible for the seem-
ing variation of Manning's friction factor with depth. For example, aliI D hydraulic models implicit-
ly assume that the rate of transfer of momentum from the bottom of the channel to the top is infinite. 
For these hydraulic models, even as the depth of the channel increases, they still assume an infinite 
momentum transfer rate over the depth of the channel. Therefore, as the water depth increases, the 
apparent friction factor must be reduced because of the assumption of infinite momentum transfer 
between the bottom and the surface. 
However, in a longitudinal-vertical river model, Manning's friction factor does not have to vary with 
stage in order to produce the effect that as the river stage increases, the apparent friction decreases. 
The water surface set-up changes significantly as the layer numbers increase, In general, the water 
surface slope increases as the number of computational layers decreases. This is because the average 
eddy viscosity in the water column increases as the number of layers decrease until at the limit of a 
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one-layer system, the average veltical eddy viscosity is infinite. The fact that the Manning's friction 
factor seems to decrease with depth in I D models is accounted for in modeling the river channel as a 
2D, longitudinal-vertical system. 
Version 3 allows choosing between five different vertical eddy viscosity formulations. These formu-
lations are shown in Ta ble A-2. Typical variation ofthese formulations is shown in Figure A-32 for 
Manning's friction factor for an open-channel, non-stratified flow regime as compared to theory of 
steady, uniform channel flow. 
The number of vertical layers significantly affects model predictions. For example, Figure A-37 
shows a comparison of vertical velocity profiles from a model with one, three, and seven velticallay-
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Figure A-37. Comparison of vertical velocity predictions with one, three, and seven vertical 
layers 
Figure A-38 shows how the change in the number of vertical layers affects the water surface slope 
over the domain length for a steady-state flow. In order to model the water surface slope of the 1-
layer model with the 7 -layer model, the apparent value of Manning's friction factor would have to be 
reduced. Hence, the apparent friction decreases as the number of layers increase. 
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CE-QUAL-W2 V3 has also been compared to the 1D models DYNHYD (Ambrose et aI., 1988) and 
CE-QUAL-RIVI (Environmental Laboratory, 1995) by running W2 with only a single vertical layer. 
Q=2574 m 3 8-1 ,8=0.0001, n=0.03 
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Figure A-38. Comparison of elevation drop ofW2 model with one, three, and seven vertical 
layers with same Manning's friction factor. 
The average velocities between the three models agreed well with theory but the water surface slopes 
are different. W2 predicts an elevation difference of2.93 m, compared to 2.07 m for DYNHYD and 
2.05 m for RIVI over 30 km for a flow of2574 m' sJ, a Manning's n of 0.03, a slope of 0.001, and a 
channel width of 100 m. Based on steady-state theory, the actual difference should be 2.9 m. Both 
the DYNHYD and RIVI models require friction factors greater than expected to correspond to clas-
sical theory. This may be a result of these models not incorporating sidewall friction that was impor-
tant during these test runs where the depth was 15 m and the width was 100 m. 
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Longitudinal Shear Stress 
The longitudinal turbulent shear stress is defined as 
(A-17S) 
where: 
Ax ~ y., ~ longitudinal eddy viscosity 
Ax is a user-defined constant in the model. This turbulence closure approximation is termed a zero-
order closure model since no fUlther equations are necessary to solve for the transmission of shear 
stress within the fluid. 
This term is usually of very low magnitude except in areas near boundaries such as at a dam face 
where the longitudinal velocity goes to zero. 
Hydraulic Structures 
The model user can specify a pipe or culvert between model segments (Berger and Wells, 1999) and 
uses aID, unsteady hydraulic submodel that computes the flow between the two linked segments. 
The model computes the selective withdrawal outflow from the upstream segment with the model 
user specifying whether the inflow to the downstream segment is treated as mixed over the depth, 
inflow depth is determined from inflow density, or inflow depth is specified between an upper and 







......... . .. . ..... . 
Figure A-39. Schematic of linkage of model segments with a culvert. 
This model is only appropriate for simple piping systems that are not suddenly under a large hydrau-
lic head. The governing equations for computing the flow and the numerical solution technique are 
shown below. 
The governing equations used to predict flow through culverts are the 1 D, time-dependent conserva-
tion of momentum and continuity equations (Yen, 1973). 
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bU bU ill 
-+u-+gcos" __ gfS -S -8 )=0 a & 'I'&~' f m (A-176) 
where: 
u = velocity, m S-1 
t = time, s 
h = piezometric head, m 
bh bh AbU 
-+u-+--=O 
a Ox T Ox 
g = gravitational acceleration, m2 S·I 
x = distance along axis of culvert, m 
A = cross-sectional area of culvert filled with water, m2 
T = width of water level surface, m 
¢ = angle between culvert axis"and horizontal 
So = culvert slope 
Sf = friction slope: 
Sm = minor loss slope 
The friction slope Sfis estimated using the Manning formula: 
where: 
r '" Mannings roughness factor 
R = hydraulic radius. 
(A-I77) 
(A-178) 
Minor losses due to entrance configuration, gates, valves, and corners are accounted for in the minor 
loss term Sm: 
where: 
k = sum of minor loss coefficients 
L = length 
" ulull S =k--
m 2g L 
(A-179) 
Pressurized or full culvert flow is modeled assuming a fictitious water surface width called a Preiss-
mann slot (Yen, 1986). If the culvert is full, the surface width T is zero and the governing equations 
become singular. Using a Preissmann slot avoids having to switch between the open channel and 
pressurized flow equations. The slot must be narrow enough to minimize error in the mass and mo-
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mentum balance but large enough to maintain numerical stability when solving the open channel St. 
Venant equations. A top width of 0.5% of the diameter is assumed for culverts flowing full. 
The advantages of using a Preiss mann slot are (Yen, 1986): 
I. uses only Saint-Venant equations and avoids switching between the surcharge equa-
tion and open-channel flow equations and avoids the associated separate treatment of 
the boundary conditions 
2. no need to define surcharge criteria 
3. not necessary to keep inventory of the pipes that are surcharged at different times 
4. permits the flow transition to progress computationally reach by reach in a sewer, as 
in the open-channel case, and hence it can account for the situation when only palt of 
the length of the pipe is full . 
5. requires few additional assumptions than the standard approach to achieve numerical 
M~~ . 
6. simpler to program 
The disadvantages are: 
1. introduces a potential accuracy problem in the mass and momentum balance of the 
flow if the slot is too wide, and stability problems if it is too nan-ow 
2. requires computation of two equations (continuity and momentum) for each of the 
reaches of the sewer when the sewer is full surcharged, whereas in the standard sur-
charge computation only one equation is applied to the entire length of the sewer 
3. hypothetical rather than real 
The Preissmann slot concept has been applied to other models for surcharged flow including the 
model described by Abbot (1982) and SWMM EXTRAN (Roesner et al. 1988). 
The boundary condition used for solving the governing equations is the head or water level at each 
end of the culvert. However, if the water level at the downstream end of the culvert is less than the 
critical depth, the critical depth is used. Momentum is not transfen-ed between model segments and 
the culverts. Initial conditions are the calculated velocities and heads at the previous time step. 
The governing equations cannot be solved analytically and an implicit finite difference scheme is 
used to approximate the solution. The solution method employs the "leap-frog scheme" which calcu-
lates the head and velocity at alternating computational nodes (Anderson, et. aI., 1984). The finite 
difference forms of the continuity and momentum equations are: 
hilt} hl1 h"+! h'H/ hi' hn A'l IHI 11+1 
O i - i B 11 i+l - i-2 (/ OJ /I i+2 - i-1 e j UjtJ - uH = + u + - u. + 
M '2b.x '2b.x T" b.x , (A-180) 
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ul1+1 U ll U '1+! U '1+1 U,'+' I _ U" h'I+J _ hl1+J o = I - i + BUll i+l - 1-1 + (1 _ B)d' 1-1 + Bg 1+2 ; 
!1t 1+1 Ax HI Ax Ax 
h" hll 2 2 
+(1 -B)g 1+'- iBn "+11" I (1 B) n "I" I + ,g ./1 U;+l U;+l + - g ./1 U i+J U i+J Ax R/3 R/3 (A-lSI) 
B k "+/1 "I (1 B) k " I " I + L Ui+f .1:'/+1 + - L U i+J U;+! 
where n refers to the time level and i references the spatial node (Figure A-40). 
Ui-1 Ui+1 
Figure A-40. Linkage schematic of model segments with a culvert. 
Figure A-41 compares flow predictions using the dynamic culvert model with flow data taken within 
a culvelt at NE 47th bridge in the Upper Columbia Slough, Portland, Oregon. Data was recorded 
using a flow meter placed directly in a culvert. The cyclical flows are the result of turning pumps on 
and off at a downstream pump station. The culvert was calibrated by adjusting the minor loss para-
meter. 
Flow Rate at NE 47th 
dala 1 
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Figure A-41. Computed versus observed flow using dynamic culvert model. 
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Internal Weirs 
The model can be used to set internal weirs at specified cell locations. The user specifies the location 
of the internal weir by providing a segment and layer number. The weir effectively acts as a barrier to 
flow and diffusion of mass/heat across the width of the waterbody as shown in Figure A-42. This 
can be used to simulate submerged and curtain weirs within a waterbody. 





Figure A-42. Schematic representation of internal weirs. 
Water Level Control 
Many times, outflows in reservoirs are controlled by water levels. [n order to facilitate ma)lagell\ent 
ofthe water body, a water level control algorithm was added to the code. Essentially, this is a pump 
based on a float controller. 
The algorithm allows the user to specify the upstream and downstream segment for water to be.trans-
fen-ed at a given flow rate based on the water level at the upstream segment. Reverse flow is not al-
lowed. The withdrawal is treated as a lateral selective withdrawal and the segment that receives the 
inflow is treated as a tributary. 
Outlet Structures 
Outflows through hydraulic structures (Figure A-43) can either be specified or computed by the 
model based on user-supplied rating curves. 
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Tainter gate Spillway/weir 
Figure A-43. Radial gates and spillway flow. 
The UNET model (HEe, I 997a), a one-dimensional unsteady hydraulic model, formally accounts for 
spillway flow from weirs and spillways. For free or submerged flow from a spillway with a radial 
gate, UNET uses a general equation of the form: 
where: 
a ~ empirical coefficient 
fJ ~ empirical coefficient 
1] ~ empirical coefficient 
Qsp = flow· rate, m3 S~l 
A ~ trunnion height, m 
B ~ gate opening, m 
and 
C ~ empirical coefficient 
W ~ gate width, m 
where: 
z" ~ headwater elevation 
Zd ~ tail water elevation 
H =Z -KZ -(J-K)Z u d sp 
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K ~ I for submerged flow and 0 for free flow 
Z'P ~ spillway elevation 
This equation was developed based on rating curves for hydraulic control structures in Arizona. 
Submergence is defined as: 
(A-184) 
Note that weir flow is assumed to occur whenever B ~ O.8Jf and is computed as: 
(A-I8S) 
where: 
For a concrete spillway, HEC (I997a) suggests using a weir coefficient value of 4. Note that the 
above two equations are considered equivalent whenever B ~ O.8Jf. 
HEC-RAS, a one-dimensional, steady-state hydraulic model, (HEC, 1997b), includes the ability to 
model flow over spillways including tainter and sluice gates, broad-crested weirs, and an ogee crest. 
Ineffective flow area, that area below the weir or gate opening, is used to block a part ofthe channel 
until it reaches the level of a spillway 01' weir. 
A summary of the equations used by HEC-RAS (HEC, I 997b) as well as explanations are shown in 
Table A-3. 
Table A-3. HEC-RAS flow rates through weirs and sluice gates. 
Condition EQuation Descrlotlon 
When the upstream water surface is ~1.25 times the gate 
opening height (above the spillway crest). 
Q = flow, cfs 
C = discharge coefficient (between 0.6 and 0.8) 
W = gated spillway width, ft 
T = trunnion height (from spillway crest to trunnion 
Radial flow Q = c.J2i wrTE BBE HHE pivot point), ft gate, flowing B = gate opening height, ft 
freely H = upstream energy head above spillway crest. ZU· 
ZSI" ft 
Zu = upstream energy grade line elevation, ft 
Zd = downstream water surface elevation, ft 
Zsp = spillway crest elevation, ft 
TE = empirical trunnion height exponent, 0.16 
BE = gate opening coefficient, 0.72 
HE = head exnonent, 0.62 
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Condition Equation DescrlDtion 
When the upstream water surface is <!1.25 times the gate 
radial gate 
Q = 3C{2i wrTE BBE HHE 
. opening height (above the spillway crest). whenever the 
flowing under tailwater depth divided by the energy depth above the 
submerged spillway is greater than 0,67 
conditions 
H = Z,,-Zd 
When the upstream water surface is 21.25 times the gate 
freely flowing Q=C12gH WE opening height above the spillway crest sluice gate H = upstream energy head above the spillway, Zu~ZsP 
C = discharae coefficient. 0.5 to 0.7 
When the upstream water surface is ~1.25 times the gate 
Q = 3C fiiii WB opening height above the spillway crest, whenever the submerged tailwater depth divided by the energy depth above the sluice gate spillway is greater than 0.67 
H = Z .. Zd 
When upstream water level is equal to or less than the top 
of the gate opening, weir flow equation is used 
C = weir coefficient, 2.6-4.0 depending on broad 
Low flow 3 crested or Ogee spillway and length of spillway 
through gated - crest Q=CLH2 H = upstream energy head above spillway crest, for an structure Ogee spillway the value of C is adjusted according 
to a 1977 Bureau of Reclamation study on varia-
bility of C for Ogee spl1lways, suggested values of 
Care 2.6 for bridge decks and 3.0 for flow over 
elevated roadways 
SpiliwayslWeirs 
Analysis of flow over weirs has been studied extensively. Martin and McCutcheon (1999) showthat 
a typical relationship between the pool depth and flow over a weir is: 
(A-lS6) 
where C, and 17 are empirical coefficients, W, is the length of the weir crest, and hw is the height of 
the pool above the weir crest. Theoretical calculations of steady-state flow over a weir can be com-
plex depending on whether the weirs are sharp-crested, broad-crested, V -notched, rectangular, Cipol-
letti, parabolic, or some other type. Ta ble A-4 shows some examples from French (1985) and USBR 
(1999) on typical equations used for the different weir types. For many regular weir types, formulae 
exist for accurate estimation of the flow. However, in most c,ases a rating curve for a given installa-
tion is necessary because ofthe uncertainty of end effects, flow alignments, shallowness in the up-
stream pool, and other unique featmes ofthe installation (Martin and McCutcheon, 1999). 
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Table A-4. List of weir types (French, 1985; USBR, 1999) 
Weir type Weir Equation Description 
Valid when 0,08 <H/L<O.5 
Q = flow rate 
CD = disharge coefficient (0.84 to 1.06) 
Rectangular Q~C C ~~WH3/2 CV = velocity coefficient accounting for neglecting broad crested the velocity head in the approach channel (be· 
weir D '3 3 tween 1.0 and 1.2) 
W = width at surface 
H = upstream head ,above spillway crest 
a = Qravitv acceleration 
Where B = width at bottom of weir crest 
Orson and Wright (1990) show that C" depends on the 
approach velocity head. V2/2g. and the contraction of 
streamlines just beyond the weit, crest and show that 
G, = 0.611 +0.07S'(HIZ) 
Rectangular, Q~C. f.f2iBH3i2 H = weir head, ft Z = weir crest head measured from the channel sharp crested bottom, ft 
weir 
Clay (1995) suggests a simple equation of Q=3.338H3J2 
of this form when approach velocities are less than 1 
fps or Q=3.33B[(H+h)312_hv3l2] 
h. = v'l2g 
V = approach velocity; ft S·1 
Parabolic, Q~CDC"V ~fgH2 f = distance from the bottom point of the weir to the broad-crested 4 weir focal point. ft 
ParabOlic, Q~c,~fffliH2 C .. = effective discharge coefficient sharp-crested 2 
Triangular, 16 2 
broad-crested Q~CDC, ;~ - g lan(O.50)H,/2 e = half angle of the triangular notch 25 5 
Triangular, Q ~ C, :5.f2i tan(O.s®)H"2 c .. = function of notch angle-and varies from 0.,159 to sharp-crested 0.57 for angl~s between 20 and 100 degrees 
W= top width oftrapezoidal weir 
m = slope of trapezoidal weir 
Trapezoidal, Q ~ CD(Wy, + my;)[2g(H - Yoll''' Yo = depth of water at the weir broad-crested 
Trapezoidal, 
sharp-crested 
Q~C.3-.J2i(B+±H tanO.s0)H 112 
3 5 B= bottom width of trapezoidal weir 
Use when H> 1.215Hb, otherwise use equation for 
, 
Truncated trl· Q~CDC,~~~gW(H -O.5Hb )'/2 broad crested triangular weir angular, broad- Hb = depth from the bottom of the truncated triangular 
crested 
weir to the' top of the triangle and the beginning 
of the rectangular section ' 
Truncated tri- Q=C'l~f2i; (JI"-(JI -JI.)") Use when H> Hb, otherwise use equation for sharp angular, sharp-
crested triangular weir crested b 
A modification of the contracted, rectangular, sharp-
crested weir with a trapezoidal control section and 
Q ~ C C '!:...J2iWH3/2 sides sloping outward with slopes of 4:1 Cipoletti W = top width of weir D ,. 3 g GoOO.63 
CV varies from 1 to 1.2 and is a function of CD and the 
ratio of area upstream of the control section and at 
the control section 
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Weir type Weir Equation Description 
Proportional or Q=CDB~2ga( H -ja) B = bottom width of weir a = distance from weir bottom to top of the rectangular sutrowefr 
weir section 
Since all weirs in practice are calibrated and a head discharge relationship is usually determined, the 
flow versus head relationship is used rather than an equation from Table A-4. The user must then 
analyze the weir or spillway and input a relationship based on the weir or spillway geometry. The 
model accepts equations in the form of a power function for freely flowing conditions: 
where: 
a} ~ empirical parameter 
fh ~ empirical parameter 
tl.h ~ Z,,-Zsp 
Z" ~ upstream head 
Zsp ~ spillway crest elevation 
and for submerged conditions 
where: 
a2 ~ empirical parameter 
fh ~ empirical parameter 
tl.h ~ Z,,-Zd 
Z" ~ upstream head 
Zd ~ downstream head 
(A-IS7) 
(A-ISS) 
Submerged conditions are defined when the tailwater depth over the upstream energy head (static 
head and velocity head) is greater than 0.67 (HEe, 1997b). Even though negative flow rates are 
possible using the second equation whenever Zd > Z", these results should be used with caution since 
rarely are rating curves done for reverse flow over a spillway. The user needs to ensure there is a 
smooth transition between submerged flow conditions and free flowing conditions by proper choice 
of model coefficients. The following discussion shows how to generate a smooth flow transition 
from free flowing to submerged flow conditions (Figure A-44). 
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Figure A-44. Flow rate over a spillway or weir for submerged and free flowing conditions. 





Fignre A-45. Flow at a submerged weir. 
In order to have a smooth transition, the two flows must be equal at the transition point. Using: 
(A-189) 
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and setting the two equations equal and solving for a2: 
(A-190) 
In many cases a weir can be set as the downstream boundary condition ofariver. In CE-QUAL-W2, 
the user can specifY the weir crest as the channel bottom elevation, such that the weir equation is of 
the form: 
(A-191) 
where H is the depth of the water at the weir. Setting this in the form of a stage-discharge relation-
ship: 
(A-I 92) 
or written in a form compatible with the stage discharge relationship: 
(A-193) 
Equating the coefficients used in the two approaches: . 
(A-194) 
(A-195) 
and vice versa: 
(A-I96) 
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(A-197) 
allows the user to set a weir-rating curve that reproduces the stage discharge relationship at a down-
stream boundary. 
A dynamic weir or spillway crest elevation can also be used to simulate dynamic raising of flash-
boards. These are designated in the model as gates. 
Gates 
For a gated structure or sluice gate, a more complex rating curve is required based on the opening and 
the head difference between the upstream and downstream condition (the spillway crest if free flow 
and the tailwater elevation if submerged flow). 
The following equation is used for freely flowing conditions: 
where: 
a1 ~ empirical coefficient 
/31 ~ empirical coefficient 
11 ~ empirical coefficient 
I1h ~ Z,,- Z'P 
Z" ~ upstream head 
Z'P ~ spillway crest elevation 
and the following equation is used for submerged flow: 
where: 
a2 ~ empirical coefficient 
/32 ~ empirical coefficient 
Y2 ~ empirical coefficient 
I1h ~ Z,,- Zd 
Zd ~ downstream head 
B ~ gate opening, m 
(A-198) 
(A-199) 
In defining these parameters, the user also has to generate a time series file with the gate opening in 
m where a gate opening of 0 m is closed. Whenever the gate opening is eqmil to or greater than 
O.8L1h, a weir equation is used with no functional dependency on the gate opening. In this case, a 
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rating curve must be supplied when the gate acts like a weir. Fignre A-46 shows the flow rate depen-
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Figure A-46. Flo~ rate variation with gate opening. 
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In some reservoir systems, an outlet valve is connected to the reservoir and a head-discharge relation-
ship is used based on the gate opening or number of gate turns. In this case, the outlet level is usually 
at a different elevation than the withdrawal elevation. The above gate formulation can still be used if 
no reverse flow occurs through the needle valve. This situation is illustrated in Figure A-47. In this 
case, the elevation ofthe outflow is required in addition to the elevation at which the outflow is taken 
if a rating curve is used in the model. This use is described in the section on changes to the control 
file. 
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Figure A-47. Selective withdrawal with outflow couuected to a valve with a gate. 
The user can insert weirs and/or spillways, specify connectivity to other model segments, and insert 
the ratings curve parameters for each weir/spillway. The model treats each spillway, weir, or gate as a 
selective withdrawal outflow and uses the selective withdrawal algorithm for determiningwater flow 
from each vertical layer adjacent to the structure. Inflows from hydraulic control structures are 
treated as tributary inflows where the user must specify whether the inflow is placed according to 
density, equally distributed between all vertical layers, or distributed between a given elevation 
range. 
Weir equations are used when gates are open and the open gate does not interfere with the flow 
(when B 2: O.8L'.h). 
Gates can also be used to move flows around to different parts of the model domain - different 
branches. In that case the specification of gate openings are interpreted as specification of flow nites. 
Branch Momentum Exchange 
Version 3 conserves longitudinal momentum at branch intersections (Figure A-48). The vector 
component of velocity in the x-direction of the main channel, Ux , can be computed from the channel 
orientations. The x-direction component is Ux=UcosfJ where U is the longitudinal velocity of the 
tributary at the downstream segment that intersects the main branch and fJ is the difference in the an-
gie between the main stem and tributary segments. 
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Figure A-48. Schematic of branch connection. 
The conservation of momentum about a control volume, the main stem segment, would result in an 




q = lateral inflow per unit length 
This arises from re-deriving the momentum equations and assuming that all the fluid entering the 
segment is moving at the velocity Ux . The correction to the x-momentum equation is: 
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Wells (1997) proposed accounting for the cross-shear as a result ofthe y component of the velocity of 
a side branch in the computation of the vertical eddy viscosity. This was implemented by increasing 
the cross-shear velocity gradient. In Version 2, wind shear across the lateral axis of a segment also 
increased the vertical mixing by affecting the computation of A,. Analogous to wind shear, an addi-
tional side shear is included in the calculation of the vertical eddy viscosity: 
_ (/2) (aU)2 (,wy e·2/<'+"ribJ2 (-CR) A,-K - - + e ' 
2 az pA, 
where: 
, - P j, U 2 
trib= -;; y 
j, = is an interfacial friction factor, '" 0.01 
U = LQ;n, 
y /';zilic 
LQ,,,, = [Ub,&B] + [LQ"'bl 
Ub,. = Ubls.in(®main-Ehranch) 
/';z = inflow cell layer height 
B = inflow cell width 
. f,x = inflow cell segment length 
Q"'ib = tributary flow rate assumed to be at right angles to the main channel 
(A-202) 
This side shear effect is only computed when the veltical mixing algorithm chosen by the user is W2 
orW2N. 
Heat Exchange 
Surface Heat Exchange 
Surface heat exchange can be formulated as a term by-term process using the explicit adjacent cell 
transport computation as long as the integration timestep is shOlter than or equal to the frequency of 
the meteorological data. Surface heat exchange processes depending on water surface temperatures 
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are compoted using previous timestep data and are therefore lagged from transport processes by the . 
integration timestep. 
Term-by-term surface heat exchange is computed as: 
where: 
H" ~ the net rate of heat exchange across the water surface, W m,2 
H, ~ incident short wave solar radiation, W m,2 
H, ~ incident long wave radiation, W m,2 
H" ~ reflected short wave solar radiation, W m,2 
H" ~ reflected long wave radiation, W m,2 
Hb, ~ back radiation from the water surface, W m,2 
H, ~ evaporative heat loss, W m,2 
H, ~ heat conduction, W m,2 
(A-203) 
The short wave solar radiation is either measured directly or computed from sun angle relationships 
and cloud cover. The long wave atmospheric radiation is computed from air temperature and cloud 
cover or air vapor pressure using Brunts formula. The right-hand terms are all water surface tempera-
ture dependent. 
Water surface back radiation is computed as: 
HI, =sa'(T, + 273.15/ 
, 
where: 
E ~ emissivity of water, 0.97 
(Y' ~ Stephan-Boltzman constant, 5.67x 10,8 Wm,2.oK 4 
Ts = water surface temperature, °C 
(A-204) 
Like the remaining terms, it is computed for each surface layer cell on each iteration timestep. 
Evaporative heat loss is computed as: 
He= f(W) (es - ea) 
where: 
f(W) ~ evaporative wind speed function, W m,2 mm Hg,l 
e, ~ saturation vapor pressure at the water surface, mm Hg 
ea ~ atmospheric vapor pressure, mm Hg 
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Evaporative heat loss depends on air temperature and dew point temperature or relative humidity. 
Surface vapor pressure is computed from the surface temperature for each surface cell on each itera-
tion. 
Surface heat conduction is computed as: 
where: 
Cc ~ Bowen's coefficient, 0.47 mm Hg °C l 
Ta ~ air temperature, °C 
(A-206) 
Short wave solar radiation penetrates the surface and decays exponentially with depth according to 
Bears Law: 
Hs (z) = (1- fJ) Hs e-~z 
where: 
H,(z) ~ short wave radiation at depth z, W m-' 
fJ ~ fraction absorbed at the water surface 
1] ~ extinction coefficient, m-I 
Hs ~ short wave radiation reaching the surface, W m-' 
(A-207) 
Aside from the problems of measuring meteorological data relative to a large waterbody and translat-
ing data from oftentimes distant weather stations, the most unceliain parameter in the surface heat ex-
change computations is the evaporative wind speed function,f(ff). Various formulations off(ff) 
have been catalogued and examined in Edinger, et al. (1974). The different formulations result from 
the empirical determination off(ff) for waterbodies of different size and shape with data from differ-
ent locations and averaged over different periods of time. 
Evaporation 
The model allows the user the freedom to include different evaporation formulations via a user de-
fined evaporation wind speed formula of the form 
f(W}=a+bW' 
where: 
f(W) ~ wind speed function, W m-' mm Hg- I 
a ~ empirical coefficient, 9.2 default 
b ~ empirical coefficient, 0.46 default 
c ~ empirical coefficient, 2 default 
W ~ wind speed measure at 2 m above the ground, m ,I 
(A-208) 
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The function is used in computing both evaporative water and heat loss. The default values for a, b, 
and c are the ones suggested in Edinger, et. al. (1974). The model assumes that the wind is measured 
at a 2m height. The following equation converts b from any measurement height to 2 m: 
(A-209) 






W2m ~ wind speed at elevation 2 m, m 8 1 
W, ~ wind speed at height z, m 8 1 
In(:J 1 
= (A-210) In(;J a 
Zo ~ wind roughness height (assume 0.003 fi for wind < 5 mph and 0.015 for wind> 5 mph, 
range 0.0005 to 0.03 fi) 
The Ryan-Harleman (1974) formulation has also been included: 
where: 
b 4 I W " H· I . I . I =. m mm g m s 
) //3 a = ).,(Tsv -T av 
'A, ~ 3.59 Wm' mm Hg 'C.113 
Tv = T'(l- 0.378[; Jf ' OK 
P =760 mmHg 
f(Wz)=a+bWz 
For the Lake Hefner model, a ~ 0 and b ~ 4.99 W m-' mm Hg·1 m-I 8 1. 
(A-211) 
Ifthe virtual temperature difference, T" is negative orless than that computed using the Lake Hefner 
model,J(1iJ reverts to the Lake Hefner evaporation model. Figure A-49 shows a comparison of the 
Ryan-Harleman model with the model's default formulation. 
Adams et al. (1981) recommended that the Lake Hefner model be used for natural lakes (Table A-S). 
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Summaries of several evaporation formulations are .shown below in Table A-5 as adapted from 
Adams, et al. (1981). 
Table A-5. Typical Evaporation Formulae for Lakes and Reservoirs 
Name Time Waterbody ~. f(W) Remarks 
Lake 3 hrs Lake Hefner, OK, good agreement with 17.2W,(e.-e,) 5.06W, lake data from several Hefner and day 2587 acres lakes in US and Russia 
Kohler day Lake Hefner OK, 17.5W2(eS-e2) 5.14W2 essentially the same as 2587 acres Lake Hefner formula 
Zaykov - ponds and small (1.3+14W2) (es-82) 0.1708+ 4.11W, bas,ed on Russian work 
reservoirs 
ea obtained daily from 
small lakes and mean morning and Meyer month 
reservoirs 
(80+1 OW,) (e,-",) 10.512+2.94W2 evening measurements 
of air temperature and 
relative humidity-
data from meteorological 
Morton month Class A pan (73.5+14.7W,) (e,-e,) 9.658+4.32W2 stations, measurement 
heiahts assumed 
pans, 85 ft dia extensive pan mea-
Rohwer day tank, 1300 acre (67+1 OW,) (e,-e,) 8.8+2.94W2 surements using differ-
ent pans, correlated with 
reservoir tank and reservoir data 
cpu = evaporation at sea-level with wind corrected to 2 m, BTU ff~ day" . 
W = wind, mph 
e = vapor pressure, mm Hg 
Wm-2 = O.1314*BTU ft-2 daV1 
10mb = 7.5006151 mmHg 
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Equilibrium Temperature 
Since some of the terms in the term-by-term heat balance equation are surface temperature dependent 
and others are measurable or computable input variables, the most direct route is to define an equili' 
brium temperature, T" as the temperature at which the net rate of surface heat exchange is zero. 
Linearization ofthe term-by-term heat balance along with the definition of equilibrium temperature 
allows expressing the net rate of surface heat exchange, Hn, as: 
where: 
Haw = rate of surface heat exchange, W m'2 
Kaw = coefficient of surface heat exchange, W m'2 °C'l 
T'..v = water surface temperature, °C 
Te = equilibrium temperature, °C 
(A-212) 
Seven separate heat exchange processes are summarized in the coefficient of surface heat exchange 
and equilibrium temperature. The linearization is examined in detail by Brady, et al. (1968), and 
Edinger et al. (1974), 
The definition of the coefficient of surface heat exchange can be shown to be the first term of a Tay-
lor series expansion by considering the above equation as: 
(A-213) 
where the derivative of How with respect to surface temperature is evaluated from equation A-19l to 
give K~, the coefficient of surface heat exchange. All approximations ofthe individual surface heat 
exchange terms enter into the evaluation of the coefficient of surface heat exchange and the equili-
brium temperature. 
The mass evaporation rate is computed by dividing evaporative heat loss by the latent heat of evapo-
ration of water. Surface heat exchange always includes evaporative heat loss in the heat budget, but 
the user may choose to exclude it in the water budget. For many reservoirs, inflow rates are deter-
mined from storage estimates that implicitly include evaporation. 
Sediment Heat Exchange 
Sediment heat exchange with water is generally small compared to surface heat exchange and many 
previous modelers have neglected it. Investigations on several reservoirs have shown the process 
must be included to accurately reproduce hypolimnetic temperatures primarily because ofthe reduc-
tion in numerical diffusion that previously swamped the numerical solution. The formulation is simi-
lar to surface heat exchange: 
(A-214) 
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where: 
H,w = rate of sediment/water heat exchange, W m'2 
K", = coefficient of sediment/water heat exchange, W m'2 °el 
T..II = water temperature, °c 
T, = sediment temperature, °C 
HEAT EXCHANGE 
Previous applications used a value of 0.3 W m'2 °el for K~" that is approximatelytwQ orders of mag-
nitude smaller than the surface heat exchange coefficient. Average yearly air temperature is a good 
estimate of T,. 
Dynamic Shading 
Solar Altitude and Azimuth 
The declination angle, J, is computed from Spencer (l971): 
o = 0,006918 - 0.399912 cos{,J + 0.070257 sin{,,)- 0.006758 cos{2'.} 
+0.000907 sin{2'd)-0.0022697 co,{3,,)+ O. 001480 'in{3,,) 
where: 
JD, = Julian date integer value 
The local hour is calculated.as: 
HOUR = 24 (JD, - JD,) 
where: 
JD, = Julian date integer value 
JD,. = Julian date floating-point value 
(A-21S) 
(A-216) 
An equation of time, EQT, correction is needed to calculate the local hour angle, The equation of 
time represents the difference between true and mean solar time due to seasonal variations in the 
earth's orbital velocity (DiLaura, D.L 1984) and is given as: 
EQT=O.17sin 4ff(JD, -80) 
. 373 
where: 
JD, = Julian date integer value 
A-94 
0.129 sin 2ff{JD, - 8) 
355 
(A-217) 
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The local hour angle, H, is calculated as: 
H = br[HOUR+(LOng-¢)~+EQT-12] 
24 360 
(A-218) 
The solar altitude, Ao, is the angle of inclination ofthe sun relative to the horizon from an observer's 
perspective as shown in Figure A-50. 





Figure A-50. Schematic of solar altitude, Ao, and azimuth, AZ 
Ao is calculated from Wunderlich (1972): 
Ao = A Sin[Sin(Zat * ~)Sin(S) + cos(zat *~) cos(S )COS(H)] 180 180 . (A-219) 
The solar azimuth is the direction of the sun with respect to a North-South axis measured clockwise 
from the North as shown in Figure A-51. The solar azimuth is computed as (Annual Nautical Alma-
nac,2001): 
x 
Sin(S)cOS(Lat * ff) _ COS(S)COS(H)Sin(Lat * ff) 
.. 180 180 (A-220) 
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After computing the solar altitude and azimuth, the impact of shading (Figure A-51) on short-wave 
solar radiation is computed as follows. 
c, 
Figure A-51. Schematic of topographic and vegetative shading, solar altitude (ao), and ve-
getation height (1) and their affect on shadow length. 
Topographic Shading 
The algorithm uses the position ofthe sun to determine which topographic inclination angle coincides 
with the direction of incoming solar radiation. The algorithm determines the closest two inclination 
angles in the direction ofthe incoming solar radiation and uses them to linearly interpolate an inclina-
tion angle for the specific direction of the incoming solar radiation. The calculated inclination angle 
is then used to determine if vegetative or topographic shading dominates at that time. Ifthesolaralti-
tude is below the calculated topographic inclination angle, then topographic shading dominates and 
the short wave solar radiation is reduced by 90% for complete shade. This allows for 10% ofthe in-
coming solar radiation as a result of diffuse radiation even when in the shade. Ifthe solar altitude is 
above the calculated inclination angle, then vegetative shading dominates. . 
Vegetative Shading 
If the topographic angle is less than the solar altitude, vegetative shade dominates and the algorithm 
calcuiates the shading influence by determining how far the shadow extends over the water. Figure 
A-52 and FigUl'e A-53 show schematics of the azimuth angle, segment orientation and computed 
shadow lengths. The tree shadow length, ST, is calculated using the tree height, T, and solar altitude, 
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AD, using Equation A-206. Then the length of the shadow cast over the water is calculated using Eq-
uation A-207 where E is the distance between the tree and the edge of water and e is the segment 
orientation. The shadow length, SN, perpendicular to the edge of the water is then calculated using 
Equation A-20B. Refer to Figure A-52 and Figure A-53 for diagrams showing the distance calcu-





Simplifying Equations A-206 to A-20B: 







A shading reduction factor is applied in cases where a model segment has potential shading along 
only part of its segment length or the vegetation density is low .. For example, if shade-producing ve-
getation exists along only half the length of a segment and is 100% opaque, a shade reduction factor 
of 0.5 is used. If shading is due to vegetation along only half of a segment with BO% opaqueness, a 
value of 0.4 is used. 
The shade factor, slaet, is the shadow length perpendicular to the edge of the Water, SM multiplied 
by the shade reduction factor, SRF, and divided by the segment width: 
S 
slae! = SRF .-lL 
B 
(A-228) 
The amount of shade that should be applied to the incoming short wave solar radiation is calculated 
as: 
Shade = (1- 'fact) (A-229) 
The short wave solar radiation [SRO] computed by the model is reduced by the shade variable: 
SRO", = SRO' Shade (A-230) 
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Figure A-53. Relationship between azimutb, stream orientation, and shadow length. 
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Data Requirements 
Topography and vegetation data are stored in a user-defined input file. An example input file is 
shown in Appendix C. The file includes tree top elevations for both stream banks. The file also in-
cludes the distance from the centerline of the river to the controlling vegetation and the shade reduc-
tion factor (explained below) for both stream banks. The shade file has vegetation characteristics 
recorded by the left and right banks ofthe stream. The convention used for defining left or right bank 
is dependent on looking downstream in the system, the' Left Bank' is on the left and the 'Right Bank' 
is to the right. 
The shade algorithm reads in 18 topographic inclination angles surrounding each segment center-
point. The inclination angles can be determined using topographical maps, Digital Elevation Models 
(DEM), or contour plots. The steepest inclination angle for each of the 18 locations surrounding a 
segment should be selected since this angle will control the topographic shading. The first inclination 
angle is taken from directly NOlih of a segment (orientation angle 0.0) and moves clockwise to the 
East with increasing orientation angles around the segment in 200 increments. 
How far away from the centerline of the river the topography should be analyzed will depend on the 
system. Wide flat river systems will utilize longer distances for identifying influencing topography 
than a narrow river canyon. In addition, rather than restricting the code to orientation angles only 
toward the south appropriate for the Northern hemisphere, using orientation angles that sUlTound a 
segment allows the algorithm to be used iri both the northern and southern hemispheres. 
In addition, the user can specify dynamic shading reduction factors as a function oftime. Usually, 
these would correspond to the times for leaf growth and fall for deciduous trees. . 
The topography and vegetation information is first read in from the input file. Then, using the seg-
ment orientation angle, eo, and the solar azimuth, aA, the bank that has the sun behind it is computed. 
The criteria used for determining the bank with the sun behind it was modified from Chen (I 996) 
because the segment orientation angle is determined differently in CE-QUAL-W2. Ta ble A-6 shows 
the criteria used in the model. 
Table A-6. Criteria for determining sunward bank 
Sunward (f <0Jo ~ 1800 180' < 00 ~ 360' Bank , 
Left a A <eo or a,J >00 +180' o -1800 <a <0 o A 0 
Right o <a <0 +180° o A 0 aA > 00 or a,J <00 -180° 
Ice Cover 
Ice thickness, onset, and loss of ice cover play an important role in the heat, budget of northern water-
bodies. At high latitudes, ice cover may remain until late spring or early summer and prevent warm-
ing due to absorption of short wave solar radiation. 
The ice model is based on an ice cover with ice-to-air heat exchange, conduction through the ice, 
conduction between underlying water, and a "melt temperature" layer on the ice bottom (Ashton, 
1979). The overall heat balance for the water-to-ice-to-air system is: 
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where: 
Pi = density ofice, kg m,3 
Lf = latent heat of fusion of ice, J kg'l 
I1hll1t = change in ice thick~ess (h) with time (t), m sec'l 
hai = coefficient ofice-to-air heat exchange, W m'2 °el 
ICE COVER 
(A-231) 
hWi = coefficient of water-to-ice heat exchange through the melt layer, W m'2 e 
Ti= ice temperature, °C 
Tei = equilibrium temperature of ice-to-air heat exchange, °C 
T" = water temperature below ice, °C 
T,,, = melt temperature, DOC 
The ice-to-air coefficient of surface heat exchange, hID, and its equilibrium temperature, T,;, are com-
puted the same as for surface heat exchange in Edinger, et aL (1974) because heat balance of the thin, 
ice surface water layer is the same as the net rate of surface heat exchange presented previously, The 
coefficient of water-to-ice exchange, hw;, depends on turbulence and water movement under ice and 
their effect on melt layer thickness, It is a function of water velocity for rivers but must be empirical-
ly adjusted for reservoirs, 
Ice temperature in the ice-heat balance is computed by equating the rate of surface heat transfer be-
tween ice and air to the rate of heat conduction through ice: ' 
hai (T- T .)= -k,(Ti -I el h Till) (A-232) 
where: 
ki = molecular heat conductivity of ice, W m'l °el 
When solved for ice temperature, T;, and inserted in the overall ice-heat balance, the ice thickness 
relationship becomes: 
(TM-T';)_h'(T ) h 1 WI~' - Till (A-233) 
-+-
k i h;" 
from which ice thickness can be computed for each longitudinal segment Heat from water to ice 
transferred by the last term is removed in the water temperature transport computations, 
Variations in the onset of ice cover and seasonal growth and melt over the waterbody depend on loca-
tions and temperatures of inflows and outflows, evaporative wind variations over the ice surface, and 
effects of water movement on the ice-to-water exchange coefficient ICewill often form in reservoir 
branches before forming in the main pool and remain longer due to these effects, 
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A second, more detailed algorithm for computing ice growth and decay has been developed for the 
model. The algorithm consists of a series of one-dimensional, quasi steady-stale, thermodynamic 
calculations for each timestep. It is similar to those ofMaykut and Untersteiner (1971), Wake (1977) 
and Patterson and Hamblin (1988). The detailed algorithm provides a more accurate representation 
ofthe upper palt of the ice temperature profile resulting in a more accurate calculation of ice surface 
temperature and rate of ice freezing and melting. 
The ice surface temperature, T" is iteratively computed at each timestep using the upper boundary 
condition as follows. Assuming linear thermal gradients and using finite difference approximations, 
heat fluxes through the ice, q;, and at the ice-water interface, q;", are computed. Ice thickness at time 
t, 9(t), is determined by ice melt at the air-ice interface, /ld}a;, andice growth and melt at the ice-water 
interface, 1:;0;w. The computational sequence of ice cover is presented below. 
Initial Ice Formation 
Formation of ice requires lowering the surface water temperature to the freezing point by normal sur-
face heat exchange processes. With fmther heat removal, ice begins to form on the water surface, 
This is indicated by a negative water surface temperature. The negative water surface temperature is 
then converted to equivalent ice thickness and equivalent heat is added to the heat source and sink 
term for water. The computation is done once for each segment beginning with the ice-free period: 
where: 
eo ~ thickness of initial ice formation during a timestep, m 
Twn ~ local temporary negative water temperature, °C 
h ~ layer thickness,m 
P" ~ density of water, kg m-3 
Cp ~ specific heat of water, J kg-! °e! 
" Pi ~ density of ice, kg m·3 
Lf ~ latent heat of fusion, J kg'! 
(A-234) 
Air·lce Flux Boundary Condition and Ice Surface Temperature Approximation 
The ice surface temperature,T" must be known to calculate the heat components, H b" H" H" and the 
thermal gradient in the ice since the components and gradient all are either explicitly or implicitly a' 
function ofT,. Except during the active thaWing seaSon when ice surface temperature is constant at 
O°C, T, must be computed at each timestep using the upper boundary condition. The approximate 
value for T, is obtained by linearizing the ice thickness across the timestep and solving for T,. 
(A-235) 




= P L _m forT =o'C 
I f dt' , 
Tr r,(t) 
O(t) 
K, = thermal conductivity of ice, W m-1 oC-1 
Tf = freezing point temperature, °C 
n = time level 




Although the amount of penetrated solar radiation is relatively small, it is an important component of 
the heat budget since it is the only heat source to the water column when ice is present and may con-
tribute significantly to ice melting at the ice-water interface. The amount of solar· radiation absorbed 
by water under the ice cover may be expressed as: 
where: 
~" = solar radiation absorbed by water under ice cover, W m-2 
Hs = incident solar radiation, W m-2 
ALB, = ice albedo 
Pi = fraction of the incoming solar radiation absorbed in the ice surface 
Yi = ice extinction coefficient, mel 
Ice Melt at Air-Ice Interface 
(A-238) 
The solution for T, holds as long as net surface heat exchange, H,,(T,J, remains negative correspond-
ing to surface cooling, and surface melting cannot occur. If H,,(T,J becomes positive corresponding to 
a net gain of heat at the surface, qi must become negative and anequilibrium solution can only exist if 
T, > Ti- This situation is not possible as melting will occur at the surface before equilibrium is 
reache<! (Patterson and Hamblin, 1988). Because ofa quasi-steady approximation, heat, which in 
reality is used to melt ice at the surface, is stored internally producing an unrealistic temperature pro-
file. Stored energy is used for melting at each timestep and since. total energy input is the same, net 
error is small. Stored energy used for melting ice is expressed as:. 
(A-239) 
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where: 
Cpt = specific heat of ice, J kg·1 °C·1 
Ba; = ice melt at the air-ice interface, m·1 
Ice-Water Flux Boundary Condition Formulation 
Both ice growth and melt may occur at the ice-water interface. The interface temperature, Tf , is fixed 
by the water properties. Flux of heat in the ice at the interface therefore depends on Tfand the surface 
temperature T, through the heat flux q;. Independently, heat flux from the water to ice, q;w, depends 
only on conditions beneath the ice. An imbalance between these fluxes provides a mechanism for 
freezing or melting. Thus, 
(A-240) 
where: 
BJ" = ice growth/melt at the ice-water interface 
The coefficient of water-to-ice exchange, Kw/, depends on turbulence and water movement under the 
ice and their effect on melt layer thickness. It is known to be a function of water velocity for rivers 
and streams but must be empirically adjusted for reservoirs. The heat flux at the ice-water interface 
is: 
where: 
T". = water temperature in the uppermost layer under the ice, °C 
Finally, ice growth or melt at the ice-water interface is: 
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Density 
Accurate hydrodynamic calculations require accurate water densities. Water densities are affected by 
variations in temperature and solids concentrations given by : 
where: 
P = density, kg m·3 
pr = water density as a function oftemperature, kg m,3 
Ilps = density increment due to solids, kg m'3 
(A-243) 
A variety offormulations has been proposed to describe water density variations due to temperatmes. 
The following relationship is used in the model (Gill, 1982): 
P Tw = 999.8452594 + 6. 793952 x10·
2 Tw 
- 9.095290x 10,3 T! + 1.001685 x10·4 T~ (A-244) 
-1.120083 x10·6 T~ + 6. 536332x 10,9 X T~ 
Suspended and dissolved solids also affect density. For most applications, dissolved solids will bein 
the form oftotal dissolved solids. For estuarine applications, salinity should be specified. The effect 
of dissolved solids on density is calculated using either of these variables with the choice specified by 
the variable [WTYPEj. Density effects due to total dissolved solids are given by Ford and Johnson 
(1983): . 
A PrDs = (8.221 X 10'4 -3.87 X 10,6 Tw + 4.99x 10-8 T~) cDTDS 
where: 
<1:>TDS = TDS concentration, g m,3 
and for salinity (Gill, 1982): 
where: 
11. Pm' = (0.824493 - 4.0899 X fO,3 T" + 7.6438 X]O'5 T~. 
- 8.2467 X 10'7 T! + 5.3875 X 1 0'9 T~) <1>,,", 
+ (-5. 72466 X 10,3 + 1.0227 X 10'4 Tw 
-1.6546 x10,6 T~,) <I>;~ +4,8314 X 10'4 <1>:0' 
<l>sal = salinity, kg m,3 
(A-24S) 
(A-246) 
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The suspended solids effects are given by Ford and Johnson (1983): 
where: 
<1>" ~ suspended solids concentration, g m-3 
SG ~ specific gravity of suspended solids 
Assuming a specific gravity of2.65, the above relationship is simplified to: 
Ap" =0,00062 C/J" 





The latest verson includes selective withdrawal for all outflows where layer locations and outflows at 
each layer are calculated based on the total outflow raoun, structure type !SINKCI, elevation 
!ESTRI. and computed upstream density gradients. The selective withdrawal computation uses these 
values to compute vertical withdrawal zone limits and outflows. It also sums the outflows for mul-
tiple structures. 
Outflow distribution is calculated in the subroutine SELECTIVE_WITHDRAWAL. This routine 
first calculates limits of withdrawal based on either a user specified point or line sink approximation, 
for outlet geometry !SINKCI. The empirical expression for point sink withdrawal limits is: 
d:= (CbiQIN r JJJ 
and for a line sink: 
d = ( Cbi 2 qlN r 
where: 
d ~ withdrawal zone half height, m 
Q ~ total outflow, m3 sl 
N ~ internal buoyancy frequency, Hz 
q ~ outflow per unit width, m2 sl 
eM ~ boundary interference coefficient 
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The width is the outlet width. The point sink approximation assumes approach flow is radial both 
longitudinally and vertically while the line sink approximation assumes flow approaches the outlet 
radially in the vertical. The boundary interference coefficient is two near a physical boundary and 
one elsewhere. 
Velocities are determined using a quadratic shape function: 
where: 
Vk ~ normalized velocity in layer k 
Pk ~ density in layer k, kg m·3 
Po ~ density in the outlet layer, kg m·3 
PI ~ density of the withdrawal limit layer, kg m·3 
(A-252) 
The shape function generates a maximum velocity at the outlet level with velocities approaching zero 
at withdrawal limits. During non-stratified periods, outflow from top to bottom is uniform. Uniform 
flows also result from large outflows during periods of mild stratification. As stratification develops, 
withdrawal limits decrease and outflow is weighted towards the outlet elevation. 
Withdrawal limits can be varied by specifying a line sink and changing the effective width. Small 
outlet widths result in nearly uniform outflows, while large widths limit outflows to the outlet layer. 
Sediment Resuspension 
This algorithm is based on work from Kang et aJ. (1982) where the bottom shear stress is com-
puted based on wind speed, wind fetch and depth. The wind blowing across a water surface 
creates wind waves that have orbital motion that decays with depth. The model user inputs a criti-
cal shear stress for detachment of the particles. [fthe critical shear stress is exceeded, then par-
ticles are resuspended. The approach of Kang et al. (1982) consists of the following steps: 
I. Computation of the wave height, H, in m, 
(
gF)0.42 
W2 [(gH)O'75] 0.0125 fi2 
H, = - 0.283 tanh 0.53 -2 tanh [ ] g W ( H)O.75 
tanh 0.53 ~2 
(A-253) 
where W is the wind velocity (mls), F is the fetch (m), H is the mean depth (m) 
2. Computation of wave period, T, in s, 
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0.375] 0.077 g 2 2ffW gH W 
1; ",1.2'.oh O.83\w,l "m. [ H ''''J 
tanh 0.833(~2 ) 
(A-254) 
3. Computation of the wavelength, L in m, iteratively from the following equation: 
L = gT,2 tanh[2ffH] 
2ff L 
(A-255) 
4. Computation of the orbital velocity, U in ClnlS, 
u = ffHs 100 
T, sinh(2ffH / L) (A-256) 
5. Computation of bottom shear stress,! in dynes/cm2, 
r = 0.003172 (A-257) 
6. Computation of actual bottom scour rate of suspended solids, E in mass of sediments 
scoured per area or g/m2, 
8=0 r<r 
- , (A-258) 
(A-259) 
where a o is an empirical constant=O.008, td=7, and!, is the user-defined critical shear stress in 
dynes/cm2. Resuspension supposedly only occurs during the first hour of the wind shear greater 
than the critical shear stress. Hence, the rate of res us pension per time, E in Wm2/hour, would be 
E = ....!!.....- for the first hour and nothing after that. The resulting concentration of suspended solids 
lhr 
in the entire water column, c in mg/l, if distributed evenly over the entire volume would then be 
100001iA"",,, I OOOOe C=---== 
V H 
where Abottom is the surface area of the bottom and V is the volume of the water column above the 
bottom (=HAbottom). Chapra (1997) also uses this approach and provides an example calculation. 
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The constituent transpOli relationships described in Appendix A compute the transport of constituents 
with their kinetic reaction rates expressed in source and sink terms. All sburces/sinks (both internal 
and external) for water temperature are contained in the array [TSS]. The sources/sinks for con-
stituents are separated into two arrays, [CSSB] and [CSSK]. [CSSB] contains boundary sourc-
es/sinks. [CSSK] contains internal sources/sinks due to kinetic interactions. The division of terms 
allows kinetic sources/sinks to be updated at different frequencies than boundary sources/sinks - con-
sistent with coarser time scales associated with biological and chemical processes as opposed to hy-
drodynamics. Computational time is also reduced. The frequency at which kinetic sources/sinks 
[CSSK] are updated is specified by the parameter ICUFl. 
The source/sink term [CSSK] represents a mass rate of change (grams sec·l) of a constituent due to 
kinetic reactions where concentrations are expressed as grams meter',3. The kinetic reactions can be, 
depicted graphically by considering each constituent as a compartment Arrows represent mass trans-
fer rates between compartments, with a source represented by a blue arrow leading to the compart-
ment and a sink by a red arrow leading away. All ofthe rate terms in the following discussion are in 
units of sec'l and these are the units used in the code. However, all rate units input into,the model 
from the control file are in units of day'l and are then convelied to sec'l before being used in the code. 
Both graphical and mathematical descriptions of the rate equation for each constituent are provided. 
Overview of Kinetic Source/Sink Term 
In order to solve the 20 advection-diffusioIt equation, the source/sink term, S"" must be specified. 
The model solves for temperature and a user specified number of water quality variables. Water 
quality state variables along with their kinetic source/sink terms are shown in Table B-1. The user 
can specify any number of generic constituents INGCl, suspended solids groups INSSl, CBOO 
groups INBODl, algal groups INALJ, macrophyte groups INMCl, zooplankton groups INZPl, and epi-
phyton groups INEPJ. 
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Table B-1. CE-QUAL-W2 Water Quality State Variables 
Constituent Internal Source Internal Sink 
Total dissolved solids 
generic constituent, no interac~ 
tions with other state variables 
bacteria o order de·cay settling tracer o and 1st order decay 
water age 
contaminants 
Inoraanic suspended solids sedimentation 
bioavailable P mea~ured as one algal/epiphyton respiration 
of the following labile/refractory particu-
algal/epiphyton growth 
ortho-P late/dissolved organic matter 
adsorption onto inorganic suspended solids 
dissolved P sediment release 
SRP eBOD decav 
sediment release 
algal/eplphyton/rhacrophyte excre-
ammonium tion algal/epiphyton/macrophyte growth labile/refractory dissolved! particu- nitrification 
late organic matter decay I 
eBOD decay 
" 
nitrate~nitrite nitrification denitrification alaal/eoiohvlon/macroohvte arowlh 
dissolved silica· anoxic sediment release algal/epiphyton growth 
oarticulate bioaenic silica decav adsorotion onto susoEmded solids 
particulate biogenic silica algal/epiphyton mortality' settling decav 
Iron anoxic sediment release oxic water column settlinn 
algal/eplphytori/macrophyte 
labile dissolved organic matter .mortality decay 
excretion 
refractory dissolved organic labile dissolved organic matter de- decay matter ' . ' cay 
labile particulate organic matter algal/epiphyton/macrophyte mortall- settling 
, 
ty decav' 
refractory particulate organic labile particulate organic matter settling 
matter decay decay 
Total P In labile dissolved or- algal/epiphyton/macrophyte 
, 
ganic matter mortality decay 
excretion 
Total P in refractory dissolved labile dissolved organic matter de- decay 
organic matter cav 
Total P in labile particulate 0[- algal/epiphyton/macrophyte mortall- settling 
Qanic matter Iv decay 
Total P in refractory particulate labile particulate organic matter settling 
ofQanic matter decay, decay 
Total N in labile dissolved or- algal/epiphyton/macrophyle 
ganic matter mortality decay 
excretion 
Total N in refractory dissolved lahile dissolved organic matter de- decay 
orQanic matter cay 
Total N in labile particulate or- aigal/epiphyton/macrophyte mortali- settling 
ganic matter ty decav 
Total N in refractory particulate labile particulate organic matter settling 
organic matter decav' decav' 
eBOD decav.settlino 
respiration 
algae algal growth excretion 
mortality 
settlina" 
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respiration 













dissolved oxygen surface exchange nitrification 
algal/epiphyten growth CBOD decay 
o and 161 order SOD 
labile/refractory dissolved! particulate organic 
matter decay 
labile/refractory dissolvedl particu" 
late organic matter decay surface exchange 
total inorganic carbon sediment release algal/epiphyton growth 
surface exchange CBOD decay 
alQat respiration 
alkalinity 
Sediment (1" order sediment settling of algae, LP,OM, RPOM, decay, focusing of sediments 
model) epiphVion burial . . 
In addition to these water quality state variables, the model also solves for pH and the carbonate cycle 
(CO" HCO
" 
H,CO,) as part of the set of derived water quality variables. 
Generic Constituent 
Any number of generic constituents !NGCl can be defined that can settle and decay. The user sup-
plies a zero and/or 1" order decay coefficient with or without an Arrhenius temperature dependence 
function, and/or a settling velocity. Generic constituents do not interact with the hydrodynamics nor 
any other water quality state variables. 
Figure B-1. Internal flux for generic constituent compartment. 
Referring to Figure B-1, the source/sink term for a generic constituent is: 
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1';, ~ temperature rate multiplier 
T ~ water temperature, 0 C 
(j) g ~ settling velocity, m ,-1 
Ko ~ zero order decay coefficient, g m-3 Sl at 200 e 
KI ~ first order decay coefficient, Sl at 20ve 
cI>g = generic constituent concentration, g m-3 
KINETICS 
(B-l) 
A conservative tracer, coliform bacteria, and water age are some of the state variables that can be 
modeled using the generic constituent and are described further below. 
Conservative Tracer 
A conservative constituent is included to allow dye study simulations, movements of conservative 
materials through the waterbody, and as an aid in calibrating and testing flow regimes. As a conserv-
ative material, this constituent has no internal sources or sinks and the rate term [CSSK] is set to zero. 
Stracel' = 0 (B-2) 
Coliform Bacteria 
Coliform bacteria is commonly used as an indicator of pathogen contamination. Safety standards and 
criteria for drinking and recreational purposes are based upon coliform concentrations. Predictions of 
coliform bacteria are important because of their impact on J.ecreation and water supply. 
Figure B-2_ Internal flux for coliform bacteria. 
Total coliform, fecal coliform, fecal streptococci, and/or any other type of bacteria that do not interact 
with other state variables can be simulated with this generic constituent formulation: Referring to 
Figure B-2, the rate equation for coliform bacteria is: 
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s - (T-20) oeDcol 
col - - ({ col (), eD co! - (j) col OZ (B-3) 
1st-order decay "----v----' 
where: 
B ~ temperature factor (Q 10) 
T ~ water temperature, °C 
Kwl ~ coliform mortality rate, sec-I at 20'C 
cI>col = coliform concentration, g m-3 
settling 
The QIO formulation arises from a doubling of the reaction rate with each lOoe increase in temper-
ature. This doubling rate has not been found at lower temperatures (Hargrave 1 972b) and is quite 
variable for various reactions (Giese 1968). Modeling coliform bacteria is discussed in detail in Zi-
son, et a!. (1978). 
Water Age or Residence time· 
Setting the zero-order decay rate to -I day·l and zeroing out all other generic constituent kinetic pa-
rameters results in a state variable that increases by 1 day"l, which is an exact representation of water 
age or hydraulic residence time. This is a very useful state variable when looking at hydrodynamics. 
(B-4) 
Inorganic Suspended Solids 
Inorganic suspended solids [ISS] are important in water quality simulations because oftheir influence 
on density, light penetration, and nutrient availability. ·Increased solids concentrations reduce light 
penetration in the water column thus affecting temperature that in turn affects biological and chemi-
cal reaction rates. Dissolved phosphorus and silica concentrations can also be affected by solids 
through sorption and settling. Light and nutrient availability largely control algal production. 
The settling velocity of each inorganic suspended solids compaltment is a user-defined parameter. 
Usually this is determined from Stoke's settling velocity for a particular sediment diameter and spe-
cific gravity. Any number of inorganic suspended solids groups can now be modeled. 
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Inorganic Suspended Solids 
settling 
system loss 
Figure B-3. Internal flux for inorganic sus\,ended solids. 
Referring to Figure B-3, the rate equation for inorganic suspended :solids is: 
S 0<1> ISS ISS'" iiJ ISS OZ (B-S) 
where: 
Z = layer thickness, m 
mISS = settling velocity, m sec-I 
<I> ISS = inorganic suspended solids concentration, g n(3 
In the finite difference representation of suspended solids concentrations, solids settling from layer 
[K]-l serve as a source for the layer below it [K]. No provision is made to accumulate inorganic sol-
ids or allow resuspension in the sediments. A later version of the model will include these processes 
in a sediment transport compartment. Lateral averaging results in homogeneous solids concentrations 
laterally. In reality, concentrations generally decrease with distance away from the dominant flow 
path. This effect is not included. The rate term for inorganic suspended solids is evaluated in the 
subroutine SUSPENDED SOLIDS. . 
Total Dissolved Solids or Salinity 
Total dissolved solids (TDS) affect water density and ionic strength,therebyaffecting water move-
ments, pH, and the distribution of carbonate species. Dissolved solids are normally expressed as 
TDS in freshwater applications. Estuarine applications normally use salinity. Either TDS or salinity 
can be used with the choice indicated by the parameter IWTYPECI specified in the control file. The 
choice is then reflected in the computation of density and ionic strength. IfTDS is used, the units are 
g m-3, while salinity is kg m-3• It is important to keep in mind TDS and salinity are not equivalent-
salinity is conservative while TDS is not. In the model, however, both are treated conservatively with 
the rate term set to zero. 
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Labile DOM 
Because ofthe importance of dissolved oxygen in aquatic systems; all constituents exerting an oxy-
gen demand must be included in kinetic formulations. This demand is often measured in rivers as the 
biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), which includes microbial respiration and metabolism of various 
organic and inorganic compounds. However, production of these materials occurs as well as decom-
position, requiring the major components of BOD be modeled individually. Oneofthese constituents 
is dissolved organic matter (DOM), which is composed oflabile and refractory components. DOM is 
modeled as two separate comp1utments because of the different decomposition rates of the two 
groups. 
I 2:Epiphyton I I 2:Macrophytes I 
.I Inorganic C 
excretion mortality 
.1 Phosphate I 2:Algae I mortality I I excretion Labile DOMI decay J Ammonium 
decay 
I Dissolved Oxygen I 
Figure B-4. Internal flux between labile DOM and other compartments 
Referring to Figure B-4, the rate equation for labile DOM is: 
SwaM ~ IKa,<Da + IO-P"",)Ka",<Da + IK,,<D, 
'-v-----' ' , '-----y----J 
algal clI:cre!ioll algal';ortalily epiphYlonexcrelion 
+ I(l- I:m)Ke/IJ~e - rOMKWOM<i>LDOM - KL~R<!>WOM + I,Cl- PI/I/IJ)KIIIII/<l>/lJocro 
. . . • '-v----' • • 
epiphyto; mortality labiole DaM decay labile to refractory macrophyle mortalily/excrelion 
DOMdecay 
where: 
Fam ~ pattern coefficient for algal mortality 
Fem ~ pattern coefficient for epiphyton mortality 
Fmm ~ partitioning coefficient for macrophyte mOltality 
YOM ~ temperature rate multiplier for organic matter decay 
Kae ~ algal excretion rate, sec· l 
Kam ~ algal mortality rate, see l 
Kee ~ epiphyton excretion rate, see l 
Kem ~ epiphyton mortality rate, see l 
~llm = macrophyte mortality rate, sec'! 
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LABILE POM 
KL-->R = labile to refractory DOM transfer rate, sec'] 
<l>a = algal concentration, g m,3 
<l>e = epiphyton concentration, g m,3 
<l>WOM = labile DOM concentration, g m'3 
lPmacro = marophyte concentration, g m-3 
Refractory DOM 
KINETICS 
Refractory DO M is composed of compounds in the aquatic environment that slowly decompose ex, 
erting oxygen demand over long periods. Internally, refractory DOM is produced from the decompo-
sition of labile DOM. 
I Labile DOM i decay I Inorganic C ~ . Phosphate I Refractory OOM decay I Ammonium 
I Dissolved oxygen: d i 
ecay 
Figure B-S. Internal flux betweeu refractory DOM and otber compartments. 
Referring to Figure B-S, the rate equation for refractory DOM'is: 
S RDOM = K L-->R <f> LDOM - rOM K RDOM <f> RDOM 
"-y---' , I 
labile to refraetOlY de;ay 
DOMdecay 
where: 
YOM = temperature rate multiplier 
. ] KRDOM = refractory DO M decay rate, sec' 
KL--fR = transfer rate from labile DOM, sec-] 
<l>WOM = labile DOM concentration, g m,3 
<l>RDOM = refractory DOM concentration, g m,3 
and the rate terms are evaluated in subroutine REFRACTORY _DOM. 






KINETICS REFRACTORY POM 
Labile Particulate Organic Matter 
Labile patticulate organic matter (LPOM) represents particulate organic material in the water column. 
When decaying, patticulate organic matter is a source of refractory particulate organic matter, nitro-
gen, phosphorus, and inorganic carbon. A stoichiometric relationship is used for mineralization of 
ammonium, phosphorus, and inorganic carbon, and an oxygen demand is exerted as LPOM decom-
poses. When LPOM settles to the bottom, it accumulates and decays in the sediment compartment if 
the 1" order sediment compartment is included in the simulation. 
fMaCrOPhytes : 
I Refractory POM 
decay .I 
'1 
I :l:Algae I I mortality .I 
--+ Labile POM' I 
decay I :l:Epiphyton i mortality l' y 
decay settling 
I Dissolved Oxygen ~ I Sediment I 
Figure B-6. Internal flux between Labile POM and other compartments. 
Referring to Figure B-6, the rate equation for LPOM is: 
SUOM:::: IpomKall/ <l>a+ L~IIIKelll <l>e- KLPOM YOM <PLPOM 
'----v-------'- '----y-------J' .' 
algal mortality epiphyton mortality d~ay' 
K (!> O(!>LPOM ~ P K 
- L-4R LPOM - O)POM :::J + L...J 11/111 mill <l>lIIacro 
'------v-----' u Z' , 
labile to refractol)' '-v------I macrophYI~ mortality 
POM decay settling 
where: 
P alii ~ partition coefficient for algal mortality 
Pelll ~ partition coefficient for epiphyton mmtality 
PIIIIII ~ partition coefficient for macrophyte mortality 
YOM ~ temperature rate multiplier for organic matter 
(1)POM ~ POM settling rate, m sec'! 
Kalil ~ algal mortality rate, sec'! 
Kelll ~ epiphyton mortality rate, sec'! 
K,mlt ~ macrophyte mmtality rate, sec'! 
KLPOM ~ labile POM decay rate, sec'! 
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CBOD 
KL-.R = transfer rate from labile POM to refractory POM, sec-! 
<l>a = algal concentration, g m-3 
<l>e = epiphyton concentration, g m-3 
<Dmacro = marophyte concentration, g m-3 
<l>LPOM = detritus concentration, g m-3 
KINETICS 
and the rate terms are evaluated in subroutine POM. POM settling and accumulation in the sediment 
compartment is handled identically to the algal compartment. 
Refractory Particulate Organic Matter 
Refractory POM is slowly decaying non-living, organic matter that settles. The source/sink tenDS are 
first order decay, the conversion of LPOM to RPOM, and sedimentation: 
I Labile paM I 
decay J Inorganic C I -I 
decay .1 I Phosphate I Dissolved Oxygen I Refractory POM I decay 
settling I Ammonium I 
I Sediment I 
Figure B-7. Internal flux between refractory POM and other compartments. 
Referring to Figure B-7, the rate equation for labile POM is: 
_ acpRPOM 
S RPOM -~ - rOM K RP~M cp RPOM, - OJ RPOM aZ 
labile to refractOlY decay y 
POM decay settling 
where: 
YOM = temperature rate multiplier 
KL-.R = transfer rate from labile POM to refractory POM, sec-! 
KRPOM = refractory POM decay rate, sec-! 
(j)POM = POM settling v~locity, m/sec-! 
<l>LPOM = labile POM concentration, g m-3 
<l>RPOM = refractory POM concentration, g m-3 
Appendix B Water Quality 
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KINETICS REFRACTORY POM 
Carbonaceous Biochemical Oxygen Demand 
(CBOD) 
Any number of CBOD groups with varying decay rates can be modeled allowing the user to more 
accurately characterize various CBOD sources to the prototype. Additionally, different CBOD 
sources can be tracked separately in the model to determine what affect they have at different loca-
tions in the system. . 
Care must betaken when including CBOD in the simulation to ensure that CBOD, DOM, POM, and 
algal biomass are properly accounted for. CBOD is typically specified as allochthonous inputs and 
the forms of autochthonous organic matter are kept track of in the various organic matter compmt-
ments. This ensures that no "double dipping" occurs. This group can also model dissolved or particu-
late CBOD by specifying a zero or a finite settling velocity, respectively, for the group. The settled 
CBOD goes into the 1" order sediment compartment. 









Dissolved ISettlini:l I 
Oxygen 
• 
Figure B-S. Internal flux between CBODand other compartments. 
Referring to Figure B-S , the rate equation for CBOD is: 
_ 1"-20 8RBOD(fJ CBOD 
SCBOD - - ~ KBOD RBOD (fJCBO~-llICBOD 8z 
de~ay 
where: 
o ~ BOD temperature rate multiplier 
T ~ temperature, "C 
OJCBOD ~ CBOD settling velocity, mlsec'! 
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CBOD 
RSOD ~ CBOD conversion from input CBOD to CBOD-ultimate (CBODu) 
cDBOD ~ CBOD concentration, g m-3 
KINETICS 
Note that the user can enter CBOD5 or CBODIO or whatever into the CE-QUAL-W2 model. The 
RBOD term converts to CBODu internally in the model. The model though will output CBOD5 if 
you entered CBOD5 as input - not CBODu. [fyou use CBODu as the input CBOD, then RBoD~1 and 
the output would be CBODu. 
Typical determination RfRBOD is based on the following standard CBOD equation: 
R _ CBOD" _ 1 
BOD - - ( [ D CBOD, 1-exp - KBODt where t is the time (5 days, for example) and CBOD, is the 
CBOD at that time. 
Algae 
Typically, the algal community is represented as a single assemblage or is broken down into diatoms, 
greens, and cyanobacteria (blue-greens). However, the current formulation now gives the user com-
plete freedom in how many and what kinds of algal groups can be included in the simulation through 
careful specification of the kinetic rate parameters that define the characteristics of each algal group. 
mortality 
Zooplankton excretion Labile DOM 
photosynthesis grazing Labile POM mortality 
photosynthesis 






Figure B-9. Internal flux between algae and other compartments. 
Referring to Figure B-9, the rate equation for each algal group is: 
Appendix B Water Quality B-12 
.. 
KINETICS 
Sa = Kag cPa- KarcPa - KaecPa- KamcPa - OJa ~cPa 
'--v---' '-v-----' '-v-----' '--v---' tJZ 
growth respiration excretion mortality "----v--' 
I settling 
-L(Z cP craig cPa J 
Ii zoo L (J' a Jg (/J a + (J' pam c[J {pom + La zoo l/J zoo 
\ V ' 
net loss to grazing 
where: 
z ~ cell height 
Z I-~ net growth rate of a zooplankton species 
~ ~ zooplankton grazing preference factors 
Kag ~ algal growth rate, sec'! 
Ka,. ~ algal dark respiration rate, sec'! 
Kae = algal excretion rate, sec- l 
Kam .~ algal mortality rate,sec'! 
'lOa~ algal settling rate, m sec'! 
<l>a ~ algal concentration, g m·3 
ALGAE 
(B-ll) 
Chlorophyll a (chI a) is most commonly available as an estimate of algal biomass. To convert chI a 
to algal biomass, chI a is typically multiplied by the given algae (as g m·3 dry weight OM)/chl a ratio. 
This value can vary widely depending on the makeup ofthe algal population. Some previous studies 
determined the conversion factor by regressing particulate organic matter with chI a. 
Algal growth rate is computed by modifying a maximum growth rate affected by temperature, light, 
and nutrient availability: 
where: 
Yar ~ temperature rate multiplier for rising limb of curve 
YaJ ~ temperature rate multiplier for falling limb of curve 
(B-12) 
Ami" ~ multiplier for limiting growth factor (minimum of light, phosphorus, silica, and nitrogen) 
Kag ~ algal growth rate, sec'! 
KagmQx = maximum algal growth rate, sec-J 
Rate multipliers fot algal growth are computed based upon available light, phosphorus, nitrogen, and 
silica. The rate multiplier for light is based upon the Steele (1962) function: 
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ALGAE 
where: 
I ~ available light, W m-' 
Is ~ saturating light intensity at maximum photosynthetic rate, W In-' 
il, "" light limiting factor 
KINETICS· 
The above expression allows for simulation of photo inhibition at light intensities greater than the sa-
turation value. However, light penetration decreases with depth: 
/=(l-fJ)/oe-az 
where: 
10 ~ solar radiation at the water surface, W In-' 
a ~ attenuation coefficient, In-' 
z ~ depth, In 
f3 ~ fraction of solar radiation absorbed at the water surface 
(B-14) 
The average effect of light on algal growth in a particular model cell can be obtained by combining 







(1-)fJ 10 aid'''') 
e 
Is 
lli depth at top of model cell, 
(B-lS) 
The fraction of solar radiation, PIO,.iS added directly to the surface layer. The.attenuation coefficient, 
a, consists of a baseline value IEXH201 to which the effects of inorganic IEXINORJ and organic 
IEXORGJ suspended solids, and algae IEXAJ are added. 
Rate multipliers limiting maximum algal growth due to nutrient limitations are c,!mputedusing the 
Monod relationship: . .. . 







<Il i ~ phosphorus or nitrate + ammonium concentration, g m-3 
Pi ~ half-saturation coefficient for phosphorus or nitrate + ammonium, g m-3 
The algal nitrogen preference for ammonium is based upon the following (Thomann and Fitzpatrick, 
1982). 
where: 
PNH4 ~ ammonium preference factor 
KNH4 ~ ammonia preference half-saturation coefficient, g m-3 
<f>NH4 = ammonium concentration, g m"3 
<PNOx = nitrate-nitrite concentration, g m"3 
(B-17) 
This allows algae to use primarily ammonium and gradually switch to nitrate as ammonium concen-
trations decrease. 
Algal dark respiration is computed using the rising limb of the temperature function: 
Kor =,YarYo! K onllax 
where: 
Yo,. ~ temperature rate multiplier for rising limb of curve 
Yo! ~ temperature rate multiplier for falling limb of curve 
Kanllax = maximum dark, respiration rate, sec·} 
(B-18) 
Algal photorespiration (excretion) is evaluated using an inverse relation to the light rate multiplier: 
Kae =(1 - AI) YarYa! Kaemax 
where: 
Yo, ~ temperature rate multiplier for rising limb of curve 
Yo! ~ temperature rate multiplier for falling limb of curve 
Kaell/ax = maximum excretion rate constant, sec·] 
A/ ~ light limiting factor 
B-15 
(B-19) 
Appendix B Water Quality 
ALGAE KINETICS 
Excretion rates increase at both low and high light intensities, with excretion products contributing to 
labile DOM. 
Algal mortality is defined as: 
Ka. = YarYa! Kam•or 
where: 
Ya, = temperature rate multiplier for rising limb of curve 
YaJ = temperature rate multiplier for falling limb of curve 
Ka/JIlJlax = maximum mortality rate, sec~l 
(B-ZO) 
This mortality rate represents both natural and predator mortality. Algal growth does not occur in the 
absence oflight. Algal growth is not allowed to exceed the limit imposed by nutrient supply over a 
given timestep. Algal excretion is not allowed to exceed algal growth rates. 
Similar to inorganic solids, settling algae serve as a source for the layer below. Unlike inorganic sol-
ids, algae passing to the sediments accumulate within the sediment compartment. POM is also accu-
mulated in this sediment compartment. 
Epiphyton 
Any number of user defined epiphyton groups can be modeled. Similar to the I" order sediment 
compartment, epiphyton are not transpOlted in the water column and are thus not state variables. 
mortality 
excretion Labile DaM 
photosynthesis 
mortality Labile paM 
photosynthesis 






Figure B-IO. Iuterual flux between epiphyton and other compartments. 
Referring to Figure B-IO, the rate equation for each epiphyton group is: 
Appendix B Water Quality B-16 
KINETICS 
where: 
Se = Keg(fl, - K,,(fle - Kee(fle - Kem(fle - K,b (fle 
'-----y--J '-----y--J '-----y--J '--v--' '-----y--J 
growth respiralion excretion mortality burial 
Keg = epiphyton growth rate, sec-l 
K e,· = epiphyton dark respiration rate, sec-l 
Kee = epiphyton excretion rate, sec-l 
Kem = epiphyton mortality rate, sec'l 
Keb = epiphyton burial rate, m sec-l 
<l>e = epiphyton concentration, g m-' 
EPIPHYTON 
(B-21) 
Epiphyton growth rate is computed by modifying a maximum growth rate affected by epiphyton 
biomass, temperature, and nutrient availability: 
Keg = Y".re[ Am;" Keg",,", 
where: 
Yer = temperature rate multiplier for rising limb of curve 
ref = temperature rate multiplier for falling limb of curve 
(B-22) 
Amin = multiplier for limiting growth factor (minimum of phosphorus, silica, nitrogen, and epiphy-
ton biomass) 
Keg = epiphyton growth rate, sec-l 
Kegmax = maximum epiphyton growth rate, sec-l 
Rate multipliers for epiphyton growth are computed based upon available light, phosphorus, nitrogen, 
silica, and epiphyton biomass. Epiphyton biomass is included as a surrogate for light limited epiphy-
ton self-shading and will be discussed in greater detail below. 
The rate multiplier for light is based upon the Steele (1962) function: 
I (...!.. + 1) A,=-e Is 
Is 
where: 
I = available light, W m-l 
Is = saturating light intensity at maximum photosynthetic rate, W m-l 
Al = light limiting factor 
(B-23) 
The above expression allows for simulation of photo inhibition at light intensities greater than the sa-
turation value. However, light penetration decreases with depth: 
1=(1- (3) 10 e-az (B-24) 
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EPIPHYTON 
where: 
fo = solar radiation at the water surface, W m'2 
a = attenuation coefficient, m'2 
z = depth, m 
fJ = fraction of solar radiation absorbed at the water surface 
KINETICS 
The average effect oflight on epiphyton growth in a palticular model cell can be obtained by combin-







d = depth at the top of computational cell, m 
(B-2S) 
The attenuation coefficient, 2, is computed from a haseline value IEXH201 to which the effects of 
inorganic IEXINORI and organic IEXORGlsuspended solids, as well as the extinction of each algal 
group, are added, Epiphyton self-shading are acconnted for in the biomass limitation formulation, 




<Pi = phosphorus or nitrate + ammonium concentration, g m,3 
Pi = half-saturation coefficient for phosphorus or nitrate + ammonium, g m,3 
The epiphyton preference for ammonium is modeled using the following (Thomann and Fitzpatrick, 
1982), 
<I> K 
P m. NOx t'" NH4 NHI="'NH'( )(' ) "'AH', X ) KNHI t <l.>AH4 K"H' t <1.>"'0, \<I.>"HI t <I.>,I'(h KNH4 t <I.>,\lk 
(B-27) 
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PNH4 = ammonium preference factor 
KNfl4 = ammonia preference half-saturation coefficient, g n,-3 
<PNH4 = ammonium concentration, g m-3 
<DNox = nitrate-nitrite concentration, g m-3 
EPIPHYTON 
Epiphyton dark respiration is computed using the rising limb of the temperature function: 
Ke/' =: Y".ref Ke/,lIIax 
where: 
rer = temperature rate multiplier for rising limb of the curve 
rer = temperature rate multiplier for falling limb of the curve 
Karmax = maximum dark respiration rate, sec" 
(B-28) 
Epiphyton excretion is evaluated using an inverse relation to the light rate mUltiplier: 
where: 
AI = light limiting factor 
reI' = temperature rate multiplier for rising limb of the curve 
reI' = temperature rate multiplier for falling limb of the curve 
Keemax = maximum excretion rate constant, sec'! 
(B-29) 
Excretion rates increase at both low and high light intensities, with excretion products contributing to 
labile DOM. 
Epiphyton mortality is defined as: 
Kelll = Ye/,YeJ K'lIIlIIax 
where: 
reI' = temperature rate multiplier for rising limb of the curve 
reI' = temperature rate multiplier for falling limb ofthe curve 
Kemmax = maximum ffi0l1ality rate, sec'} 
(B-30) 
This mortality rate represents b'oth'natural and predator mortality. Epiphyton growth does not occur 
in the absence of light. Epiphyton growtl) is not allowed to exceed the limit imposed by nutrient 
supply over a given timestep. Epiphyton excretion is not allowed to exceed epiphyton growth rates. 
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EPIPHYTON KINETICS 
The epiphyton burial rate represents the burial of dead epiphyton to the organic sediment compali-
ment. The epiphyton become part ofthe 1 "-order sediment compartment. Epiphyton though that die 
(mortality) become a part of the labile particulate organic matter and the labile dissolved organic 
matter pool. The user defines the fraction of the dead epiphyton (EPOM) that goes to the LPOM pool. 
This POM is then transported in the water column. Currently, there is no sloughing of epiphyton into 
the water column as a function of velocity shear. This is a function ofthe biomass limitation term. 
The epiphyton biomass is controlled by a biomass limitation equation based on Monod kinetics. The 
biomass limitation function,f, varies from 0 to 1 and is multiplied with the growth rate. This function 
is defined as 
1-[1- B ] 
B+Ks 
where: 
B ~ epiphyton areal biomass, g/m2 
Kb ~ epiphyton areal biomass hali-saturation coefficient, g/m2 
The areal biomass is calculated as follows: 
where: 
A ~ computational cell surface area, m2 
V ~ computational cell volume, m3 
<l>e ~ epiphyton concentration, g m·3 
(B-3!) 
(B-32) 
The biomass limitation is a surrogate calibration parameter for light limitation due to self-shading. 
Macrophytes 
The macrophyte model consists of two parts: a section describing the water quality compartment and 
a section describing the hydrodynamic compartment. 
The macrophyte model was designed to simulate multiple submerged macrophyte species. It does 
not differentiate between plant parts. The nutrient fluxes for the water quality component of the ma-
crophyte compartment are shown in Figure 11. Light, temperature, carbon dioxide, ammonia-
nitrogen (only ammonia is used as a N source for macrophytes), and ortho-phosphorus may limit 
growth. Depending on the macrophyte species, nitrogen and phosphorus may be obtained from the 
sediments or the water column. [fthey are obtained from the sediments, the sediments are assumed 
to be an infinite pool that cannot limit growth. Plants grow upwards from the sediment through mod-
Appendix B Water Quality B-20 
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ellayers. Growth upward is accomplished by moving the growth of a layer to the layer above ifthe 
concentration in the layer is greater than a threshold concentration and the concentration in the upper 
layer is less than the same threshold concentration. Macrophyte shading is modeled by making light 
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FIgure 11. NutrIent fluxes for the macrophyte compartment in CE-QUAL-W2. 
The macrophyte growth rate is modeled as follows: 
Smacro = JlmnHlx/(I, N,P, C)y,y2<P macro - Kmry,<llmacro -'Kmm (fJ macro 
, v I ~ '-.,---' 
growth respiration m0l1ali~· 
where 
Smacra: macrophyte growth rate density (glm'/s) 
J: solar radiation (W/m2) 
f ( I, N, P, C) : Growth limiting function between 0 and 1 
f.Jmm" : maximum macrophyte growth rate (day·l) 
K m,: maximum respiration rate (day") 
K mrr.: mortality/excretion rate (day"l) 
r. : ascending temperature rate multiplier 
r, : descending temperature rate multiplier 
r, : growth limiting factor due to photosynthesis 
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Growth rate, respiration rate, and mortality/excretion rate are temperature dependent. Temperature 
effects are modeled using the equations developed by Thornton and Lessem (1978) which are cur-
rently used in the phytoplankton compmtment of CE-QUAL-W2, The growth limiting function 
f( I,N,P,C) is the minimum of the lightf( 1), nitrogen f( N ), phosphorus f( P ), and carbon 
f (C) limiting functions such that !(I,N,P,C)ominimumU(l),f(N),f(p),f(C)). 
All the limiting functions are unit-less and have a value between a and I, The limiting functions 
for the nutrients have the following Michaelis-Menten form 
I(S) = S 
Ks+S 
where...:" (mg/l) is the nutrient concentration and K (mg/l) is the half-saturation concentration, 
. J 
Light limitation was modeled with a hyperbolic equation which as the same form as the Michae-
lis-Menten function: 
1(1) = 1 
1 +1" 
where 
---i: solar radiation (W/m2) 
I" half-saturation coefficient for solar radiation (W/m2) 
This function is frequently used in the absence of photo-inhibition (Carr et aI., 1997), 
The net light extinction coefficient J (m'!) was modeled as a function of macrophyte plant tissue 
concentration giving 





SHe ~ light extinction exclusive of suspended solids, m-! 
, 
£>' ~ light extinction due to inorganic suspended solids, m3 m'! g'! 
<S 
£> ~ light extinction due to non-living organic suspended solids, m3 m'! g'! 
os 
£> ~ light extinction due to macrophytes, m3 m'! g'! 
rna, 
S I ~ light extinction due to algae, m3 m'! g'! 
a gae 
<P ;so~ inorganic suspended solids concentration, g m'3 
<P ~ organic suspended solids concentration, g m,3 
OSI 
<I> ~ macrophyte plant tissue concentration, g m,3 
mac. . 
<I> I ~ algae concentration, g m" 
a gae 
Modeling of flow through macrophytes incorporated the following concepts: 
• Porosity ofthe macrophytes was calculated through determination ofthe blockage area of the 
vegetation normal to the direction of flow 
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• The drag of individual stems and leaves were totaled to determine the total drag force in a 
model cell 
• The effective Mannings r was calculated by combining the effect of bed shear and the drag 
force on the plants 
Modeling Frictional Force 
The total frictional force ~ was partitioned into a bottom friction component T, and a vegetation 
drag component t; giving 
f=fb +fv 
Bottom shear r l was simulated using Manning's friction factor 
2 
Tb = Pwgn UIUI 
RYs 
where 
p~: density of water 
!;: gravitational constant 
L: water velocity 
F: hydraulic radius 
n: Manning's friction factor 
The Columbia Slough model has already been calibrated for the no macrophytes condition. 
Manning's friction factor for the model segments was typically around 0.03. 
Vegetative drag caused by macrophytes was modeled in a manner similar to that used by Petryk 
and Bosmajian (1975) where the drag force Djon the ith plant is 
Dj = CdA, [Pw~2) 
with 
A,: area of plant projected normal to the direction of flow 
C c: drag coefficient 
T[h: t~~I)drag force in a model cell due to vegetation is 
ID,=Cd ~ IA, 
The total plant area normal to the direction of flow L A,was estimated using biomass to surface 
area ratios from Sher-Kaul et aJ. (1995) and surface area to volume ratios from Sand-Jensen and 
Borum (1991). 
The projected area normal to flow would then be Ii IA,and the total drag was then 
"LD =C (PwU')"LA 
I d 2 I 
The drag coefficient C cwas a calibration parameter but has been shown to be of the order of 1.0 
for vegetation (Hsi and Nath, 1968; Hoerner, 1965; Petryk, 1969). 
The effective Mannings r of each model cell was calculated in the manner used by Petryk and 
Bosmajian (1975) with 
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where 
n t: Mannings fi'iction factor due to bed shear only. 
This derivation is shown in more detail in Berger and Wells (in-print). 
Modeling Porosity 
The volume Vn of macrophytes can be estimated by dividing the macrophyte mass in a model 
cell rT by density Pn 
m V =-
m Pm 
The porosity ~ was estimated by dividing volume within a cell free of macrophytes by the cell 
total volume \. giving 
¢ =(V ;V,") 
The cross-sectional area of each model cell was multiplied by the porosity to calculate the effec-
tive cross-sectiomil area. The porosity affected both the continuity and momentum equations. 
Changes to Governing Equations 
Several of the governing equations have been altered to account for porosity and the frictional 
effects of macrophytes. Equations affected include the x-momentum equation, the continuity eq-
uation, the free water surface equation, and the constituent transport equation. The new x-
momentum equations is 
aU¢B + aUU¢B + aWU¢B = __ ¢B_ap_+_1 a¢BTxx +_1-,a¢c-B-,Tx",-z 
at ax az p ax p ax p aZ 
where 
L - x-direction velocity, mlsec 
IlL- z -direction velocity, mlsec 
E. - channel width, meters 
.,c - density, mg/l 
F- Pressure, Newtons/m' 
T x,- vertical shear stress, Newtons/m' 
T x,- longitudinal shear stress, Newtons/)ll' 
Vertical shear stress T xis a function of interfacial shear stress, shear stress due to wind, and bot-
tom and plant shear stress. It was determined from 
'Xl A au Twx -dkz' Tbm -~ -+-e +-
p 'oz p p 
where 
T bn-bottom and plant shear stress 
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A,- turbulent eddy viscosity 
1: w;-wind shear stress 
k-wave number 
Bottom and plant shear stress is calculated using the effective Mannings r determined above 
p gn' 
TOm = ------;;UIUI 
R/3 
The continuity equation was changed to 
8U¢8 + 8W¢8 q¢8 
8x 8z 
where 
c lateral inflow/outflow per unit volume (TI) 
The new free water surface equation is 
a8¢ a h h ~ = - JU¢8dz - Jq¢8dZ 
at ax q q 
with 
B - time and spatially varying surface width, meters , 
7- free water surface elevation, meters 
The constituent transport equation could also be affected by the reduction of cross-sectional area 
due to macrophytes giving 
_a¢_B_C + aU¢BC +_aW--,¢_B_C 
at ax az 
a aca ac 
-¢BD ---¢BD -=q ¢B+S ¢B 
ax x ax az Z az ¢ K 
with 
C- constituent concentration, mg/l. . . 
D,-longitudinal temperature and constituent dispersion coefficient, m'/sec 
0,- vertical temperature and constituent dispersion coefficient, m'/sec 
q ,- lateral inflow or outflow mass flow rate of constituent per unit volume, mg/llsec 
S~- kinetics source/sink term for constituent concentration, mg/llsec 
The parameter coefficients used in the first application of this model to the Columbia Slough are 
shown below in Table 2. Descriptions of the input data fields are included in Appendix C. 
Table 2. Parameters and values used for macrophytes in the Columbia Slough model. 
Variable CE-QUAL-W2 Coefficient definition (units) 
name in input Model value 
data file 
PRNMC ON or OFF Macrophyte snapshot output on or off 
MACROC ON or OFF Macrophyte compartment on or off 
EXM 0.01 Light extinciion coefficient for organic particles (m/mg/I) • 
MBMP 40.0 Threshold macrophyte concentration for which growth is moved to the above 
layer (mg/I) 
MMAX 500.0 Maximum macrophyte concentration (mg/I) 
MG 0.30 Maximum macrophyte growth rate (dai') 
MR 0.05 Macrophyte respiration rate (dai ) 
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Variable CE-QUAL-W2 Coefficient definition (units) 
name in input Model value 
data file 
MM 0.05 Macrophyte mortality rate (day'l) 
SATM 20.0 Macrophyte half-saturation light intensity at the maximum photosynthetic rate 
(Watts/m') 
MTi 7 Lower temperature bound for macrophyte growth (Celsius) 
MT2 15 Lowest temperature at which macrqphyte growth processes are near the maxi-
mum rate (Celsius) 
MT3 24 Upper temperature at which macrophyte growth processes are near the maxi-
mum rate (Celsius) 
MT4 34 Upper lethal temperature for macrophytes(Celsius) 
MKI 0.1 Temperature rate multiplier for MTi 
MK2 0.99 Temperature rate multiplier for MT2 
MK3 0.99 Temperature rate multiplier for MT3 
MK4 0.01 Temperature rate multiplier for MT4 
MPOM 0.9 Fraction of dead macrophytes which becomesPOM, the fraction (I-MPOM) 
becomes labile DOM 
LRPMAC 0.2 Fraction ofPOM which originates as dead macrophytes becoming refraclory 
POM 
PSED 0.5 Fraction of phosphorus uptake by macrophytes obtained from sediments 
NSED 0.5 Fraction of nitrogen uptake by macrophytes obtained from sediments 
MHSP 0 Half-satutation constant for P uptake by· macrophytes (mg/I) 
MHSN 0 Half-saturation constant for N uptake by macrophytes (mg/l) 
MHSC 10 Half-saturation constant for carbon uptake by macrophytes (mg/l) .' . 
MACP 0.005 Stoichiometric equivalent between macrophyte biomass and orthophosphate 
MACN 0.08 Stoichiometric equivalent between macrophyte biomass and nitrogen 
MACC 0.45 Stoichiometric equivalent between macf9phyte biomass and carbon 
02MR 1.1 Dissolved oxygen requirement for macrophyte respiration 
02MG 2.0 Stoichiometric equivalent for dissolved oxygen production during macrophyte 
photosynthesis .' . 
CD 3.0 Macrophyte drag coefficient . 
Zooplankton 
A multiple zooplankton compartment was adapted from the u.s. Army Corps of Engineers reser-
voir model CE_QUAL-Rl (Environmental Laboratory, 1995) for the CE-QUAL-W2 model. 
Zooplankton are assumed to be non-motile aod are transported only by advection and dispersion. 
Zooplankton can graze algae, detritus (POM), and other zooplankton. Losses occur through mor-
tality and respiration. The source/sink term for zooplankton is shown below: 
<l>, = Labile particulate organic matter concentration (mg/l) pom 
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<P ~Refractory particulate organic matter concentration(mgll) 
rporn 
<l>,~ Algae concentration (mg/l) 
<P zoc ~ Zooplankton concentration (mg/l) 
K zrr ~ Zooplankton mortality rate (d- l ) 
K,max ~ Maximum ingestion rate for zooplankton (d- l ) 
K" ~Zooplankton respiration rate (d- l ) 
Z1/2 ~Half-saturation coefficient for zooplankton ingestion (mg/l) 
Z, ~Zooplankton ingestion efficiency 
Z L ~Low threshold concentration for zooplankton feeding (mg/l) 
y_ ~Temperature coefficient for rising limb of curve for zooplankton 
y 2 ~Temperature coefficient for falling limb of curve for zooplankton 
0" a IE ~Zooplankton preference fraction for algae 
0" ~Zooplankton preference fraction for zooplankton 
zo, 
a-P0lr ~Zooplankton preference fraction for paliiculate organic matter 
The zooplankton source/sinks are also illustrated in Figure 12. The growth rate is a function of 
temperature, the maximum growth rate, and a modified Michaelis-Menten equation which in-
eludes a low threshold concentration below which zooplankton do not feed. At dissolved oxygen 
concentrations below 2 mgll feeding stops and the mortality rate is doubled. The zooplankton 
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Figure 12. Zooplankton source/sinks. 
Table 3. Parameters used in the zooplankton model. 
I Name I Description 
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Name Description 
ZMAX Maximum ingestion rate for zooplankton (l/day) 
ZMORT Maximum nonpredatory mortality rate for zooplankton (lIday). 
ZEFFIC Zooplankton assimilation efficiency or the proportion of food ~ssimilated to food consumed (dimension~ 
less). 
PREFA Preference factor of zooplankton for algae (dimensionless). 
PREFP Preference fuctor of zooplankton for detritus (dimensionless). 
ZRESP Maximum zooplankton respiration rate (l/day). 
ZOOMIN Threshold food concentration at which zooplankton feeding begins (mg/I). 
ZS2P Zooplankton half-saturation constant for food concentration (mg/I) 
ZOOTl Lower temperatnre for zooplankton growth (Celsius) 
ZOOT2 Lower temperatnre for maximum zooplankton growth (Celsius) 
ZOOTJ Upper temperatnre for maximum zooplankton growth (Celsius) 
ZOOT4 Upper temperatnre for zooplankton growth (Celsius) 
ZOOKI Fraction of zooplankton growth rate at ZOOTl (dimensionless) 
ZOOK2 Fraction of zooplankton growth rate at ZOOT2 (dimensionless) 
ZOOK3 Fraction of zooplankton growth rate at ZOOT3 (dimensionless) 
ZOOK4 Fraction of zooplankton growth rate at ZOOT4 (dimensionless) 
EXZ Zooplankton light extinction (m- ) 
02ZR Oxygen stoichiometry for zooplankton respiration 
ZP Stoichiometric ecuivalent between zooplankton biomass and phosphorus 
ZN Stoichiometric ecuivalent between zooplankton biomass and nitrogen 
ZC Stoichiometric equivalent between zooplankton biomass and carbon 
. 
Phosphorus 
Phosphorus is an important element in aquatic ecosystems since it serves as one of the primary nu-
trients for phytoplankton growth. In many fresh waters, phosphorus is considered to be the nutrient 
limiting maximum production of phytoplankton biomass (Schindler, 1971; Schindler et aI., 1973; 
Vollenweider, 1968, 1976). 
Phosphorus is assumed to be completely available as ortho-phosphate (PO,) for uptake by phytop-
lankton. Measurements of soluble reactive phosphorus are closest to the form used in the model. 
Macrophytes are specified as either taking P from the sediments or from the water column. 
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I EMacrophytes : 
I :EAlgae I II :EEpiphyton I ! Sediment I 
. t- H respiratiori LOOM photos nthesis 
respiration I 1-Phosphate decay I ROOM I Zooplankton I I LPOM 
anaerobic adsorption! I 
release settling I 
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Sediments I I System Loss I 
I :ECBOO I 
Figure B-13. Internal flux between phosphorus and other compartments. 
Referring to Figure B-13, the rate equation for phosphorus is: 
Sp~ I CK"-K,,,)Opa<P,+ I CK,,-K,g)op,<P,+KwOMOPOMYOM<PLDOM 
\ , , , ' I 
algal net growth cpiphyton;lct growth labileDOM decay 
+ KRDOM OPOM Y OM <PRDOM + KLPOM OPOM Y OM <PLPOM + Kl!l'OM OP.oM Y OM <PRPOM 
\ I , '" I 
refractory DOM decay labilePOM decay refractory POM ~ecay 
where: 
LIz ~ model cell thickness, m 
Ased = sediment surface area, m2 
V ~ cell volume, m3 
p p ~ adso~tion coefficient, m3 g-I 
hsed ~ fraction of macrophyte phosphorus uptake from sediments 
OPe ~ epiphyton stoichiometric coefficient for phosphorus 
oPa ~ algal stoichiometric coefficient for phosphorus 
OPIII ~ macrophyte stoichiometric coefficient for phosphorus 
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OPOM ~ organic matter stoichiometric coefficient for phosphorus 
Op-CBOD~ phosphorus/CBOD stoichiometric ratio 
YOM ~ temperature rate multiplier for organic matter decay 
e ~ temperature rate multiplier for CBOD decay 
RBoD ~ conversion ratio for 5-day CBOD to CBOD ultimate 
(j)ISS ~ inorganic suspended s~lids settling velocity, m sec-I 
(j)F, ~ particulate organic matte~ settling velocity, m sec-I 
Kag ~ algal growth rate, sec-I 
Ka,. ~ algal dark respiration tate, sec-I 
K,g ~ epiphyton growth rate, sec-I 
K,,. ~ epiphyton dark respiration rate, sec-I 
Kmg ~ macrophyte growth rate, sec-I 
Km,. ~ macrophyte respiration rate, sec- I 
Kz,. ~ macrophyte respiration rate, sec-I 
KLDoM ~ labile DOM decay rate, sec-I 
KRDOM ~ refractory DOM decay rate, sec-I 
K LPOM ~ labile POM decay rate, sec-I 
K RPOM ~ refractory POM decay rate, sec-I 
K CBOD ~ CBOD decay rate, sec-I 
Ksed = sediment decay rate~ sec-I 
SOD ~ anaerobic sediment release rate, g m-'.I 
<Pp ~ phosphorus concentration, g m-3 
<PF, ~ total iron concentration, g m-3 
<P ISS ~ inorganic suspended solids concentration, g m-3 
<Pa ~ algal concentration, g m-3 
<P, ~ epiphyton concentratiOJ;!, g m-3 
<PLDOM ~ labile DOM concentration, g m-3 
<PLPOM ~ labile POM concentration, g m-3 
<PRDOM ~ refractory DOM concentration, g m-3 
<PRPOM ~ refractory POM concentration, g m-3 
<PCBOD ~ CBOD concentration, g m-3 
<Psed = organic sediment concentration, g m-3 
<Dmacro = macrophyte concentration, g m-3 
<l>zoo = zooplankton concentration, g m-3 
KINETICS 
and the rate terms are evaluated in subroutine PHOSPHORUS. In the model, the PO, eoncentrationis 
in units of PO, as P. 
The contribution of algae, POM, and DOM to phosphorus is given in the rate equations .and Figure 
B-7. However, effects due to settling and contribution from sediments require some additional ex-
planation. 
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Dissolved inorganic phosphorus adsorbs onto inorganic particulates under oxic conditions and is lost 
when these materials settle. Loss may be rapid in the upper end of reservoirs in the riverine and tran-
sition zones due to greater concentrations of allochthonous particulates. A Langmuir isotherm de-
scribes this process. Since phosphorus concentrations are generally small, only the isotherm's linear 
region is utilized and is represented by the product Pp<f> p. The adsorbed solids settle at a rate equal to 
the solids' settling velocity. Adsorption is not allowed to occur if dissolved oxygen concentrations 
are less than a minimum value [02L1Ml. 
Phosphorus adsorption onto inorganic suspended solids should be used cautiously. In most systems, 
available phosphorus sites for adsorption onto inflowing inorganic suspended solids are generally 
already in use, so little adsorption takes place when inorganic suspended solids enter into a reservoir 
or estuary. The phosphorus formulation needs to be recast with inorganic phosphorus as the state 
variable that is then partitioned between dissolved and particulate forms. This will be done in a fu-
ture version. However, phosphorus sorption onto iron hydroxides that form when anoxic waters 
come into contact with oxygen can be an important mechanism of phosphorus removal from the wa-
ter column for certain waterbodies and should be included. 
Sediment contribution of phosphorus to overlying waters can be simulated in three ways. In the first, 
the sediment compartment accumulates particulate organic matter and algae, which then decay. This 
is modeled as a 1st-order process. However, sediment phosphorus release depends upon sediment 
age, chemistry, overlying phosphorus concentrations, and other factors not included in t,he sediment 
compartment. In the second, sediments can be assigned a release rate for phosphorus that is indepen-
dent of sediment concentrations. Sediments are modeled as a "black box" using a zero-order rate. 
Phosphorus release is only allowed to occur if the overlying water dissolved oxygen concentration is 
less than a minimum value [02L1 MJ. The third method is a combination of the first two where organ-
ic materials accumulate and decay in the sediments along with a background decay rate independent 
of organic matter accumulation in the sediments. 
Ammonium 
Algae use ammonium during photosynthesis to form proteins. In many estuarine applications, nitro-
gen is the limiting nutrient for algal growth. Macrophytes can prefer taking N from the sediments 
versus the water column. 
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Nitrate-Nitrite I , . i Sediment I photosynthesis 
~ I ROOM I I I :EAlgae I nitrification I LOOM I I :EMacrophytes I respiration :I Ammonium: decay I 
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Figure B-14. Interual flux between ammonium and other compartments. 
Referring to Figure B_14, the rate equation for ammonium is: 
SNH4 = IKm, ONa<1>. - IK"g ON, <1>, PNH4 +IK" ON, <1>, - IK,. ON,<1>,PNH4 
'-v---' ' , '-v---' : ' 
algal respiration algal growth epiphyton respiration epipbyto~ growth 
+ !<WOM 0 NOM YOM <1> WOM, + !<ROOM 0 NOM YOM <1> /1/)OM, + !<rPOM 0 NOM YOM <1> LPOA~ 
lablleDC)M dffay refractory DOM decay labilePOMdecay 
+ ~ A.sed +!<RPOMONOMYOM<1>RPOM,+~ SODNH4YOMV 
refractory POM de<:ay 1st-order sediment release \ v 
O-Qrder sediment release 
+ I KCBooRcBOD ON-CBOD el-20 <1>eEoD + KNO,' r NO, <1>NO, - KNfl4YNH4 <1>NH4 
, ,~~
eBOO' decay denitrifiCiltion nitrification 
+ L:(Kmr -(1- !,lsed)Kmg)ONm<Pmac/"Q + LKzr 8NZ<PzOO 
, , '-r-----' 
net macrophyte growth zOoplanktoo respiration 
where: 
Ased = sediment area, m 2 
V ~ volume of cell, m3 
!n"d = fraction of macrophyte nitrogen uptake from sediments 
ONa ~ algal stoichiometric coefficient for nitrogen 
ONe = epiphyton stoichiometric coefficient for nitrogen 
ONIII = macrophyte stoichiometric coefficient for nitrogen 
ONz ~ zooplankton stoichiometric coefficient for nitrogen 
ONOM ~ organic matter stoichiometric coefficient for nitrogen 
ON-CBOD~ CBOD stoichiometric coefficient for nitrogen 




rNH4 = temperature rate multiplier for nitrification 
rNOx = temperature rate multiplier for denitrification 
YOM = temperature rate multiplier for organic matter decay 
o = temperature rate multiplier for CBOD decay 
RCBOD = ratio of 5-day CBOD to ultimate CBOD 
PNH4 = ammonium preference factor 
KNOx = nitrate-nitrogen decay rate, sec-J 
KNH4 = ammonium decay rate, sec·1 
Kar = algal dark respiration rate, sec-J 
Kag = algal growth rate, sec-J 
Kmg = macrophyte growth rate, sec-J 
Kmr = macrophyte respiration rate, sec· l 
K,,. = zooplankton respiration rate, sec-J 
KWOM = labile DOM decay rate, sec- J 
K RDOM = refractory DOM decay rate, sec-J 
K LPOM = labile POM decay rate, sec-J 
KRPOM = refractory POM decay rate, sec-J 
KcBoD = CBOD decay rate, sec-J 
Ksed = sediment decay rate, sec'] 
SODNH4 = sediment ammonium release rate, g m-2 sec-J 
WISS = inorganic suspended solids concentration, g m-3 
<PNH4 = ammonium concentration, g m-3 
WNOx = nitrate-nitrogen concentration, g m-3 
Wa = algal concentration, g m-3 
WWOM = labile DOM concentration, g m-3 
WRDOM = refractory DaM concentration, g m-3 
WLPOM = labile paM concentration, g m-3 
WRPOM = refractory paM concentration, g m-3 
WCBOD = CBOD concentration, g m-3 
tPmacro = macrophyte concentration, g m-3 
W,oo = zooplankton concentration, g m-3 
W sed = organic sediment concentration, g m-3 
AMMONIUM 
and the rate terms are evaluated in subroutine AMMONIUM. As with phosphorus, Q-order sediment 
release only occurs when dissolved oxygen is less than a minimum value [02L1Ml. Either a 0- or 
I "-order process or a combination of both may be used for sediment ammonium release. In the mod-
el, the ammonia concentration is in units ofNH., as N. 
N itrate-N itrite 
This compartment represents nitrate plus nitrite. Nitrite is an intermediate product in nitrification 
between ammonium and nitrate. Nitrate is used as a source of nitrogen for algae and epiphyton dur-
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ing photosynthesis. Preferential uptake of ammonium over nitrate by algae and periphyton is now 
included. 
Nitrogen may be the limiting nutrient for algae in systems with high phosphorus loadings or in estu-
aries. Some species of blue-green algae are capable of fixing atmospheric nitrogen for use in photo-
synthesis. This process can be included by setting the nitrogen half-saturation concentration for algal 
growth to zero. 
I Ammonium 
I L:Algae I+- nitrification 
photosynthesis Nitrate-Nitrite 1 L:Epiphyton 1-
denitrification 
I Sediment I I Water Column I 
Figure B-IS. Internal flux between nitrate + nitrite and other compartments. 
Referring to Figure B-IS, the rate equation for nitrate-nitrite is: 
at> 
SNOX = [(NH4rNIl4fPNH~- [(NOxrNoxfPNo~ - OJNox ;ox 
nitrifi~atio!1 waler column denitrification '----v------' 
algal uptake 
where: 
y NIl4 = temperature rate multiplier for nitrification 
YNOx = temperature rate multiplier for denitrification 
ONe = epiphyton stoichiometric coefficient for nitrogen 
ONa = algal stoichiometric coefficient for nitrogen 
PNIl4 = ammonium preference factor 
KNH4 = nitrification rate, sec·J 
KNOx = denitrification rate, sec·J 
Kag = algal growth rate, sec·J 
WNOx = sediment transfer velocity, m sec·J 
CDNH4 = ammonia-nitrogen concentration, g m-3 
fPNox = nitrate-nitrogen concentration, g m·3 
fPa = algal concentration, g m·3 
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and the rate terms are evaluated in subroutine NITRATE. Nitrification is only allowed to occur if 
oxygen is present, and denitrification is allowed only if dissolved oxygen is less than a specified min-
imum value [02LlMI. In the model, the nitrate+nitrite concentration is in units of NO, + NO, as N. 
Dissolved Silica 
Dissolved silica is an important component of diatoms, providing the structural skeleton. In many 
cases diatoms can be silica limited. Dissolved silica is taken up by algae based on stoichiometric re-
lationships and is produced by the decay of organic matter containing particulate biogenic silica. Al-
so, dissolved silica is adsorbed onto inorganic suspended solids based on a partitioning coefficient. 
I kAlgae I I kEpiphyton I 
I'" 














Figure B-16. Internal flux between dissolved silica and other compartments. 
Referring to Figure B-16, the rate equation for dissolved silica is: 
+ &KiSiJ/il,Mi?6uffioM 




r cI> PSI 
piilcrculatc bi;gcnic 
decay 
inorganic solids ads()iption" and sc"l~g 
B = temperature rate factor for BOD decay 
YOM = temperature rate multiplier for organic matter decay 
(B-36) 
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rpSi = fraction of SOD for silica release 
!J.z = computational cell height, m 
OSie = epiphyton stoichiOl!letric ratio for silica 
OSia = algal stoichiometric ratio for silica 
OSiOM = sediment organic matter stoichiometric ratio for silica 
Ased = sediment area, m2 
V = computational cell volume, m' 
PSi = silica adsorption coefficient, m' g-' 
SOD = sediment oxygen demand, g m-2 sec-' 
OJISS = inorganic suspended solids settling velocity, m sec-' 
Kag = algal growth rate, sec-' 
Keg = epiphytbn growth rate, sec-' 
Ksed = sediment decay rate, sec-1 
<Pa = algal concentration, g m-' 
<Pe = epiphyton concentration, g m-' 
cI>sed = organic sediment mass, g 
<PISS = inorganic suspended solids concentration, g m-' 
<P DSi = dissolved silica concentration, g m-' 
<PFe = total iron concentration, g m-' 
Organic Matter Variabl,e Stoichiometry 
KINETICS 
The CE-QUAL-W2 model includes a feature starting with V3.5 which allows for the variable stoi-
chiometry of organic matter. Past versions of W2 models have used fixed stoichiometric constants 
for the ratios of nitrogen and phosphorus to organic matter. 
Eight new constituents were required to simulate the amount of nitrogen and phosphorus in labile 
dissolved organic matter (LDOM), refractory organic matter (RDOM), labile particulate organic mat-
ter (LPOM), and refractory particulate organic matter (RPOM). These constituents were summarized 
in Table 4. Hence, all inputs of organic matter accumulate Nand P according to the stoichiometry of 
the incoming organic matter. 
Table 4. Constituents used for variable stoichiometry of organic matter. 
Abbreviation Constituent 
LDOM-P Labile Dissolved Organic Matter - Phosphorus 
RDOM-P Refractory Dissolved Organic Matter - Phosphorus 
LPOM-P Labile Particulate Organic Matter - Phosphorus 
RPOM-P Refractory Particulate Organic Matter - Phosphorus 
LDOM-N Labile Dissolved Organic Matter - Nitrogen 
RDOM-N Refractory Dissolved Organic Matter - Nitrogen 
LPOM-N Labile Particulate Organic· Matter - Nitrogen 
RPOM-N Refractory Particulate Organic Matter - Nitrogen 
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These state variables are used in the model when that constituent is active. 
Labile Dissolved Organic Matter - Phosphorus (LDOM-
P) 
LDOM-P is the amount of phosphorus in labile dissolved organic matter. 
The rate equation ofLDOM-P is:. 
SLDOM_P = LKaeopa <Pa + LO-Pmll)K"'I,opaWa + I Keeope<pe 
'---v--------' ' , ~
algal excretion algal n;ortality· epiphYlon e.'(c~e(ion 
+ I(1- ~11I)Kell'oPe<Pe + L(l- P,1II1I)KIllII'oPm<Pm - KWOMYOM$LDOM-P - KlrlRYOMC!>WOM-P 
, epiphyto;mortality " macrophy[cfllortality " labileDOM-Pdccay I , labileto;cfractol)' I 
where: 
P am ~ pattern coefficient for algal mortality 
Pem ~ pattern coefficient for epiphyton mortality 
YOM ~ temperature rate multiplier for organic matter decay 
0p.LDOM ~LDOM stoichiometric ratio for phosphorus 
OPe ~ epiphyton stoichiometric coefficient for phosphorus 
OPa ~ algal stoichiometric coefficient for phosphorus 
OPm ~ macrophyte stoichiometric coefficient for phosphorus 
Kae = algal excretion rate, sec'] 
Kam ~ algal mortality rate, sec· l 
K" ~ epiphyton excretion rate, sec· l 
Kem ~ epiphyton mortality rate, sec· l 
Kmm = macrophyte mortality rate, sec'} 
KWOM ~ labile DOM decay rate, sec· l 
KL-+R~ labile to refractory DOM transfer rate, sec-l 
<Pa ~ algal concentration, g m·3 
<DII/ = macrophyte concentration, g mo3 
<Pe ~ epiphyton concentration, g m-3 
<PLlJoM-r labile DOM-P concentration, g m-3 
DOM-Pde<:ay 
Refractory Dissolved OrganiC Matter - Phosphorus 
(RDOM-P) 
RDOM-P is the amount of phosphorus in refractory dissolved organic matter. 
The rate equation of LDOM-P is: 
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S RDOM-P = KL--tR<PLDOM-P - rOM KRDOM<PRDOM-P 
\ v I, V I 
labile to refractory decay 
DOMdecay 
WLDOM-P ~ labile DOM-P concentration, g m-3 
Labile Particulate Organic Matter - Phosphorus (LPOM-
P) 
LPOM-P is the amount of phosphorus in refractory dissolved organic matter. 
The rate equation of LPOM-P is: 
SLPOM-P = L}~l/IIKmI18pa <I>a+ I.F:,mKemope cI>e+ Ll~IIII1~I1POIIIKIIII;,8pm<D1II + 




- KLPOM rOM WLPOM-P - KL-'>RW LPOM-P + K,g(1- Z'JJ")Op, W '" 
. , '----v----' ' , d~ay labile to refractory zoopl~lon 
POMdecay 
_ K W LPOM-P ( a P''''W LPOM Jw _ J WLPOM-P 
zg " cI> zoo {j)POM 8 
<I> LPOM 0" alg L....t a + (J pom ct> LPOM ' Z , 
, , seUiing 
zooplankton ingestion 
where: 
Pa",~ partition coefficient for algal mortality 
P'm~ partition coefficient for epiphyton mortality 




p ~paItition coefficient for RPOM and LPOM from macrophyte mortality 
mpon \ 
rOM~ temperature rate multiplier for organic matter 
a I ~ Zooplankton preference fraction for algae 
a! 
a ~ Zooplankton preference fraction for particulate organic matter porr 
OJPO~ POM settling rate, m sec·) 
Kam~ algal mortality rate, sec·} 
K,m~ epiphyton mortality rate, sec·} 
Kzm= zooplankton mOltality rate, sec-1 
KIIIII1= macrophyte mOltality rate, sec-J 
Ku'o~ labile POM decay rate, sec·} 
KL->R~ transfer rate from labile POM to refractory POM, sec'} 
<I>a~ algal concentration, g m-3 
<I>,"a~ algal concentration, g m-3 
<I>,~ epiphyton concentration, g m·3 
<I>LPO~ LPOM concentration, g m-3 
<I>LPOM.P~ LPOM-P concentration, g m-3 
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Refractory Particulate Organic Matter - Phosphorus 
(RPOM-P) 
RPOM-P is the amount of phosphorus in refractory dissolved organic matter. 
The rate equation of LPOM-P is: 
SRPOM = ~L->R<!>LPOM-J; - rOM KRPOM<!>RPOM-P + LP'lIIl/ (1- Pmpom)K,lIInopm <!> III 
labile to ;efractory , de~ay '\ macrophyte mortality J 
POMdecay 
8<!> RPOM-P 
- OJpOM 8z '----~y~.:::::...~ 
settling 
where: 
Pmm~ partition coefficient for macrophyte mOltality 
PIIIpon~Pattition coefficient for RPOM and LPOM from ~acrophyte mortality 
OPm ~ macrophyte stoichiometric coefficient for phosphorus 
Y OAF temperature rate multiplier 
KL->R~ transfer rate from labile POM to refractory POM, sec- I 
KRPOM ~ refractory POM decay rate, sec-I 
Kmm~ macrophyte mortality rate, sec-I 
{J)RPOM ~ POM settling velocity, ml sec·1 
<l>LPOM-P ~ labile POM concentration, g m·3 
<l>RPOM-P ~ refractory POM phosphorus concentration, g m-3 
Labile Dissolved Organic Matter - Nitrogen (LDOM-N) 
LDOM-N is the amount ofnitl'Ogen in labile dissolved organic matter. 
The rate equation of LDOM-N is: 
SLDOM.N = IK.,ON' <D, + I(l-P"m)K,,,oN,<I>, + IK"ON,<I>, 
'-----.r-----' ' , ~
algal excretion algal m~rtality epiphyton excretion 
+ L(l- ~1II)KeIllONecDe + L(l- P'1I1II)Km/llONm Cl>/IJ - KWOMYOM<I>WOM-N - KL~RrOMil>WOM-N 
, , , I ' I , I 
epiphyto~ mortality macrophytemortality labile DOM.N decay labilelo ~fractory 
DOM-Ndecay 
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where: 
F am ~ pattern coefficient for algal mortality 
F,m ~ pattern coefficient for epiphyton mortality 
YOM ~ temperature rate multiplier for organic matter decay 
Or_LooM ~LDOM stoichiometric ratio for nitrogen 
ON, ~ epiphyton stoichiometric coefficient for nitrogen 
ONa ~ algal stoichiometric coefficient for nitrogen 
ONm ~ ·macrophyte stoichiometric coefficient for nitrogen 
Kae = algal excretion rate, sec-] 
Ka.. ~ algal mortality rate, sec- l 
K" ~ epiphyton excretion rate, sec- l 
K,m ~ epiphyton mortality rate, sec- l 
~11111 = macrophyte mOliality rate, sec'! 
KWOM ~ labile DOM decay rate, sec- l 
KL-fR~ labile to refractory DOM transfer rate, sec- l 
<Da ~ algal concentration, g m-3 
<1>/11 = macrophyte concentration, g m-3 
<D, ~ epiphyton concentration, g m-3 
CPWOM-l'F labile DOM-N concentration, g m-3 
KINETICS 
Refractory Dissolved Organic Matter - Nitrogen (RDOM-
N) 
RDOM-N is the amount of nitrogen in refractory dissolved organic matter_ 
The rate equation ofLDOM-N is: 
S RDOM-N = KL ... R <I> LDOM-N - rOM KRDOM <I> RDOM-N 
\ v I, V J 
labile to refractory decay 
DOMdecay 
Where 
<DLDOM-N ~ labile DOM-N concentration, g m-3 
Labile Particulate Organic Matter - Nitrogen (LPOM-N) 
LPOM-N is the amount of nitrogen in refractory dissolved organic matter_ 
The rate equation of LPOM-N is: 
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where: 
Pam = partition coefficient for algal mortality 
P,m = partition coefficient for epiphyton mortality 
P,m" = pmiition coefficient for macrophyte mortality 
P =paliition coefficient for RPOM artdLPOM from macrophyte mortality 
mpoll 
YOM = temperature rate multiplier for organic matter 
O"al! = Zooplankton preference fraction for algae 
(Y po" = Zooplankton preference fraction for particulate organic matter 
OJI'OM = POM settling rate, m sec-J 
Kam = algal mortality rate, sec-J 
K,m = epiphyton mortality rate, sec-J 
KZIII = zooplankton mortality rate, sec-J 
KII1I11 = macrophyte mortality rate, sec-1 
KLPOM = labile POM decay rate, sec-J 
KL->R = transfer rate from labile POM to refractory POM, sec-I 
'"'a = algal concentration, g m-3 
'""00 = algal concentration, g m-3 
'"" = epiphyton concentration, g m-3 
,",LPoU= LPOM concentration, g m-3 
'"'LPOM-iF LPOM-N concentration, g m-3 
TOTAL IRON 
Refractory Particulate Organic Matter - Nitrogen (RPOM-
N) 
RPOM-N is the amount of nitrogen in refractory dissolved organic. matter. 
The rate equation of LPOM-N is: 
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S RPOM = KL->R<l>LPOM-N - rOM KRPOM<l>RPOM-N + LP'lIIn (1- P'npolII )K'lIIl1oNm <l>m 
\ labile to ;efractory I \ de~ay I \ macrophyrernortality I 
POMdecay . 
8<l> RPOM-N 




P"'''' = partition coefficient for macrophyte mortality 
P = partition coefficient for RPOM and LPOM from macrophyte mortality 
mpon 
r = temperature rate multiplier OM 
(jNm = macrophyte stoichiometric coefficient for nitrogen 
KL->R = transfer rate from labile POM to refractory POM, sec-} 
KRPOM = refractory POM decay rate, sec-} 
Klllm = macrophyte mortality rate, sec-J 
{J)1ll'OM = POM settling velocity, ml sec-} 
cDLPOM-N = labile POM-N concentration, g m-3 
cDRPOM-N = refractory POM-N concentration, g m-3 
Particulate Biogenic Silica 









deca I-'==--I~ Dissolved Silica. 
Figure B-17. Internal flux between particulate biogenic silica and other compartments 
Referring to Figure B-17, the rate equation for particulate biogenic silica is: 
algae mortalityepiphyton mortality 
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F am ~ partition coefficient for algal mortality 
OSie ~ epiphyton stoichiometric coefficient for silica 
OSia ~ algal stoichiometric coefficient for silica 
rOM ~ temperature rate multiplier for organic matter 
Fem ~ partition coefficient for epiphyton mortality 
Kam ~ algal mortality rate, sec- l 
Kem ~ epiphyton mortality rate, sec-l 
KpSi ~ palticulate biogenic silica decay rate, sec-l 
(J)PSi ~ particulate biogenic silica settling rate, m sec-l 
<De ~ epiphyton concentration, g m:' 
<Do ~ algal concentration, g m-' 
<DPSi ~ paltiCulate biogenic silica concentration, g m-' 
Total Iron 
TOTAL IRON 
Total iron is included in the model primarily because of its effect on nutrient concentrations through 
adsorption and settling. Iron is commonly released from anoxic sediments and may influence nu-
trient dynamics in many reservoirs. Iron may also contribute to dissolved oxygen depletions, but the 
model does not presently include these effects. Iron sediment release is modeled as a zero-order 
process. 
Total Iron 
anaerobic release adsorption/settling 
Figure B-18. Internal flux between total iron and other compartments. 
Referring to Figure B-18, the rate equation for total iron is: 
S so v OJFe{)CPFe Fe = rom As - ='-'--"--'--'-
'---v-----' () Z (B-38) 
O-order '-----y---J 
sediment release oxic water column 
settling 
where: 
As = sediment area, m2 
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YOM ~ temperature rate multiplier 
(j)Fe ~ settling velocity, m sec-] 
<PFe ~ total iron concentration, g m-3 
SOD ~ sediment oxygen demand, g m-2 sec-I. 
Dissolved Oxygen 
KINETICS 
Oxygen is one of the most important elements in aquatic ecosystems. It is essential for higher forms 
oflife, controls many chemical reactions through oxidation, and is a sUlTogate variable indicating the 
general health of aquatic systems. 
CE-QUAL-W2 includes both aerobic and anaerobic processes. The ability to model anaerobic pe-
riods is important since it provides information on potential problems with water quality. Simula-
tions can be used to identify possibilities for both metalimnetic and hypolimnetic oxygen depletion 
and its impact on various water control management alternatives. If a single variable were to be 
measured in aquatic systems that would provide maximum information about the system state, it 
would be dissolved oxygen. 
-i Sediment I I Atmosphere I I l:Macrophytes I -
.I ROOM I I AI Irespiration aeration 'I l: gae 1 
.I I Dissolved LOOM photosynthesis decay '1 
Oxygen 
.1 LPOM I I l:Epiphyton I. 1 I nitrification 
.1 I respiration RPOM I I LZooplankton II Nitrate/Nitrite I 
,I l;CBOO I 
Figure B-19. Internal flux between dissolved oxygen and other compartments. 
Refening to Figure B-19, the rate equation for dissolved oxygen is: 
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SDO = ?:(Kag -KJOoMa<P~ + ?:(K,g -K".)OOM'<P~+ A""KL(~'DO-<PDO) 
algal net production epiphyton n;, production aeration 
- "f<.RPOM OOM rOM <PRPOM, - "f<.LPOM OOM rOM <PLPO"', - "f<.LDOM rOM OOM <PWO"', 
refractory POM decay labile POM decay labile DaM decay 
SOD A"d 
- "f<.RlJOM OOM r OM <PRDO'~ - "f<.,OOM r OM <P,,~ - rOMV 
refractory DOM decay I st-order sediment decay 
O-ord:rSOD 
- bKc1JonRcnoD@T-2°<l>cBoD, - ~NH4 ONH4 YNH4 CPNH~ + ?: (Kmg - Kmr )OOMlllac<Pl1IaC,.~ 
CBOD decay nitrifi~ation macrophyte .:et production 
:- LY"oOKZ,.80MzQO <I> zoo, 
zooplankto:;. £cspiration 
where: 
OOMa ~ oxygen stoichiometric coefficient for algal organic matter 
OOMe ~ oxygen stoichiometric coefficient for epiphyton organic matter 
OOMmac ~ oxygen stoichiometric coefficient for macrophyte organic matter 
OOM ~ oxygen stoichiometric coefficient for organic matter 
ONH4 ~ oxygen stoichiometric coefficient for nitrification 
OOMzaa~oxygen stoichiometric coefficient for zooplankton 
rNH4 ~ temperature rate multiplier for nitrification 
rOM ~ temperature rate multiplier for organic matter decay 
YzOD ~ temperature rate multiplier for zooplankton 
RBoD ~ conversion from CBOD in the model to CBOD ultimate 
o ~ BOD temperature rate multiplier 
V ~ volume of computational cell, m3 
T ~ temperature, DC 
Ased ~ sediment surface area, m2 
Asu,. = water surface area, m2 
Kag ~ algal growth rate, sec'} 
Kar ~ algal dark respiration rate, sec'} 
Keg ~ epiphyton growth rate, sec'} 
Ker ~ epiphyton dark respiration rate, sec'} 
Kmg ~ macrophyte growth rate, sec'} 
K,,,, ~ macrophyte dark respiration rate, sec'} 
Kzr ~ zooplankton respiration rate, sec'} 
KNH4 ~ ammonia decay (nitrification) rate, sec'} 
KWOM ~ labile DOM decay rate, sec'} 
KRDOM ~ refractory DOM decay rate, sec'} 
KLPOM ~ labile POM decay rate, sec'} 
K RPOM ~ refractory POM decay rate, sec'} 
KBOD ~ CBOD decay rate, sec'} 
(B-39) 
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Ksed = sediment decay rate, sec~l 
SOD ~ sediment oxygen demand, g m-2 sec-I 
KL ~ interfacial exchange rate for oxygen, m sec-I 
<PNIf4 ~ ammonia-nitrogen concentration, g m-3 
<Pa ~ algal concentration, g m-3 
<P, ~ epiphyton concentration, g m-3 
<P", ~ zooplankton concentration, g m-3 
<t>mGcr = macrophyte concentration, g m-3 
<PWOM ~ labile DOM concentration, g m-3 
<P1WOM ~ refractory DOM concentration, g m-3 
<PLPOM ~ labile POM concentration, g m-3 
<PRPOM ~ refractory POM concentration, g m-3 
<PBOD ~ CBOD concentration, g m-3 
cI>sed = organic sediment concentration, g m-3 
<PDO ~ dissolved oxygen concentration, g m-3 
<P' DO ~ saturation DO concentration, g m-3 
KINETICS 
and the rate terms are evaluated in subroutine DISSOLVED_OXYGEN. Decay is not allowed to oC:-
cur when dissolved oxygen concentrations are zero. A Monod formulation is used though to move 
gradually from oxic to anoxic conditions. This is accomplished by reducing temperature rate multip-
liers eventually to zero as dissolved oxygen concentrations are zero. 
This reduction of oxic reactions as dissolved oxygen levels approach zero is based on specification of 
a dissolved oxygen half-saturation constant in the following equation: 
Rate Reduction 
KDO +<PDO 
where <!>DO is the concentration of dissolved o){ygen and KDO is a 
half-saturation dissolved oxygen concentration when oxic reactions are half oftheir maximum with-
out limitation of oxygen conditions. 
Since the river basin model will encompass waterbodies that are dependent on boundary shear inriv-
er segments and wind stress for lake or reservoir segments for turbulence, the reaeration formulae for 
these systems must be different. In the following sections, formulae for reaeration as a function of 
wind speed and boundary shear are presented. The user has the ability to select a different formula-
tion for each waterbody type selected. The reason for selecting a waterbody type is to force the user 
to select a system that best approximates the theory being used. The possible water body types are 
RIVER, LAKE, or ESTUARY. 
River Reaeration Equations 
Reaeration equations for rivers are given in Table B-5. Most of these equations are based on field 
studies of selected streams or laboratory channels. Equations 7 and 8 were developed from Melting 
and Flores (1999) for a large data set ofreaeration coefficients. These may be the best choice forriv-
ers even though other equations have been used extensively. 
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Recently, Moog and lirka (1998) suggested that formulations that do not account for channel slope 
should not be used. Therefore, equations 7 and 8 may again be the best selection of equations for 
river sections. 
Thomann and Mueller (1987) suggested using Equation I except for small streams where Equation 3. 
for flow less than 10 cfs should be used. They also suggested a minimum value ofKL of 0.6 m dail. 
This value was has been implemented as a lower limit in the code. 
Mills et al. (1985) in a review of water quality reaeration coefficients used a different formulation 
than equation 3 in Table B-S based on a 1978 reference at 25'C: 
Ka = 7776 US for Q < 10cft 
Ka = 4665.6 US for 10 < Q < 3000 cft 
Ka = 2592 US for Q> 3000 cfs 
where S is the slope in ftlfi and U is velocity in fils 
(B-40) 
However, Mills et al. (1985) only recommend its use for shallow low-flow streams. Therefore, equa-
tion 3 in Table B-S is exactly the same as the above formulation in the low flow regime (note that the 
slopes in Equation 3 are in ftlmile and in the above equation are unitless). ' 
Covar (1976) used an approach where the equations of O'Connor-Dobbins, Churchill, and Owens 
were used together based on the applicability of each equation. The applicability of each equation 
was based on the velocity of the stream and its depth. This is equation 0 in the following table. 
Table 8-5. River reaeration equations. 
# Equation Comments Applicability Reference 
Ka - evaluated based 
0 Either Eq 1, 2 or 4 on applicability criteria Covar (1976) 
of these equations 
0 02 = H20 molecular 
diffusion, m2 s"j 
K = KL = (Do,ut' U = average velocity, 
depths between 
1 ms·' 1-30 ft and veloci- O'Connor and H = average channel ties between 0.5- Dobbins (1958) (/ H H 312 
depth, m 1,6 fps 
KL 11.6U V, fts· 1 depths between Churchill, Elmore 2-11 ft and veloci-2 Ka =-=-- H,ff ties between 1.8-5 and Buckingham H H 1.67 Ka. day! (ps (1962) 
Ka = O.88USfoI'IO <Q <300cjs S, ft mile'! suggested for use Tsivoglou and 3 V, fts·1 
K, = 1.8US for l<Q<JOcjs KB • day·1 when Q < 10cfs Wallace (1972) 
K 21.6Uo.67 V, ft §I depths between 
4 K, =_1.= 0.4-2.4 fl and Owens et al. 
H HI8' H,ff velocities between (1964) 0.1-1.8 fDS 
u* = shear velocity, 
K = KL = 25u' V+FO") (HSg)" 5 S = slope of energy Thackston and 
a H H grade line Krenkel (1966) F = Froude number, 
L- U/(QH)'·' 
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# Equation Comments ADDlicability Reference, 
6 Ka = KL = 7.62U U, fts" Langbien and H HJ.33 H,ff Durum (1967) . 
Kj J!l{JJS)Qjoll)JJ.'SJ6 U,ms"l 
7 
S,mm-1 for pool l;Ind riffle Melching and 
Kj96(US)Qjor'ilY.'jj'6 Q,m3 s" streams Flores (1999) Ka. dav·' 
K, = 88(US)'''' D ... 353 forQ < 0.556 U,ms·
1 
S,mm-f 
8 K, = 142(US)'333 D-O.66W ... ·213 W = ,f?tream top for channel- Melching and width, m control streams Flores (1999) 
forQ > 0.556 D = average depth, m Ka. dav· f 
U,ms" 
wI channel slope - K = C UC, HC'Sc, H,m 
9 a J S. non-dimensional User defined rela-
K =c UC'HC' Ka. day' tionship w/o channel slope -
a J el, e 21 C3. C4 = user. 
defined parameters 
u'" - shear velocity, 
K = KL = 5.0u' (1 + 9Fo25 ) 
(HSg)" 
1 S = slope of energy Thackston and 
0 grade line Dawson (2001) 
a H H F = Froude numbe,r, 
U/(gH)" 
K., day" 
Figure B-20 shows the fuuctional dependence of these formulae assuming the following relationship 
between flow (Q, ft3/s), velocity (V, ftls) and depth (H, ft) (St. John et aI., 1984): 
V = 0.033 Q05 
H = 0.475 QOA 
S = 5.2 fi/mile 
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Figure B-20. Reaeratiou coefficent as a function of flow rate. 
Lake Reaeration Equations 
Wind effects rather than boundary shear more often control reaeration in lakes, reservoirs, and estua-
rine systems. There have been many wind studies for lakes (e.g., O'Connor, 1983) and open ocean 
systems. A summary of wind speed formulae for predicting reaeration is shown in Table B-6 based 
on a 10 m wind measuring height 
Table 8-S. Lake reaeration equations as a function of wind speed at 20°C. 
# Eauatlon Comments Reference 
K O.864W W,ms-l~t10m 
1 K =~= H.m Broecker et al (1978) 
a H H Kl , m day·f 
KL aWP a = 0.2, P = 1 for W < 3.5 m s· 
2 K =~ ~- a = 0.057, P = 2 forW > 3.5 m S·1 where, Gelda et al (1996) 
" HH W is a dail" averaae wind soeed 
K, =.KL O.728WD:wwo.omw W, ms·1 at 10m Banks and Herrera 3 HH KL• mday·l (1977) 
KL 0.0986W I64 The latter equation was the original equ~ Ka [at 20'C) atian used where W is measured at 10m H H and Sc is the Schmidt number 
4 or Sc=(v/O)=13750[O.1 0656exp(- Wanninkhof et at. 
K = KL - 0_098611"64 (600 r .0627T)+_00495] (1991) T = temperature, °C 
'H H Sc v=kinematic viscosity 
D=diffusivitv 
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# Eauatlon Comments Reference 
D., 0 02 = oxygen molecular diffusivity, m2 S·1 
5 K =_KL (2006l!W)llf56 Wms·f Chen, Kanwisher KL: ms·t (1963) 
, HH 
K ==KL 0.51ir05W 
, 
Cole and Buchak 6 (1995) , HH 
K/'l5h!s 0.362W 
HH 
7 K);V~s 0.0277W' Banks (1975) HH 
K =KL = 0.64 + 0.128W2 Recommended form for WQRSS reser-8 





0.0269W1.9 Liss (1973) 
HH 
K 0.0276W2 Downing and Trues-10 K = ---.L = 
a H H dale (1955) 
K 0.0432W2 
11 K =_L = Kanwisher (1963) 
a H H 
12 K = KL = 0.319W Yu et al (1977) 
a H H 
K, = KI. = 0.398 W <1.6 
13 
Ii Ii W= wind speed, m S·1 
0.155W' Weiler (1974) K, = KL = W;' 1.6 
Ii H 
KL Cj +C2WC, User defined relationship where: Ka W, m f?-1 at 10 m 14 =-= Ka. day·f H H G1, e2, C3 are user defined 
Figure B-2l shows how these formulations vary with wind speed. 
The defmition of wind speed was usually taken at an elevation ofl0 m for these formulations. The 
wind speed at 10m elevation in the middle of a lake or reservoir, WIO"" can be computed from that 
measured at 10 m on land by using an approach from Fang and Stefan (1994). 
W/Om = W,/ ( fetch) (B-4l) 
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where: 
Wz ~ wind speed measured at 10m height on land, mls 
10 0 fn~fn-
zol ZQI _ 5ZB + 4.6052 




Zol ~ roughness of land (assume 0.01 m) (Kraus, 1972) 
Zo2 ~ roughness of water surface (assume 0.0001 m) (Ford and Stefan, 1980) 
0= thickness of wind boundary layer over smooth surface that is a function ofthe fetch length 
(Elliot, 1958), m 
ZB ~ O.Un fetch -1. 0718 
2 
The functionfifetch) varies from 1.056 for small lakes to 1.123 for large lakes. The fetch is the length 
in m of the wind over the water surface from one bank to the other. 
20 -+-Eq 1 
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Figure B-21. Variation of wind speed and KL for lake/reservoir equations. 
Equations for correcting the wind speed to 10m and accounting for fetch dependence are included in 
the model. This dependence on measuring height, fetch, and wind speed is shown in Figure B-22 
and Figure B-23. . . 
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Wind measuring height, m 
FigureB-=ii. Wind speed of 5 m S-l and a fetch-ofS-km corrected to 10m as a function of 
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Fetch, m 
Figure B-23. Wind speed of 5 m S-l corrected to 10 m as a function of fetch. 
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Figure B-24. Wind corrected to 10 m based on wind measured on land. 
Estuarine Equations 
For estuarine systems, Thomann and Mueller (1987) and Chapra (1997) suggest using any ofthe 
wind formulations in Table B-7 or Equation I in Ta ble B-S using the mean tidal velocity over a tidal 
cycle for the horizontal velocity. Table B-7 shows an additional formulation from Thomann and Fitz-
patrick (1982) for estuaries, as well as the approach of Covar (1976) for rivers. Since many texts 
suggest using the mean tidal velocity, caution should be exercised ill using these equations since they 
are based on the instantaneous velocity in the model. 
Table B-7. Reaeration equations for estuarine waterbody at 20°C. 
# EQuation Comments Reference 
Ka is determined based on 
0 Either Eq 1, 2 or 4 from Table 8-5 applicability criteria of each Covar (1976) 
of these 3 formulations 
K JL 0.728WOJ -0.317W +O,0372W 2 +3.93 frj 
U,ms·1 
this formula combines the Thomann and t effect of wind from Banks 
a H H HIS and Herrera (1977) and Fitzpatrick (1982) 




2 W, ms'! at 10 m User defined rela-
a I H Ka, day" tionship 
C" C2 , C3,' and C4 - user 
defined parameters 
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Chu and Jirka (2003) reported on wind and stream flow induced reaeration and showed that for cases 
where the time scale tidal flow is» the time scale for reaeartion, then the reaeartion process can be 
described as a steady process and the impacts of stream flow and wind can be additive using: 
Where KLb is the reaeration coefficient (or transfer velocity) due to bottom shear and KLw is the reae-
ration coefficient due to wind in mlday. 
( 
3 )0.25 
KLb =2.l50 U~b 
Where h is the depth in cm, U'b = r.r u, U is the mean water velocity, f is approximately 0.04. 
. ~~' . 
KI = au. for smooth surfaces (u.,<20 cmls) 
.. 11' a 
a = 4.38E - 5 when u,< is in units of cm/s 
K Lw = flu;a for rough surfaces 
fJ = 1.83E - 3 when u,. is in units of cmls 
u'a = O.OIUIO (8 + O.65UIO )1/2 fi'om Wu (1980) and U IO is wind speed at 10 m in mls and u., is in mls. 
Reaeration Temperature Dependence 
Reaeration temperature dependence is usually based upon an Arrhenius formulation: 
K - K ",T-20 T - 20"" (B-43) 
where e is 1.024. This dependency is based onthe variation in molecular diffusivity as a function of 




DOl = molecular diffusivity of oxygen, m' sec·1 
T = temperature, DC 
(B-44) 
Using Equation 1 in Table B-2, the variation ofKL as a function of temperature using EquationB-43 
(assuming 0 is a constant) and B-44 yield similar results (Figure B-2S). 
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No temperature correction was made to the calculated value ofKL in earlier versions of the model. 
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Figure B-25. Va'riation ofKLT/KL2o as a function oftemperature. 
Dam Reaeration 
Many rivers and reservoirs have spill ways or weirs over which water entrains oxygen into a pool be-
low the dam. This section outlines the approach for including oxygen entrainment at dams and weirs. 
Small Dams or Weirs 
Many rivers have small spillways or weirs over which water flows that entrains oxygen. Table B-l 
lists formulae for predicting the entrainment of dissolved oxygen based on empirical data. 
Table 8-1. Formulae for small dam or weir reaeration effects. 
Equation Comments Reference 
Da-Db=[l 1 ]D 
0" - DO deficit above dam, 9 m 
Db = DO deficit below dam, 9 rn3 
1+O.llab(l+O,046T)H " T = temperature.oC 
H = height of water fall, ft Barrett et al. 
or a = 1.25 in clear to slightly polluted water (1960) D to 1.00 in polluted water 
-" = 1+ O. l1ab(l + O.046T )H b = 1.00 for weir with free flow Db b = 1.3 for step weirs or cascades 
Oil = DO deficit above dam, 9 m-J 
Db = DO deficit below dam, 9 m':! 
D, - Db = O.037HD, H = height of water fall, ft Mastropietro (1968) 
only valid for dams less than 15 ft and T 
between 20 and 25°C 
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Eouation Comments Reference 
Ds - DO deficit above dam, g m 
Db = DO deficit below dam. g m-3 
T = temperature, °C 
H = height of water fall, m 
a = 1.8 for clean water to 0.65 for gross 
polluted water 
D, ~1+O.38ab(J-O.llH)(l+O.046T)H b = 0.05 for sluice gates b = 1.0 for sharp crested straight faced Butts and 
Db weir Evans (1983) b = 0.45 fOf flat broad crested curved face 
weir 
b = 0.7 for flat broad crested weir with 
regular step 
b = 0.8 for sharp crested vertical face weir 
b = 0.6 for flat broad crested weir vertical 
face 
Most of these equations have been used for dams or weirs with heights of fall between 3 and 10 m. 
These equations do not generally predict supersaturation. 
Large Dam Spillways/Gates 
The USACE has been involved in gas abatement studies on the Columbia and Snake River system for 
many years (WES, 1996, 1997). Some oftheir research efforts have been focused on development of 
models of gas generation from spillways. These empirical models have been called CriSP 1.6 (Co-
lumbia Basin Research, 1998). The gas production equations used in CriSP are empirical correlations 
between total dissolved gas (TOG), usually measured a mile downstream ofthe dam after turbulence 
from the spillway had subsided, and discharge, usually measured in kcfs. The form ofthese equations 
is shown in Table B-2. 
Table 8-2. Equations used in CRiSP model for gas production. 
En-uation-iVn-e Equation Description of empirical coefficients 
%TDG = mQ, +b Q$ = total spill, kcfs Linear function of total spill m = empirical coefficient 
b = empirical coefficient 
Qs = total spill, kc/s 
Bounded exponential of total spill %TDG = a + becQ, a = empirical coefficient b = empirical coefficient 
c = empirical coefficient 
qs = spill through an individual spillway, kcfs 
Bounded exponential of the spill %TDG = a + becq, a = empirical coefficient on a per spillway basis b = empirical coefficient 
c = empirical coefficient 
Examples of some ofthese correlations are shown in Table B-3. In many cases, the %TOG in these 
correlations was constrained to a maximum of 145% and when the flow reached only a few kcfs, 
there was assumed to be no change in TOG from the forebay to the tailrace. Also, the correlations in 
Table B-3 sometimes changed from year to year based on changes in operating conditions or struc-
tural changes in the spillway or deflectors. 
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Table 8-3. Equations used in CRiSP model for gas production. 
Dam Enuatlon Coefficients 
Bonneville %TDG=mQ,+b m=0.12, b=105.61 
Lower Granite %TDG = a+be cq, . a = 138.0; b = -35.8; c = -0.10 
Dworshak %TDG = a + becQ, a = 135.9; b =-71.1; c = -0.4787 
a = 136.8; b = -42.0; c = -0.0340 1995 
Ice Harbor %TDG = a + becQ, a = 138.7; b = -79.0; c = -0.0591 1996 a = 130.9; b = -26.5; c = -0.0220 1997 
a = 120.9; b = -20.5; c = -0.0230 1998 
Hell's Canyon %TDG = a + becQ, a = 138; b = -36; c = -0.02 [Assumed relationship - no data] 
DO Impacts of Spillways 
For each spillway, weir, or gate, the user now has the choice of equation to use for computing the 
effects of hydraulic structures on downstream dissolved oxygen. The equations chosen are shown in 
Table B-4. These equations are based on equations from Table B-1 and Table B-2. 
Table 8-4 Spillways and weirs reaeration 
# Enuation tvne Eauation Descrlntion of emnirical coefficients 
Linear function of %TDG = aq, +b % TDG = % total dissolved gas saturation 
spill on a per spillway DO concentration, <D02, Is determined from q. = spill thro'ugh an Individual spill-1 way, kcfs basis 1> =%TDG 1> a = empirical coefficient 
0, ' <Ds = dissolved oxygen saturation 
%TDG = a +beq, qs = spill through an individual spill-
wiJy,kcfs 
2 empirical coefficients $02. is then determined from a = empirical coefficient 
a and b b = empirical coefficient 
<l> 0, = %TDG <l> ", 
c = empirical coefficient 
Wsal = dissolved oxygen saturation 
Do = DO deficit above dam, g m-
Ob = DO deficit below dam 
T = temperature in °c 
H = height of water fall, m 
a = 1.8 for clean water to 0.65 for gross 
D polluted water 
-'- = 1 + 0.38ab( 1- 0.1 Jc)( 1 + O. 046T)c b = 0.05 for sluice gates 
Reaeration effect for Db 1.0 for sharp crested, straight faced 
a small height weir weir 
3 or dam «10 m) 
¢Q2 below the dam is then computed from: 0.45 for flat, broad crested, curved 
empirical coefficients face weir 
a, b, and c 
<DO =<D,at-Db 0.7 for flat, broad crested weir with 
2 regular step 
0.8 for sharp crested, vertical face 
weir 
0.6 for-flat, broad crested weir with 
vertical face 
¢sal = dissolved oxvaen saturation, a m-3 
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Note that for equations I and 2, the maximum TOG allowed is 145%. If TOG is computed to be less 
than 100%, there is no effect ofthe spillway or gate on reaeration. For each spillway or gate defined 
in the model, there is a section to define whether gas effects for dissolved oxygen are computed and, 
if so, by which formula. 
For each spillway or weir, the user turns on the computations and then selects an equation number 
from Table B-4. This algorithm only computes gas effects for flow from upstream to downstream. 
There is no adjustment of dissolved oxygen for reverse flow. 
Dissolved Oxygen Saturation Computations 
The dissolved oxygen saturation is computed from Mortimer's (1981) formulation: 
<I> = P e(7.711H.31403[/,,(T+45.93}]) 
02sat alt (B-4S) 
where: 
T ~ water temperature, "C 
( 
H )5.25 
P alt ~ altitude correction factor~ }--- , 
44.3 
H ~ elevation of the waterbody, km above sea level 
The saturation value is alsoa function of the chlorinity in saline environments. The following equa-
tion is used to compute DO saturation for a saltwater waterbody type that includes salinity effects 
(APHA, 1985; EPA 1985; Thomann and Mueller, 1987). 
* (In(cDoh" )-s[ l.7674X W-2 1.075~X ]01 +2.140;:]03]) 
<I> 02sal = e 
where: 
s ~ salinity, kg m-3 
T ~ temperature, oK 
Sediments 
(B-46) 
Organic sediment contributions to nutrients and dissolved oxygen demand are simulated using two 
methods. The first method uses a constant, or zero-order, release and demand. This method has been 
frequently used to model sediment demands and nutrient release rates. It does not depend on sedi-
ment concentrations or require a separate sediment compartment. However, the formulation is not 
predictive as the rates do not vary over time except as a result oftemperature dependence ofthe de-
cay rate. As a consequence, results should be interpreted cautiously when evaluating effects of dif-
ferent nutrient loadings on dissolved oxygen in a waterbody. 
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The second method uses a sediment compartment to accumulate organic sediments and allow their 
decay. Nutrient releases and oxygen demand are thus dependent upon sediment accumulation - a 
1 "-order process. However, there is no release of phosphorus or other diagenesis products when 
overlying water is anoxic since this sediment compartment is labile, oxic decay of organics on the 
sediment surface. A later version will include a fully predictive sediment diagenesis model. Either 
of these methods, or a combination, may be used to simulate effects of organic sediments upon water 
quality. However, caution must be exercised to avoid errors if both methods are used. 
The O-order process uses a specified sediment oxygen demand and anoxic release rates for phospho-
rus, ammonium, inorganic carbon, and iron that are temperature dependent. Nutrient releases do not 
occur when dissolved oxygen concentrations are above a minimum value [02LIMJ nor do they occur 
ifthe SOD is set to zero. The sediment contribution to inorganic carbon is computed as a fraction of 
the sediment oxygen demand. 
Inorganic C 
Sediment anoxic 


















Figure B-27. Internal flux between lst-order sediment,compartment and other compart-
ments. 
The 1 "-order sediment compartment requires specifying inclusion ofthis compartment in the simula-
tion, a decay rate, and initial conditions. The sediment compartment is not transported, except for 
focusing of sediments to the bottom by a user-defined settling velocity. Instead, a compartmental 
equation is written for the sediment compartment that is solved in the subroutine SEDIMENT. 
Referring to Figure B-27, the equation for the 1 "-order sediment compartment is: 
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s = ())POMR Abol/om m + {jJPOML Abol/olll rh. + " 
sed V; I "J..'POMR V4 [. "J..IPo.ML ~ 
o cell 0 cell , 
POMR sedimentalion POMLsedimenfafion 
OJSED AbolfOIll m + OJeDOD AboffOIll .if->. , _ K . <I> 
Vol "Vs Vol "VCBOD ~
~ cell , sediment burial 
sediment sedimentation CBODscdirnenlalion 
where: 
YOM ~ rate multiplier for organic matter 
/';z ~ model cell thickness, m 
(fJPOM ~ POM settling velocity, m sec-! 
(fJa ~ algal settling velocity, m sec-} 
(fJSED ~ sediment settling velocity, m sec-} 
K"d ~ sediment decay rate, sec-! 
<Pa ~ algal concentration, g in-3 
<PLPOM ~ POM labile concentration, g m-3 
<PRPOM ~ POM refractory concentration,g m-3 
<I>s = organic sediment concentration, g m-3 
Vol'<ll~ volume of computational cell, m3 
Abollom= Area ofbottorn, m2 
<1>, ~ ephiphyton concentration, g m-3 
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K,po",~fraction of ephiphyton that go to particulate fraction and settle into sediment at death 
K,,,, ~ ephiphyton mortality rate 
Kburial= sediment burial rate, sec-J 
Pauer and Auer (2000) claim that nitrification is generally a sediment based phenomena rather than 
one existing in the water column. Their argument is based on the study of a samples obtained from a 
hypereutrophic lake-river system which had extremely high ammonia concentrations (2-10 mg/I 
NH3-N) and where cell counts indicated much higher nitrifier populations in the sediments rather 
than the water column. They question if nitrification is being modeled correctly in many water quali-
ty models, where nitrification is treated as occurring in the water column rather than the sediments. 
Nitrification rates of water column samples were measured in 2.5 L bottles kept in the dark at 20° 
Celsius. Rates of nitrification were to be determined by tracking concentrations of nitrogen species 
in the bottles. Since no change in ammonia or nitrate-nitrite concentrations were noted, the authors 
assumed that the lack of observable nitrification was due to low nitrifier populations occun-ing in the 
water column ofthe lake and river. Sediment nitrification rates were measured using sediment core 
samples under similar conditions. Changes in the concentrations of nitrogen species were apparent 
and an average sediment nitrification rate of 0.34 g N/m2/day was determined. Table 5 summarizes 
the nitrification rates. 
Table 5. Areal nitrification rates of sediment nitrifiers of Onondaga Lake and the Seneca 
River, New York (Pauer and Auer, 2000). 
Reaction Source Nitrification rate (g N/m Iday) 
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Reaction Source Growth Temperature I Nitrification rate (g N/rnZ/day) 
(Celsius) 
Nitrification Onondaga Lake, Seneca 200 I 0.21 to 0.67 (mea,n=0.34) 
River, New York 
Sediment Variable Stoichiometry and Kinetics 
Variable' stoichiometry of sediments is done automatically within the W2 model. In addition to se-
diment phosphorus and sediment nitrogen, there is also a sediment carbon compartment. The sedi-
ment carbon stoichiometry is variable because organic matter, algae and epiphyton may have differ-
ing carbon stoichiometry. The initial sediment stoichiometry for P, N, and C is based on the given 
initial stoichiometry for organic matter. The decay rate of sediment in a model cell is the mass aver-
aged decay rate of the LPOM, RPOM, and the CBOD groups. 
Sediment Phosphorus 
s = (1)POMRAbo/fom <l» + O)POMLAhoflOIll m + '""' 
Psed V. I RlOM-P Vi I 'VLPOM-P ~ 
Dcell Dce" I 
RPOM-P s~imentalion 





YOM ~ rate multiplier for organic matter 
aJaAbQIfOm li ~ K..n +K K 0 cD 
V. I . Pa "J,'a - Yom sWs-P epol1l elll Pe Ii-o cell ~.' , 
sediment decay epiphyloJ/"morfalily 
algaesedi':neiltalion 
Ope ~ epiphyton stoichiometric coeffis:ient for phosphorus 
oPa ~ algal stoichiometric coefficient for phosphorus 
III ~ model cell thickness, m 
OJPOM ~ POMsettling velocity, m sec'} 
OJa ~ algal settling velocity, m sec'} 
OJSED ~ sediment settling velocity, m sec'} 
Ksed = sediment decay rate, sec-l 
<Po ~ algal concentration, g m'3 
<PLPOM'P~ labile POM labile concentration, g m,3 
<PRPOM-P~ refractory POM concentration, g m,3 
<P"p ~ sediment phosphorus concentration, g m,3 
Volrell ~ volume of computational cell, m3 
Abo/fom= Area of bottom, m2 
<P, ~ epiphyton concentration, g m,3 
K,pom~ fraction of epiphyton that go to particulate fraction and settle into sediment at death 
Kern ~ epiphyton mortality rate 
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Sediment Nitrogen 
s - [0 POMR Abollom in.' + {jJ POML Abol/om .m. + "" 
Nsed - Vj I "VRPOM-N ~ I WLPOM-N ~ OJ.Ab,,'om 0 '" K '" K K 0 <I'> V. I Na 'Va - rom s'Vs-N+ epom em Ne e-0d O~. o cell ~ '---v-------' 
sediment de(:ay epiphylOlllllorfalily 
LPQM· P s~imentation algae sedtmenlation 




YOM = rate multiplier for organic matter 
ON, epiphyton stoichiometric coefficient for phosphorus· 
ONa = algal stoichiometriC coefficient for phosphorus 
III = model cell thickness, m 
OJPOM = POM settling velocity, m sec-! 
OJa = algal settling velocity, m sec-! 
OJSED = sediment settling velocity, m sec-! 
K"d = sediment decay rate, sec-! 
<1'>0 = algal concentration:g m-3 
<l'>LPOM-N= labile POM concentration, g m-3 
<l'>RPOM_N= refractory POM concentration, g m-3 
<I'>,_N = sediment nitrogen concentration, g m-3 
VOI~l1 = volume of computational cell, m3 
Abollom= Area of bottom, m2 
<1'>, epiphyton concentration, g m-3 
K,pom= fraction of epiphyton that go to particulate fraction and settle into sediment at death 
K,m = epiphyton mortality rate 
Sediment Carbon 
s - OJ POMR AbOlfOIll r <I> + {() POML AbollOIll r <I'> + '" 
Csed - V. I OM m'OM V. I OM LPOM ~ 
Dcell ° cell , 
RPOM sedimentation LPOM sedimentation 









= rate multiplier for organic matter 
epiphyton stoichiometric coefficient for carbon 
= algal stoichiometric coefficient for carbon 
=organic matter stoichiometric coefficient for carbon 
= model cell thickoess, m 
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OJPOM ~ PO M settling velocity, m sec-' 
OJa ~ algal settling velocity, m sec-' 
OJSED ~ sediment settling velocity, m sec-' 
Ksed r sediment decay rate, sec·] 
<l>a ~ algal concentration, g m-3 
<l>LPOM~ labile POM carbon concentration, g m-3 
<l>RPOM~ refractory POM carbon concentration, g m-3 
<l>s-c = sediment carbon concentration, g m-3 
Volooll ~ volume of computational cell, m3 
Abo/fom= Area ofbottorn, tn2 
<1>, ~ epiphyton concentration, g m-3 
K,pom~ fraction of epiphyton that go to particulate fraction and settle into sediment at death 
Kem ~ epiphyton mortality rate 
Total Inorganic Carbon 
Carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen are the most abundant elements in living matter and form the essential 











Figure B-28. Internal flux between inorganic carbon and other compartments. 
Referring to Figure B-28, the rate equation for total inorganic carbon is: 
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STIC = LCK", - K,g) OCa <p, + LCK" - K,g) oc, <p, + KLPOM OCOM Y OM <PLPOM 
\ , , , \ , 
net algal production net epiphyto~ production labile POM decay 
+ KWOM YOM OCOM <P LCOM + KIWOM YOM OCOM <P IWOM+ KRPOM OCOM YOM <P RPOM 
, , , , , , 
labile DOMdecay refractory DOM decay refractory POM decay 
+ ,!<"d Y OM ~COM<P,,~ + SOD Y OM OcOM~ + A,,,,, K L,C<p:C02 - <PC02~ 
lst-order sediment release ' O-ordcr sedi~ent release ' reacration' 





+ !-<-zr 0 Czoo r zoo cI> ZO~ 
zoopJankto~ respiration 
e ~ temperature rate multiplier for BOD decay 
YOM ~ organic matter temperature rate multiplier 
OCe ~ epiphyton stoichiometric coefficient for carbon 
Bca ~ algal stoichiometric coefficient for carbon 
net macrophyte production 
OCOM ~ organic matter stoichiometric coefficient for carbon 
OC.CBOD~ CBOD stoichiometric coefficient for carbon 
RBoD ~ 5-day CBOD to ultimate CBOD ratio 
Ased = sediment surface area, m2 
A,u, ~ surface area of surface c~mputational cell, m2 
SOD ~ sediment oxygen demand, g m·2 sec·l 
K,.c ~ inorganic carbon interfacial exchange rate, m sec· l 
Km' ~ algal dark respiration rate, sec· l 
Kag ~ algal growth rate, sec· l 
K", ~ epiphyton dark respiration rate, sec· l 
Keg ~ epiphyton growth rate, sec· l 
KWOM ~ labile DOM decay rate, sec· l 
KRDOM ~ refractory DOM decay rate, sec· l 
KLPOM ~ labile POM decay rate, sec· l 
KRPOM ~ refractory POM decay rate, sec·l 
KCBOD ~ CBOD decay rate, sec· l 
Ksed ~ sediment decay rate, sec· l 
<Pa ~ algal concentration, g m·3 
<P, ~ epiphyton concentration, g m·3 
<PWOM ~ labile DOM concentration, g m·3 
<PRDOM ~ refi'actory DOM concentration, g m·3 
<PLPOM ~ labile POM concentration, g m·3 
<PRPOM ~ refractory POM concentration, g m·3 
<PCBOD ~ CBOD concentration, g m·3 
Q>sed = organic sediment concentration, g m-3 
(B-48) 
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<PT1C ~ inorganic carbon concentration, g m-3 
<PCOl ~ carbon dioxide concentration, g m-3 
<P' C02 ~ carbon dioxide saturation concentration, g m-3 
TOTAL INORGANIC CARBON 
and the rate terms are evaluated in subroutine INORGANIC _CARBON. 
The basic physics of gas transfer are the same for CO, and 0,. Using Higbie penetration theory, the 
gas transfer coefficient for CO, is related to that of oxy en b : 
Dc02 KLC02 = KLo2 (B-49) 
D02 
where: 
KLC02 ~ reaeration coefficient for CO, 
KLOl ~ reaeration coefficient for oxygen 
DCOl '" molecular diffusion coefficient for CO, 
DOl ~ molecular diffusion coefficient for oxygen 
Using the fact that the ratio of molecular diffusion coefficients of two gases A and B are related to 




Hence, thereaeration rate equations presented for oxygen transfer are applicable to CO, transfer us-
ing a factor of 0.923. 
Carbon dioxide concentration for the interfacial exchange rate is determined from total inorganic car-
bon and alkalinity in subroutine PH_C02. The saturation concentration of carbon dioxide is deter-
mined from: 
<lJ'C02 = 0.286 /-0 OJ14T,) p, 
where: 
<P' C02 ~ carbon dioxide saturation concentration, g m-3 
p a ~ altitude correction factor 
T, ~ surface cell water temperature, °C 
Altitude correction is from Mortimer, 1981: 
B-65 
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(B-53) 
where: 
H ~ reservoir elevation from sea level, km 
TIC is in units of mg/l as C. 
Alkalinity 
Alkalinity provides an indication ofthe buffering capacity of aquatic systems and their resistance to 
pH changes from acidic or alkaline loadings. Alkalinity is treated as conservative in the model and 
its internal rate term is set to zero. Alkalinity, along with total inorganic carbon, is used to determine 
pH and concentrations of carbonate species in subroutine PH_C02. 
In reality, alkalinity variations are common in most aquatic systems. Whitings, or large precipitations 
of carbonates, may occur. Sediment release of carbonates may increase alkalinity in the anoxic zones 
of many reservoirs. Ifthese effects are important, a non"conservative model of alkalinity should be 
added. Alkalinity is in units of mg/l as CaCO,. 
pH and Carbonate Species 
The pH and carbonate species are computed using water temperature, TDS or salinity, alkalinity, and 
total inorganic carbon concentrations using basic carbonate relationships. Computed carbonate spe-
cies are carbon dioxide, bicarbonates, and carbonates. The pH and carbonate species are computedin 
subroutine PH_C02. These materials are not subject to transport and are computed at each water 
quality update interval. 
Calculations performed by subroutine PH_C02 are based on the carbonate-bicarbonate equilibrium 
reaction (Stumm and Morgan 1981): 
HCOj B CO~+W (B-54) 
(B-55) 
These equilibria express the source of bicarbonate and carbonate ions, alkaline constituents, and dis-
solution of atmospheric CO, in water. Contribution of calcium and magnesium carbonate to alkalini-
ty is not included. The equilibrium state in terms of the equilibrium constants Ki is: 
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where: 
K2 = [H+] [CO)'] 
[HCOj] 
_ [H+] [OR] 
K w- [H2 0 ] 
[X] ~ molar concentration, moles liter-I 
[H20] ~ unity (by definition) 
Alkalinity is defined as: 






By combining equations B-53, B-54, and B-57, the quantities [HCO,-] and [CO,~] can be expressed 
in terms of [H+] and the constant CT. In addition, equation B-55 allows for [OH-] to be expressed in 
terms of [H+]. When these expressions are included in equation B-56, the result is: 
(B-61) 
The model interprets the constant CT as moles per liter oftotal inorganic carbon and assUmes [ALK] 
is known. Equation B-58 is iteratively solved in subroutine PH_C02 until the value of [H+] con-
verges. The negative logarithm of[H+] is, by definition, pH. 
Once equation B-58 has been solved for [H+J, then [H,CO,] is given by: 
CT (B-62) 
and is the same as [CO,]. Bicarbonate concentration is computed from: 
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(B-63) 
and carbonate from: 
(B-64) 
which are then converted to grams per cubic meter. 
Equilibrium constants in the preceding equations are obtained by first expressing a thermodynamic 
temperature dependence for a related constant, Ki*: 
I • b og K; =a+-+cT+dlogT 
.T 





















The relation between Ki and Ki* is obtained from the definition ofthe activity of a chemical species: 
{X} = y[Xl 
where: 
{X} = activity of species X, moles liter'! 
y = dimensionless activity coefficient 
[Xl = concentration, moles liter-! 
For the reaction: 
A+B¢lC+D 
the equilibrium constant K* is: 






,_ {C} {D} 
K-{A}{B} 






Activity coefficients are obtained from an extension of Debye-Huckel theory as: 
where: 
I ~ ionic strength 
Z ~ ionic charge 
A ~ approximately 0.5 for water at 25'C 
a = ionic size parameter 
ki ~ empirical coefficients 
(B-71) 
Ionic strength is approximated as (Sawyer and McCarty 1967): 
or for salinity: 
1 =0.00141 +0.019885 $" +0.000038 $,,! 
where: 
<DTDS ~ total dissolved solids, g m'3 
<D sal ~ salinity, kg m·3 







0.0047 0.042 -0.0093 
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2 4.5 0.0121 0.0972 -0.0207 
Activity coefficients for [H+], [OH-], [H2C03], and [H20] are treated as special cases: 
(B-74) 
(B-7S) 
Temperature Rate Multipliers 
Most biological and chemical rates are temperature dependent. Subroutine RATE _ MULTIPLIERS 
calculates the temperature dependence for all rates. It is called after the temperature solution so the 
temperature of the current computational interval is used. 
A representative rate multiplier function is shown in Fignre B-29 with its K and Tparameters. The 
curve represents how biological process rates exhibit an optimum range and diminish asymmetrically 







In K2(1- KJ) 
KJ(1- K2) 
In K3(1- K4) 
Kdl-K) 
A, =0 T where T ~ TJ 
whe re T"? T 4 
y" and y,f are the rising and falling limb temperature multipliers. 
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The user supplies temperatures TJ to T4 and multiplier factors KJ to K4. Temperatures TJ and T4 
represent mortality limits, and T2 and T3 are used to define the optimum range. Maximum reaction 
rates supplied by the user are multiplied by -<Tto determine rates corresponding to the water tempera-
ture of a model cell. For non-algae temperature rate multipliers, only the KJ and K2 corresponding to 
TJ and T2 are used. 
.~--~------------------~ 
• 
Fignre B-29. Temperature rate multiplier function. 
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Description 
Input file format has been developed for a full-screen text editor. Each input file begirts with two 
lines used for file identification thai are ignored by the program. The rest ofthe input file consists of 
groups of three lines - the first line is blank serving as a separator, the second' line contains the card' 
identification and the FORTRAN variable names associated with the input card, and the third line 
contains the input values. The identifier card is only checked by the pre-processor code. FORTRAN 
names are right justified according to the field widths associated with the input variable. There are 
10 input fields associated with each card although the first field is not used in several of the input 
files. Each field has a length of eight characters. 
Input Files 
Control File 
The control file [CONFN] contains the variables used to run the model. There are no optional cards 
in the control file - each card is required although there may be either zero or no values associated 
with the card. The following pages contain a description of each card. All character inputs must be 
capitalized except the TITLE cards and input/output filenames or the variable will take on the de-
fault value. An example of a portion of a control file is given with each card description and a com-
plete control file is given at the end ofthe control file description. Hyperlinks to related input cards 
are included at the bottom of each card description. 






Title (TITLE C) 
VALUE DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Character . Text for identification of simulation 
There are 10 title cards for each a simulation that can be used to identify various types of output. 
Each line may contain up to 72 characters of text. Title cards appear in every output file except for 
the restart file. Uses for the title cards include identifying the simulation, the simulation time frame, 
the date the simulation was run, and other information specific to the simulation. A few words of 
wisdom, the user should be conscientious in updating the title cards for each simulation. 
Example 
TITLE C .............................. TITLE ... ,'. ,'.', '" ...... ; .............. • '; ' ... . 









PSU CE-QUAL-W2 Workshop Problem 7 
River with 2 branches 
Reservoir 
Estuary 
River Sloping Channels 2 Branches 
Temperature Mitigation Problem 
Temperature and residence time simulation 
Scott Wells - PSU 
Card 10 Tom Cole - WES 
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Grid Dimensions (GRID) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 NWB Integer Number of waterbodies in the computational grid 
3 NBR Integer Number of branches in the computational grid 
4 IMX Integer Number of segments in the computational grid 
5 KMX Integer Number of layers in the computational grid 
This card defines the computational grid including the total number of water bodies [NWB], branches 
[NBR]. segments [IMX]. and layers [KMX]. These values are used to define the anay dimensions in 
the code since the code has been converted over to FORTRAN 90 and now takes advantage of dy-
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Inflow/Outflow Dimensions (IN/OUTFLOW) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 NTR Integer . Number of tributaries 
3 NST Integer Number of structures 
4 NIW Integer Num ber of internal weirs 
5 NWD Integer Number of withdrawals 
6 NGT Integer Number of gates 
7 NSP Integer Number of spillways 
8 NPI Integer Number of pipes 
9 NPU Integer Number of pumps 
This card defines the variables used to dimension the arrays for tributaries, internal weirs, and in-
flow/outflow hydraulic structures including lateral withdrawals, outlet gates, spillways, pipes, and 
































CONTROL FILE ARRAY DIMENSIONS 
Constituent Dimensions (CONSTITUENTS) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 NCG Integer Number of generic constituents 
3 NSS Integer Number of inorganic suspended solids 
4 NAL Integer Number of algal groups 
5 NEP Integer Number of epiphyton groups 
6 NBOD Integer Number ,of CBOD groups 
7 NMC Integer Number of macrophyte groups 
8 NZP Integer Number of zooplankton groups 
This card defines the array dimensions for the number of generic constituents, inorganic suspended 
solids groups, algal groups, CBOD groups, macrophyte groups and zooplankton groups. The user 
has complete freedom to include as many ofthese groups as data are available for and the application 
warrants. 
The generic constituent allows the user the freedom to model any number of constituents that can be 
defined using a O-order decay rate andlor a I "- order decay rate andlor a settling vel()city andlor an 
Arhennius temperature rate multiplier. Version 2 state variables that fall into the generic category 
include tracer and coliform. Thus, any number of tracers or coliform groups can be modeled. Addi-
tionally, residence time can be modeled in this group by setting the O-order decay rate to -1.0 and set-
ting all other kinetic parameters to zero. 
The ability to model any number of CBOD groups now allows the model to characterize and track 
any number of point sources of CBOD. This should prove useful in determining which point 
source(s) islare contributing to depressed dissolved oxygen levels or violations in a system and allow 
better management of resources to improve dissolved oxygen. 
Care should be taken when including multiple algal, epiphyton, zooplankton, and macrophyte groups 
to ensure that the data are sufficient to describe their variation in the system. As a general rule, it is 
better to start with as simple a description of the kinetics in a system that still allows the model to 
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(Ignored by code) 
2 NDAY Integer . Maximum number of output dates or timestep related changes 
This card defines the maximum number of output dates that will be used in the simulation. This 
should be the maximum oftimestep, snapshot, screen, profile, vector, contour, time series, withdraw-
al, and restmt number of dates that are used to define when output frequencies, or, in the case of the 
timestep related cards, when the maximum timesiep or the fraction ofthe timestep change. This can 
easily be set to a value greater than any anticipated number of dates without any impact as the inemo-
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CONTROL FILE TIME CONTROL 
Time Control (TIME CON) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 TMSTRT Real Starting time, Julian day 
3 TMEND Real Ending time, Julian day 
4 YEAR Real Starting year 
The simulation starting and ending times are specified with this card. When making a simulation 
extending into another year, the ending time is calculated as 365 (or 366 for a leap year) + Julian date 
of ending time. Midnight, January I starts at Julian day 1.0 in the model. 
Example 
TIME CON TMSTRT TMEND YEAR 
63.564.51980 














(Ignored by code) 
Number of timestep intervals 
Minimum timestep. sec 
CONTROL FILE 
The number of timestep intervals and minimum timestep are specified on this card. 
The autostepping algorithm calculates a maximum timestep based on an estimate of hydrodynamic 
numerical stability requirements and then uses a fraction of this value for the actual timestep.> The 
user can specify any number of intervals up to the value specified for [NDAYl on the Miscellaneous 
Dimensions card in which the maximum timestep and fraction of the timestep can vary. The values 
are specified on the next three cards. 
This option is useful during periods of very low flow where the timestep is very large. Under these 
conditions, small changes in flow will result in large timestep changes that can lead to an excessive 
number of time step violations detected by the autostepping algorithm. The model automatically ad-
justs the timestep to ensure that it is never greater than the next time varying update, so the maximum 
timestep can be set to a value greater than the minimum time varying data update frequency. 
The minimum timestep is useful during periods of extremely high flows. In these instances, the time-
step could become too small to economically run the model. Care should be taken when using this 
variable as the model may become numerically unstable if the minimum value is set too high. The 
default value of I sec should not be increased unless the user is absolutely certain that this will not 
affect numerical stability. 
Example 
DLT CON NOT MINDLT 
2 1. 0 
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(Ignored by code) 
Beginning of timestep interval, Julian day 
The intervals for the maximum timestep are specified on this card. Any number of intervals up to the 
value of[NDAY] on the Miscellaneous Dimensions card can be specified. If there are more inter-
vals than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the next line without another DL T 
DATE card being specified. 
Example 
DLT DATE DLTD DLTD 
63.5 63.52 






DLTD DLTD DLTD DLTD DLTD DLTD DLTD 
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Maximum Timestep (OL T MAX) 
FIELD NAME VALUE 
1 
2-10 DL TMAX Real 
DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Maximum timestep, sec 
The maximum timestep for intervals provided on the timestep interval card are specified with this 
card. If there are more intervals than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the next 
line without another DL T MAX card being specified. 
Example 
DLT MAX DLTMAX DLTMAX DLTMAX DLTMAX DLTMAX DLTMAX DLTMAX DLTMAX DLTMAX 
30.0 100.0 
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(Ignored by code) 
.. Fraction of calculated maximum timestep necessary for'numer-
ical stability 
The fraction ofthe calculated maximum timestep for intervals given on the timestep interval card is 
specified here. Ifthere are more intervals than can be specified on one line, then they are continued 
on the next line without another DL T FRN card being specified. If the number of time step violations 
exceeds 5%, either [DLTMAX] on the Maximum Timestep card or [DLTF] should be decreased. 
Decreasing [DLTF] usually decreases the number of time step violations without affecting themaxi-
mum timestep that the model can use. Thus, during times of low velocities, the model can still use 
the maximum timestep, but during periods of high velocities, the model will use a smaller timestep 
than if [DL TF] were set to a higher value. 
Example 










DLTF DLTF DLTF DLTF DLTF DLTF DLTF 
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(Ignored by code) 
CONTROL FILE 
2 VISC Character Turns ON/OFF vertical eddy viscosity limitation on limestep 
calculated in autostepping. algorithm 
3 CELC Character Turns ON/OFF internal gravity wave limitation on timestep cal-
culated in aulostepping algorithm 
This card specifies whether the effects ofthe vertical eddy viscosity andlorthe internal gravity wave 
are included in the autostepping algorithm. Separate values are specified on a separate card for each 
waterbody. . 
If the average timestep is very small, these can be tll1'ned OFF to decrease runtimes. However, care 
should be taken when using this option as experience has shown that, in certain applications, turning 
these OFF can affect the results. If either of these variables are turned OFF, the user should also 
make a run with them turned ON to see if this option affects the results. Results should never be a 
function of the timestep or grid spacing. 
Example 
DLT LIMIT VIse CELC 
Wb 1 ON ON 
Wb 2 ON ON 
Wb 3 ON ON 
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Branch Geometry (BRANCH G) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 US Integer Branch upstream segment 
3 DS Integer Branch downstream segment 
4 UHS Integer Upstream boundary condition 
5 DHS Integer Downstream boundary condition 
6 UOB Integer Upstream internal flow boundary condition - IGNORE 
7 DOB Integer Downstream internal flow boundary condition - IGNORE 
6 NLMIN Integer Minimum number of layers for a segment to be active 
7 SLOPE Real Branch bottom slope 
This card specifies the branch location in the grid and branch boundary conditions. No distinction is 
made between waterbodies. The mainstem ofthe first waterbody is always branch 1 and the mains-
tem of subsequent waterbodies is always the next branch after all branches have been numbered for 
the previous waterbody. Side branches for a given waterbody can be ordered in any fashion, but it is 
good practice to order the remaining branches starting with the most upstream branch and continuing 
downstream. 
The branch upstream segment number'[US] is the most upstream potentially active segment. For 
branch 1, this would always be segment 2. The branch downstream segment number [DS] is the most 
downstream active segment. The boundary segment is never included for either the upstream or 
downstream segment. 
Four upstream and downstream boundary conditions can be specified. Boundary conditions along 
with the upstream head segment [UHS] and downstream head segment [DHS] values that specify 
these conditions are: 
Boundary type 
External head 








For internal head boundary conditions between branches or dam flow boundary conditions between 
waterbodies, [UHSj and/or [DHS] correspond to the branch segment the branch attaches to. In the 
following example, branch I consists of segments 2 through 6 and attaches to branch 2 at segment 9. 
Branch 2 consists of segments 9 through 14 and attaches at segment 6 in branch 1 and segment 17 at 
branch 3. See Chapter 3 for additional information on the computational grid setup. The current 
version does not use the [J.!.Q§J and [QQ§] variables - ignore these fields. A later version may use 
these to define internal flow boundary conditions. Any internal flow such as a structure flow will 
have a 0 value for [DHS]. For the receiving branch, a negative number corresponding to the structure 
segment number is specified for [UHS]. 
The following example is taken from the example control file of the Spokane River/Long Lake ap-
• plication ofV3 .1. Branches one through four represent sloping river sections that are linked in series 
since the downstream head segment number [DHS~ 13 for branch one] is the upstream segment num-
C-\3 Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
GRID DEFINITION CONTROL FILE 
ber [US~13 for branch 2] ofthe next branch and the upstream head segment number [UHS~IO for 
branch 2] is the downstream segment number [DS=lO for branch I] of the preceeding branch. Simi-
lar linkage occurs for branches two to three and three to four. Branch four, however, has a down-
stream head [DHS] set to 0, indicating either an internal (spillway or gate) or external (outlet struc-
ture) flow boundary condition. 
In this example, branch four is connected to branch 5 via an internal flow from a spillway and the 
linkage is specified on the spillway card in the sample control file. 
Example 
BRANCH G US DS UHS DHS UQB DQB 
Br 1 2 10 
Br 2 13 24 
Br 3 27 36 
Br 4 39 48 
Br 5 51 64 
Br 6 67 73 
Br 7 76 86 
Br 8 89 94 
Br 9 97 128 
Br 10 131 135 
Br 11 138 151 
Br 12 154 188 
Related Cards and Files 
Bathymetry File 













Branch Inflow Temperature File 
Branch Inflow Concentration File 


























Branch External Upstream Head Temperature File 
Branch External Upstream Head Concentration File 
Branch External Downstream Head Elevation File 
Branch External Downstream Head Temperature File 
Branch External Downstream Head Concentration File 



























CONTROL FILE GRID DEFINITION 
Waterbody Definition (LOCATION) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 LAT Real Latitude, degrees 
3 LONG Real Longitude, degrees 
4 EBOT Real Bottom elevation of waterbody, m 
5 BS Integer Starting branch of waterbody 
6 BE Integer Ending branch of waterbody 
7 JBDN Integer Downstream branch of waterbody 
This card specifies the waterbody latitude and longitude, bottom reference elevation, starting and 
ending branches ofthe waterbody, and the downstream most branch ofthe waterbody that connects 
to the next waterbody. The bottom elevation is used to tie computed water surface elevations to an 
external benchmark (e.g., m above sea level) and represents the elevation at the bottom of the bot-
tommost active cell. 
[JBDN] specifies the downstream branch from which [EBOT] is referenced. In the case ofa compli-
cated grid, this is the starting elevation for tying therest ofthe elevation of the grid together. [EBOT] 
is the elevation of the bottom ofthe bottommost active layer in the computational grid [KMX]. Figure 
C-30 and Figure C-31 show [EBOT] for a slopiug river and a reservoir, respectively. For a sloping 
river, [EBOT] would generally be located at the most d~wnstream segment in the section. [EBOT] is 
defined as the elevation ofKMX-1 ofDS(JBDN). 
Example 
LOCATION LAT LONG EBOT BS BE JBDN 
WB 1 45.44 122.18 36.00 1 2 2 
WB 2 45.44 122.18 0.00 3 3 3 
WB 3 45.44 122.18 -8.00 4 4 4 
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Figure C-30. Layer numbers and segments for a sloping waterbody where segment 9.is the last 
active segment ofthewaterbody. EBOTis 268.82 m, which is the lowest elevation in the water-
body and is the bottom elevation of layer 13 or KMX-1 (where KMX"'14). 
Figure C-31. Layer numbers and segments for a branch with a zero slope where segment 
37 is the last active segment of the bmnch. EBOT for this waterbody is 261.21 m and is the 
bottom elevation of layer 13 or KMX-1 (where KMX"'14). 
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CONTROL FILE INITIAL CONDITIONS 
Initial Conditions (INIT CND) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 T21 Real Initial temperature, 'C 
3 ICETHI Real IniUal ice thickness, m 
4 wrYPEC Character FRESH vVaterbody type 
This card specifies the initial temperature and ice thickness, and waterbody type. Initial temperature 
can be specified as either a single value, a single vertical profile used to initialize every segment, or a 
veltical profile for each segment. 
Initial condition [TIl] 
I. Isothermal >0 
2. Single vertical profile -1.0 
3. Vertical profile at each segment -2.0 
If option 2 or 3 is chosen, then the user must specify input files [VPRFN] or [LPRFN] contaiuing the 
profile(s ). 
Initial ice thickness [ICETHI] is ignored if ice computations are turned off. 
The waterbody type [WTYPEC] is either FRESH or SALT. If[WTYPEC] is set to SALT, then con-
stituent computations [CCC] should be turned on and salinity should be included in the computa-
tions. 
Example 
INIT eND T2I ICETHI WTYPEC 
Wb 1 -1.0 0.0 FRESH 
Wb2 -1. 0 0.0 FRESH 
Wb 3 -1.0 0.0 FRESH 
Related Cards and Flies 
Constituent C.omputations 
Constituent hlitial Concentration 
Vertical Profi'le File 
Longitudinal Profile File 
Ice Cover 
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(Ignored by code) 
Volume balance calculation, ON or OFF 
Thermal energy balance calculation, ON or OFF' 
Mass balance calculation, ON or OFF 
Density placed inflows, ON or OFF 
Evaporation included in water budget, ON or OFF 
Precipitation included, ON or OFF 
This card specifies whether the model performs certain optional calculations, Calculations are turned 
on or off by right justifying ON or OFF in the input field. 
Volume balance calculations are useful during initial runs as a check to ensure the model is preser-
ving continuity and should always be used as a check if the user modifies the code. In order to re-
duce roundoff errors, the volume balance algorithm accumulates spatial and temporal changes in vol-
ume over time and uses these for comparison. Once the user is satisfied the model is running cor-
rectly,volume balance calculations should be turned off to re,duce computationaltime. 
Thermal energy and mass balance calculations are similar in use to volume balance calculations. 
They should be used initially to ensure the model is running properly and turned off for (urther <>alcu-
lations. When this option is used, mass balances are performed for each constituent if constituent 
computations are turned on. Mass balances are not computed if only temperature is modeled. 
There are two options for distributing mainstem and branch inflows. The default is inflows distri-
buted evenly into each layer from top to bottom. If [PQC] is turned ON, then inflows are matched 
up with the layer(s) whose density most closely corresponds to inflow density. 
Ifprecipitation is specified, then the user must supply input files for precipitation and precipitation 
temperature. If constituents are being modeled, then the user must supply an input file for constituent 
concentrations included in the simulation. The Precipitation Active Constituent Control cardspe-
cifies which concentrations are included. If all precipitation constituents are turned OFF, then the 
precipitation constituent concentration input file is not required. 
Evaporation rates are sometimes accounted for in estimating the inflow record, such as when net in-
flows are computed from outflows and water surface elevations. If so, then [EVe] should be set to 
OFF. Evaporation is always considered in the surface heat exchange calculations. 
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CONTROL FILE 
Example 
CALCULAT VBC EBC MBC PQC 
Wb 1 ON ON ON OFF 
Wb 2 ON ON ON OFF 
Wb 3 ON ON ON OFF 
Related Cards and Files 
Precipitation Active Constituent Control 
Branch Inflow File 
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(Ignored by code) 
Turn ON/OFF wind 
Turn ON/OFF all sources of water 
Turn ON/OFF all sinks of water 
Turn ON/OFF heat exchange 
This card has been used primarily during model development debugging. It is in the release version 
because it can be useful in evaluating relative effects of the hydrodynamic forcing functions and also 
as a debugging tool if the user decides to modify the code. Occasionally in estuarine applications, 
temperature is treated conservatively with the initial and boundary conditions set at a constant tem-
perature with bottom and surface heat exchange turned off, although it is not recommended. 
Example 
DEAD SEA WINDe QrNe QOUTC HEATC 
Wb 1 ON ON ON ON 
wb 2 ON ON ON ON 
Wb 3 ON ON ON ON 
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CONTROL FILE INITIAL CONDITIONS 
Interpolation (INTERPOL) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 QINIC Character OFF Interpolate inflows, inflow temperatures, and inflow 
constituent concentrations, ON or OFF 
3 DTRIC Character OFF Interpolate distributed tributary inflows and inflow 
temperatures and constituent concentrations, ON 
orOFF 
4 HDIC Character OFF Interpolate head boundary elevations and boun-
dary tern peratures and constituent concentrations, 
ON or OFF 
These options control whether time-varying data are input as a step function or linearly interpolated 
between data points. The latest version now gives the user control over inflow, distributed tributary 
inflow, and external head boundary elevations for each brancb. Ifinterpolation is used, then the user 
must ensure it is appropriate and the input data supply correct information. Many reservoirs have 
periods of no releases. If outflow interpolation is turned on, then input data must be set up so no out-
flow occurs during these periods. This is accomplished by including extra dates in the outflow file 
with zero outflows to ensure the interpolation routine yields zero outflows. For example, given the 





If interpolation is not used, then outflow from Julian day 100 to 110 is 50 m3 sec·l , from Julian day 
110 to 120 is 0.0 m3 sec·l , and 50 m3 sec·1 thereafter. If interpolation is turned on, then outflow li-
nearly decreases from Julian day 100 to 11 0 and then increases fi'om Julian day 11 0 to 120. To en-
sure no outflow occurs between day 1 10 and 120 with interpolation on, the outflow file should be 








INTERPOL QINIC DTRIC HOle 
Br 1 ON OFF ON 
Br 2 ON OFF ON 
Br 3 ON OFF ON 
Br 4 ON OFF ON 
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Related Cards and Flies 
Branch Inflow File 
Branch Distributed Tributary Inflow File 
Branch Distributed Tributary Inflow Temperature File 
Branch Distributed Tributary Inflow Concentration File 
Branch External Upstream Head Elevation File 
Branch External Upstrea'm HeadTemperature File 
Branch External Upstream Head Concentration File 
Branch External Downstream Head Elevation File 
Branch External Downstream Head Temperature File 
Branch External Downstream Head Concentration File 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
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CONTROL FILE INITIAL CONDITIONS 
Heat Exchange (HEAT EXCH) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 SLHTC Character TERM Specify either term-by-term (TERM) or equili-
brium temperature computations (ET) for sur-
face heat exchange 
3 SROC Character OFF Read in observed short wave solar radiation, ON 
orOFF 
4 RHEVC Character OFF Turns ON/OFF Ryan-Harleman evaporation 
formula for TERM (does not affect ET) 
5 METIC Character ON Turns ON/OFF meteorological data interpolation 
6 FETCHC Character OFF Turns ON/OFF fetch calculation 
7 AFW Real 9.2 a coefficient in the wind speed form ulation 
8 BFW Real 0.46 b coefficient in the wind speed form ulation 
9 CFW Real 2.0 c coefficient in the wind speed form ulation 
10 WINDH Real Wind speed measurement height, m 
This card specifies various parameters affecting surface heat exchange. [SLHTC] allows the user to 
specify whether a term-by-term accounting or the equilibrium temperature approach is used in the 
computation of surface heat exchange. Although the term-by-term approach is more theoretically 
sound, equilibrium temperatures have consistently given better results for the systems presented in 
Chapter 3. Predictions for a number of reservoirs in the NOltheast undelpredicted epilimnetic tem-
peratures during the fall overturn period using the term-by-term method. The reasons for this are still 
being investigated. 
The [METIC] variable turns ON/OFF linear interpolation of meteorological input data. The 
[SROG] variable allows the user to specify whether or not shalt wave solar radiation data are com-
puted from cloud cover (the default), or whether the user specifies observed short wave solar radia-
tion in the meteorological input file [METFN]. In the meteorological data file, short wave solar rad-
iation data are in units of Wlm2 and include only incident short-wave solar radiation on the water sur-
face. 
The [FETCHG] variable turns ON/OFF a technique of Fang and Stefan (1994) to compute fetch ef-
fects on wind. This should not be used for river sections and should be used with caution for reser-
voir/lake systems. A description is outlined in Appendix B under Dissolved Oxygen and reaeration 
coefficients. 
The variables [AFW], [BFW], and [CFW] specify the coefficients to be used in the wind function 
used in computing surface heat exchange (for both term-by-term and equilibrium approaches) and 
evaporation. The function has been generalized in the model to the following: 
t(w,) = afivt bfiv Wz'fi l' 
The default formulation is the recommended form of the function taken from Edinger, et. al. (1974), 
although there are several other forms that can be used. For systems that are thermally loaded such as 
cooling lakes, the Ryan-Harleman formulation that takes into account forced convection should be 
used with [RHEVC] set to ON. This only affects the term-by-term model and not the equilibrium 
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temperature model. All of the wind speed formulations are referenced to a height at which wind 
speeds were measured. The variable [WI NOH] allows the user to specify the height at which wind 
speed measurements were taken, and the model converts them to the appropriate wind speed at the 
height the wind speed formulation is based on. 
Example 
HEAT EXCH SLHTe SROC RHEVC METIC 
Wb 1 TERM OFF OFF ON 
Wb 2 TERM OFF OFF ON 
Wb 3 TERM OFF OFF ON 
Related Cards and Files 
Meteorology file 


















CONTROL FILE INITIAL CONDITIONS 
Ice Cover (ICE COVER) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 ICEC Character. OFF Allow ice calculations 
3 SliCEC Character DETAIL Specifies the method of ice cover calculations -
either SIMPLE or DETAIL 
4 ALBEDO Real 0.25 Ratio of reflection to incident radiation (albedo of 
ice) 
5 HWI Real 10.0 Coefficient of water-ice heat exchange 
6 BETAI Real 0.6 Fraction of solar radiation absorbed in the ice sur-
face 
7 GAMMAI Real 0.07 Solar radiation extinction coefficient, m·' 
8 ICEMIN Real 0.05 Minimum ice thickness before ice formation is al-
lowed, m 
9 ICET2 Real 3.0 Temperature above which ice formation is not al-
lowed, "C 
Ice calculations are controlled with this card. The variable [ICEC] turns ON/OFF ice calculations. 
Two different methods for computing ice cover are available. The first method ([SLICEC] ~ 
SIMPLE) was included in version 1.0 and is available for backwards compatibility. The second me-
thod, DET AI L, is the prefelTed method. 
The coefficient of water-ice heat exchange [HWI] is a user specified calibration parameter that de-
termines the rate of heat exchange between water and ice. [BET AI] is the fraction of solar radiation 
absorbed at the ice surface and is similar to [BETA] in the surface heat exchange computations. 
[GAM MAl] is the solar radiation extinction coefficient through ice and is also similar to [GAMMA] 
in the surface heat exchange computations. 
Albedo is the ratio of reflection to incident radiation. It is normally expressed by the albedo of a sur-
face and varies widely depending on the solar altitude and the waterbody surface properties. 
For free water surfaces, Anderson (1954), in his Lake Hefner studies, derived the following empirical 
formula for the water surface albedo, ALBw, as a function of average solar altitude: 
where A, is average solar altitude in degrees. Anderson found the coefficient 1.18 and the exponent-
0.77 to vary only slightly with cloud height and coverage. 
For ice surface, a functional representation of albedo has not been established. Reported values for 
ice surface albedo vary greatly from about 10% for clear lake ice (Bolsenga, 1969) to almost 70% for 
snow free Arctic sea ice (Krutskih, et aI., 1970). Krutskih, et al. suggest ice albedo is more depen-
dent on air temperature than on solar altitude. Based on their extensive Arctic sea observations, ice 
surface albedo for solar radiation was determined as: 
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ALR ~ I> forT, ,; O'C 
ALR~;+(»e'T, forT,> O'C 
where E, S, (0, and'¥ are empirical constants; and T, is air temperatnre, "C. Equation (A-53) is an em-
pirical fit to the observed data given by. Krutskih, et al. for Arctic ice. 
Note that the ice cover algorithm does not take into account snow accumulation on the ice surface. 
Example 
ICE COVER IeEe S~ICEC 
Wb 1 OFF DETAIL 
wb 2 OFF DETAIL 
Wb 3 OFF DETAIL 
























CONTROL FILE INITIAL CONDITIONS 
Transport Scheme (TRANSPORT) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 SLTRC Character ULTIMATE Transport solution scheme, ULTIMATE, QUICK-
EST, or UPWIND 
3 THETA Real 0.55 Time-weighting for vertical advection scheme 
This card specifies the transport solution scheme used by the model. There are three options for 
[SL TRC] - UPWIND, QUICKEST; or ULTIMATE with the latter being the recommended option. 
The older solution schemes are retained in this version ofthe model mainly as a means of comparing 
the different solution schemes. The QUICKEST option employs a higher-order solution scheme to 
reduce numerical diffusion present in the original U PWI N D differencing scheme. The U L T I MATE 
option eliminates the physically unrealistic over/undershoots that QU ICKEST generates near regions 
of sharp concentration gradients. 
[TH ETA] specifies the amount oftime weighting in the vertical advection scheme. A value of 0 spe-
cifies fully explicit vertical advection, 1 specifies fully implicit vertical advection, and 0.5 specifies a 
Crank,Nicholson scheme. The recommended value for [THETA] is 0.55. This ensures uncondition-
al numerical stability for vertical transport. Vertical diffusion is always fully implicit. 
It should be pointed out that while the addition of the ULTIMATE algorithm eliminates physically 
unrealistic over/undershoots due to longitudinal transport, the model could still generate 
over/undershoots when using implicit weighting for vertical transport. This is a result of phase errol'S 
generated when trying to resolve sharp vettical gradients over a few computational cells and can be 
eliminated completely by setting [~HETA] to zero. 
Example 
TRANSPORT SLTRC 
Wb 1 ULTIMATE 
Wb 2 ULTIMATE 
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Hydraulic Coefficients (HYD COEF) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 AX Real 1.0 Longitudinal eddy viscosity, -m2 sec·' 
3 OX Real 1.0 Longitudinal eddy diffusivity, m2 sec·' 
4 CBHE Real 0.3 Coefficient of bottom heat exchange, W m·2 sec-' 
5 TSEO Real Sediment temperature, DC 
6 FI Real 0.01 Interfacial friction factor 
7 TSEOF Real 1.0 Heat lOst to sediments that is added back to water 
column 
8 FRICC Character CHEZY Bottom friction solulion, MANN or CHEZY 
This card specifies hydraulic and bottom heat exchange coefficients that can be varied during model 
calibration. The horizontal eddy viscosity [AX] specifies dispersion of momentum in the X-direction. 
Note that for estuaries the value of [AX] is often as high as 10-30 m'/s. The horizontal eddy diffusiv-
ity [OX] specifies dispersion of heat and constituents in the X -direction. [OX] can vary significantly. 
from the default value of I m'/s in estuarjes and riv·ers, with values as high as 10 to 100 m'/s. Both 
values are presently time and space invariant. The Chezy coefficient is used in calculating effects of 
bottom friction. The coefficient of bottom heat exchange [CBHEl and the sediment temperature 
[TSEO] are used to compute heat exchange at the ground-water interface. Sediment temperature can 
be estimated from average annual temperature at the site. Recommended values are given in theex-
ample. 
[TSEDF] is a coefficient that varies from 0 to I. This regulates how short-wave solar radiation that 
penetrates to the bottom ofthe grid is handled in the code. A value of 1.0 specifies that 100% of the 
incident short wave solar impinging on the channel bottom is re-radiated as heat to the water column. 
A value of 0 means that 0% of the shortwave solar radiation is reradiated into the water column re-
sulting in a loss of the solar radiation from the system. 
Previous experience has shown recommended values produce remarkably accurate temperature pre-
dictions for a wide variety of systems. The horizontal eddy viscosities and diffusivities and Chezy or 
Manning's n coefficient may need additional tuning when calibrating for water quality since longitu-
dinal temperature gradients in most applications are negligible. The Chezy or Manning's n coeffi-
cient is impOJ1ant in estuarine applications for calibrating tidal range and phase. 
Typical values for the Chezy coefficient and Manning's friction factors have been 70 and 0.035, re-
spectively. In estuaries and rivers, these values can vary widely, especially since often this friction 
factor incorporates errors in the bathymetry of the model. For Manning's friction factors, a range of 
values have been used in rivers and estuaries from 0.01 to 0.1 or higher. These are usually determined 
by calibrating the model to water surface elevation data. 
Example 
HYD COEF AX DX CBRE TSED F1 TSEDF FRICC 
Wb 1 1.0 1.0 0.3 11.5 0.01 1.00 MANN 
Wb 2 1.0 1.0 0.3 11.5 0.01 1.00 MANN 
wb 3 1.0 1.0 0.3 11.5 0.01 1. 00 MANN 
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Vertical Eddy Viscosity (EDDY ViSe) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 AZC Character W2 Form of vertical turbulence closure algorithm, 
NICK, PARAB, RNG, W2, W2N, orTKE 
3 AZSLC Character IMP Specifies either implicit, IMP, or explicit, EXP, 
treatment of the vertical eddy viscosity in the 
longitudinal momentum equation. 
4 AZMAX Real 1.0 Maximum value for vertical eddy viscosity, m2 S-1 
[AZC] specifies the veliical turbulence algorithm used in the horizontal momentum equation. The 
following table lists the options available in Version 3. For more information see Appendix A. 
Table C-1. Vertical Eddy Viscosity Formulations 
Formulation Formula Reference 
" 
= f210UI-CRi . VI 111 e Oz 
Nickuradse [NICK] 
f", =H[O.l4-0.0s(1- ~r -0.06(1- ~rJ Rodi (1993) 
Parabolic IPARASI I' V, = KU.z(I- ; }-CR; Engelund (1976) 
1W2] (used' in V2) 
V, =K(I;2), (auJ +( f''l'e-2h H yMb J e(-CR,) 
aZ PV, Cole and Suchak (1995) 
fm =&m", 
(I 2J ( J (-2h J V, =K t.h au + fwye + fy/t'ib e(-CR,) W2 with mixing aZ PV, Cole and Suchak (1995) length of Nickuradse 
f", =H[0.14-0.08(1-;r -0.06(1-;r] and Rodi (1993) 1W2N] 
[RNG] (renormafiza- V, = V[l + +K( z~. r (1- ~)' -C1 Jr e~Ri Simoes (199B) tion group) 
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TKE (Turbulent kinetic k2 Wells (2003) energy) V, = Cp - where k and 8 are defined from s 
akB akBU akBW a (B~ak) --+--+ 
at ax az az (Fk az 
a ( v, ak) ( ) 
-- B-- =B P+G-s+Pk ax (Fk ax 
asB asBU asBW ~(B~as) --+_._+ 
at ax az az (F. az 
-- B-- =B C -P+C -+P a ( v, as) (s S2) ax (F. ax .1 k .2 k • 
<", = crossMshear from wind 
.1m = mixing length k = wave number 
z = vertical coordlante 
= liquid density H = depth, u: horizontal velocity p 
Ri = Richardson number LlzmllX = maximum vertical grid spacing 
C = constant (assumed 0.15) 'P(x) = max(O,x) 
u· = shear velocity v = molecular viscosity 
K = von Karman constant C, = empirical constant (assumed 100) 
" /I1b = cross-shear from lateral tributaries 
The formulations PARAB, NICK, and RNG are appropriate for riverine/estuarine sections in which 
shear due to friction;s dominant. The W2 is usually the choice for reservoirs and lakes where wind 
shear is dominant. The k-8 turbulence formulation is though general to any waterbody and was added 
to W2 in order to eliminate the choice of turbulence scheme for the model user. The k- 8 model 
though is computationally expensive and similar results can often be obtained at less computational 
cost using another formulation. 
To be backwards compatible with Version 2, set [AZC] to W2, [AZSLC] to EXP, and [AZMAX] to 
I.OE-4 even though a value of I.OE-3 is recommended as a minimum value of the maximum vertical 
eddy viscosity [AZ]. Note that for river and estuary applications it is recommended to set [AZSLC] 
to IMP and AZMAX to 1 m2 s'. Setting [AZSLC] to EXP and [AZMAX] greater than I.OE-2 will ~e­
sult in very low model time steps. In this case, setting [AZSLC] to IMP will remove the time step 
limitation allowing for much larger timesteps. 
Example 
EDDY VIse AZC AZSLC AZMAX 
Wbl NICK IMP 1.0 
Wb 2 w2 IMP 1.0E-3 
Wb 3 NICK IMP 1.0 
Related Cards and Files 
Timestep Limitations 
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(Ignored by code) 
2 NSTR Integer Number of branch outlet structures 
This card specifies the number of outlet structures for each branch. Outflows are computed based on 
a selective withdrawal algorithm. 
Example 
N STRUC NSTR 
Br 1 0 
Br 2 0 
Br 3 3 
Br 4 0 






Structure Top Selective Withdrawal Limit 
Structure Bottom Selective Withdrawal Limit 
Outflow file 




Structure Interpolation (STR INT) 
VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
CONTROL FILE 
2-10 STRIC Character OFF Turns ON/OFF interpolation of structure outflows 
The outflows specified by the outflow file can either be assumed to be step functions with [STRIC] 




STRIC STRIC STRIC STRIC STRIC STRIC STRIC STRIC STRIC 
Br 2 
Br 3 ON ON 
Br 4 
Related Cards and Files 
Inflow/Outflow Dimensions 





Structure Top Selective Withdrawal Limit 
Structure Bottom Selective Withdrawal Limit 
Outflow file 
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(Ignored by code) 
2-10 KTSTR Integer Top layer above which selective withdrawal will not occur 
The selective withdrawal algorithm calculates vertical withdrawal zone limits based on outlet geome-
try, outflows, and in-pool densities. The algorithm then assigns flows for each layer within the with-
drawal zone. This card specifies the top elevation for which outflows are calculated in the selective 
withdrawal algorithm. This option can be used to mimic the effects of a cmiain weir that limits the 
upper extent of the withdrawal zone. In the abs.ence ,of any structure or topographic feature that limits 





KTSTR KTSTR KTSTR KTSTR KTSTR KTSTR KTSTR KTSTR KTSTR 
Br 2 
Br 3 2 2 
Br 4 
Related Cards and Files 
Inflow/Outflow Dimensions 






Structure Bottom Selective Withdrawal Limit 
Outflow file 
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(Ignored by code) 
2-10 KBSTR Integer Bottom layer'below which selective wilhdrawal will not occur 
The selective withdrawal algorithm calculates vertical withdrawal zone limits based on outlet geome-
try, outflows, and in-pool densities. The algorithm then assigns flows for each layer within the with-
drawal zone. This card specifies the bottom elevation for which outflows are calculated in the selec-
tive withdrawal algorithm. This option can be used to simulate the effects of an upstream submerged 
weir, accumulation of debris atthe trash racks, an upstream cofferdam, etc, In the absence of any 
structure or topographic feature limiting the bottom withdrawal layer, the value should be setto the 




KBSTR KBSTR KBSTR KBSTR KBSTR KBSTR KBSTR KBSTR KBSTR 
Br 2 
Br 3 22 22 
Br 4 
Related Cards and Files 
Inflow/Outflow Dimensions 






Structure Top Selective Withdrawal Limit 
Outflow file 
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Sink Type (SINK TYPE) 
FIELD NAME 
1 
VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
2-10 SINKC Character POINT Sink type used in the selective withdrawal algo-
rithm, LINE or POINT ' 
This card specifies the sink type for each withdrawal. The options are LINE or POINT each of which 
has different selective withdrawal characteristics. 
Line sinks are usually structures wide in relation to dam width (> IIlO). Point sinks are usually struc-
tures narrow in relation to dam width « l/JO). 
Example 
SINK TYPE SINKC SINKC SINKC SINKC SINKC SINKC SINKC SINKC SINKC 
Br 1 
Br 2 
Br 3 POINT POINT POINT 
Br 4 
Related Cards and Files 
Inflow/Outflow Dimensions 




Structure Top Selective Withdrawal Limit 
Structure Bottom Selective Withdrawal Limit 
Outflow file 
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(Ignored by code) 
Centerline elevation of structure, m 
This card specifies the,centerline elevation foreach withdrawal ~tructure by branch. 
Example 
E STRUC ESTR ESTR 
Br 1 
Br 2 
Br 3 45.0 25.00 
Br 4 
Related Cards and Files 
Inflow/Outflow Dimensions 






Structure Top Selective Withdrawal Limit 
Structure Bottom Selective Withdrawal Limit 
Outflow file 
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2-10 WSTR Real 
DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Width of structure (line sink), m 
This card specifies the width of the structures by branch if a link sink is specified as the sink type 
[SINKC]. The values are ignored if a point sink is specified. Ifthere are more outlet structures than 
will fit on a line, then the widths are continued an,the next line starting in field 2. 
Example 
W STRUC WSTR WSTR 
Br 1 
Br 2 
Br 3 10.0 10 .. 0 
Br 4 
Related Cards and Files 
Inflow/Outflow Dimensions 






Structure Top Selective Withdrawal Limit 
Structure Bottom Selective Withdrawal Limit 
Outflow file 
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(Ignored by code) 
. Pipe upstream segment number 
.. Pipe downstream segment number 
Upstream invert elevation, m 
Downstream Invert elevation, m 
Pipe diameter, m 
Pipe length, m 
Bottom roughness (Mannings' friction) 
Minor friction losses 
Downstream or lateral pipe 
withdrawal, DOWN or LAT 
This card specifies the characteristics for each pipe included in the simulation. [I USP I] and [I DPI] 
specify the upstream segment location and downstream segment location of the pipe, respectively. 
The user must also set an upstream [EUPI] and downstream [EDPI] invert elevation, diameter 
[WPI], and length [DLXPI] for each pipe. [FPI] sets the bottom roughness value (using a Manning's 
friction factor) and [FMINPI] specifies the minor friction losses. 
Setting the pipe location [LATPIC] to DOWN specifies that the pipe is at the downstream end ofthe 
segment. In this case the water surface elevations are computed based on the downstream segment 
location. Also, momentum from the outflow is preserved as in a downstream struture withdrawal. If 
the pipe location [LA TP Ie] is set to LA T, it is assumed that the outflow is treated as a lateral with-
drawal at the segment center elevation. In both cases selective withdrawal is used in the computa-
tions. 
Note that for a downstream segment that is at the upstream end of a branch, this inflow is treated as 
an inflow. Ifit is input to a downstream segment that is not the upstream end, it is treated as a tributa-
ry inflow. 
The following figures show the layout of pipes set as a downstream [DOWN] and a lateral [LA T] 
withdrawal from the upstream segment. 
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Lateral Pipe (LA T) 

























WPI DLXPI FPI FMINPI LATPIC 
0.5 230.0 0.065 0.10 DOWN 
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Upstream Pipe (PIPE UP) 
VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
. Character DISTR Specifies how inflows enter into the upstream 
pipe segment, DISTR, DENSITY, or SPECIFY 
Real Top elevation pipe inflows enter when using 
SPECIFY option, m 
Real Bottom elevation pipe inflows enter when using 
SPECIFY option, m 
Integer Top layer above which selective withdrawal will 
not occur 
Integer Bottom layer below which selective withdrawal 
will not occur 
This card specifies how inflows/outflows for the upstream pipe location are handled. Setting 
[TRIBPL] to DISTR distributes the inflows evenly from the water surface to the bottom activelayei", 
setting it to DENSITY places the inflows into a layer with similar density, and settingitto SPECIFY 
allows the user to specify a top and bottom elevation into which inflows enter. Ifthe SPECIFY op-
tion is'used, then [TRIBTOP] and [TRIBBOT] are used to specify the top and bottom elevations that 
the inflows are distributed over. 
[KWTOP] and [KWBOT] are used to set the upper and lower layers above and below which outflow 




PUPIC ETUPI EBUPI KTUPI KBUPI 
DISTR 2 19 
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Downstream Pipe (PIPE DOWN) 
VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Character DISTR How inflows enter into the downstream pipe 
segment, DISTR, DENSITY, or SPECIFY 
Real Top elevalion pipe inflows enter using SPECIFY 
option, m 
Real Bottom elevation pipe inflows enter using 
SPECIFY option, m 
Integer . Top layer above which selective withdrawal will 
not occur 
Integer Bottom layer below which selective wilhdrawal 
will not occur 
This card specifies how inflows/outflows for the downstream pipe location are handled. Setting 
[PDPIC] to DISTR distributes the inflows evenly from the water surface to the bottom active layer, 
setting it to DENSITY places the inflows into a layer with similar density, and setting it to SPECIFY 
allows the· user to specify a top and bottom elevation into which inflows enter. Ifthe S PE CI FY op-
tion is used, then [ETDPI] and [EBDPI] are used to specifY the top and bottom elevations that the 
inflows are distributed over. 
[KTDPI] and [KBDPI] are used to set the upper and lower layers above and below which outflow 
does not occur in the selective withdrawal algorithm. 
Example 
PIPE DOWN PDPIC ETDPI EBDPI KTDPI KBDPI 
pi 1 DISTR 2 23 
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(Ignored by code) 
Spillway segment location 
Downstream segment spillway outflow enters 
Spillway elevation, m 
Empirical coefficient 
Em pi rica I coefficient 
Empirical coefficient 
Empirical coefficient 
Downstream or lateral withdrawal, DOWN or 
LAT 
This card specifies the spillway (or weir) characteristics. [IUSP) and [IDSP) specify the upstream 
and downstream segments for the spillway. Setting [IDSP) to 0 allows the user to spill water and 
have that water lost from the system. The model requires the user to specify a head (h) versus flow 
(Q) relationship in the following form for freely flowing conditions: 
where: 
al ~ empirical parameter 
PI ~ empirical parameter 
!J.h ~ Z,,-Z,p. m 
ZIl = upstream head, m 
Z,p ~ the spillway crest elevation, m 
And for submerged conditions: 
where: 
a, ~ empirical parameter 
fJ, ~ empirical parameter 
!J.h ~Z,,-Zd, m 
Z" ~ upstream head, m 
Zd ~ downstream head, m 
Submerged conditions are defined when the tailwater depth over the upstream energy head (static 
head and velocity head) is greater than 0.67. Even though negative flow rates are possible using the 
second equation when the downstream head is greater than the upstream head, these results should be 
used with caution since rarely are rating curves done for reverse flow. The user should ensure a 
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smooth transition between submerged and free flowing conditions by proper choice of model coeffi-
cients. See Appendix A for further information. 
Setting the spillway location [LATSPC] to DO WN specifies. that the spillway is at the downstream 
end ofthe segment. In this case the water surface elevations are computed based on the downstream 
segment location. Also, momentum f~om the outflow is preserved as in a downst!'eam struture with-
drawal. Ifthe spillway location [LATPIC] is set to LAT, it is assumed that the outflow is treated as a 
lateral withdrawal at the segment center elevation. In both cases selective withdrawal is used in the 
computations. 
The following figures show the layout of spillways set as a downstream [DOWN] and a lateral [LAT] 
withdrawal from the upstream segment. 
Downstream Spillway (DOWN) 
~ S egment #: IUSP 
I 
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Lateral Spillway (LA T) 
r s egment #: IUSp 




L .. r\ KTDSP 




Sp 1 30 


















BlSP A2sp B2SP LATSPC 
1.5 34.45 1. 0 DOWN 
1.5 20.00 1. 0 LAT 
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Upstream Spillways (SPILL UP) 
VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Character D ISTR How inflows enter into the upstream spillway 
segment, DISTR, DENSITY, or SPECIFY 
Real Top elevation spillway inflows enter using 
SPECIFY option, m 
Real Bottom elevation spillway inflows enter using 
SPECIFY option, m 
Integer Top layer above which selective withdraw,,1 will 
not occur 
Integer Bottom layer below which selective withdrawal 
will not occur 
This card specifies how inflows/outflows for the upstream spillway location are haudled. Setting 
[PUSPCj to DISTR distributes the inflows evenly from the water surface to the bottom active layer, 
setting it to DENSITY places the inflows into a layer with similar density, and setting itto SPECIFY 
allows the user to specify a top and bottom elevation into which inflows enter. Ifthe SPECIFY op-
tion is used, then [KTUSPj and [KBUSPj are used to specify the top and hottom elevations that the 
inflows are distributed over. 
[KTUSPj and [KBUSPj are used to set the upper and lower layers above and below which outflow 
does not occur in the selective withdrawal algorith. 
Example 
SPILL UP PUS PC ETUSP EBUSP KTUSP KBUSP 
Sp 1 DISTR 2 23 
Sp 2 DISTR 2 23 
Related Cards and Files 
Spillways 
Downstream Spillways 
Spillway Dissolved Gas 
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Downstream Spillways (SPILL DOWN) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 PDSPC Character DISTR How inflows enter into the downstream spillway 
segment, DISTR, DENSITY, or SPECIFY 
3 ETDSP Real Top elevation spillway inflows enter using 
SPECIFY option, m 
3 EBDSP Real Bottom elevation spillway inflows enter using 
SPECIFY option, m 
5 KTDSP Integer Top layer above which selective withdrawal will 
not occur 
5 KBDSP Integer Bottom layer below which selective withdrawal will 
not occur 
This card specifies how inflows/outflows for the downstream spillway location are handled. Setting 
[PDSPC] to DISTR distributes the inflows evenly from the water surface to the bottom active layer, 
setting it to DENSITY places the inflows into a layer with similar density, and settingitto SPECIFY 
allows the user to specify a top and bottom elevation into which inflows enter. I[the SPECIFY op-
tion is used, then [ETDSP] and [EBDSP] are used to specify the top and bottom elevations that the 
inflows are distributed over. 
[KTDSP] and [KBDSP] are used to set the upper and lower layers above and below which outflow 
does ,not occur in the selective withdrawal algorith. 
Example 
SPILL DOWN PDSPC ETDSP EBUSP 
Sp 1 DISTR 
Sp 2 DISTR 
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Spillway Dissolved Gas (SPILL GAS) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 GAqSPC Character OFF Dissolved gas.computations, ON or OFF 
3 EQSP Integer Equation number for computing dissolved gas 
3 ASP Real a coefficient in dissolved gas equation 
5 BSP Real b coefficient in dissolved gas equation 
5 CSP Real c coefficient in dissolved gas equation 
This card turns ON/OFF spillway gas computations [GASSPC] and specifies the parameters that 
define the dissolved gas relationship. If dissolved gas computations are turned ON, then an equation 
number must be supplied (l to 3). Based on the equation number, two or three coefficients are re-
quired. These coefficients are a, b, and c as shown in Table C-2. Note that if [IDSP] is 0, even if 
[GASSPC] is ON, the model will not compute any effects of gas transfer since the water exiting the 
spillway or weir is not accounted for in the system. This algorithm computes gas effects for flow 
from upstream to downstream and there is no adjustment of dissolved oxygen for reverse flow. 
The Corps of Engineers has been involved in gas abatement studies on the Columbia and Snake River 
system for many years (WES, 1996, 1997). Some oftheir research efforts have been focused on de' 
velopment of models of spillway gas generations. These empirical models have been calIed CriSP 
1.6 (Columbia Basin Research, 1998). The gas production equations used in CriSP are empirical cor-
relations between total dissolved gas (TDG), usually measured a mile downstream of the dam after 
turbulence from the spillway had subsided, and discharge, usually measured in kcfs. The form of 
these equations is shown in Table C-2. 
Table C-2. Equations used in CRiSP model for gas production 
EQuation type EQuation Coefficient description 
%TDG - % total dissolved gas saturation 
Linear function of total spill %TDG = mQ, +b Q s = total spill, kefs m = empirical coefficient 
b = empirical coefficient 
%TDG = a + b<Q' 
Qs = total spill, kefs 
Bounded exponential of total spill a = empirical coefficient b = empirical coefficient 
c = empirical coefficient 
qs = individual spillway spill, ke's 
Bounded exponential of the spill %TDG=a+b"l, a = empirical coefficient 
on a per spillway basis b = empirical coefficient 
c = emoirical coefficient 
Examples of some ofthese correlations are shown in Table C-3. In many cases the %TDG in these 
correlations was constrained to a maximum of 145% and when the flow reached only a few kc/s, 
there was assumed to be no change in TDG from the forebay to the tailrace. Also, the correlations in 
Table C-2 sometimes changed from year to year based on changes in operating conditions or struc-
tural changes in the spillway or deflectors. 
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Table C-3. Equations used in CRiSP model for gas production at Columbia basin 
dams 
Dam Eauatlon Coefficients 
Bonneville %TDG=mQ,+b m =0.12 b =105.61 
, 
. 
%TDG = a + b«!s a = 138.0 Lower Granite b = -35.8 
c~-O.10 
%TDG = a + b'Q' 8"135.9 Dworshak b=-71.1 
c = -0.4787 
%TDG = a + b'Q' 
a = 136.8; b = -42.0; c = -0.0340 - 1995 
Ice Harbor a = 138.7; b = -79.0; c = -0.0591 - 1996 
a = 130.9; b = -26.5; c = -0.0220 - 1997 
a = 120.9; b = -20.5; c = -0.0230 - 1998 
a = 138 
Hell's Canyon %TDG = a + b«!' b = -36 
c = -0.02 
[Assumed relationship ~ no data)' 
For each spillway, the user now has a choice of equations to use for computing the effects of each 
hydraulic structure on downstream dissolved oxygen. The equations chosen are shown in Table C-4. 
These equations are based on equations from Table C-2 and Table C-3. 
Table C-4. Reaeration Effects of Spillways, Weirs, and Gates 
# Equation Coefficient description 
, 
%TDG = aq, +h 
Once TOG is known 
% TDG = % total dissolved gas saturation 1. Linear function of spill on below the spillway, the 
a per spillway basis; 2 dissolved oxygen con- qs = individual spillway spill, kefs 
empirical coeffiCients 8 centration, CO2, is de- B = empirical coefficient 
and b termined from b = empirical coefficient CS02 = dissolved oxygen saturation, 9 m-3 
C =%TDG'C 0) ill) 
%TDG = a + be'"' 
2. Bounded exponential of Once TDG is known qs = individual spillway spill, ke's 
a = empirical coefficient the spill on a per spillway below the spillway, the b = empirical coefficient basis; 3 empirical coeffi- dissolved oxygen con-
e = empirical coefficient 
cients a, b, and e centration, CO2, is de- CS02 = dissolved oxygen saturation, g m-3 termined from 
C ~%TDG'C 02 sO) 
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# Equation Coefficient description -
Os = DO deficit above dam, 9 m-3 
D Db = DO deficit below dam, 9 m-3 
---"- = 1+ 0.38ab(I -O.lle) 
D, T = temperature, °c 
(1 + O.046T)e a = 1.8 for clean water to 0.65 for gross pollutec;j water 3. Reaeration effect for a b = 0.05 for sluice gates 
small height weir or dam b =:= '1.0 for sharp crested straight faced weir 
«10 m); 3 empirical CO2 below the dam is b = 0.45 for flat broad crested curved face weir coefficients a, b, and c b d:: 0.7 for flat broad crested weir with .regular step 
computed from: b .= 0.8 for sharp crested vertical face weir 
b = 0.6 for flat broad crested weir vertical face 
CO2 = C.!02 - Db C = water fall height, m . Cs02 = :dissolved oxygen saturation, 9 m-3 
Note that for equations 1 and 2, the maximum TDG allowed is 145%, and ifTDG is computed to be 
less than 100%, there is no effect of the spillway or gate on reaeration. 
Example 
SPILL GAS GASSPC 
Sp 1 ON 
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Gates (GATES) 






















(Ignored by code) 
Gate segment location 
Downstream segmentgate outflow enters 
Gate elevation, m 
a, coefficient in gate equation for free flowing 
conditions 
fJ, coefficient in gate equation for free flowing 
conditions 
y, coefficient in gate equation for free flowing 
conditions 
a2 coefficient in gate equation for submerged 
conditions 
fJ2 coefficient in gate equation for submerged 
conditions 
Y2 coefficienl'in gate equation for submerged 
conditions 
Downstream or lateral withdrawal, DOWN or 
LAT 
This card specifies the gate characteristics. [IUGT] and [IDGT] specitythe upstream and downstream 
segments for the spillway. Setting the downstream spillway segment [IDSP] to 0 allows the user to 
spill water that is lost from the system. The following equation is used for freely flowing conditions: 
where: 
(31 ~ empirical coefficient 
11 ~ empirical coefficient 
I!1h = Zu- z.~p, m 
Zu ~ upstream head, m 
Zsp ~ spillway crest elevation, m 
B ~ gate opening, m 
and the following equation is used for submerged flow: 
where 
C-SI 
a2 ~ empirical coefficient 
(32 ~ empirical coefficient 
Y2 ~ empirical coefficient 
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!!.h ~ zu- Zd, m 
Zd ~ downstream head, m 
B ~ gate opening, m 
In defining these parameters, the model user also has to generate a time series file of the gate open-
ings rGATEFNL Whenever the gate opening, B, is equal to or greater than o.8(Zu-Z,p), a weir equa-
tion is used with no functional dependency on the gate width. In this case, the user must also supply 
a rating curve when the gate acts like a weir. 
If a valve-rating curve is used as a "gate" and the outlet elevation to compute the head difference is 
not the same as the withdrawal elevation, the following changes need to be included in the input va-
riables: 
1. [EGT] is interpreted as the outlet level for the water being withdrawn 
2. [A2GT] must be set to zero (no reverse flow equation is used) 
3. [G2GT] is interpreted as the elevation used to compute the head on the outlet valve -
whenever [A2GT] is set to zero and [G2GT] is non-zero, [G2GT] will be used to com-
pute the head difference between the water\evel and the outlet rather than [EGT], but 
[EGT] will still determine the location of the withdrawal. 
In some reservoirs, an outlet valve is connected to the reservoir and a head-discharge relationship is 
used based on the gate opening or number of turns ofthe gate. In this case, the outlet level is usually. 
at a different elevation than the withdrawal elevation. The gate formulation can still be used ifthere 
is no reverse flow through the needle valve. 
Setting the gate location [LATGTC] to DOWf'J specifies that the gate is located at the downstream 
end of the segment. In this case the water surface elevations are computed based on the downstream 
segment location. Also, momentum from the outflow is preserved as in a downstream struture with-
drawal. If[LATGTC] is set to LA T, it is assumed that the outflow is treated as a lateral withdrawal at 
the segment center elevation. In both cases selective withdrawal is used in the computations. 
The following figures show the layout of gates set as a downstream [DOWN] and a lateral [LAT] 
withdrawal from the upstream segment. 
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Downstream Gate (DOWN) 
r S egmenf #: IUGT 













Lateral Gate (LA T) 
I I 
Segment #: IUGT 
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Gate Weir (GATE WEIR) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 GA1 Real a, in. gate equation for free flowing conditions 
3 GB1 Real b, in gate equation for free flowing conditions 
4 GA2 Real a2 in gate equation for submerged conditions 
5 GB2 Real b2 in gate equation for submerged conditions 
6 DYNGTC Character Eilher 'B', 'ZGT', or 'FLOW' 
This card specifies the weir coefficients used when the gates are open and the open gate does not in-
terfere with the flow (the gate width, B:<: O.8L\.h). For [GAi] equal to zero, only the gated equations 
on the preceding card are used. For [GA2] equal to zero, only the freely flowing equation will be 
used even if submerged or reverse flow occurs. 
[DYNGC] is used to determine whether the gate inflow file represents dynamic gate opening heights 
(in that case, [DYNGC] is set to '\B"), dynamic weir crest elevation ([DYNGC] is set to "ZGT"), or 
flow rate ([DYNGC] is set to "FLOW"). Using the dynamic gate opening results in use of the rating 
curves for gates as already described. Using the dynamic weir crest setting, uses the rating curve for 
gates, but B I GT and B2GT are set equal to I - effectively changing the rating curve to the same one 
as for a spillway or weir. In this case though the inflow file is used to change the crest elevation. Us-
ing the flow rate setting, allows the user to ignore all the rating curves on this card and the prior one. 
In this case dynamic flow rates are in the gate file and are used to move flow around the domain. 
Example 
GATE WEIR GAl 
Gt 1 10.0 
GB1 
1.5 
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Upstream Gate (GATE UP) 
VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Character D ISTR Specifies how inflows enter the upstream gate 
segment, DISTR, DENSITY, or SPECIFY 
Real Top elevation gate inflows enter using the 
SPECIFY option, m 
Real Bottom elevation gate inflows using the 
SPECIFY option, m 
Integer Top layer above which selective withdrawal will 
not occur 
Integer Bottom layer below which selective withdrawal 
Will not occur 
This card specifies how inflows/outflows for the upstream gate location are handled. Setting 
[PUGTCj to DISTR distributes the inflows evenly from the water surface to the bottom active layer, 
setting it to DENSITY places the inflows into a layer with similar density, and settingitto SPECIFY 
allows the user to specify a top and bottom elevation into which inflows enter. If the SPECIFY op-
tion is used, then [KTUGTj and [KBUGTj are used to specify the top and bottom elevations that the 
inflows are distributed over. 
[KTUGTj and [KBUGTj are used to set the upper and lower layers above and below which outflow 




PUGTC ETUGT EBUGT KTUGT KBUGT 
DISTR 2 23 





Gate Dissolved Gas 
Gate Filename 
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VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Character DISTR Specifies how inflows enter the downstream 
gate segment, DISTR, DENSITY, or SPECIFY 
Real Top elevation gate inflows enter using the 
SPECIFY option, m 
Real Boltom elevation gate inflows enter using the 
SPECIFY option, m 
Integer Top layer above which selective withdrawal will 
not occur 
Integer . Boltom layer below which .selective withdrawal 
will not occur 
This card specifies how inflows/outflows for the downstream gate location are handled. Setting 
[PDGTC] to DISTR distributes the inflows evenly from the water surface to the bottom active layer, 
setting it to DENSITY places the inflows into a layer with similar density, arid setting it to SPECIFY 
allows the usertospecify a top and bottom elevation into which inflows enter. If the SPECIFY op-
tion is used, then [ETDGT] and [EBDGT] are used to specify the top and bottom elevations that the 
inflows are distributed over. 
[KTDGT] and [KBDGT] are used to set the upper and lower layers above and below which outflow 
does not occur in thy selective withdrawal algorith. 
Example 
GATE DOWN PDGTC ETDGT EBDGT KTDGT KBDGT 
Gt 1 DISTR 2 23 





Gate Dissolved Gas 
Gate Filename 
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Gate Dissolved Gas (GATE GAS) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 GASGTC Character OFF Dissolved gas computations, ON or OFF 
3 EQGT Integer Equation number for computing dissolved gas 
3 AGASGT Real a coefficient in dissolved gas equation 
5 BGASGT Real b coefficient in dissolved gas equation 
5 CGASGT Real c coefficient in dissolved gas equation 
For each gate, the model user activates or deactivates the computation by selecting ON or OFF for 
[GASGTC]. If the user activates this computation by choosing ON, then an equation number must 
be supplied (l to 3). Based on the equation number, two or three coefficients are required. These 
coefficients are a, b, and c as shown in Table C-S. Note that if [IDGT] is 0, even if [GASGTC] is 
ON, the model will not compute any effects of gas transfer since the water exiting the spillway or 
weir is not accounted for in the system. This algorithm only computes gas effects for upstream to 
downstream flow and there is no adjustment of dissolved oxygen for reverse flow. 
The Corps of Engineers has been involved in Gas Abatement Studies on the Columbia and Snake 
River system for many years (WES, 1996, 1997). Some of their research efforts have been focused 
on development of models of gas generation from spillways. These empirical models have been 
called CriSP 1.6 (Columbia Basin Research, 1998). The gas production equations used in CriSP are 
empirical correlations between total dissolved gas (TDG), usually nieasured a mile downstream ofthe 
dam after turbulence from the spillway had subsided, and discharge, usually measured in kcfs. The 
form of these equations is shown in Table C-S. 
Table C-S. Equations used in CRiSP model for gas production 
Equation type Equation Coefficient Description 
%TDG = mQ, +b % TDG - % total dissolved gas saturation Linear function of total spill Qs = total spill, kcfs 
m. b = emp-Irical coefficients 
Bounded exponential of total spill %TDG = a+b'Q, Q. = total spill, kefs a, b, C = empirical coefficients . 
Bounded exponential of the spill %TDG = a + b'q, q. = spill through individual spillway, kefs 
on a per spillway basis 8, b, C = empirical coefficients 
Examples of some ofthese correlations are shown in Ta ble C-6. In many cases the %TDG in these 
correlations was constrained to a maximum of 145% and when the flow reached only a few thousand 
cfs, no change in TDG was assumed from the forebay to the tailrace. Also, the correlations in Table 
C-6 sometimes changed from year to year based on changes in operating conditions or structural 
changes in the spillway or deflectors. 
Table C-S. Equations used in CRiSP model for gas production at Columbia basin 
dams 
Dam Eauation Coefficients 
Bonneville %TDG =mQ, +b m = 0.12 b = 105.61 
Lower Granite %TDG = a + b'Q, a -138.0 
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b= -35.8 
c=-0.10 
Dworshak %TDG = a + bcQ, a -135.9 b=-71.1 
c = ~O.4787 
Ice Harbor %TDG = a + b'Q, a = 136.8; b = -42.0; c = -0.0340 1995; a = 138.7; b = -79.0; c = -0.0591 1996; 
a = 130.9; b = -26.5; c = -0.0220 1997; 
a = 120.9; b = -20.5; c = -0.0230 1998 
Hell's Canyon %TDG = a + b'Q, a = 138; b = -36; c = ·0.02 [Assumed relationship ~ no data] 
For each gate, the user now has the choice of equation to use for computing the effects of each hy-
draulic structure on downstream dissolved oxygen. The equations chosen are shown in Table C-7. 
These equations are based on equations from Table c-s and Table C-6. 
Table C-7. Reaeration effectl! of gates 
# Equation Empirical Coefficient Description 
%TDG=aq, +b 
Once % TOG is known 
% TOG = total dissolved gas saturation, % 1. Linear function of spill below the spillway, the 
on a per spillway ba- dissolved oxygen concen- qs = spill through an individual spillway, kc's 
sis; 2 empirical coeffl- tratlon, CO2• Is determined a = empirical coefficient 
cients: a and b from b = empirical coefficient 
C&02 = dissolved oxygen saturation, g m-3 
C =%TDG'C oJ $0) 
%TDG = a+be'q, 
2. Bounded exponential Once % TOG is known q$ = spill through an individual spillway, kefs 
of the spill on a per below the spillway, the a = empirical coefficient 
spillway basis; 3 em- dissolved oxygen concen- b = empirical coefficient 
pirical coefficients: a, tration, CO2, is determined e = empirical coefficient 
b,c from CS02 = dissolved oxygen saturation g m-3 
C =%TDG'C 02 J02 
Do = DO deficit above dam, g m-3 
De = I+0.38ab(I-O.l lc) 
Db = DO deficit below dam, g m-3 
T = temperature, °C 
3. Reaeration effect for a 
D, c = height of water fall, m 
small height weir or (I + O.046T)c a = 1.8 for clean water to 0.65 for gross polluted water 
dam «10 m); 3 empir- b = 0.05 for sluice gates 
ical coefficients: a, b, CO2 below the dam is b = 1.00 for sharp crested straight faced weir 
computed from: b = 0.45 for flat broad crested curved face weir c b = 0.70 for flat broad crested weir with regular step 
CO2 =C",,-Dh b = 0.8 for sharp crested vertical face weir b = 0.60 for flat broad crested weir vertical face 
C.02 = dissolved oxygen saturation, g m-3 
Note that for equations I and 2, the maximum TDG allowed is 145%, and ifTDG is computed to be 
less than 100%, there is no effect of the gate on reaeration. 
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GATE GAS GASGTC EQGT AGASGT BGASGT CGASGT 
Gt 1 ON 1 10.0 120.0 1.0 
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Pumps 1 (PUMPS 1) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION , 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 IUPU Integer Upstream segmentof pump where water is 
withdrawn 
3 IDPU Integer Downstream segment of pump where water en-
ters 
4 EPU Real Elevation of pump, m 
5 STRTPU Real Starting day of pumping, Julian day 
6 ENDPU Real Ending day of pumping, Julian day 
7 EONPU Real Pump starting elevation, m 
8 EOFFPU Real Pump stopping elevations, m 
9, OPU Reid Pump flow rate, m3 sec-1 
10 LAT,PUC Character DOWN Downstream or lateral withdrawal, DOWN or 
LAT 
This card specifies the characteristics of the pumps in the system, [IUPUj and [IDPUj specify the 
segments from which water is withdrawn and added back to the system, respectively, IF [IDPUj is 
zero water is only withdrawn from the system. The elevation of the pump [EPUj is used to specify 
the vertical location of the pump for the selective withdrawal algorithm. [STRTPUj and [ENDPUj 
specify the starting and ending times during which pumping occurs, [EON PUj and [EOFPUj specifY 
the elevations at which pumping is activated/deactivated, and [OPUj specifies the pumping rate. 
Setting the pump location [LATPUCj to DOWN specifies that the pump is at the downstream end of 
the segment. In this case the water surface elevations are computed based on the downstream seg-
ment location. Also, momentum from the outflow is preserved as in a downstream stmture withdraw-
al. If [LATPUCj is set to LA T, it is assumed that the outflow is treated as a lateral withdrawal at the 
segment center elevation. In both cases selective withdrawal is used in the computations. 
The following figures show the layout of pumps set as a downstream [DOWNj and a lateral [LATj 
withdrawal from the upstream segment. 
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Related Cards and Files 
Lateral Pump (LA T) 
Segment#: IUPU 









EPU STRTPU ENDPU EONPU EOFFPU 
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Pumps 2 (PUMPS 2) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 PPUC Character DISTR How inflows enter into the downstream water 
level control 'segment, DISTR, DENSITY, or 
SPECIFY 
3 ETPU Real Top elevation water level control inflows enter 
using SPECIFY option, m 
4 EBPU Real Bottom elevation water level control inflows en-
ter using SPECIFY Qption, m 
5 KTPU Integer Top layer above which selective withdrawal 
does not occur 
6 KBPU Integer Bottom layer below which selective withdrawal 
will not occur 
This card specifies how inflows/outflows for the water level controls are handled, Setting [PPUC] to 
DISTR distributes the inflows evenly from the water surface to the bottom active layer, setting it to 
DENSITY places the inflows into a layer with similar density, and setting it to SPECIFY allows the 
user to specify a top and bottom elevation into which inflo'ws enter. Ifthe SPEC I FY option is used, 
then [ETPUj and [EBPUj are used to specify the top and bottom elevations that the inflows are dis-
tributed over. 
[KTPUj and [KBPUj are used to set the upper and lower layers above and below which outflow does 
not occur in the selective withdrawal algorithm. For the pumps algorithm, in contrast to gates, spill-
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(Ignored by code) 
Weir segment location 
This card specifies the segment location of the internal weir in the grid. If there are more internal 
weirs than can be specified on one line, then the segment locations are continued on the next line 
without another WEIR SEG card being specified. 
The following figure illustrates the location of the internal weir. Note that the internal weir is always 
on the right side of a segment. 






WEIR SEG IWR 
25 
IWR 
Related Cards and Files 
Inflow/Outflow Dimensions 
Weir Top Layer 
Weir Bottom Layer 
IWR IWR 




IWR IWR IWR IWR IWR 
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(Ignored by code) 
Weir top layer 
This card specifies the top layer location of the internal weir. For a submerged weir, this should be 
set to the layer above which flow is allowed to occur between segments. Ifthere are more internal 
weirs than can be specified on one line, then the top layer locations are continued on the next line 
without another WEIR TOP card being specified. 
Example 
WEIR TOP KTWR 
25 
KTWR 
Related Cards and Flies 
Inflow/Outflow Dimensions 
Weir Segment Location 
Weir Bottom Layer 
C-67 
KTWR KTWR KTWR KTWR KTWR KTWR KTWR 
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(Ignored by code) 
Weir bottom layer 
This card specifies the bottom layer location ofthe internal weir. For a curtain weir, [KBWR] should 
be set to the bottomost layer above which flow between segments will not occur. For a submerged 
weir, [KBWR] should be set to the bottommost active layer for the segment specified in the WEIR 
SEG card. Ifthere are more internal weirs than can be specified on one line, then the top layer loca-
tions are continued on the next line without another WEIR BOT card being specified. 
Example 
WEIR BOT KBWR 
25 
KBWR 
Related Cards and Files 
Inflow/Outflow Dimensions 
Weir Segment Location 
Weir Top Layer 
KBWR KBWR 
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VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
OFF Withdrawal outflow interpolation, ON or OFF 
This card specifies whether interpolation is turned on for lateral withdrawal outflow. Ifthere are 
more withdrawal interpolations than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the next 
line without another WI) !NT card being specified. 
If [WDJC] is turned ON, then flows are linearly interpolated between updates. If interpolation is 
used, tben the user must ensure it is appropriate and the input data supply correct information. With-
drawals can have periods of no releases. If withdrawal interpolation is turned on, then input data 
must be set up so no outflow occurs during these periods. This is accomplished by including extra 
dates in the withdrawal file with zero outflows to ensure the interpolation routine yields zero out-





If interpolation is not used, then outflow from Julian day 100 to 110 is 50 m3 sec·l , from Julian day 
110 to 120 is 0.0 m3 sec·l , and 50 m3 sec·l thereafter. If interpolation is turned on, then outflow li-
nearly decreases from Julian day 100 to 110 and then increases from Julian day 110 to 120. To en-
sure no outflow occurs between day 110 and 120 with interpolation on, the withdrawal file should be 







WD INT wore 
ON 
WDre 




Withdrawal Top Layer 




wore WDre WDle WDre WDle WDre WDle 
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(Ignored by code) 
Withdrawal segment number 
This card specifies the withdrawal segment location. If there are more withdrawal segments than can 
be specified on one line, then they are continued on the hext line without another WD SEG card be-
ing specified. 
Example 
W SEGMNT IWD 
4 
IWD 




Withdrawal Top Layer 
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(Ignored by code) 
Wilhdrawal centerline elevation, m 
This card specifies the centerline elevation of the withdrawal. If there are more withdrawal eleva-
tions than can be specified on one line, then they are continued onthe next line without another WD 
ELEVcard being specified. 
Example 
W EL EWD 
40.0 
EWD 




Withdrawal Top Laver 




EWD EWD EWD EWD EWD EWD EWD 
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(Ignored by code) 
Top layer above which selective withdrawal will not occur 
This card specifies the layer above which no flows will be computed in the selective withdrawal algo-
rithm. For most situations, this should be set to layer 2, which ensures that water can be withdrawn 
all the way to the surface layer. It should be set to something greater than 2 if a structure is somehow 
limiting the withdrawal of water , such as a cUliain weir. Ifthere are more withdrawal elevations than 
can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the next line without another WD TOP card 
being specified. 
Example 
WD TOP KTWD 
2 
KTWD 
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(Ignored by code) 
Boltom layer below which selective withdrawal will not occur 
This card specifies the layer below which no flows will be computed in the selective withdrawal al-
gorithm. For most situations, this should be set to the bottommost active layer of the withdrawal 
segment, which ensures that water can be withdrawn all the way to the bottom layer. It should be set 
to something other than the bottommost active layer if a structure is somehow limiting the withdrawal 
of water, such as a submerged weir. If there are more bottom withdrawal layers than can be specified 
on one line, then they are continued on the next line without another WD BOlcard being specified. 
Example 
WD BOT KBWD 
10 
KBWD 









KBWD KBWD KBWD KBWD KBWD .KB~D KBWD 
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(Ignored by code) 
Character Tributary inflow placement, DISTR, DENSITY, SPECIFY 
This card specifies how tributary inflows are distributed into the model layers. There.are three op-
tions. Inflows can be distributed evenly from top to bottom ([PTRC] ~ DISTR), placed according to 
density ([PTRC] ~ DENSITY), or the user may specify a range oflayer elevations in which the tri-
butary inflows are distributed evenly ([PTRC] ~ SPECIFY). This is similar to the branch inflows, 
but with the additional option allowing the user to specify the range of layer elevations in which to 
distribute the inflows. This option is pmticularly useful when trying to model discharges Ii'om a pipe 
such as wastewater treatment effluent. 
If there are more tributaries than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the next line 
without another TRIB PLACE card being specified. 
Example 
TRIB PLACE PTRC PTRC PTRC PTRC PTRC PTRC PTRC PTRC 
DENSITY DISTR SPECIFY DENSITY DENSITY DENSITY DENSITY DENSITY 




Tributary Inflow Top Elevation 
Tributary Inflow Bottom Elevation 
Tributary Active Constituent Control 
Tributary Inflow File 
Tributary Temperature File 
Tributary Concentration File 
Tributary Inflow Filename 
Tributary Inflow Temperature Filename 
Tributary Inflow Concentration Filename 
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Tributary Interpolation (TRIB INT) 
FIELD NAME 
1 
VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
2-10 TRIC Character OFF Turns ON/OFF interpolation of Iributary inflows 
The tributary inflow specified by the tributary files for flow, temperature, and concentration can ei-
therbe assumed to be step functions, [TRIG] set to OFF, or can be linearly interpolated between val-
ues, [TRIC] ~el to ON. . 
Example 




Related Cards and Files 
Inflow/Outflow Dimensions 




Tributary Inflow Top Elevation 
Tributary Inflow Bottom Elevation 
Tributary Active Constituent Control 
Tributary Inflow File 
Tributarv Temperature File 
Tributary Concentration File 
Tributary Inflow Filename 
TRIC 
Tributary Inflow Temperature Filename 
Tributary Inflow Concentration Filename 
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TRIC TRIC TRIC TRIC TRIC 
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(Ignored by code) 
Segment tributary enters 
CONTROL FILE 
This card specifies the segment that the tributary enters. Tributary flows are either placed into a layer 
whose density most closely corresponds to that ofthe tributary flows, are evenly distributed from top 
to bottom, or are specified to enter over a range of elevations (see [TRCJ). Flows that enter segments 
upstream of the current upstream segment [CUS! for a branch are combined with the branch inflow. 
Ifthere are more tributary segments than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the 
next line without another TRIB SEG card being specified. 
Example 




Related Cards and Files 
Inflow/Outflow Dimensions 




Tributarv Inflow Top Elevation 
Tributary Inflow Bottom Eleyation 
Tributary Active Constituent Control 
Tributary Inflow File 
Tributary Temperature File 
Tributary Concentration File 
Tributary Inflow Filename 
ITR 
3 
Tributary Inflow Temperature Filename 
Tributary Inflow Concentration Filename 
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(Ignored by code) 
2-10 ETRT Real Tributary inflow top elevation, m 
This card specifies the upper elevation for each tributary inflow in which the user has specified that 
inflows will be placed over a range of elevations. Only tributaries that are specified as SPECIFY on 
the Tributarv Inflow Placement card need top elevations specified on this card. 
If there are more tributary top elevations than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on 
the next line without another TRIB TOP card being specified. 
Example 
TRIB TOP ETRT ETRT ETRT 
Related Cards and Files 
Inflow/Outflow Dimensions 




Tributary Inflow Top Elevation 
Tributary Inflow Bottom Elevation 
Tributarv Active Constituent Control 
Tributary Inflow File 
Tributary Temperature File 
Tributary Concentration File 
Tributary Inflow Filename 
ETRT 
Tributary Inflow Temperature Filename 
Tributary Inflow Concentration Filename 
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ETRT ETRT ETRT ETRT ETRT 
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(Ignored by code) 
Tributary inflow bottom elevation, m 
This card specifies the bottom elevation for each tributary inflow in which the user has specified that ' 
inflows will be placed over a range of elevations. Only tributaries that are specified as SPECIFY on 
the Tributarv Inflow Placement card nee~ bottom elevations specified on this card. 
If there are more tributary bottom elevations than can be specified on one line, then they are contin-
ued on the next line without another TRIB BOT card being specified. 
Example 
TRIB BOT ETRB ETRB 
Related Cards and Files 
Inflow/Outflow Dimensions 





Tributary Inflow Top Elevation 
Tributary Inflow Bottom Elevation 
Tributarv Active Constituent Control 
Tributary Inflow File 
Tributary Temperature File 
Tributary Concentration File 
Tributary Inflow Filename 
ETRB 
Tributary Inflow Temperature Filename 
Tributary Inflow Concentration Filename 
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Distributed Tributaries (DST TRIB) 
FIELD NAME 
1 
VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
(Ignore'd by code) 
2 DTRC Character OFF Distributed tributary option, ON or OFF 
This card specifies whether or not a branch contains. a distributed tributary inflow and whether or not 
the inflows, inflow temperatures, and inflow concentrations are linearly interpolated between input 
dates. A distributed tributary is equivalent to a non-point source loading. This option may be turned 
ON or OFF for each branch and is useful in accounting for ungaged flows for the water budget. The 
flow is distributed among the segments in each branch proportional to their surface areas. There is 
one value of[DTRC] for each branch. Seethe INTERPOL card for turning ON/OFF interpolation for 
distributed tributaries. 
For each distributed tributary specified, the user must supply an inflow file [QDTFN], an inflowtem-
perature file [TDTFN], and, if constituents are modeled, an inflow constituent concentration file 
[CDTFN]. 
If constituents are modeled, the user can select which constituents are included in the distributed tri-
butary concentrations input file (see Distributed Tributary Active Constituent Control card). 
Example 
DST TRIB DTRC 
Br 1 ON 
Br 2 ON 
Br 3 OFF 
Br 4 OFF 
Related Cards and Files 
Distributed Tributary Active Constituent Control 
Distributed Tributary Inflow File 
Distributed Tributary Temperature File 
Distributed Tributary Concentration File 
Distributed Tributary Inflow Filename 
Distributed Tributary Inflow Temperature Filename 
Distributed Tributary Inflow Concentration Filename 
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(Ignored by code) 
Output hydrodynamic terms to the snapshot file, 
ON or OFF 
This card specifies whether or not certain hydrodynamic terms are included as output in the snapshot 
file. The hydrodynamic terms include timestep violations, horizontaland veltical velocities, tempera-. 
tures, and all the terms that comprise the horizontal momentum equation. The latest version allows 
the user to turn ON/OFF hydrodynamic output for each waterbody as shown in the example. Values 
for each waterbody continue across the line. If there are more than nine waterbodies, then additional 
values continue on the next line starting in field two. Output formatting and animation of these va-, 
riables can be specified in the graph.npt file. 
Table CoS. Hydraulic Print Parameters 
Term Explanation 
INLIM Location and number of IimitinQ time steps in the model grid 
lUI Longitudinal. velocity 
!WI Vertical velocity 
[TI Temperature 
RHO Density 
AZ Vertical turbulent eddY viscosity 
ISHEAR Velocltv shear stress 
[STI Shear stress at top of model layer 
S8 Shear stress at bottom of model laver 
[AOMXI Longitudinal advection of momentum 
IOMI Lon!=litudinal momentum transport by eddy viscosity 
[HOGI Horizontal density gradient 
AOMZ Vertical advection of momentum 
[HPG] Horizontal pressure gradient 
GRAVl Gravitv force term 
Examp[e 
HYD PRINT HPRWBC HPRWBC HPRWBC HPRWBC HPRWBC HPRWBC HPRWBC HPRWBC HPRWBC 
NLIM ON ON ON 
U ON ON ON 
W ON ON ON 
T ON ON ON 
RHO ON ON ON 
AZ ON ON ON 
SHEAR ON ON ON 
ST ON ON ON 
SB ON ON ON 
ADMX ON ON ON 
OM ON ON ON 
HOG ON ON ON 
ADMZ ON ON ON 
HPG ON ON ON 
GRAV ON ON ON 
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(Ignored by code) 
Specifies if information is written to snapshot file, 
ON or OFF 
Number of snapshot dates 
Number of segments output 
This card specifies if information is output to the snapshot file [8 NPFN], number of snapshot inter-
vals for specifying output dates and frequencies, and the number of segments that will be output to 
each snapshot file. Each water body has separate controls so that the user can include/suppress snap-
shot output for each waterbody. 
Snapshot file output provides the user with a hard copy of computed values for hydrodynamic and 
constituent variables for user assigned segments. Output from this file can take up a tremendous 
amount of disk space and when printed can use up large quantities of computer paper in a short time. 
This option is generally used during initial runs and then turned offbefore the user becomes buried in 
computer output. 
The number of snapshot dates [N8NP] refers to the option of writing information to the snapshot file 
for different dates and frequencies. For example, the user may specify output is to begin on Julian 
day 224.4 and output every 0.1 days until day 225.5. Information is then output every day until the 
end ofthe simulation. In this case, [N8NP] would be set to 2. Values for each waterbody start on a 
new line. 
Example 
SNP PRINT SNPC NSNP 
Wb 1 ON 3 
Wb 2 ON 1 
Wb 3 ON 1 
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(Ignored by code) 
Oulput dates, Julian day 
This card specifies the dates that information is output to the snapshot file [SNPFN]. The total num-
ber of dates specified on this card must match [NSNPl on the Snapshot Print card. 
If there are more dates than can be specified on one line, then the values for [S N Pill are continued' 
on the next line without another SNP DATE card being specified. Values for each waterbody start 
on a new line. 
Example 
SNP DATE SNPD SNPD' SNPD 
Wb 1 63.50 100.5 200.5 
wb 2 63.50 
Wb 3 63.50 
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(Ignored by code) 
Output frequency, days 
This card specifies the frequency information is output to the snapshot file [SNPFN]. Frequency can 
be changed at any time during the simulation by specifying appropriate dates on the Snapshot Date 
card and frequenCies on the Snapshot Frequency card. If output is needed only for the date speci-
fied on the Snapshot Date card, then set the frequency to be greater than the number of days before 
the next output date. 
If there are more frequencies than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the next 




















SNPF SNPF SNPF SNPF SNPF SNPF 
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(Ignored by code) 
Output segments 
This card specifies the segments to be included in the snapshot file for each waterbody. The user can 
include all segments in the computational grid. However, ifthe user wants to create a hardcopy that 
can be printed out, he should not specify more than 21 values for each waterbody. The user should 
also omit boundary segments that are not part. of the computational grid. 
If there are more dates than can be specified on one line, then the values for [ISNP] are continued on 
the next line without another S NP SEG card being specified. Values .for each waterbody start on a 
new line. 
Example 
SNP SEG ISNP ISNP 
lOb 1 2 3 
13 14 
Wb 2 17 18 
26 27 
Wb 3 33 34 
42 
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Screen Print (SCR PRNT) 
VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Character OFF Specifies if inforniation is written to the screen, ON 
orOFF . 
Integer Number of screen update intervals 
This card specifies if information is output to the screen during the run and tlie number of intervals 
during which the frequency of updating the screen can change. The frequency at which the screen is 
upd.ated should be large (at least 0.1 days). Experience has shown that updating the screen every 
timestep can easily double the runtime. Values for each waterbody start on a new line. 
Example 
SCR PRINT seRe NSCR 
Wb 1 ON 1 
Wb 2 ON 1 
Wb 3 ON 1 
Related Cards and Files 
Screen Dates 
Screen Frequency 
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2-10 SCRD Real 
(Ignored by code) 
Output dates, Julian day 
CONTROL FILE 
This card specifies the dates information is output to the screen. The total number of dates specified 
on this card must match [NSCR] onthe Screen Print card. 
If there are more d~tes than can be specified on one line, then the values for [SCRD] are continued 
on the next line without another SCR DATE card being specified. Values for each waterbody statt 
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(Ignored by code) 
Output frequency, days 
This card specifies the frequency information is output to the screen. Frequency can be changed at 
any time during the simulation by specifying appropriate dates on the Screen Date card and frequen-
cies on theScreenFrequency card. The frequency at which the screen is updated should be large 
(at least 0.1 days and more often 1.0 days). Experience has shown that updating the screen every 
timestep can easily double the runtime. If output is needed only for the date specified on the Screen 
Date card, then set the frequency to be greater than the number of days before the next output date. 
If there are more frequencies than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the next 
line without another Screen Frequency card being specified. Values for each waterbody statton 















seRF seRF seRF seRF seRF seRF seRF 
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(Ignored by code) 
Specifies if information is written to the profile file, 
ON orOFF 
Number of profile dates 
Number of segments output 
This card specifies ifinformationjs output to the profile output file [PRFFN1, the number of profile 
intervals for specifying output dates and frequencies, and the number of segments included in the 
output. 
The profile output file [PRFFNI is used to plot vertical profiles oftemperature and constituents at a 
specified model segment. This option is normally turned off during initial runs while the user is veri-
fyingthe model is performing correctly. ltjsturned on'to compare observed data with simulated data 
during calibration runs. 
This file is in a form suitable for FORTRAN postprocessing. The spreadsheet outputfile [SPRFN] 
can be used for processing output data in a spreadsheet. 
The Constituent Output card controls which constituents are output to the profile file. Temperature 
is always output to the profile file. Values for each waterbody start on a new line. 
Example 
PRF PLOT PRFC NPRF 
Wb 1 ON 1 
Wb 2 OFF 0 
Wb 3 ON 1 
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2-10 PRFD Real 
(Ignored by code) 
Output dates, Julian day 
This card specifies the dates that information is output to the profile output file [PRFFNj. Ifthere 
are more dates than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the next line without 







Wb 3 63.5 
PRFD 







PRFD PRFD PRFJ;) , PRFD PRFD PRFD PRFD 
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(Ignored by cOde) 
Output frequency, days 
This card specifies the frequency information is. output to the,profile output file [PRFFNj. Frequen-
cy can be changed at any time during the simulation by specifying appropriate dates on the Profile 
Date card and frequencies on the Profile Frequency card .. If output is needed only for the date . 
specified on the Profile Date card, then set the frequency to be greater than the number of days be-
fore the next output date. 
If there are more frequencies than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the next 








Wb 3 1.0 
PRFF 
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(Ignored by code) 
Oulput segments 
This card specifies model segments for which information is output to the profile output file 
PRFFNj. Ifthere are more segments than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the 








Wb 3 ~2 
IPRF 
Related Cards and Files 
Profile Plot 
Profile Date 




IPRF IPRF IPRF IPRF IPRF IPRF IPRF 
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(Ignored by code) 
Specifies If information is written to the spread-
sheet file 
Number of spreadsheet dates 
Number of segments in output· 
This card specifies if information is output to the spreadsheet output file [SPRFN1, the number Of 
intervals for specifying output dates and frequencies, and the number of segments included in the 
output. 
The spreadsbeet output file [SPRFNI is used to plot vertical profiles oftemperatme and constituents 
at a specified model segment and is suitable as ASCII input into a spreadsheet type database. This 
option is normally turned off during initial runs while the user is verifying the model is performing 
correctly. It is turned on to compare observed data with simulated data during calibration. 
The Constituent Output card controls which constituents are output to the spreadsheet file. Tem-
perature is always output to the spreadsheet file. Values for each waterbody start on a new line. 
Example 
SPR PLOT SPRC NSPR 
Wb 1 OFF 0 
Wb 2 OFF 1 
Wb 3 OFF 1 
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(Ignored by code) 
Output dates, Julian Day 
This card specifies the dates that information iSOiltput tothe spreadsheet output file [SPRFNj. If 
there are more dates than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the next line with-
out another SPR DATE card being specified. Values for each waterbody start on a new line. 
Example 
SPR DATE SPRD SPRD 
Wb 1 
Wb 2' 63.5 
wb 3 63.5 







SPRD SPRD SPRD SPRD SPRD SPRD SPRD 
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(Ignored by code) 
Output frequency, days 
This card specifies the frequency information is output to the spreadsheet output file [SPRFNj. 
Frequency can be changed at any time during the simulation by specifying appropriate dates on the 
Spreadsheet Date card and frequencies on the Spreadsheet Frequency card. Ifoutput is needed 
only for the date specified on the Spreadsheet Date card, then set the frequency to be greater than 
the number of days before the next output date. 
If there are more frequencies than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the next 
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(Ignored by code) 
Output segments 
This card specifies model segments for which information is output to the spreadsheet output file 
[SPRFNj. Ifthere are more segments than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on 





Wb 2 14 
wb 3 42 
ISPR 







ISPR ISPR ISPR ISPR ISPR ISPR ISPR 
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Vector Plot (VPL PLOT) 
FIELD NAME 
1 
VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
CONTROL FILE 
2 VPLC Character OFF Specifies if information is written to the vector file, 
ON or OFF 
3 NVPL Integer Number of vector plot dates 
This card specifies if information is output tothe vector plot file [VPLFNj and the number of vector 
plot intervals for specifying output dates and frequencies. The current version still requires the user 














Related Cards and Files 
Vector Plot Date 
Vector Plot Frequency 
Vector Plot Filename 
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(Ignored by code) 
Oulput dates, Julian day 
This card specifies the dates that information-is output to the vector plot file [VPLFNj. If there are 
more dates than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the next line without another 
VPL DATE card being specified. 
Example 
VPL DATE VPLD VPLD 
Wb 1 224.5 225.5 
Wb 2 224.5 225.5 
Wb 3 224,5 225.5 
Related Cards and Flies 
Vector Plot 
Vector Plot Frequency 






VPLD VPLD VPLD VPLD VPLD VPLD 
227.5 228.5 229.5 230.5 
227.5 228' .. 5 229,5 230.5 
227.5 228.5 229.5 230.5 
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(Ignored by code) 
Output frequency,gays 
This card specifies the frequency information is output to the vector plot file [VPLFN]. Frequency 
can be changed at anytime during the simulation by specifying the dates on the Vector Plot Date 
card and the frequencies on the Vector Plot Frequency card. Ifoutput is needed only for the date 
specified on the Vector Plot Date card, then set the frequency to be greater than the number of days 
before the next output date. 
If there are more frequencies than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the next 
line without another VPL FREQ card being specified. 
Example 
VPL FREQ VPLF VPLF 
Wb 1 100.0 100.0 
Wb 2 100.0 100.0 
Wb 3 100.0 100.0 
Related Cards and Files 
Vector Plot 
Vector Plot Date 
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100.0 100,0 100.0 
100.0 100.0 '100.0 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Contour Plot (CPL PLOT) 
FIELD NAME 
1 
VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
2 CPLC 
(Ignored by code) 
Character OFF Specifies if information is output to the contour file, 
ON or OFF 
3 NCPL Integer Number of contour plot dates 
This card specifies if information is output to the contour plot file [CPLFN] and the number of con-
tour plot intervals for specifying output dates and frequencies. The cmTent version still requires the 
user to develop their own means of postprocessing data for contour plots. This also requires the user 
to "get under the hood" ofthe code in order to determine the data output and the format of the output 
to generate their own contour plots. 
Example 
CPL PLOT CPLC NCPL 
wb 1 ON 7 
Wb 2 ON 7 
Wb 3 ON 7 
Related Cards and Files 
Contour Plot Date 
Contour Plot Frequency 
Contour Plot Filename 
Constituent Output 
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(Ignored by code) 
Output dates, Julian day 
This card specifies the dates that information is output to the contour plot file [CPLFNj. If there are 
more dates than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the next line without another 
CPL DATE card being specified. 
Example 
CPL DATE CPLD CPLD 
Wb 1 224.5 225.5 
Wb 2 224.5 225.5 
Wb 3 224.5 225.5 
Related Cards and Files 
Contour Plot 
Contour Plot Frequency 
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CPLD CPLD CPLD CPLD CPLD 
228.5 229.5 2~O.5 
228.5 229.5 230.5 
228.5 229.5 230.5 
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(Ignored by code) 
qutput frequency. days 
This card specifies the frequency information is output to the contour plot file [CPLFNj. Frequency 
can be changed at any time during the simulation by specifying appropriate dates on the Contour 
Plot Date card and frequencies on the Contour Plot Frequency card. If output is needed only for 
the qate specified on the Contour Plot Date card, then set the frequency to be greater than the num-
ber of days before the next output date. 
If there. 'lre more frequencies than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the next 
line without another CPL FREQ card being specified. 
Example 
CPL FREQ CPLF CPLF 
Wb 1 10.0 10.0 
wb 2 10.0 10.0 
Wb 3 10.0 10.0 
Related Cards and Files 
Contour Plot 
Contour Plot Date 




























Kinetic Flux Output (FLUXES) 
VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
CONTROL FILE 
2 FLXC Characler OFF Specifies if information is sent to the kinetic flux 
output file. ON or OFF 
3 NFLX Integer Number of kinetic flux dates 
This card specifies if information is output to the kinetic flux file [KFLFN] and the number of kinetic 
flux intervals for specifying output dates and frequencies. This file contains advective, diffusive, and 
kinetic fluxes that allow the user to determine' the dominant forcing function responsible for a given 
constituents increase/decrease in concentrations and is particularly useful during water quality cali-
bration as the user can identify which kinetic processes are most responsible for the model behavior 
ofa given constituent and adjust the rate coefficients'correspondingly. Advective and diffusive flux-
es are currently not implemented. " 
Example 
FLUXES FLXC NFLX 
Wb 1 OFF 0 
wb 2 OFF 0 
Wb 3 OFF 0 
Related Cards and Files 
Kinetic Flux Date 
Kinetic Flux Frequency 
Kinetic Flux Filename 
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(Ignored by code) 
Output dates, Julian day 
This card specifies the dates that information is output to the kinetic flux file [KFLFNj. Ifthere are 
more dates than can he specified on one line, then they are continued on the next line without another 







Related Cards and Files 
Kinetic Flux Output 
Kinetic Flux Frequency 
Kinetic Flux Filename 
C-I03 
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(Ignored by code) 
Oulpul frequency, days 
This card specifies the frequency information is output to the kinetic flux file [KFLFNj. Ifthere are 
more dates than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the next line without another 
KFL FREQ card being specified. If output is needed only for the date specified on the Kinetic Flux 







Related Cards and Files 
Kinetic Flux Output 
Kinetic Flux Date 
Kinetic Flux Filename 
FLXF FLXF 
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(Ignored by code) 
Specifies if information is written to time series file, 
ON or OFF 
Number of time series dates 
Number of time series computational cells 
This card specifies if information is output to the times series file [TSRFN] the number oftime se-
ries intervals for specifying output dates and frequencies, and the number oftime series computation, 
al cells for which information will be output. ' 
Time series output consists of the Julian date, timestep, water surface elevation, temperature, flow 
rate (for the entire segment), sh0l1wave solar radiation (net) incident on the surface (I.e., it does not 
include the reflected solar), equilibrium temperature, depth to bottom of channel (m), surface width 
(m), shade fraction (1.0 is no shade, 0.0 is 100% reduction in solar radiation), active constituents and 
derived constituents, and vertically integrated segment flow rate at the specified model segment and 
layer. The constituent concentrations output are the constituents specified for output on the ConstI-
tuent Output card. The derived constituent concentrations output are the constituents specified on 
the Derived Constituent card. 
Example 




Related Cards and Files 
Time Series Date 
Time Series Freguencv 
Time Series Segment 
Time Series Elevation 
Constituent Output 
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(Ignored by code) 
Output dates, Julian day 
This card specifies the dates that information is output to the times series file [TSRFN]. Ifthere are 
more dates than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the next line without another 
TSR DATE card being specified. 
Example 
TSR DATE TSRD 
63.5 
TSRD 
Related Cards and Flies 
Time Series Plot 
Time Series Frequencv 
Time Series Segment 
Time Series Elevation 
Constituent Output 
TSRD TSRD 
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(Ignored by code) 
Output frequency, days 
This card specifies the frequency information is output to the times series file [TSRFNj. Frequency 
can be changed at any time during the simulation by specifying the dates on the Time Series Date 
card and the frequencies on the Time Series Frequency card. If output is needed only for the date 
specified on the Time Series Date card, then set the frequency to be greater than the number of days 
before the next output date. 
If there are more frequencies than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the next 
line without another TSR FREQ card being specified. 
Example 
TSR FREQ TSRF 
1. 00 
TSRF 
Related Cards and Flies 
Time Series Plot 
Time Series Date 
Time Series Segment 
Time Series Elevation 
Constituent Output 
C-107 
TSRF TSRF TSRF TSRF TSRF TSRF TSRF 
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(Ignored by code) 
Output segments 
This card, along with the Time Series Elevation card, defines which computational cells are output 
to the times series file [TSRFNj. To specify multiple cells in a segment, the segment number must 
be duplicated for each computational cell to he output. 
Example 




Related Cards and Flies 
Time Series Plot 
Time Series Date 
Time Series Frequency 
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30 
ITSR ITSR ITSR ITSR 
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(Ignored by code) 
Depth below water surface in m (if positive) or layer number (if 
negative) corresponding to time series segment 
This card specifies the elevation from the water surface that corresponds to the segment [lTSR] speci-
fied on the Time Series Segment card. Specifying a negative number rysults in the layer number 
being used for the vertical location. For exal1)ple, setting [ETSR] to -5.0 results in output from layer 
5; setting [ESTR] to 0.0 is at the water surface; and setting [J;lSTR] to 1.5 is 1.5 m below the water 
surface. 
Example 




Related Cards and Files 
Time Series Plot 
Time Series Date 
Time Series Freguency 









ETSR ETSR ETSR ETSR 
,.! 
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(Ignored by code) 
OFF Specifies if information is written to withdrawal 
output file, ON or OFF 
. Number of withdrawal output dates 
Number of withdrawal output segments 
This card specifies ifinformation is ontput to a separate withdrawal outflow file [WDOFNj for out-
flow, outflow temperature, outflow constituent concentrations, and outflow derived constituent con-
centrations. This option is useful for comparing time series results ofthese variables. The names of 
the outflow files are appended with the segment number to differentiate each of the files. 
The information can also be used to link output from one waterbody to a downstream waterbody. 
Currently, the model uses the minimum timestep necessary to maintain numerical stability throughout 
the entire system. In many cases, the riverine sections linking reservoirs andior estuaries together in 
the system determine this. This option is provided to allow the user to break up the waterbasin so 
that each waterbody can be run separately. As a consequence, the separate waterbodies can now run 
at a timestep necessary to maintain numerical stability based on the limiting timestep criteria for the 
individual waterbody rather than the limiting criteria for the entire system. 
When using this option, the user should investigate how the frequency of output affects the results by 
first running the model with the frequency set to 0.0 and then increasing the frequency until the rec 
suits change substantially. Model results should not be a function of the input frequency of boundary 
conditions. 
Example 




Related Cards and Files 
Withdrawal Output Date 
Withdrawal Output Frequency 
Withdrawal Output Seqment 
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(Ignored by code) 
Output dates, Julian day 
This card specifies the dates information is output to the withdrawal outflow file [WDOFNj. Ifthere 
are more dates than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the next line without 
another WOO DATE card being specified. 
Example 
WOO DATE WOOD 
63.5 
WOOD 
Related Cards and Files 
WOOD 
Withdrawal Output 
Withdrawal Output Frequency 
Withdrawal Output Segment 
C-lll 
WOOD WOOD WOOD WOOD WOOD WOOD 
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(Ignored by code) 
Output frequency, days 
This card specifies the frequency information is output to the withdrawal outflow file [WDOFNj. 
Frequency can be changed at any time during the simulation by specifying the dates on the With-
drawal Output Date card and the frequencies on the Withdrawal Output Frequency card. Ifoutput 
is needed only for the date specified on the Withdrawal Output Date card, then set the frequency to 
be greater than the number of days before the next output date. 
If there are more frequencies than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the next 
line without another WOO FREQ card being specified. 
Example 
WDO FREQ WDOF 
0.2 
WDOF 
Related Cards and Files 
Withdrawal Output 
Withdrawal Output Date 
Withdrawal Output Segment 
WDOF WOOF 
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(Ignored by code) 
Output segments 
This Gard specifies model segments for which information is output to the withdrawal output file 
[WDOFN]. If a downstream segment of a reservoir is specified, then information is output at the fre-
quency specified in the Withdrawal Output Frequency card that can be used as input files to a wa-
terbody downstream of the reservoir. 
Ifthere are more segments than canhe specified on one line, then they are continued on the next line 
without another WITH SEG card being specified. 
Example 
WITH SEG IWDOOT IWDOUT IWDOUT IWDOOT IWDOUT IWDOOT IWDOOT IWDOUT IWDOOT 
30 32 
Related Cards and Files 
Withdrawal Output 
Withdrawal Output Date 
Withdrawal Output Frequency 
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VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Character OFF Specifies if information is output to the restart file, 
ON orOFF 
Integer Number of restart dates 
Character OFF Specifies if information is input from the restart file, 
ON or OFF 
This card specifies if information is output to the restrut output file [RSOFN] or read into the model 
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(Ignored by code) 
Output dates, Julian day 
This card specifies dates information isontput to the restart file [RSOFN]. If there are more dates 
than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the next line without another RSO 
DATE card being specified. 
Example 
RSQ DATE RSOD RSOD RSOD RSOD RpOD RSOD RSOD RSOD RSOD 
224.-5 230.5 
Related Cards and Files 
Restart 
Restart Frequency 
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(Ignored by code) 
Output frequency, days 
This card specifies the frequency information is output to the restart plot file [RSOFNj. Frequencies 
can be changed at any time during the simulation by specifying the appropriate dates on the Restart 
Date card and frequencies on the Restart Frequency card. If output is needed only for the date speci-
fied on the Restart Date card, then set the frequency to be greater than the number of days before the 
next output date. 
If there are more frequencies than can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the next 
line without another RSO FREQ card being specified. 
Example 
RSO FREQ RSOF RSOF 
100,0 100.0 
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Constituent Computations (CST COMP) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 CCC Character OFF Specifies if constituents are computed, ON or OFF 
3 LlMC Character OFF Output algal growth limiting factor, ON or OFF 
4 CUF Integer 1 Frequency which constituent kinetics are updated 
This card starts the specification of constituent computations. [CCC] determines if constituent com-
putations.are performed. If this variable is turned off, then constituent computations are not per-
formed and all information specified on the remaining CO)1stituent control cards is ignored. Individu-
al constituent computations are controlled on the Active Constituents card. During the initial cali-
bration runs for freshwater systems, constituent computations are usually turned off until tempera-
ture, water surface elevations, and velocities are calibrated. 
The [LlMC] variable specifies whether the factor limiting algal growth is output to the snapshotfile 
[SNPFN]. 
The model allows the user to update constituent kinetics at a different frequency than constituent 
transport. The constituent update frequency [CUF] specifies how many transport iterations are per-
formed before constituent kinetics are updated. This option is included primarily to reduce computa-
tion time. This variable should be set to one during ini,tial calibration. If computation time is of con-
cern, [CUF] can be increased until water quality results begin to deviate. Model results should not be 
a function of the timestep used during the simulation. 
Example 








Constituent Initial Concentration 
Constituent Output 
Inflow Active Constituent Control 
Tributarv Active Constituent Control 
Distributed Tributarv Active Constituent Control 
Precipitation Active Constituent Control 
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Active Constituents (CST ACTIVE) 
VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Character OFF Specifies if calculations are to be performed for 
this constituent, ON or OFF 
This card specifies which constituents are included in water quality calculations. The current version 
now allows the user the flexibility to include any number of generic, inorganic suspended solids, al-
gal and/or epiphyton groups, and CBOD groups. The number of these groups is specified on the 
Constituent Dimension card. The generic constituent can be used to simulate any number ofconsti-
tuents that can be defined with a zero-order decay rate and/or a first order decay rate; and/or a settling 
velocity, and/or an Arhennius temperature rate multiplier. This includes a conservative tracer with all 
kinetic coefficients set to zero, residence time with the zero-order decay rate set to -1.0 day'l, and 
coliform bacteria where a temperature rate mUltiplier, first-order decay rate, and/or a settling velocity 
are defined. 
The user has the flexibility ofincludinglexcluding any ofthe constituent state variables. The consti-
tuent kinetics are strongly coupled and failure to include one or more constituents can have far reach-
ing effects that are hard to determine beforehand, so use this option carefully. Some previous appli-
cations have modeled only dissolved oxygen with the zero-order sediment oxygen demand used for 
calibration. This was deemed acceptable as the applications were looking only at how different re-
servoir operations and their impacts on hydrodynamics would affect temperature and dissolved oxy-
gen. 
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CONTROL FILE 
Example 
























LDOM P ON 
RDOM P ON 
LPOM_P ON 
RPOM P ON 
LDOM~N ON 
RDOM N ON 
LPOM_N ON 
RPOM_N ON 
Related Cards and Files 












labile dissolved organic matter 
refr"actory dissolved organic ,matter 
labile particulate organic matter 
refractory particulate orga'nic matter 
eBGD group 1 
algal group 1 
algal group 2 
algal group 3 
dissolved oxygen 
total inorganic·carbon mg!l as C 
alkalinity mg/l as CaC03 
zooplankton group 1 















refractory dissolved organic matter 
labile particulate organic matter 
refractory particulate organic matter 
labile dissolved organic matter 
refractory dissolved organic matter 
labile particulate organic matter 
refractory particulate organic matter 
Constituent Computations 
Constituent Initial Concentration 
Constituent Output 
Inflow Active Constituent Control 
Tributarv Active Constituent Control 
Distributed Tributary Active Constituent Control 
Precipitation Active Constituent Control 
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CONSTITUENT CONTROL CONTROL FILE 







(Ignored by code) 
Specifies if derived variables are output for each 
waterbody, ON or OFF 
This card allows the user to specify whether certain derived constituents are computed and output in 
order to compare with observed data. Derived constituents are constituents that are not state va-
riables, but are useful for gaining a better understanding of how the water quality formulations are 
simulating the prototype. They are also useful for comparing computed versus observed data for wa-
ter quality parameters that are not state variables, but that are routinely monitored, such as total Kjel-
dahl nitrogen. 
In Version 2, pH computations were incorrectly included as a state variable. The cun-ent version 
now includes pH computations as a derived variable as pH is computed from the total inorganic car-
bon and alkalinity state variables (as well as temperature). 
Example 
CST DERIVE CDWBC CDWBC 
DOC OFF OFF 
POC OFF OFF 
TOC OFF OFF 
DON OFF OFF 
PON OFF OFF 
TON OFF OFF 
TKN OFF OFF 
TN OFF OFF 
DOP OFF OFF 
POP OFF OFF 
TOP On" OFF 
TP OFF OFF 
APR OFF OFF 
CHLA OFF OFF 
ATOT OFF OFF 
%00 OFF OFF 
TSS OFF OFF 
TISS OFF OFF 
CBODU OFF OFF 
Ph ON OFF 
CO2 OFF OFF 
HC03 OFF OFF 
C03 OFF OFF 



























Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
CDWBC CDWBC CDWBC CDWBC CDWBC 
Dissolved organic carbon 
Particulate organic carbon 
Total organic carbon 
Dissolved organic nitrogen 
Particulate organic nitro'gen 
Total organic nitrogen 
Total Kjeldahl nitrogen 
- Total nitrogen 
Dissolved organic phosphorus 
Particulate organic phosphorus 




Total algal biomass 
Dissolved oxygen saturation 
Total suspended solids 
Total inorganic suspended solids 















(Ignored by code) 
Specifies which kinetic fluxes are output for each 
waterbody, ON or OFF 
This card allows the user to specify whether constituent advective, diffusive, and kinetic fluxes are 
computed and output in order to evaluate their importance on the resulting constituent state variable 
computed concentrations. For example, if all the fluxes associated with dissolved oxygen in the 
model are output, then the user can determine the most important fluxes affecting DO and adjust the 
kinetic rate coefficients accordingly during calibration. This should greatly reduce the time required 
for water quality calibration and provide a greater understanding of kinetic behavior in the model and 
the prototype. Only the kinetic fluxes are computed in the current release. Advective and diffusive 

































































































































CFWBC CFWBC CFWBC CFWBC CFWBC CFWBC CFWBC 
OFF Total inorganic suspended solids settling, source 
orr Total inorganic suspended solids settling, sink 
OFF P04 from algal respiration~ source 
OFF PD4 from algal growth, sink 
OFF Net P04 algal uptake, source/sink 
OFF P04 from epiphyton respiration, source 
OFF P04 from epiphyton growth, sink 
OFF Net P04 epiphyton uptake, source/sink 
OFF P04 from particulate organic matter, source 
OFF P04 from dissolved organiC matter, source 
OFF P04 from organic matter, source 
OFF P04 from sediment compartment, source 
OFF P04 from O-order sediment release, source 
OFF Sorbed P04 from settling, source/sink 
OFF NH4 from nitrification, sink 
OFF NH4 from algal respiration, source 
OFF NH4 from algal growth, sink 
OFF Net NH4 from algal growth, sink 
OFF NH4 from epiphyton respiration, source 
OFF NH4 from epiphyton growth, sink 
OFF Net NH4 from epiphyton growth, sink 
OFF Net NH4 algal uptake, source/sink 
OFF NH4 from particulate organic matter, source 
OFF NH4 from dissolved organic matter, source 
OFF NH4 from organic matter decay 
OFF NH4 from sediment compartment, source 
OFF NH4 from O-order sediment release, source 
OFF N03 from denitrification, sink 
OFF N03 from algal growth, sink 
OFF No3 from epiphyton growth, sink 
OFF N03 from sediment compartment, source 
OFF Dissolved Si from algal growth, sink 
OFF Dissolved si from epiphyton growth, sink 
OFF Dissolved Si from particulate biogenic Si, source 
OFF Dissolved si from sediment compartment, source 
OFF Dissolved Si from O-order sediment release, source 
OFF Dissolved Si from sorbed si settling, source/sink 
OFF Particulate biogenic Si from algal mortality, source 
OFF Particulate biogenic si from settling, source/sink 
OFF Particulate biogenic Si decay, sink 
OFF Fe from settling, source/sink 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
CONSTITUENT CONTROL 
FESED OFF OFF OFF 
LDOMDK OFF OFF OFF 
LRDOM OFF OFF OFF 
ROOMDK OFF OFF OFF 
LDOMAP OFF OFF OFF 
LDOMEP OFF OFF OFF 
LPOMDK OFF OFF OFF 
LRPOM OFF OFF OFF 
RPOMDK OFF OFF bFF 
LPOMAP OFF OFF OFF 
LPOMSET OFF OFF OFF 
RPOMSET OFF OFF OFF 
CBODDK OFF OFF OFF 
DOAP OFF OFF OFF 
DOAR OFF OFF OFF 
DOEP OFF OFF OFF 
DOER OFF OFF OFF 
DOpaM OFF OFF OFF 
DODOM OFF OFF OFF 
DOOM OFF OFF OFF 
DONITR OFF OFF OFF 
DOCBOD OFF OFF OFF 
DOREAR OFF OFF OFF 
DOSED OFF OFF OFF 
DOSOD OFF OFF OFF 
TICAG OFF OFF OFF 
TICEG OFF OFF OFF 
SEDDK OFF OFF OFF 
SEDAS OFF OFF OFF 
SEDLPOM OFF OFF OFF 
SEDSET OFF OT!'F OFF 
SOnDK OFF OFF OFF 
Related Cards and Files 
Constituent Comuutations 
Active Constituents 
Fe from_sediment release, source 
Labile DOM decay, sink 
Labile to refractory DOM decaYr sink 
Refractory DOM decay, sink 
CONTROL FILE 
Labile DOM from algal mortality, source 
Labile DOM from epiphyton mortality, source 
Labile FOM decay, sink 
Labile to refractory POM decay, sink 
Refractoy' FOM decay, sink 
Labi'le POM from algal mortality, source 
Labile POM from settling, source/sink 
Refractory POM from settling, source/sink 
eBon decay, "sink 
DO from algal production, source 
DO from algal respiration, sink 
DO from epiphyton production, source 
DO from epiphyton respiration, sink 
DO from POM decay, sink 
DO from DOM decay, sink 
DO from OM decay, sink 
DO from nitrification, sink 
DO from eBOD decay, sink 
DO from reaeration, source 
DO from sediment compartment decay, sink 
DO from O-order sediment compartment, sink 
Total inorganic carbon from algal growth, sink 
Total inorganic carbon from epiphyton growth, sink 
Sediment compartment decay, sink 
Sediment compartment from algal settling, source 
Sediment compartment from LPOM settling, source 
Sediment compartment from net settling, source/sink 
Sediment compartment from decay, sink 
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CONTROL FILE CONSTITUENT CONTROL 







(Ignored by code) 
Initializes entire grid to Ihis concentration, or specifies a verlical 
and/or longiludinal profile be used to inilialize grid, 9 m·3 
This card allows the user to specify an initial concentration for each constituent. The user has three 
options. Initial concentrations can be specified as a single value, a single vertical profile which is 
used to initialize every segment, or a vertical profile for each segment. 
Example 






























RDOM P 0.0005 
LPOM P 0.0005 
RPOM P 0.0005 
LDOM N 0.0080 
RDOM_N 0.0080 
LPOM_N 0.0080 



















































































C2IWB C2IWB C2IWB C2IWB C2IWB C2IWB 
or salinity Total dissolved solids 
Generic constituent 1 
Generic constituent 2 
Generic constituent 3 








- conservative tracer 









solids group 3 
phosphorus 
Particulate biogenic silica 
Iron 
Labile dissolved organic matter 
Refractory dissolved organic matter 
Labile particulate organic matter 
Refractory particulate organic matter 
Carbonaceous biochemical oxygen demand group 1 
Carbonaceous biochemical oxygen demand group 2 
Carbonaceous biochemical oxygen demand group 3 
Algal group 1 
Algal group 2 
Algal group 3 
Dissolved oxygen 
Total inorganic carbon mg/l as C 
Alkalinity mg/l as CaC03 
Zoplankton 
Total P in labile dissolved organic matter 
Total P in refractory dissolved organic matter 
Total P in labile particulate organic matter 
Total P in refractory particulate organic matter 
Total N in labile dissolved organic matter 
Total N in refractory dissolved organic matter 
Total N in labile particulate organic matter 
Total N in refractory particulate organic matter 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
CONSTITUENT CONTROL 
Related Cards and Files 
Constituent Computations 
Active Constituents 
Vertical Profile File 
Longitudinal Profile File 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
CONTROL FILE 
C-124 
CONTROL FILE CONSTITUENT CONTROL 
Constituent Output (CST PRINT) 
FIELD NAME VALUE 
1 




(Ignored by code) 
Specifies which constituents are printed to output 
files, ON or OFF 
This card specifies which constituents are printed to the snapshot file [SNPFN], time series file 
[TSRFN], profile plotfile [PRFFN], and contour plotfile [CPLFN]. The user does not have control 
over which constituents will be sent to an individual file. 
Example 













































































































Related Cards and Flies 
Snapshot Print 
Profile Plot 




ON Total dissolved solids or salinity 
ON Generic constituent 1 - tracer 
ON Generic constituent 2 - residence time 
ON Gene~ic constituent 3 - coliform group 1 
ON Generic constituent 4 - coliform group 2 
ON Inorganic suspended solids group 1 
ON Inorganic suspended solids group 2 
ON Inorganic suspended solids group 3 
ON Inorganic dissolved phosphorus 
ON Ammonium 
ON Nitrate-nitrite 
ON Dissolved silica 
ON Particulate biogenic silica 
ON Iron 
ON Labile dissolved organic matter 
ON Refractory dissolved organic matter 
ON Labile particulate organic matter 
ON Refractory particulate organic matter 
ON Carbonaceous BOD group 1 
ON Carbonaceous BOD group 2 
ON Carbonaceous BOD group 3 
ON Algal group 1 
ON Algal group 2 
ON Algal group 3 
ON Dissolved oxygen 
ON Total inorganic carbon mg/l as C 
ON Alkalinity mg/l as CaC03 
ON Zoplankton 
ON Total P in labile dissolved organic matter 
ON Total P in refractory dissolved organic matter 
ON Total P in labile particulate organic matter 
ON Total P in refractory particulate organic matter 
ON Total N in labile dissolved organic 'matter 
ON Total N in refractory dissolved organic matter 
ON Total N in labile particulate organic matter 
ON Total N in refractory particulate organic matter 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
CONSTITUENT CONTROL CONTROL FILE 
Inflow Active Constituent Control (CIN CON) 
FIELD NAME 
1 
VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
2-10 CINBRC Character OFF Specifies which constiluenls are included in inflow 
constituent file, ON or OFF 
For some applications, inflow concentrations for a particular constituent may not be availilble. This· 
card allows the user to include in the inflow oncentration file [CINFN] only those constituents for 
which there is a concentration. For those excluded, the. model uses a zero concentration for the in-
flow. As shown in the example, descriptions can be included after the input fields to aid in identify-
ing a given constituent. 
Example 
eIN CON CINBRC CINBRC CINBRC CINBRC CINBRC CINBRC CINBRC CINBRC CINBRC 
TDS ON ON ON ON Total dissolved solids or salinity 
TRACER ON ON ON ON Generic constituent 1 - tracer 
AGE OFF OFF OFF OFF Generic constituenT 2 - residence time 
COLI ON ON ON ON Generic constituent 3 - coliform group 1 
COL2 ON ON ON ON Generic constituent 4 - coliform group 2 
ISS1 ON ON ON ON Inorganic suspended solids group 1 
1882 ON ON ON ON Inorganic suspended solids group 2 
ISS3 ON ON ON ON Inorganic suspended solids group 3 
P04 ON ON ON ON Inorganic dissolved phosphorus 
NH4 ON ON ON ON Ammonium 















ON Dissolved silica 
ON Particulate biogenic silica 
ON Iron 
ON Labile dissolved organic matter 
ON Refractory dissolved organic matter 
ON Labile particulate organic matter 
ON Refractory particulate organic matter 
ON Carbonaceous BOD group 1 
ON Carbonaceous BOD group 2 
ON Carbonaceous BOD group 3 
ON Algal group 1 
ON Algal group 2 
ON Algal group 3 
ON Dissolved oxygen 
ON Total inorganic carbon mg/l as C 
ON Alkalinity mg/l as CaCo3 
ON zoplankton 























































































ON Total P in refractory dissolved organic matter 
ON Total P in labile particulate organic matter 
ON Total P in refractory particu_Iate org matter 
ON Total N in labile dissolved organic matter 
Related Cards and Files 
Branch Inflow Constituent File 
Branch Inflow Constituent Filename 
ON Total N in refractory dissolved organic matter 
ON Total N in labile particulate organic matter 
ON Total N in refractory particulate-org matter 
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CONTROL FILE CONSTITUENT CONTROL 
Tributary Active Constituent Control (CTR CON) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 1 
2-10 CTRTRC Character OFF Specifies which constituents are included in tribu-
tary inflow constituent file for each tributary, ON or 
OFF 
For some applications, tributary inflow concentrations for a particular constituent may not be avail-
able: This card allows the user to include in the tributary Inflow concentration file [CTRFN] only 
those constituents for which there is a concentration. 
Example 




























zoo 1 ON 
LDOM P ON 
RDOM P ON 
LPOM_P ON 
RPOM P ON 
LDOM_N ON 
RDOM N ON 
LPOM_N ON 
RPOM N ON 
CTRTRC CTRTRC CTRTRC CTRTRC CTRTRC CTRTRC CTRTRC CTRTRC 
Total dissolved solids or salinity 
Generic constituent 1 - tracer 
Generic constituen 2 - residence 
Generic constituent 3 - coliform 
Generic constituent 4 - coliform 
Inorganic suspended solids group 
Inorganic suspended solids group 
Inorganic suspended solids group 












Labile dissolved organic matter 
Refractory dissolved organic matter 
Labile particulate organic matter 
Refractory particulate organic matter 
Carbonaceous BOD group 1 
Carbonaceous BOD group 2 
Carbonaceous BOD group 3 
Algal group 1 
Algal group 2 
Algal group 3 
Dissolved oxygen 
Total inorganic carbon mg/l as C 



















refractory dissolved organic matter 
labile particulate organic matter 
refractory particulate organic matter 
labile dissolved organic matter 
refractory dissolved organic matter 
labile particulate organic matter 
refractory particulate organic matter 
Related Cards and Files 
Tributary Inflow Concentration File 
Tributary Inflow Concentration Filename 
C-127 Appendix C Input/Output DataDescription 
CONSTITUENT CONTROL CONTROL FILE 
Distributed Trib Active Constituent (COT CON) 
FIELD NAME VALUE 
1 




(Ignored by code) 
Specifies which constituents are included in distri-
buted tributary inflow constituent file for each 
branch, ON or OFF 
For some applications, distributed tributary inflow concentrations for a particular constituent may not 
be available. This card aJlows the user to include in the distributed tributarv inflow concentration 





















































































































































OFF Total dissolved solids or salinity 
OFF Generic constituent 1 - tracer 
OFF Generic constituen 2 - residence time 
OFF Generic constituent 3 - coliform group 1 
OFF Generic constituent 4 - coliform group 2 
OFF Inorganic suspended solids group 1 
OFF Inorganic suspended solids group 2 
OFF Inorganic suspended solids group 3 
OFF Inorganic dissolved phosphorus 
OFF Ammonium 
OFF Nitrate-nitrite 
OFF Dissolved silica 
OFF Particulate biogenic silica 
OFF Iron 
OFF Labile dissolved organic matter 
OFF Refractory dissolved organic matter 
OFF Labile particulate organic matter 
OFF Refractory particulate organic matter 
OFF Carbonaceous BOD group 1 
OFF Carbonaceous BOD group 2 
OFF Carbonaceous BOD group 3 
OFF Algal group 1 
OFF Algal group 2 
OFF Algal group 3 
OFF Dissolved oxygen 
OFF Total inorganic carbon mg/l as C 
OFF Alkalinity mg/l as CaC03 
OFF zoplankton 
OFF Total P in labile dissolved organic matter 
OFF Total P in refractory dissolved organic matter 
OFF Total P in labile particulate organic matter 
OFF Total P in refractory particul,ate org matter 
OFF Total N in labile dissolved organic matter 
OFF Total N in refractory dissolved organic matter 
OFF Total N in labile particulate organic matter 
OFF Total N in refractory particulate org matter 
Distributed Tributary Inflow Concentration File 
Distributed Tributary Inflow Concentration Filename 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-128 
CONTROL FILE CONSTITUENT CONTROL 
Precipitation Active Constituent Control (CPR CON) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 1 
2-10 CPRBRC Character OFF Specifies which constituents are included in the 
precipitation inflow constituent file for each branch, 
ON or OFF 
For some applications, precipitation concentrations for a particular constituent may not be available. 
This card allows the user to include in the precipitation concentration file [CPRFN] only those con-






















































































































































PreCipitation Concentration File 
Precipitation Concentration Filename 
C-129 
OFF Total dissolved solids or salinity 
OFF Generic constituent 1 - tracer 
OFF Generic constituen 2 - residence time 
OFF Generic constituent 3 - coliform group 1 
OFF Generic constituent 4 - coliform group 2 
OFF Inorganic suspended solids group 1 
OFF Inorganic suspended solids group 2 
OrF Inorganic suspended solids group 3 
OFF Inorganic dissolved phosphorus 
OFF Ammonium 
OFF Nitrate-nitrite 
O,FF Dissolved silica 
OFF Particulate biogenic silica 
OFF Iron' 
OFF Labile dissolved organic matter 
OFF Refractory dissolved organic matter 
OFF Labile particulate orga.nic matter 
OFF Refractory particulate organic matter 
OFF Carbonaceous BOD group 1 
OFF Carbonaceous BOD group 2 
OFF Carbonaceous BOD group 3 
OFF Algal group 1 
OFF Algal group 2 
OFF Algal group 3 
OFF Dissolved oxygen 
OFF Total inorganic carbon mg/l as C 
OFF Alkalinity mg/l as CaC03 
OFF Zoplankton 
OFF Total p in labile dissolved organic matter 
OFF Total P in refractory dissolved· organic matter 
OFF Total P in labile particulate organic matter 
OFF Total P in refractory particulate org matter 
OFF Total N in labil'e dissolved organic matter 
OFF Total N in refractory .dissolv:ed, organic matter 
OFF Total N in labile particulate organic matter 
OFF Total N in refractory particulate org matter 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 
Extinction Coefficient (EX COEF) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 EXH20 Real 0.25 or 0.45 Extinction for pure water, m-1 
3 EXSS Real 0.1 Extinction due to inorganic suspended solids, m-
1 
4 EXOM Real 0.1 Extinction due to organic suspended solids, m-1 
5 BETA Real 0.45 Fraction of incident solar radialion absorbed at 
Ihe water surface 
6 EXC Character OFF Read extinction coefficients, ON or OFF 
7 EXIC Character OFF Interpolate extinction coefficients, ON or OFF 
This card specifies the short wave solar radiation extinction coefficients and amount of solar radia-
tion, fJ, absorbed in the surface layer_ Extinction coefficients are used to calculate a net extinction 
coefficient, 2, which is determined from the following equation: 
where: 
A.JSS = &/ss L eIl lSS 
#ISS 
.ess ~ extinction parameter for inorganic suspended solids, m-ll( g m-3) - user supplied parameter 
<D lSS ~ inorganic suspended solids concentration for each size fraction (up to 9) 
,.tPOM ::: £ POM L <l> I'OM 
.a>OM ~ extinction parameter for particulate organic matter, m-ll g m-3) - user supplied parameter 
<D POM ~ particulate organic matter concentration ~ particulate labile + particulate refractory organic 
matter concentration 
Aa = Lea<p a 
Azoa = L G zoo <l> zoo 
AIIIOCfQ ::: LEimacrocDmacro 
.6> ~ extinction coefficient for each algal group, m-ll g m-3) - user supplied parameter 
<Do ~ algal concentration for each algal group, g m-3 
-boo ~ extinction coefficient for each zooplankton group, m-ll g m-3) - user supplied parameter 
<D,,, ~ zooplankton concentration for each zooplankton group, g m-3 
<'Ono,," ~ extinction coefficient for each macrophyte group, m- l I g mo3) - user supplied parameter 
<Dmocro ~ macrophyte concentration for each macrophyte group, g m-3 
A"H20 ~ extinction coefficient for water (for a wavelength of between 0.5 and 0_6I'm, the absorption 
coefficient for pure water is about 0.1 mol). 
2 H2O varies greatly depending upon the dissolved substances in the water. Table C-9 gives values 
reported in the literature that can be used as rudimentary guidelines for selecting a value of 2 H20. 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-130 
CONTROL FILE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 
Table C-9. Extinction Coefficient Literature Values 
Location Description 
.....;, m-1 Reference 
Lake Tahoe CA Oliootrophlc 0.2 Wetzel. 1975 
Crystal Lake. WI Oligotrophic 0.2 Wetzel,1975 
Crater Lake. OR Oligotrophic 0.18 Spence. 1981 
Lake Borralie, Scotland Calcareous water 0.34 Soene'e, 1981 
Wintergreen Lake, MI Eutrophic , 0.46·1.68 Wetzel 1975 
Lake Paajarvi, Finland Brown~stained 0.7 Verduin, 1982 
Loch Unaaan, Scotland Brown~stained 1.53 80ence 1981 ' 
Loch Leven Scotland Turbid eutrophic 2.58 Spence. 1981 
Neusiedlersee Austria Turbid 3.31 Spence. 1981 
Highly stained lakes Average 4.0 Wetzel. 1975 
MegaI'd et al. (1980) and Smith and Baker (1978) determined each gram per cubic meter of chloro· 
phyll increased EPOM by 22 and 16 m· l , respectively. Averaging the two values and assuming a car-
bon to algal biomass ratio of 0.45 and "carbon to chlorophyll ratio of 50, then each gram per cubic 
meter of algal biomass should increase EPOM by about 0.17 m· l . However, the carbon to chlorophyll 
ratios vary from 25 to ISO. Values for EIssshould be of the same order of magnitude as EpOM 
If any constituents included in the above equation are not included in the simulation, then the value 
for A H2O should be increased to account for the constituent left out. The following equation can be 
used to estimate the extinction coefficient (Williams et al. 1980) 
where: 
A ~ net extinction coefficient 
Z, ~ secchi disk depth, m 
1=111Z--l)73 
. , 
The above equation includes the effects of EISS and Eoss and should be used only when inorgauic and 
organic suspended solids are not included in the simulation. 
The fraction of incident solar radiation absorbed at the water surface, /3, represents solar radiation 
absorbed in a 0.6 m surface layer. Once A has been determined, the equation below can be used to 
determine /3: 
J3 = 0.27ln(,1,) + 0.61 
The model user can input a file of extinction coefficients as a function oftime for each water body if 
[EXC] is ON. Interpolation ofthis input file is performed when [EXICj is ON. The extinction coeffi-
cients can be derived from secchi disk or light photometer data. The input file is specified under the 
Extinction Coefficient file name. When the extinction coefficient is read in, all other calculations of 
light extinction are ignored. 
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KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 
Example 
EX COEF EXH20 EXSS 
WB 1 0.25 0.01 
WB 2 0.25 0.01 
WB 3 0.25 0.01 
Related Cards and Files 
Algal Extinction 
Lig ht Extinction File 




















CONTROL FILE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 







(Ignored by code) 
0.2 Algal light extinction, m-'/gm,3 
This card specifies the effect of algae' on short wave solar radiation extinction in the water column. 
See the Extinction Coefficient card for a more complete description. 
Example 









EXA EXA EXA EXA EXA EXA 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 
Zooplankton Extinction (ZOO EX) 
FIELD NAME 
1 
VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
CONTROL FILE 
2-10 EXZ Real 
(Ignored by code) 
0.2 Zooplankton light extinction, M ' lgm-3 
This card specifies the. effect of algae on short wave solar radiation extinction in the water column. 
See the Extinction Coefficient card for a more complete description. 
Example 
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EXZ EXZ 
C-134 
CONTROL FILE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 







(Ignored by code) 
0.01 Macrophyte light extinction, m· j Igm-3 
This card specifies the effect of macrophytes on shOlt wave solar radiation extinction in the water 
column. See the Extinction Coefficient card for a more complete description. 
Berger (2000) compiled the following literature values oflight extinction for macrophytes in the fol-
lowing table. 
Table 10, Literature values for light extinction due to macrophyte plant tissue concentni-
tion. J 
Species Light extinction due to macro-
phyte concentration, m3m-1i 1 
Reference 
Myriophyllum spicatum L. 0.01 Ikusima, 1970 
Myriophyllum spicatum L. 0.006· Titus and Adams, 1979 
Vallisneria americana Michx. 0.013 to 0.019 Titus and Adams, 1979 
PofamoKeton pectinatus 0.024 Van der Biil et aI., 1989 
Example 
MACRO EX EXM EX" EX" EX" EX" EX" 
0.0100 
Related Cards and Files 
Extinction Coefficient 
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KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 
Generic Constituent (GENERIC) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 CGQ10 Real Arhenniu5 temperature rate multiplier 
3 CGODK Real O-order decay rate, day·' 
4 CG1DK Real 1 5t -order decay rate, day-' 
5 CGS Real Settling rate, m dal' 
This card specifies the Arhennius temperature rate multiplier, O-ord~r decay rate, I "-order decay rate, 
and settling rate for a generic constituent. New to Version 3.1 is the ability to model any fil./mber,of 
generic constituents whose kinetics can be described by these parameters. This includes tracers, resi-
dence time or water age, coliform bacteria, etc. For a tracer, all of the kinetic parameters should be 
set to zero. For residence time, theO-order decay rate should be set to -1.0. Since this is a decay rate, 
setting it to -1.0 specifies a growth rate of I dai'. . 
Unlike other state variables, the generic constituent uses an Arhennius temperature rate multiplier (or 
QIO) formulation to modify the generic constituent decay rate as a function of temperature as this is 
what is most likely to be encountered in the literature, particularly for coliform bacteria. Care must 
be taken when using this formulation at low « 6°C) temperatures. For coliform bacteria, the QIO 
coefficient is usually 1.04. A range of values for coliform can be found in Zison et al. (1978). 
Coliform decay rate is a function of sedimentation, solar radiation, nutdent availability, predation, 
algae, bacterial toxins, and physicochemical factors. For studies in which bacterial contamination is 
ofimportant concern, effOlts should be made to obtain in situ decay rate measurements. Methods for 
obtaining decay rates can be found in Frost and Streeter (1924), Marais (1974), and Zison et al. 





Table C-11. In Situ Coliform Decay Rates 
CGQIO CGODK CGIDK 
0.00 0.0 0.0 
0.00 -1.0 0.0 
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(Ignored by code) 
Suspended solids settling rate, m day" 
Turns ON or OFF sediment resuspension 
Critical shear stress for sediment resuspension, 
dynes/cm2 
This card specifies the suspended solids settling rates for each inorganic suspended solids state varia-
ble specified in the Constituent Dimensions card. Currently, phosphorus partitioning as specified 
. . 
on the Inorganic Phosphorus card is the same for all inorganic suspended solids. New to V3.2 is 
the ability to resuspend inorganic suspended solids due to wind shear and the resulting wind waves 
that cause sediment resuspension (Chapra, 1997). The computations are included by turning 
[SEDRC] to ON. The critical shear stress is specified by [TAUCR]. Details ofthis computation for 






SSS SEDRe TAueR 
1.5 ON· l.E-S 
0.5 ON 1.E-4 
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Algal Rates (ALGAL RATE) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 AG Real 2.0 Maximum algal growth rate, day-' 
3 AR Real 0.04 . Maximum algal respiration rate, day-' 
4 AE Real 0.04 Maximum algal excretion rate, day"' 
5 AM Real 0.1 Maximum algal mortality rate, day-' 
6 AS Real 0.1 Algal settling rate, m day-' 
7 AHSP Real 0.003 Algal half-saturation for phosphorus limited 
growth, 9 m-3 . 
8 AHSN Real 0.014 Algal half-saturation for nitrogen limited growth, 
9 m,3 
9 AHSSI Real 0.0 Algal half-saturation for silica limited growth, 9 
m 
10 ASAT Real 75.0 Light saturation intensity at maximum photosyn-
thetic rate, W m-2 
This card specifies rates for algal growth, mortality, excretion, respiration, and settling. Additionally, 
values that affect the maximum algal growth rate including light and nutrient limited growth are also 
specified here. 
[AG] is the maximum gross production rate that is not corrected for respiration, mortality, excretion, 
or sinking. Most literature values report net production rates that take into account respiration so care 
must be taken when using reported literature values. The user must evaluate the experimental design 
to determine if reported values represent gross or net production rates. Also, [AG] is temperature de-
pendent. If the expected temperature in the photic zone is 25°C, then the user should select rates 
measured near this temperature. The default value of2 day"l has given excellent results on previous 
studies. 
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Grover (1989) rated the competitiveness of 11 algal species in P limiting environment. Maximum 
growth rates and P half saturation constants were measured and confidence intervals given. 
Mixed species batch cultures were used to measure the kinetics. Algae density was determined 
by counting cells and the coefficients were estimated by fitting data to the Monod model. Three 
types of models were fitted: one with a common maximum growth rate and half saturation con-
stant, one with a common half saturation constant but individual growth rates, and one with a in-
dividual groWth rate and common half saturation constant. 
Grover found it difficult to measure the half saturation constant because growth occured at low 
concentrations of the nutrient even when it only existed as a contaminant. Half saturation con-
stant was measured in units ofmicromoleslliter. Soluble reactive phosphorus was form ofP 
measured. Table!3 lists the maximum growth rates and Table 14 lists half-saturation constants 
determined by Grover. The source of the algae was Square Lake, Minnesota (Washington Coun-
ty). Temperature was maintained at 12' Celsius the photon supply rate was -60 flmoles/ m' /s on 
a 14 hours lightl10 hours dark cycle. The samples were grown over a period of7 days. 
Table 13. Maximum growth rates (llday) determined by Grover (1989). 
Species Group Maximum Growth Rate (lIday) 
Estimate 95% Confidence Limit 
Lower Upper 
Chlamydomonas s . Green 0.79 0.61 0.96 
Chlorella sp. Green 0.81 0.62 1.05 
Cryptomonas sp. 0.49 0.39 0.58 
Oocyslis sp. 0.52 0.43 0.61 
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Species Group Maximum Growth Rate 1/day) 
Estimate 95% Confidence Limit 
Lower Upper 
Scenedesmus quadricauda 0.63 0.47 0.93 
SDhaerocvstis schroeter; 0.48 0.28 0.71 
Nitzschia acicularis Diatom 0.35 0.24 :0.46 
Nitzschia linearis Diatom 0.56 0.45 0.68 
Nitzschia palea Diatom 0.88 0.77 1.03 
Svnedra radians Diatom 0.60 0.39 0.85 
Synedra rumpens Diatom 0.73 0.59 0.88 





























Riebesell et. al. (1993) determined maximum growth rates (Table IS) and carbon half-saturation 
coefficients (Table 13) for 3 species of marine diatoms grown under optimal nutrient and light 
conditions. The carbon source of common marine diatoms is dissolved CO, although some mi-
croalgae can use bicarbonate. Temperatures were maintained at 17 degrees Celsius for D. 
brightwelli and T. punctigera and 5 degrees C for R. cf. alata. Light intensity was 120 I1Elm 
'Isecond. 
Table 15. Maximum growth rates of3 marine diatoms (Riebesell ct. aI., 1993) 
Species G.roup icempe~~ture Light Intensity Maximum Growth 
Celsius (uE/m'lsecond) Rate (1/dav) 
Dily/urn bri htwelfii Marine diatom 1r 120 1.46 
Thafassiosira lJunctiqera Marine diatom 1r 120 1.30 
Rhizoselina cf. alata Marine diatom 5" 120 0.93 
Table 16. Carbon half saturation constants of3 marine diatoms (Riebesell et. al., 1993). 
Species Group Temperature Light Intensity Carbon half-
(Celsius) (IJ Elm 2/SeCond) saturation con-
stant (uM) 
Dilvfum briahtwelfii Marine diatom 17' 120 1.4 
Thalassiosira punctiqera Marine diatom 1r 120 1.2 
Rhizoselina cf. alala Marine diatom 5' 120 2.1 
The common diatom Skeletonema costatum was studied by Samuel et. al. (1983). There is an abun-
dance ofliterature out there regarding this diatom and are these references are listed in the article. In 
the East River Skeletonema costatum blooms during late winter early spring but does not do well in 
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the summer months, perhaps because of pollution. The East River is saturated with NH3-N, P04-P, 
and Silicon year round. 
Source of water used in measuring growth rates was the East River. Salinity in laboratory was varied 
to simulate conditions found in East River. Temperature was 20° C and the photo period 14 hours 
lightilO hours dark at 2500 ~W/m'. Maximum growth rates measured were 1.2 to 1.8 day'!. 
Table 17. Maximum growth mte of Skeleton em a costatum (Samuel et. al., 1983). 
Speci~s Group rate 
Goldman et. aJ. (1974) determined the maximum growth rate and inorganic carbon half saturation 
coefficient for the freshwater algaeSelenastrum capricornufum and Scenedesmus quadricauda. They 
are green algae of the order Chlorococcales. 
Algae were grown in continuously stirred reactors at a constant inflow and outflow and constant nu-
trient concentration. Algae groWth was limited by inorganic carbon. The steady state concentration 
and carbon concentration were fitted to the Monod equation to determine maximum growth rate and 
half-saturation concentration. 
Cultures were grown at a constant temperature of 27°± I ° Celsius. Light was provided with "cool 
white" fluorescent tubes at an intensity of 4306 ± 43 I lumens/meter'. Concentrations were deter-
mined by counting algae cells. 
The algae dry weight carbon fraction was 44.7% for Scenedesmus quadricauda and 48 .9%for Sele-
nastrum capricornutum. 
Table 18. Maximum growth rates of the green algae Selenastrum capricornutum and Scene-
desmus quadricautia (Goldman et. al., 1974). 
Species Group Temperature Light Intensity Maximum growth rate 
(Celsius) (Iumenst meter') (day") 
Selenasfrum capricomutum Green alQae 27" 43060431 2.45 
Scenedesmus quadricauda Green algae 27" 43060431 2.29 
Table 19. Carbou half-saturation coefficients of the green algae Selenastrum capricornu-
tum and Scenedesmus quadricauda (Goldman et. aI., 1974). 
Species Group Temperature Light Intensity Carbon Half-
(Celsius) (lumens! meter2 ) saturation coefficient 
(mgtl) 
Green alaae 27' 43060431 0.4·1.49 
Green algae 27' 43060 431 '.1·0.7 
Chalup and Laws (1990) calculated tbe nutrient saturated growth rate of the marine phytoplankter 
Pavlova lutberi at different light intensities. Algae were grown in batch cultures at a temperature be-
tween 21.9°-22.1 ° Celsius. Predicted growth rates of 0.625 and 1.14 lIday for ligbt intensities of 
5.44 and 16.3 moles quanta/m' -day, respectively. The nutrient saturated growth rate prediction were 
calculated the following regression based on data: 
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1.95/ 
lis ~ /+10.8 -0.03 
where ~s and I have the dimensions day"land moles quanta m" dol. Table 13 shows the predicted 
growth rates. 
Table 20. Nutrient saturated maximum growth rates of the marine algae Pavlova lutheri(Cha-
lup and Laws, 1990). 




Pavlova lutheri marine 22' 5.44 0.625 
Pavlova lutheri marine 22' 16.3 1.14 
The maximum growth rate (Table 21) and silicon half-saturation constant (Table 22) oftwodones of 
the marine diatom Thalassiosira Pseudonana were calculated by Guillard et. al. (1973). One clone 
was from Saragossa Sea and the other was an estuarine clone from the Forge River, Moriches Bay, 
Long Island, New York. Batch cultures were grown at 20° Celisius and at 6500 lux. Growth was 
followed by counting cells. 
Table 21. Maximum growth rate of two clones of the marine diatom Thallassiosira Pseudo-
nana (Guillard et. ai., 1973). 
Species Group Source Temperature Light Growth· rate Confidence 
(Celsius) ~~~=~S"y (doubl- Interval, 9~% lux ingsfdav) 
Thalassiosira Marine Moriches Bay, Long 20' 6500 3.64 2.9-4.4 
Pseudonana diatom Island. NY 
Thalassiosira Marine Saragossa Sea 20' 6500 2.13 2.0-2.3 
Pseudonana diatom 
Table 22. Silicon half-saturation constant of two clones ofthe marine diatom Thallassiosira 
Pseudonana (Guillard et. ai., 1973). 
Species Group Source Temperature Light Half- Confidence 
(Celsius) Intensity Saturation Interval, 95% 
(lux) Constant 
f"M) 
Tha/assiosira Marine Moriches Bay, Long 20' 6500 0.98 0.28-1.95 
Pseudonana diatom Island. NY 
Tha/assiosira Marine Saragossa Sea 20' 6500 0.19 0.09-0.29 
Pseudonana diatom 
Diatoms are not the only alga which require silicon. Klaveness and Guillard (1975) determined 
the maximum growth rate (Table 23) and silicon balf-saturation coefficient (Table 24) for the 
golden-brown (Chrysophyceae) algae Synura PeterseniL 
Golden brown algae are an insignificant in the'plankton of the sea but are abundant in freshwater 
lakes and ponds where they can form blooms. Synura spp. are known as an odor producing spe-
cies. 
Batch cultures were used to measure growth rate and half-saturation constant. Steady-state condi-
tions are attained by maintaining very low algae populations which did not initially affect nutrient 
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concentrations. Cultures were grown at 20° Celsius and light intensity was 9000 lux with 16 hour 
days. 
The algae were obtained from a freshwater pond near Woods Hole, Massachusetts. 
Table 23. Maximum growth rate ofthe golden-brown algae Synura Petersenii (Guillard and 
Klaveuess, 1975). 
Species Group Source Temperature light Intensi- Maximum growth 
(Celsius) ty rate (divi-
(lu~) sians/day) 
Synura Peter- Golden-brown ~~ae Fresh water pond, 20' 9000 1.12 
senii . (Chrysophyceae Massachusetts 
Table 24. Silicon half-saturation constant ofthe golden-brown algae Synura Petersenii 
(Guilla1'd and Klavene.ss, 1975). 
Paasche (1973) measured the maximum growth rates of the marine diatom species Skeletonema 
costatum, Thalassiosira psuedonana, Thalassiosira decipiens, Ditylum brightwellii, and Licomo-
phora sp. (Table 25). Cultures of Skeletdnema costatum, Thalassiosira decipiens, and Licmo-
phora were isolated from the Oslo Fjord. 
Cultures were grown at 20 degrees C at a light intensity of about 25000 erglcm2-sec. An 18 hour 
day was used D. brightwellii whereas the other cultures were lit continuously. 
Table 25. Maximum growth rates for five species of marine diatoms (Paasche, 1973). 
Table 26 shows the maximum growth rate was determined for the marine diatom Skeletonema 
Costatum costatum (Sakshaug and Andresen, 1989). The culture temperature was 15° Celsius. 
Skeletonema Costatum is a prominent species in most coastal waters and fjords. At the maximum 
growth rate of 1.4 day"l the light intensity was 4.33 PAR, moles/m2-hour 
(P AR ~photosynthetically available radiation). The culture was lit continuously at this growth 
rate. 
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Table 26. The maximum growth rate of the mariue diatom Skeletouema costatum (Sak-
shaug aud Audresen, 1989). 
. . 
Species Group Temperature Light Intensity Maximum growth rale (day- ) 
(Celsius) (pAR moles/m2-hour) 
Skeletonema Marine Diatom 15' 4.33 1.4 
castatum 
Maximum growth rate and dark respiration rate of the three marine diatom species Skeletonerna 
costaturn, Olisthodiscus lute us and Gonyaulax tarnarensis measured by Langdon (1987) (Table 
27-Table 28). Algae were grown using the batch culture method at 15° Celsins with a 14 hour 
day. Langdon developed a interspecies growth-irradiance model consisting of three variables: 
cell carbon at maximum growth rate, carbon-chlorophyll a ratio, and dark respiration rate at zero 
growth rate. Cell growth was measured by count.ing cells. 
Table 27. Maximum growth rate of the three marine diat"m species Skeletonema costa tum, 
Olisthodiscus luteus aud Gonyaulax tamareusis measured by Laugdon (1987). 
Species Group Temperature Maximum growth rate (di- Standard error of Maxi-
(Celsius) visions/day) mum growth rate (divi-
sions/day) 
Skeletonema Marine Diatom 15' 2.41 0.02 
costatum . . 
Olisthodiscus Marine Diatom 15' 0.87 0.03 
luteus 
Gonyaulax tama- Marine Diatom 15' 0.56 0.02 
resis 
Table 28. Dark respiration rate ofthe three marine diatiom species Skeletonema costatum, 
Olisthodiscus luteus and Gonyaulax tamarensismeasured by Langdon (1987). 
Species Group Temperature Dark respiration at zero Standard error (divi-
(Celsius) Qrowth rate (divisions/day) sians/day) 
Skeletonema Marine Diatom 15' 0.04 0.03 
costatum 
Olisthodiscus Marine Diatom 15' 0.06 0.06 
luteus 
Gonyaulax tama~ Marine Diatom 15' 0.17 0.17 
resis . , 
Falkowski et. af. (1985) calculated the steady-state growth rates of three species of marine phy-
toplankton but did not determine maximum growth rates. They did determine that the Isochrysis 
galbana becomes light saturated at 200 Ilmoles quantalmeter'-second. Phytoplankton were 
grown at 18° Celsius. 
Excretion rates of less than 5% of gross photosynthesis were observed in Isochrysis galbana, 
Thalassiosira weisflogii, and Prorecntrum rnicans. 
Table 29. Light saturation of Isochrysis galbana (Falkowski et. al., 1985). 
Species Group i<empe~~ture Light saturation 
Celsius (umoles auanta/meter2-secondl 
Isochrvsis Qalbana Marine Chrysophvte 18' 200 
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Laws and Bannister (1981) measured the maximum growth rate.ofthe marine diatom Thalassiosi-
ra fluviatilis using the carbon 14 labeling method. A continuous culture system was used to grow 
the phytoplankton. Temperature was maintained at 20° Celsius with a 12 hour light/12 hour dark 
cycle. Maximum growth was measured to be 1.22 day·IO. 
Table 30. Maximum growth rate ofThalassiosira fluviatilis (Laws and Bannister, 1981). 
Species Group Temperature Maximum Growth Rale 
(Celsius) (day") 
Thalassiosira f1uviatilis Marine Diatom 20' 1.22 
Reay et al. (1999) measured maximum growth rates and optimal growth temperatures while stud-
ying the temperature effect of ammonia and nitrate ilptake in algae and bacteria. The maximum 
growth rate and optimum growth temperatures for the algae are list in Table 31. Also studied was 
dependence of ammonia and nitrate half-saturation coefficient on temperatl1re. 
Algae cultures were grown in chemostat and batch cultures and were illuminated using fluores-
cent tubes emitting 200 J.lmol ofquantalm2-s. 
Table 31. Maximum growth rates and optimum growth temperatures for phytoplankton 
studied by Reay et al. (1999). 
Species Group Source Optimum Growth Tern· Maximum growth rate 
~eratur:) (day·1) 
Celsius 
Chaetoceros sp. Marine Diatom Seawater Sam- 6' 0.67 
pie, Southerl1 
• Ocean 
Chaetoceros Marine Diatom Seawater Sam- 23' 0.48 
curvisetum pie North Sea 
Dinialiella terti- Flagellate alga Seawater Sam- 24' 2.50 
olecta pie, Oslo Fjord, 
Norway . 
Clark and Flynn (2000) determined maximum growth rates and inorganiccarbon half-saturation 
coefficients of marine phytoplankton while studying the kinetics of inorganic carbon and the in-
fluence of nitrogen source. Batch cultures were grown in a 16° Celsius room under a photon in-
tensity of200 J.lmol m·2 S-1 with a 12 hour lightl12 hour dark cycle using cool-white fluorescent 
tubes. Half-saturation concentrations were estimated by fitting a growth curve to a rectangular 
hyperbolic (Michaelis,Menten type) function. 
Table 32. Maximum growth rates and carbon half-saturation constants of marine phytop-
lankton studied by Clark and Flynn (2000)_ 
Species Group Nitrogen Carbon half- Maximum growth rate 
Source saturation constant (day·1) 
(~M) 
Phaedactylum tri- Bacillariophyceae N02 30 0.80 
corntum 
Thalassiosira BaciUariophyceae N03 273 1.33 
pseudonana NH4 233 1.75 
Thalassiosira Bacillariophyceae N03 258 1.55 
. 
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Species Group Nitrogen Carbon half~ Maximum growth rate 
Source saturation constant (day·1 ) 
(uM) 
weissflogii NH4 135 1.52 
Stichoccocus Bacil~ Chlorophyta N03 720 0.77 
laris NH4 568 0.83 
Alexandrium fun~ Dinophyta N03 468 0.36 
dyense 
Scrippsiella tro- Dinophyta N03 280 0.40 
choidea 
Emiliana huxleyi Prymneslophyceae N03 150 . 1.19 
NH4 114 1.14 
Isochrysis galbat:l8 Prymneslophyceae. N02 81 . 0.48 
Heterosigma cCc;tr- Raphidophyceae N03 673 1.21 
terae NH4 663 1'.62 
Litchman (2000) compared the effect of constant light and fluctuating light on algae growth. 
Growth rate was shown to be species·specific and a diatom's Nitzschia sp. growth rate increased 
under fluctuating light at low average intensities. Maximum growth rates, metabolic loss rate 
(respiration) and light saturation intensity were measured for 4 freshwater species incubated in 
batch cultures at 20° Celsius (Table 33). The growth rates of the blue·greens Anabaena and 
Phormidium decreased at higher light intensities, whereas the growth rates of Nitzschia and the 
green alga Sphaerocystis were not inhibited at higher light intensities. 
Table 33. Maximum growth rate, saturation intensity and respiration rate for 4 freshwater 
algae species (Litchman, 2000). 
Species Group Saturating Light Respiration rate Maximum 
Intensity (Ilmoles (day'I) growth rate (day' 
photons/m'.s) I) 
Nitzschia so. Diatom 35 0.24 1.31 
Anabaena Blue-green 25 0.1 1.19 
Sphaerocvstis arean 19 0.6 1.44 
Phormidium Blue-green 17 0.001 1.4 
Maximum algal mortality rate [AM] is also temperature dependent. A general rule of thumb is the 
maximum algal mortality rate [AM] should be less than 10% ofthe maximum algal growth rate [AG]. 
Values ranfing from 0.03 to 0.3 have been used in previous modeling studies, with the default value 
of 0.1 day' providing excellent results on a large number of systems. 
[AE] is the maximum algal excretion (or photorespiration) rate that goes directly to the labile DOM 
compartment. The default value is 0.04 dafl [AR] is the maximum dark algal respiration rate. 
Respiration rates are often expressed as millilitres of oxygen consumed per milligram of organism 
dry weight per hour. To convert to model units (mg 0, mg'! organism dry weight day'\ multiply 
dark respiration rates by 0.74 mg dry weight/] ml 0,. Literature values are reported in Table C-34 
and Table C-3S. The default value is 0.04 day'! 
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Table C-34. Maximum Algal Excretion Rate Literature Values 
Species I Rate. dav-' 
ii 0.044 '~ ; falealus 0.')3' 
0.036 1966 
.13, i= I eleoans i I I pusillum 
Table C-35. Algal Dark Respiration Rate Literature Values' 
Species ReSDiration Rate dav1 Reference 
Anabaena variabilis 0.10-0.92 Collins and Bovlen. 1978 
Chlorella pvrenoidosa 0.01-0.03 Myers and Graham, 1961 
Coscinodiscus excentricus 0.07-0.11 Riley and von Aux, 1949 
Dunaliella teriolecta 0.12-0.16 Laws and Wana, 1978 
Mesodinium rubrum 0.05 Smilh 1979 
Monochrysls lutheri 0.15-0.32 Laws and Wong, 1978 
Thaiassiosira allenii 0.05-0.59 Laws and Wong, 1978 
Literature value for algal settling velocities [AS] are given in Table C-36, but care must be taken ih 
their use. Laboratory and in sutu methods for determining settling velocities each have their draw-
backs when attempting to measure net settling velocities. The settling velocity 'is very dependent 
upon the type of algae present, so a single default value is not recommended. Previous studies have 
used a settling velocity of 0.2 m dafl for diatoms, 0.1 m day-l for greens, and 0.0-0.05 m dafl for 
cyanobacteria. Also, for cyanobacteria or other floating phytoplankton, one can specify a negative 
settling velocity. 
Table C-36. Algal settling Velocity Literature Values 
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Burns & Rosa, 1980 
[AHSP] is the algal half-saturation constant for phosphorous and is defined as the phosphoro\ls con-
centration at which the nptake rate is one-half the maximum rate. This represents the upper concen-
tration at which algal growth is directly proportional to phosphorous concentrations 
Table C-37. Phosphorus Half-Saturation Constant Literature Values 
Species Half~Saturatlon Constant, mg r1 Reference 
I I 0.002 Holm& 1981 
I 0.014 Thomas & Dodson. 1968 
i l sinensis 0.016 Quaslm. el 01.. 1973 
II I bergonii J.003 Flnenko & 1974 
0.074·0.105 Flnenko & 1974 
, soclalis J.OOl Flnenko.& Kr 1974 
I I FUhs.etal~ C I nana 0.055 
C I nana J.001 Fogg, 1973 
J.076 Lehman II ~soclale J.047 Lehman II 
Ei:iQiOriagracilis 1.520 Dlum, 1966 
).006 Holm& , 1981 
I ).095 Von Muller. 1972 
I I duplex '.105 . Lehman I 
I 0.980 • & Lembl, 1981 
, obliouus ).002 Fooo. 1973 
"P. Rhee, 1973 
I I I 0.163 Fogg, 1973 
[AHSN] is the algal half-saturation constant for nitrogen and is defined as the nitrogen concentration 
(ammonium + nitrate/nitrite) at which the uptake rate is one-halfthe maximum rate, This represents 
the upper concentration at which algal growth is proportional to nitrogen. Table C-38 gives litera' 
ture values for the nitrogen half-saturation constant. To simulate algal nitrogen fixation, set AHSN 
equal to 0.0. 
Table C-38. Nitrogen Half-Saturation Constant Literature Values 
Chaetoceros gracilis 
nana 
C-149 Appendix C Inpnt/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS. CONTROL FILE 
Species Half saturation constant N source Reference 
0.027 Caperon & Meyer, 1972 
0.031 Eoolev. Rooers & McCarthy, 1969 
Ditylum brightwellil 0.037 N03 Eppley, Rogers, & McCarthy, 1969 
0.020 N03 Eppley, Rogers, & McCarthy, 1969 
Dunaliella teriolecta 0.013 N03 Caperon & Meyer, 1972 
0.013 NH4 Caperon & Meyer, 1972 
0.087 N03 Eppley, Rogers & McCarthy, 1969 
Fragilaria pinnata 0.037·0.100 N03 Carpenter & Guillard. 1971 '. 
Leptocylindrous danicus 0.078 N03 Eppley, Rogers, & McCarthy, 1969 
0.013 NH4 Eppley, Rogers & McCarthy, 1969 
Navicula pelliculosa 0.923 N03 Wallen & Cartier, 1975 
Phaeodactylum tricornutum 0.161 N03 Ketchum, 19,39 
Rhizosolenia robusta 0.186 N03 Eppley. Rogers, &'McCarthy, 1969 
0.135 NH4 Eppley, Rogers, & McCarthy, 1969 
Rhizosolenia stolterfothii 0.105 N03 Eppley, Rogers, & McCarthy. 1969 
0.009 NH4 Eppley, Rogers, & McCarthy, 1969 
Skelelonema Gastalum 0.027 N03 Eppley, Rogers, & McCarthy, 1969 
0.014 NH4 Eooley. Rooers, & McCarthv, 1969 
Blue~reens 
Anabaena cylindrica 4.34 N03 Hattori, 1962 
2.48 N03 Hattori, 1962 
Asterionella formosa 0.074·0.093 N03 Eppley & Thomas, 1969 .. 
0.062 NH4 Eoolev & Thomas 1969 
Oscillatoria aQardhii 0.22 N03 van Lierre' 1977 
Microflagellates 
Bellochia spo 0.001·0.16 N03 Carpenter & Guillard 1971 
Monochrysis lutheri 0.026 N03 Caperon & Meye'r, 1972 
0.052 NH4 Caperon & Meyer, 1972 
0.037 N03 Eppley, Rogers, & McCarthy,1969 
0.007 NH4 Eppley, Rogers, & McCarthy, 1969 
CoccolithoDhorids 
Coccolithus huxleyi 0.006 N03 Eppley, Rogers, & McCarthy, 1969 
0.002 NH4 Eppley, Rooers & McCarthy, 1969 
Greens 
Chlorella pyrendoldosa 0.006·0.14 Pickett, 1975 
1.15 N03 Knudsen, 1965 
Pithophora cedogonia 1.236 N03 Spencer & Lembi, 1981 
Dinoflagellates 
Gonyaulax polyedra 0.589 N03 Eppley, Rogers, & McCarthy, 1969 
0.099 NH4 Eppley, Rogers & McCarthy, 1969 
Gymnodinium splendens 0.235 N03 Eppley,Rogers,.& McCarthy, 1969 
0.099 NH4 Eppley, Rooers & McCarthy, 1969 
Gymnodinium wailesii 0.223 N03 Eppley, Rogers, & McCarthy, 1969 
0.088 NH4 Eppley, Rogers, & McCarthy, 1969 
Chrvsoohyte. 
fsochrysis galbana 0.006 N03 Eppley, Rogers, & McCarthy, 1969 
[ASA TJ is the saturating light intensity at the maximum photosynthetic rate. Since phytoplankton 
adapt to low light regimes, saturation coefficients maybe lower than those measured in the laborato-
ry. Table C-39 gives literature values for [ASATJ. 
Table C-39. Literature values for saturating light intensity 
I S~.cl.s Saturationl W mol Reference I 
Qryptomonas ovata 12·36 Cloem, 1977 
Oscillaforia aqardhii 10 van Lierre et aI., 1978 








ALGAL RATE AG AR AE 
Aig 1 1.5 0'.04 0.04" 
Aig 2 2.5 0.04 0.04 
Alg 3 0.5 . 0,.04 0.04 
Related Cards and Files 
Algal Extinction 






















AHSP AHSN AHSSI 
0.003 0.014 0.003 
0.003 0.014 0.000 





Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 
Algal Temperature Rate Coefficients (ALG TEMP) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 ATl Real 5.0 Lower temperature for algal growth, °C 
3 AT2 Real 25.0 Lower temperature for maximum algal growth, 
°C 
4 AT3 Real 35.0 Upper temperature for maximum algal growth, 
°C 
5 AT4 Real 40.0 Upper temperature for algal growth, °C 
6 AKl Real 0.1 Fraction of algal growth rate at ATl 
7 AK2 Real 0.99 Fraction of maximum algal growth rate at AT2 
8 AK3 Real 0.99 Fraction of maximum algal growth rate at AT3 
9 AK4 Real 0.1 Fraction of algal growth rate at AT 4 
This card specifies the lower, maximum lower, upper, and maximum upper temperatures used in de-
fining the curve that determines effects oftemperature on algal rates. Also specified is the fraction of 
maximum algal rates that occurs at tile specified temperature. The default values are ones for a single 
algal assemblage used in Version 2. When including multiple algal groups, the temperature rate coef-
ficients are one of the most important parameters determining algal succession. Diatoms would have 
much lower temperatures for ATI-AT4 and cyanobacteria would have higher values. 
Example 
ALGAL TEMP AT! 
Alg 1 5.0 
Alg 2 10.0 



































CONTROL FILE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 
Algal Stoichiometry (ALG STOICH) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 AP Real 0.005 Stoichiometric equivalent between algal biomass 
and phosphorus 
3 AN Real 0.08 Stoichiometric equivalent between algal biomass 
and nitrogen 
4 AC Real 0.45 Stoichio!11etric equivalent between algal biomass 
and carbon 
5 ASI Real 0.18 Stoichiometric equivalent between algal biomass 
and silica 
6 ACHLA Real 145.0 Ratio between algal biomass and chlorophyll a 
7 APOM Real 0.8 Fraction of algal biomass that is converted to 
particulate organic matter when algae die 
8 ANEQN Integer 2 Equation number for algal ammonium prefe-
rence (either 1 or 2) 
9 ANPR Real 0.001 Algal half saturation constant for ammonium pre-
ference 
This card specifies the stoichiometric equivalances used for determining the amount of nutrients in 
algal biomass. Numerous researchers have noted that these ratios are not constant overtime and vary· 
by algal species. In addition, the algal to chlorophyll a ratio [ACHLA] is known to be different for 
different algal species and is known to vary over time for a given algal species. Currently, the model 
does not include variable stoichiometry or biomass to chlorophyll a. This is an area that will be im-
proved upon in the future. [APOM] is the fraction of algal biomass lost by mortality going into the 
detritus compartment with the remainder going to labile DaM. Otsuki and Hayna (1972) have re-
potted a value of 0.8 for Scenedesmus sp. and this is the default value. 
Certain algal groups are known to preferentially uptake ammonium over nitrate. If the equation 
number [ANEQN] for algal nitrogen uptake is set to I, then the algal nitrogen preference factor for 
ammonium is computed using: 
) 
and the preference for nitrate is: 
If the equation number [ANEQN] is set to 2, then the phytoplankton nitrogen preference for ammo-
nium is computed using the following equation (Thomann and Fitzpatrick, 1982): 
(K~NoxmNNOX ) ( )( ) 
PNH4~ ammonium preference factor 
C-153 Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 
K,,", ~ N half-saturation coefficient, mg rl 
CNH4~ ammonium nitrogen concentration. mg rl 
CNo.,~ nitrate-nitrite nitrogen concentration. mg rl 
The nitrite-nitrate nitrogen preference factor is then calculated from: 
Table C-40 shows a summary of algal stoichiometry based on C, N, P, and Si percen-
tages of dry-weight biomass from Reynolds (1984) for freshwater algae. 
Table C-40. Freshwater algae minimum and optimum elemental contents in per-
centages of dry-weight (Reynolds, 1984). 
Content C N P Si 
Minimum . ; 
Anabaena fios-aquae 49.i l ) 0.40(2) 
Microcystis aeruginosa 46.5(1) 3.8(3) 0.34(3) 
Various cyanobacteria 4.5(4) 
Asterionella formosa 32(4) 
Stephanodiscus hantzschii 20(4) 
Asterionella Formosa (percentages are 3.4(5) 003(6) 
ash-free dry weight) .. 
Scenedesmus obliquus 54.6(1) 
Scenedesmus quadricauda 0.59(7) 
Scenedesmus sp. 0.10(8) 
Optimum 
Cyanobacteria 46-49(1) 8-11 (9) 0.7-1.1 (1.9) 
Chrysophytes 3.3_5(9) 2.1 (9) 
Chlorophytes 49_56(1) 6.6-1.9(9) 1.2_2.9(1,9) 
In General(lO) 51-56 8.0-10.4 0.8-1.45 
References: (I) Anon (1968); (2) Healey (1973); (3) Gerloff & Skoog (1954); (4) Lund (1965); 
(5) Lund (1950); (6) Mackereth (1953); (7) Nalewajko & Lean (1978); (8) Rhee (1973); (9) 
Strickland (1965); (10) Reynolds (1984). 
Example 
ALG STOICH ALGP ALGN 
Alg 1 0.005 0.08 
Alg 2 0.005 0.08 
Alg 3 0.005 0.08 
Related Cards and Files 
Algal Rates 
ALGC ALGSI ACHLA 
0.45 0.18, 145.00 
0.45 0.00 145.00 
0.45 0.00 145.00 










CONTROL FILE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 
Algal Extinction 
Algal Temperature Rate Coefficients 
C-155 Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 
Epiphyte Control (EPIPHYTE) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT 
1 
2-10 EPIWBC Character OFF 
DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Waterbody epiphyte computations, ON or OFF 
This card allows the user to turn ON/OFF epiphy10n computations and their effects on water quality 
for a given waterbody. This flexibility allows the user to decrease model complexity and computa-
tion time for waterbodies where epiphy10n impacts are not considered important. 
Example 
EPIPHYTE EPIWBC EPIWBC EPIWBC EPIWBC EPIWBC EPIWBC EPIWBC EPIWBC 
Epi 1 ON ON 
Related Cards and Files 
Epiphyte Print 




Epiphyte Temperature Rate Coefficients 
Epiphyte Stoichiometry 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-1S6 
CONTROL FILE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 









(Ignored by code) 
epiphyte areal density output, ON or OFF 
This card allows the user to turn ON/OFF epiphyton biomass output in terms of areal density to the 
various output files for each waterbody. " 
Example 
EPI PRINT EPRWBC EPRWBC EPRWBC EPRWBC EPRWBC EPRWBC EPRWBC EPRWBC 
Epi 1 ON ON 
Related Cards and Files 
Epiphyte Control 




Epiphyte Temperature Rate Coefficients 
Epiphyte Stoichiometry 
C-1S7 Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 
Epiphyte Initial Density (EPIINI) 
FIELD NAME VALUE 
1 
2-10 EPIWBCI Real 
DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Initial areal density for each epiphytbn group, 9 m-2 
This card specifies the initiaiepiphyton areal density for each waterbody. 
Example 
EPI INIT EPIWBCI EPIWBCI EPIWBCI EPIWBCI EPIWBCI EPIWBCI EPIWBCI EPIWBCI 
Epi 1 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 





Epiphyte Temperature Rate Coefficients 
Epiphyte Stoichiometry 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-158 ; 
CONTROL FILE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 
Epiphyte Rate (EPI RATE) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
























maximum epiphyton growth rate, day-' 
maximum epiphyton respiration rate, dai' 
maximum epiphyton excretion rate, dai' 
maximum epiphyton mortality rate, day-' 
epiphyton burial rate, m day-' 
epiphyton half-saturation for phosphorus lim ited 
growth, 9 M3 
epiphyton half-saluration for nilrogen limited 
growlh, 9 m-3 
epiphyton half-saturation for silica limited 
growth, g m-3 . 
This card specifies rates for epiphyton growth, mortality, excretion, respiration, and burial. Addi-
tionally, values that affect the maximum epiphyton growth rate including nutrient limited growth are 
also specified here. See the Algal Rate card for more detailed information, as the kinetic formula-
tions are similar. Epiphyton mortality becomes pati ofthe LOOM and LPOM organic pool based on 
the variable EPOM (see EPI STOICH). The burial rate causes epiphyton to be lost from the system 








Related Cards and Files 
Epiphyte Control 
Epiphyte Print 




EM EB EHSP EHSN EHSSI 
0,1 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.0 
Epiphyte Temperature Rate Coefficients 
Epiphyte Stoichiometry 
C-J59 Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 
Epiphyte Half-Saturation (EPI HALF) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 ESAT Real 75.0 light saturation intensity at maximum photosyn-
thetic rate, W m·2 "" : 
3 EHS Real . 15.0 biomass limitation factor, 9 m"2 
4 ENEQN Integer 2 ammonia preference factor equation for epiphy-
ton (1 or 2) 
4 ENPR Real 0.001 nitrogen half-saturation preference constant, 
mg/I- only used if ENEQN=2 
This card specifies the light saturation intensity at maximum photosynthetic rate [ESAT], the half-
saturation coefficient for epiphyton biomass "limitation [EHS], and the nitrogen preference during 
epiphyton growth [ENPR J. The ratio of nitrate-nitrite to ammonium taken up during epiphyton 
growth increases as [ENPR] increases. 
Certain epiphyton groups are known to preferentially uptake ammonium over nitrate: If the equation 
number [ANEQN] for algal nitrogen uptake is set to I, then the epiphyton nitrogen preference factor 
for ammonium is computed using: 
PNH4 
CNH4 
( C"3Nlf, ) 
and the p~eference for nitrate is: 
PN03 
CNOJ 
( C"3Nlf, )" 
If the equation number [ANEQN] is set to 2, then the epiphyton preference for ammonium is com-
puted using the following equation (Thomann and Fitzpatrick, 1982): 
C~xmN 
(K~NOrmNNOx ) 
. PNm= ammonium preference factor 
KmN = N half-saturation coefficient, mg r1 
CNm= ammonium nitrogen concentration. mg r1 
CNOx = nitrate-nitrite nitrogen concentration. mg rl 
( 
The nitrite-nitrate preference factor is then calculated from: 





EPI HALF ESAT 
Epi 1 150.00 
EHS ENEQN ENPR 
15.0 2 0.001 
Related Cards and Files 
Epiphyte Control 
Epiphyte Print 
Epiphyte Initial Density 
Epiphyte Rate 





Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 
Epiphyte Temperature Rate Coefficients (~PI TEMP) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 ET1 Real 5.0 Lower temperature for epiphy10n growth, °C 
3 ET2 Real 25.0 Lower temperature for maximum epiphy10n 
growth,oC 
4 ET3 Real 35.0 Upper temperature for maximum epiphy10n 
growth,oC 
5 ET4 Real 40.0 Upper temperature for epiphy10n growth, °C 
6 EK1 Real 0.1 Fraction ofepiphy1on growth rate at ET1 
7 EK2 Real 0.99 Fraction of maximum epiphyton growth rate at 
ET2 
8 EK3 Real 0.99 Fraction of maximum epiphy10n growth rate at 
ET3 
9 EK4 Real 0.1 Fraction of epiphy10n growth rate at ET 4 
This card specifies the lower, maximum lower, upper, and maximum upper temperatures used in de.-
fining the curve that determines effects of temperature on epiphyton rates. Also specified is the frac-
tion of maximum epiphyton rates that occurs at the specified temperature. Since the epiphyton com-
partment was first introduced in V3.1, the default values have no basis other than these are the same 
default values used for algae in V2, so there is little experience in the use of these values. 
Example 
EPI TEMP ET1 ET2 
Epi 1 5.0 18.0 
Epi 2 10.0 30.0 
Epi 3 10.0 35.0 
Related Cards and Files 
Epiphyte Control 
Epiphyte Print 


























CONTROL FILE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 
Epiphyte Stoichiometry (EPI STOICH) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 EP Real 0.005 Stoichiomelric equivalent between epiphyton 
biomass and phosphorus 
3 EN Real 0.08 Stoichiometric equivalent between epiphyton 
biomass and nilrogen 
4 EC Real 0.45 Stoichiomelric equivalent between epiphyton 
biomass and carbon 
5 ESI Real 0.18 Stoichiometric equivalent between epiphyton 
biomass and silica 
6 ECHLA Real 145.0 Ratio between epiphyton biomass and chloro-
phyll a 
7 EPOM Real' 0.8 Fraction of eplphyton biomass that is converted 
to particulate organic matter when epiphyton die 
This card specifies the stoichiometric equivalances used for determining the amount of nutrients in 
epiphyton biomass. These ratios are not constant over time and vary by epiphyton species. In addi-
tion, the epiphyton to chlorophyll a ratio [ECHLA] is known to be different for different epiphyton 
species and is known to vary overtime for a given epiphyton species. Currently, the model does not 
include variable stoichiometry or biorriass to chlorophyll a ratios. This is an area that will be im-
proved updn in the future. [EPOM] is·th~ fraction of epiphyton biomass lost by rriortality going into 
the detritus compartment (labile POM) with the remainder going to labile DOM. 
Example 
EPI STOICH EP EN 
Epi 1 0.005 0.08 
Epi 2 0.005 0.08 
Epi 3 0.005 0.08 
Related Cards and Files 
Epiphyte Control 
Epiphyte Print 







Epiphyte Temperature Rate Coefficients 
C-163 
ECHLA EPOM 
65.0 D .• 
65.0 D .• 
65.0 D .• 
Appendix C InpuVOutput Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 
Zooplankton Rate (ZOOP RATE) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 ZG Real 1.50 maximum zooplankton growth or ingestion rate, 
day" 
3 ZR Real 0.10 maximum zooplankton respiration rate, day' 
4 ZM Real 0.01 maximum zooplankton mortality (non-predatory) 
rate, day' 
5 ZEFF Real 0.50 Zooplankton assim ilation efficiency or the propor-
tion of food assimilated to food consumed (dimen-
sionless), from 0 to 1. 
6 PREFP Real 0.50 Preference factor of zooplankton for detritus or 
LPOM (dimensionless), from 0 to 1. 
7 ZOOMIN Real 0.01 Threshold food concentration at which zooplank-
ton.feeding begins, g m·3 
8 ZS2P Real 0.3 Zooplankton half-saturation constant for food (in-
clues LPOM, algae, and zooplankton) ingestion, g 
~. . 
m . 
This card specifies rates for zooplankton growth, mortality and respiration. Additionally, the zoop-
lankton assimilation efficiency and the preference factor of zooplankton for detritlls are specified 
along with the threshold food concentration at which zooplankton feeding begi\lS and the zooplankton 
half-saturation constant for food ingestion. 
Example 
ZOOP RATE ZG ZR ZM ZEFFIC PREFP ZOOMIN 
Zool 1.50 0.10 0.010 0.50 0.50 0.0100 
Related Cards and Files 




CONTROL FILE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 







(Ignored by code) 
0.5 Preference factor of zooplankton for algae (di· 
mensionless) from 0 to 1. . 
This card speCifies the feeding preference of zooplankton for each algal species. Por example, many 
zooplankton will avoid certain algae species as a food source, in that case the PREP A would be zero. 
Note that the sum of the preference factors can be greater than I since the model normalizes them 
internally in the code. 
Example 
zoop ALGP PREFA PREFA PREFA PREFA PREFA PRE FA PREFA PREFA PREFA 
Zool 1.00 0.50 0.50 
Related Cards and Files 
C-165 Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 







(Ignored by code) 
0.0 Preference factor of zooplankton for zooplankton 
(dimensionless) from 0 to 1. 
This card specifies the feeding preference of zooplankton for each zooplankton species. The card be-
low shows that for the one zooplankton group, it does not feed on itself. Note that the sum ofthe pre-
ference factors can be greater than I since the model normalizes them internally in the code. 
Example 
ZOOP ZOOP PREFZ PREFZ PREFZ PREFZ PREFZ PREFZ PREFZ PREFZ PREFZ 
Zool 0.00 
Related Cards and Files 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-166 
CONTROL FILE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 
Zooplankton Temperature Rate Coefficients (ZOOP 
TEMP) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT, DESCRIPTION , 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 ZT1 Real 5,0 Lower temperature for zooplankton growth, 'C 
3 ZT2 Real 25,0 . Lower temperature for maximum zooplankton 
growth, 'C 
4 ZT3 Real 35.0 Upper temperature for maximum zooplankton 
growth, 'C 
5 ZT4 Real 40.0 Upper temperature for zooplankton growth, 'C 
6 ZK1 Real 0.1 Fraction,of zooplankton growth rate at ZT1 
7 ZK2 Real 0.99 Fraction' of maximum zooplankton growth rate at 
ZT2 
8 ZK3 Real 0.99 Fraction of maximum zooplankton growth rate at 
ZT3 
9 ZK4 Real 0.1 Fraction of zooplankton growth rate at ZT 4 
This card specifies the lower, maximum lower, upper, and maximum upper temperatures used in de-
fining the curve that determines effects of temperature on zooplankton rates. Also specified is the 




















Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 
Zooplankton Stoichiometry (ZOOP STOICH) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored py code) 
2 ZP Real 0,005 ' Stoichiometric equivalent between zooplankton 
biomass and phosphorus 
3 ZN Real 0,08 Stoichiometric equivalent between zooplankton 
biomass and nitrogen 
4 ZC Real 0.45 Stoichiometric equivalent between zooplankton 
biomass and carbon 
This card specifies the stoichiometriC equivalances used for determining the amount of nutrients in 
zooplankton biomass. These ratios are not constant over time and vary by zooplankton species. 
Example 
zoop STor ZP ZN ZC 
0.01500 0.08000 0.45000 
Related Cards and Files 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-168 
CONTROL FILE . KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 









(Ignored by code) 
Waterbody macrophyte computations, ON or 
OFF 
This card allows the user to turn ON/OFF macrophyte computations and their effects on water quality 
for a given waterbody. This flexibility allows the user to decrease model complexity and computa-
tion time for waterbodies where macrophyte impacts are not considered important. 
Example 
MACROPHYT MACWBC MACWBC MACWBC MACWBC MACWBC MACWBC MACWBC MACWBC MACWBC 
Macl ON OFF OFF 
Related Cards and Files 
C-169 Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 









(Ignored by code) 
macrophyte concentration output, ON or OFF 
This card allows the user to turn ON/OFF macrophyte biomass output to the various output files for 
each waterbody. 
Example 
MAC PRINT MPRWBC MPRWBC MPRWBC MPRWBC MPRWBC MPRWBC MPRWBC MPRWBC MPRWBC 
Macl ON OFF OFF 
Related Cards and Files 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-170 
CONTROL FILE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 







(Ignored by code) 
Initial macrophyte concentration for each macrophyte group, gm-3 
This card specifies the initial macrophy1e concentration for each waterbody. 
Example 
MAC IN! MACWBCI MACWBCI MACWBCI MACW~CI MACWBCI MACWBCI MACWBCI MACWBCI MACWBCI 
Macl 0.00000 0.1 0.5 
Related Cards and Files 
C-171 Appendix C InpuVOutput Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 
Macrophyte Rate (MAC RATE) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 MG Real 0.3 maximum macrophyte growth rate, day·' 
3 MR Real 0.05 maximum 'macrophyte respiration rate, da(' 
4 MM Real 0.05 maximum macrophyte mortality rate, day· 
5 MSAT Real 30.0 light saturation intensity a!maximum photosyn-
Ihetic rate, W m·2 
6 MHSP Real 0.0 macrophyte half-saturation for phosphorus Ii-
miled growth, 9 m·3 
7 MHSN Real 0.0 macrophyte half-saturation for nilrogen limited 
growth, 9 m·3 
8 MHSC Real 0.0 macrophyte half-saturation for carbon limited 
growth, g m·3 
9 MPOM Real 0.9 Fraction of macrophyte biomass that is con-
verted to particulate organic matter when epi-
phyton die 
10 LRPMAC Real 0.2 Fraction of POM which originates as dead ma-
crophytes becoming refractory POM 
This card specifies rates for macrophyte growth, mortality and respiration. Additionally, values that 
affect the maximum macrophyte growth rate including nutrient limited growth, light saturation, frac-
tion of dead biomass converted to POM, and the fraction ofPOM originating from dead biomass be-
coming refractory POM are also specified here. 





.....i: solar radiation (W/m') 
I" half-saturation coefficient for solar radiation (W/m') 
The following table shows macrophyte coefficient values used in an application ofCE-QUAL-RI 
to Eau Galle Reservoir, Wisconsin (Collins and Wlosinski, 1989). 
Table 41. Coefficients used in CE-QUAL-Rl to simulate macrophytes (from Collins and 
Wlosinski,1989). 
Description Value Reference 
Carbon fraction of dry weight [MC] - see Macrophyte 0.46 Soeder et al. (1969) 
Stoichiometry 
Maximum gross production rate [MG] 0.42 day·' Van et al. (1976) 
Maximum dark respiration rate [MR] 0.05 day"' McGahee and Davis 
(1971) 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-l72 
CONTROL FILE 
Description . 
Fraction of dead tissue to dissolved organic matter 
Fraction of dead tissue to detritus [MPOM] 
Fraction of dead tissue to sediments 
Critical low temperature for metabolic processes [MTl] -
See Macrophyte Temperature Rate Coefficients. 
Low optimum temperature for metabolic processes [MT2] 
- See Macrophyte Temperature Rate Coefficients 
High optimum lemperature for metabolic processes [MTl] 
- See Macrophyte Temperature Rate Cqefficients 
Critical high temperature [MT4]- See Macrophyte Tem-

































Wetzel and Manny 
(1972) 
Godshalk and Wetzel 
(1978) 
Carpenter (1976) 
Van et al. (1976) 
Barko et al. (1980) 
Barko et al. (1980) 
Barko et al. (1980) 




Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 
Ma,crophyte Sediments (MAC SED) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 PSED Real 1.0 Fraction of phosphorus uptake by macrophytes 
obtained from sediments 
3 NSED Real 1.0 Fraction of nitrogen uptake by macrophytes ob-
iained from sediments 
This card specifies the fraction of phosphorus and'nitrogen uptake obtained from the sediments. The· 
remaining fraction of uptake will be obtained from the water column. Depending on the macrophyte 
species, nitrogen imd phosphorus may be obtained from the sediments or the water column. Ifthey 
are obtained from the sediments, the sediments are assumed to be an infinite pool that cannot limit 








Related Cards and Files 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-174 
CONTROL FILE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 
Macrophyte Distribution (MAC DIST) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 MBMP Real 40.0 Threshold macrophyte concentration for which 
growth is moved to the above layer, 9 m·3 
3 MMAX Real 500.0 Maximum macrophyte concentration, 9 m-3 
This card specifies the concentration at which macrophyte growth will be moved to the above layer 
and the maximum macrophyte concentration. Plants grow upwards from the sediment through model 
layers. Growth upward is accomplished by moving the growth of a layer to the layer above if the 
concentration in the layer is greater than a threshold concentration and the concentration in the upper 






Related Cards and Files 
C-175 Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 
Macrophyte Drag (MAC DRAG) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 CDDRAG Real 2.0 Macrophyte drag coefficient 
3 DWV Real 7.0e+04 Macrophyte dry weight to wet volume ratio, g m·3 
4 DWSA Real 8.0 Macrophyte dry weight to surface area ratio, g 
m'2 
5 ANORM Real 0.3 Fraction of macrophyte surface area normal to 
direction of flow 
This card specifies the coefficients which simulate the frictional effects and porosity of macrophytes .. 
The macrophyte drag coefficient, dry weight to wet volume ratio, dry weight to surface area ratio, 
and the fraction of macrophyte surface area facing the direction of flow are specified. Measured val-
ues for the ratio of dry weight to wet volume are shown in Table 42, and literature values for the ra-
tion of dry weight to surface area are listed in Table 43. 
Table 42. Values for the ratio between dry weight to wet volume ratio. 
Species Dry wt. to wet 
volumegm,3 
Reference 
Elodea Canadensis 7.3e+04 Berger (2000) 
Ceratophyllum demersum 5.4e+04 Berger (2000) 








MAC DRAG CDDRAG DWV 
Mac 1 3.0 7.0E+04 
Related Cards and Files 
Ratio of dry weight 










Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
Reference 
Sher-Kaul et aJ. (1995) 
Sher-Kaul et aJ. (1995) 
Sher-Kaul et aJ. (1995) 
Sher-Kaul et aJ. (1995) 
Sher-Kaul et aJ. (1995) 
Sher-Kaul et aJ. (1995) 
C-176 
CONTROL FILE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 
Macrophyte Temperature Rate Coefficients (MAC TEMP) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 MT1 Real 5.0 Lower temperature for macrophyte growth,'OC 
3 MT2 Real 25.0 Lower temperature for maximum macrophyte 
growth,oC 
4 MT3 Real 35.0 Upper temperature for maximum macrophyte 
growth,oC 
5 MT4 Real 40.0 Upper temperature for macrophyte growth, °C 
6 MK1 Real 0.1 Fraction of macrophyte growth rate at MT1 
7 MK2 Real 0.99 Fraction of maximum macrophyte growth rate at 
MT2 
8 MK3 Real 0.99 Fraction of maximum macrophyte growth rate at 
MT3 
9 MK4 Real 0.1 Fraction of macrophyte growth rate at MT4 
This card specifies the lower, maximum lower, upper, and maximum upper temperatures used in de-
fining the curve that determines effects of temperature on macrophyte rates. Also specified is the 






















Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 
Macrophyte Stoichiometry (EPI STOICH) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 MP Real 0.005 . Stoichiomelric equivalent between macrophyle 
biomass and phosphorus 
3 MN Real 0.08 Stoichiometric equivalent between macrophyle 
biomass and nitrogen 
4 MC Real 0.45 Stoichiometric equivalent between macrophyle 
biomass and carbon 
This card specifies the stoichiometric equivalances used for determining the amount of nutrients in 
macrophyte biomass. 
Example 
MAC STorCH MP 
Mac 1 0.005 
MN 
0.08 
Related Cards and Files 
MC 
0.45 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-I78 
CONTROL FILE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS· 
Dissolved Organic Matter (DOM) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 LDOMDK Real 0.1 . Labile DOM decay rate, day-1 
3 RDOMDK Real 0.001 Refractory DOM decay rate, day-1 
4 LRDDK Real 0.01 Labile to refr~ctory DOM decay rate, day-1 
This card specifies decay rates associated with dissolved organic matter. Dissolved organic matter in 
the model is divided into labile and refractory partitions. The labile partition has a higher decay rate· 
and generally consists of autochthonous inputs such as early products of algal decay. The refractory 
decay rate, [RDOMDKj, is generally two orders of magnitude smaller than the labile decay rate 
[LDOMDKj. If BOD decay rates are available, then they should be used as a starting point for 
[LDOMDKj. 





























Particulate Organic Matter 
Organic Matter Stoichiometry 









Organic Matter Temperature Rate Multipliers 




Williams et aI., 1976 
Williams et al. 1976 
Toarlen and Cavari 1982 
Wrinht 1975 
Carnev and Colwell 1976 
Vaccaro, 1969 
Wrioht, 1975 
Appendix C Input/Output DataDescription 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 
Particulate Organic Matter (POM) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 LPOMDK Real 0.08 Labile POM decay rate, day-' 
3 RPOMDK Real 0.001 Refractory POM decay rate, day-1 
4 LRPDK Real 0.01 Labile to refractory POM decay rate, day-.1 
5 POMS Real 0.1 POM settling rate, m day-1 
Detritus iu the model consists of autochthonous and allocthonous particulate organic matter (POM). 
The model uses a single decay rate [LPOMDK], but in reality, detritus is a heterogeneous mixture in 
varyious stages of decay. Allochthonous inputs are usually dominated by the refractory component 
while autochthonous inputs are initiallY labile becoming refractory over time. Literature values are 
given in the following tables. 
Table. C-45_ Detritus Decay Rate Literature Values 
Detrital settling velocities [POMS] vary over a large range (0_001 to> 20 m day"l) depending upon 
the detritus. Again, the model allows for only a single value. Literature values are given in Table C-
46. 
Table C-46_ Detritus Settling Velocity Literature Values 
Detritus Source Settling Ve'9c'ty, m day Reference 
Ceratlum balticum 9.0 Aosteln, 1910 
Chaetoceros borealis 9.0 Apstein 1910 
Chaetoceros didymus 0.85 Eppley, Holmes, & Strickland 1967 
Cricosphaera carterae 1.70 Eppley. Holmes. & Strickland 1967 
Ditvlum briahtwellii 2.0 Aostein, 1910 
Phaeodactylum trlcornutum 0.02-0.04 Riley, 1943 
Rhizosolenia herbetata 0.22 Eppley, Holmes, & Strickland, 1967b 
Steohanopyxis tunis 2.1 Eppley, Holmes, & Strickland. 1976b 
Tabellaria f1occulosa 0.46-1.5 Smayda, 1971 
Thalassiosira psuedonana 0.85 Hecky & Kilham, 1974 
Example -
POM LPOMDK RPOMDK LRPDK PQMS 
WB 1 0.08 0_001 0.001 0_5 
WB 2 0.08 0.001 0.001 0.5 
WB 3 0.08 0.001 0.001 0.5 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-ISO 
CONTROL FILE 
Related Cards and Files 
Dissolved Organic Matter 
Organic Matter Stoichiometry 
Organic Matter Temperature Rate Multipliers 
Carbonaceous Biochemical Oxygen Demand 
C-1Sl 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 
Organic Matter Stoichiometry (OM STOICH) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 ORGP Real 0.005 Stoichiometric equivalent between organic mat-
ter and phosphorus 
3 ORGN Real 0.08 Stoichiomelric equivalent between organic mat-
ter and nitrogen 
4 ORGC Real 0.45 Stoichiometric equivalent between organic mat-
ter and carbon 
5 ORGSI Real 0.18 Stoichiometric equivalent between organic mat-
ter and silica 
This card specifies the stoichiometric relationship between organic matter and inorganic nutrients. 
The user has the ability to change the relationship between waterbodies, although this option is not 
recommended. The values should not be changed from the defaults unless the user has the data to 
support the changes. 
Example 
OM STorCH QRGP QRGN 
Wb 1 0.005 0.08 
Wb 2 0.005 0.08 
wb 3 0.005 0.08 
Related Cards and Files 
Dissolved Organic MaUer 





Organic MaUer Temperature Rate Multipliers 
Carbonaceous Biochemical Oxygen Demand 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-182 
CONTROL FILE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 
Organic Matter Temperature Rate Multipliers (OM RATE) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 OMT1 Real 4.0 Lower temperature for organic matter decay, "C 
3 OMT2 Real 25.0 Upper temperature for organic matter decay, "C 
4 OMK1 Real 0.1 Fraction of organic matter decay rate at OMT1 
5 OMK2 Real 0.99 Fraction of organic matter .decay rate at OMT2 
This card specifies the lower and maximum temperatures used in defining the curve that determines 
effects of temperature on organic matter decay. Recommended values are given in the example. 
Example 
OM RATE OMTl OMT2 OMKl 
Wb 1 '.0 25.0 
Wb 2 '.0 25.0 
Wb 3 '.0 25.0 
Related Cards an d Files 
Dissolved Organic Matter 
Particulate Organic Matter 








Carbonaceous Biochemical Oxygen Demand 
C-183 Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 
Carbonaceous Biochemical Oxygen Demand (CBOD) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT. DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 KBOD Real 0.1 5-day decay rate @ 20°C, day-' 
3 TBOD Real 1.02 Temperature coefficient 
4 RBOD Real 1,85 .Ratio of CBOD5 to ultimate CBOD 
5 CBODS Real 0.0 CBOD settling rate, m day-1 
The model allows the user to include any number of CBOD groups (see Constituent Dimensions 
card). This allows the user to specifY multiple point source loadings of CBOD with different rates 
associated with them and track them in the model over space and time. 
[KBOD] is the first-order reaction rate for CBOD decay. [TBOD] is used to adjust the decay rate for 
temperature effects according to the following equation: 
where: 
T = temperature, °C 
KBOD20 = decay rate at 20 '(' 
KBOD=KBODw'TBODT-W 
/ 
[RBOD] is used to convert 5-day CBOD values to ultimate CBOD. This formulation is included for 
applications that involve determining the effects of waste effluents on dissolved oxygen in which 
loadings are typically expressed in terms of CBOD. Note that if data are already in BOD-ultimate 
form, [RBOD]=I.O. 
Settling rates for CBOD groups can be applied with [CBODS]. This allows for specification of part i-
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Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-J84 
CONTROL FILE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 
CBOD Stoichiometry (CBODSTOICH) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 CBODP Real 0.004 P'stoichiometry for CBOD decay 
3 CBODN Real 0.06 N stoichiometry for CBOD decay 
4 CBODC Real 0.32 C stoichiometry for CBOD decay 
The stoichiometric coefficients define the stochiometry of BOD in terms ofN, P, and C.Each coeffi-
cient expresses the·fraction ofN, P or C in terms of BOD. These are not the same as the organic mat-
ter stochiometric coefficients defined in terms ofN, P, or C in terms of organic matter. A typical con-
version from organic matter to oxygen is about 1.4 (see Oxygen Stoichiometry 1). 
Example 
CBQD STOIC CBODP 
CBaD 1 0.004 
CBaD 2 0.004 










Carbenaceous Biochemichal Oxygen Demand 
C-185 Appendix C InputiOutputData Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 
Inorganic Phosphorus (PHOSPHOR) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (lgnored"by code) 
2 P04R Real 0.001 Sediment release rate of phosphorus, fraction of 
SOD 
3 PARTP Real 0.0 Phosphorus partitioning coefficient for sus-
pended solids 
[P04REL] is the sediment release rate of phosphorous under anaerobic conditions specified· as a 
fraction of the sediment oxygen demand. Values up to 0.03 have been used in previous studies. 
[PARTP] is the phosphorous partitioning coefficient for sorption onto suspended solids. In the cur-
rent model formulations," it is not recommended to allow phosphorus to sorb onto inorganic sus, 
pended solids unless clear evidence for this mechanism is known, so [PARTP] should be set to zero. 
Note that concentrations of PO, in the model are in units of PO, as P. Note that the model does not 














Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-186' 
CONTROL FILE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 
Ammonium (AMMONIUM) 
FIELD NAME VALUE 
1 
2 NH4REL Real 
3 NH4DK Real 
DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
0.001 Sediment release rate of ammonium, fraction of 
SOD 
0.12 Ammonium decay rate, day' 
[N H4REL] is the sediment release rate of ammonium anaerobic conditions specified as a fraction of 
the sediment oxygen demand. Values up to 0.4 have been used in previous studies. 
[NH4DK] is the rate at which ammonium is oxidized to nitrate-nitrite. Since the model considers 
nitrate-nitrite as one compartment, the rate specified should be the rate for conversion of ammonium 
to nitrate. Literature valu3's are given in the following table. 
Note that concentrations of ammonia in the model are in terms ofNH4 as N. 
Table C-47. Ammonium Decay Rate Literature Values 
Site Ammonium decay rate, dav'1 Reference 
Grand River I L 0.80 Bansal, 1976 
Grasmerer Lake UK 0.001-0.013 Hall,1982 
Truckee River, NV 0.09-1.30 Bansal,1976 
Mohawk River, NY 0.23-0.40 Bansal,1976 
Ohio River 0.25 Bansal. 1976 
Big Blue River, NB 0.17-0.25 Bansal,1976 
Flint River, MI 0.76-0.95 Bansal, 1976 
McCutcheon (1987) measured the difference in BOD between samples with and without a nitrifi-
cation inhibitor in order to estimate nitrification rates. The measured rates are shown in Table 48. 
The measured streams were relatively deep with low velocities and lacked well-developed peri-
phyton communities. 
Table 48. Nitrification rates measured by McCutcheon (1987). 
Reaction Source Nitrification rate d- ') 
Nitrification Chattahoochee River, 0.26 
Georgia 
Nitrification West Fork Trinity River, 0.50 
Texas 
Example 
AMMONIUM NH4R NH4DK 
Wb 1 0.08 0.12 
Wb 2 O.OB 0.12 
Wb 3 O.OB 0.12 
Related Cards and Files 
Ammonium Temperature Rate Multipliers 
C-187 Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 
Ammonium Temperature Rate Multipliers (NH4 RATE) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 NH4T1 Real 5.0 Lower temperature for ammonia decay, "C 
3 NH4T2 Real 25.0 Lower lemperature for maximum ammonia de-
cay, "C 
4 NH4K1 Real 0.1 Fraction of nilrification rate at NH4T1 
5 NH4K2 Real 0.99 Fraction of nilrification rate at NH4T2 
This card specifies the lower and maximum lower temperatures used in defining the curve that deter-
mines the effect of temperature on ammonia nitrification. See Appendix B for more details on the 
mathematical formulation for the temperature coefficients. Recomtnended values are given in the ex-
ample. 
Example 
NH4 RATE NH4Tl NH412 NH4Kl NH4K2 
Wb 1 5.0 25.0 0.1 0.99 
Wb 2 5.0 25.0 0.1 0.99 
Wb 3 5.0 25.0 0.1 0.99 
Related Cards and Files 
Ammonium 












(Ignored by code) 
0.03 Nitrate decay rate, day"' 
1.0 Denitrification rate from sediments, m day·' 
This card specifies the denitrification rates in the water column and from the water column tothe se-
diments. Values use in previous modeling studies for the nitrate decay rate [N03DK] have ranged 
from 0.05-0.15 day"l. [N03S] is analogous to a settling velocity and represents how fast nitrate is 
diffused into the sediments where it undergoes denitrification. 














Related Cards and Files 
Nitrate Temperature Rate Multipliers 
C-189 Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 
Nitrate Temperature Rate Multipliers (N03 RATE) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 N03T1 Real 5.0 Lower temperature for nitrate decay, 'C 
3 N03T2 Real 25.0 . Lower temperature for maximum nitrate decay, 
'C 
4 N03K1 Real 0.1 . Fraction of denitrification rate at N03T1 
5 N03K2 Real 0.99 Fraction of denitrification rate at N03T2 
This card specifies the lower and maxi'mum lower temperatures used in defining the curve thaldeter-, 
mines the effect of temperature on denitrification. See Appendix B for more details on the mathe-
matical formulation for the temperature coefficients. Recommended values are given in the example. 
Example 
N03 RATE N03Tl N03T2 N03Kl N03K2 
Wb 1 5.0 25,0 0.1 0.99 
Wb 2 5.0 25.0 0.1 0.99 
wb 3 5.0 25.0 0.1 0.99 
Related Cards and Files 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-190 
CONTROL FILE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 
Silica (SILICA) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT. DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 DSIR Real 0.1 Dissolved silica sediment release rate, fraction 
of SOD 
3 PSIS Real .1.0 Particulate biogenic settling rate, m sec" 
4 PSIDK Real 0.3 Particulate biogenic silica decay rate, day" 
5 PARTSI Real 0.0 . Dissolved silica partitioning coefficient 
This card specifies the relevant kinetic coefficient. for silica kinetics. [OS IR] is the sediment release 
rate of dissolved silica from the zero· order sediment compartment. [PSIS] is the palticulate biogenic 
settling rate and [PS 10K] is the particulate biogenic decay rate. Particulate biogenic silica represents 
the skeletal remains of diatoms. Dissolved silica is allowed to partition onto suspended solids and 
[PARTS I] is the value of the partitioning coefficient. 
Example 
SILICA DSIR PSIS 
wb 1 0.1 0.0 
Wb 2 0.1 0.0 
Wb 3 0.1 0.0 







Zero-Order Sediment Oxygen Demand 
C-19l Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 
FIELD NAME VALUE 
1 
2 FEREL Real 




(Ignored by code) 
0.5 Iron sediment release rate, fraction of sediment 
oxygen demand 
2.0 Iron settling velocity, m day" 
[FER) specifies the iron release rate from the sediments as a fraction of the sediment oxygen de-
mand. Values between 0.3 and 0.5 have been used in previous modeling studies, but this is a func-
tion of the O-order SOD calibration values that should change from system to system. 
[FES) is the particulate iron settling rate in the water column under oxic conditions. Values between 






Related Cards and Files 
Zero-Order Sediment Oxygen Demand 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-192 
CONTROL FILE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 
Sediment Carbon Dioxide Release (SED C02) 
FIELD NAME VALUE 
1 
2 C02REL Real 
DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
1.2 Sediment carbon dioxide release rate, fraction of 
sediment oxygen demand 
This card specifies the carbon dioxide release rate from the sediments as a fraction ofthe O-order se-
diment oxygen demand. 
Values as high as 1.4 have been used in earlier modeling studies. If one considers the CO, release as 
a fraction of 0, uptake from 
,. 
the stoichiometric ratio of 0, to CO, is 32 g 0,/44 g CO, or 0.8 g O,/g CO, for a C02REL of 1/0.8 or 
1.25. 
Example 
SED C02 C02REL 
1.0 
Related Cards and Files 
Zero-Order Sedhnent Oxygen Demand 
C-193 Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 















(Ignored by code) 
,Oxygen stoichiometry for nitrification 
Oxygen stoichiometry for organic matter decay 
This card specifies the stoichiometric equivalents of oxygen for nitrification, organic matter decay. 
The default values should not be changed unless the user has data to support the change. 
Nitrification 
3 _ + 
NH4 +2°, --+ NO, +2H 
3.43 gO, required for 1 g N oxidized 
1 
NO:; + 2 0, --+ NO; 
1.14 gO, required for 1 g N oxidized for a total of 4.57 g O,ig N. Gaudy and Gaudy (1980) rec-
ommend that the 0, demand approaches 4.2 g O,ig N because of cellular needs for N. 
Organic matter 
Assuming the organic matter represents average algal and bacterial composition (CSH7NO,) (Gol-
terman, 1975; Wang et aI., 1978), the stoichiometric requirements are 1.4 g O,ig organic matter 














Related Cards and Flies 
Oxygen StOichiometry 2 
Oxygen Stoichiometry 3 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-194 
CONTROL FILE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 















(Ignored by code) 
Oxygen stoichiometry for algal respiration 
Oxygen stoichiometry for algal primary produc-
tion 
This card specifies the stoichiometric equivalents of oxygen for algal respiration and algal primary 
production. The default values should not be changed unless the user has data to support the change. 
The biological oxygen requirement for respiration is based on converting carbohydrate to carbon dio-
xide and water, such as 














Related Cards and Files 
Oxygen Stoichiometry 1 
Oxygen Stoichiometry 3 
C-195 Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 









(Ignored by code) 
1.1 Oxygen stoichiometry for epiphyton respiration 
1.4 Oxygen stoichiometry for epiphyton primary pro-
duction 
This card specifies the stoichiometric equivalents of oxygen for epihpyton respiration and epiphyton 











Related Cards and Files 
Oxygen Stoichiometry 1 
Oxygen Stoichiometry 2 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-196 
CONTROL FILE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 







(Ignored by code) 
1.1 Oxygen stoichiometry for zooplankton respira-
tion 
This card specifies the stoichiometric equivalents of oxygen for zooplankton respiration. The default 
values should not be changed unless the user has data to support the change. 
Example 
STOleR 4 02ZR 
ZOOl 1.10000 
Related Cards and Files 
Oxygen Stoichlometrv 1 
Oxygen Stoichiometry 2 
C-197 Appendix C InpuVOutput Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 









(Ignored by code) 
1.1 Oxygen stoichiometry for macrophyte respiration 
1.4 Oxygen stoichiometry for macrophyte primary 
production 
This card specifies the stoichiometric equivalents of oxygen for macrophyte respiration and macro-
phyte primary production. The default values should not be changed unless the user has data to sup_· 






Related Cards and Flies 
Oxygen Stoichiometry 1 
Oxygen Stoichiometry 2 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-198 








(Ignored by code) 
0.1 KDO, Dissolved oxygen half-saturation constant 
or concentration at which aerobic processes are 
at 50% of their maximum, 9 m·3 
This card specifies the half-saturation constant or dissolved oxygen concentration at which oxic 
processes are at 50% of their normal oxic rates. Hence, sediment oxygen demand, nitrification, and 
other processes only occur when there is available oxygen. The change from aerobic to anaerobic 
processes occurs gradually by means of a Monod type formulation. 
A Monod formulation is used though to move gradually from oxic to anoxic conditions. This reduc-
tion of oxic reactions as dissolved oxygen levels approach zero is based on specification of a dis-
solved oxygen half-saturation constant in the following equation: 
Rate Reduction = __ <I>~D"'O,--.:. where <PDO is the concentration of dissolved oxygen and KDO is a 
KDO +<I>lJO 
half-saturation dissolved oxygen concentration when oxic reactions are half oftheir maximum with-
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Dissolved oxygen concentration, mgll 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 
Sediment Compartment (SEDIMENT) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 SEDC Character OFF Turns ON/OFF the first-order sediment com pari-
ment 
3 PRNSC Character OFF Turns ON/OFF printing sediment organic mailer 
concentrations to the snapshot file 
4 SEDCI Real 0.0 Initial sediment concentration, 9 m-2 
5 SEDK Real 0.1 Sediment decay rate, day' 
6 SEDS Real 0.1 Sediment settling or focusing rate, m day-' 
7 FSOD Real t .. O Fraclion of the zero-order SOD rate used 
8 FSED Real 1.0 Fraction of the first-order sediment rate used 
9 SEDBR Real 0.01 Sediment burial rate, day·' 
This card controls the behavior of the 0- and I "-order sediment compartment. [SEDC] turns 
ON/OFF the I "-order sediment compartment. The I "-order sediment compartment is not a true se-
diment diagenesis compartment as it does not keep track of organic nutrient delivery to the sedi-
ments, their decay, and subsequent release back into the. water column during hypoxic/anoxic condi-
tions. However, it does keep track of organic matter delivery to the sediments via particulate organic 
matter and dead algal cells, and the subsequent water column oxygen demand that is exerted. The 
inclusion of the 1 "-order sediment compartment makes the model more predictive in that any increase .. 
of organic matter delivery to the sediments will have an affect on the SOD. 
[PRNSC] controls whether or not sediment organic matter concentrations that accumulate in the 
first-order SOD algorithm are output to the snapshot file. [SEDCI] specifies the initial "concentra-
tion(s)" for the I "-order sediment compartment and its behavior is exactly the same as for setting the 
initial concentrations of any of the water column state variables, except that it is in units of mass per 
surface area or gim'. The initial concentrations of Sediment-P, Sediment-N, and Sediment-C are 
based on the initial sediment concentration multiplied by the appropriate initial stocihiometric coeffi, 
cient, [ORGP], [ORGN], and [ORGC], respectively. [SEDDK] specifies the sediment decay rate and 
should be somewhat less than the labile POM decay rate. [SEDS] is the velocity at which sediments 
that accumulate on each layer are settling or moving toward the bottom ofthe channeL In many sys-
tems turbulence tends to stir up and re-settle the sediments at lower and lower levels in the channel 
cross-section. In an earlier version (V3.2), the settling velocity ofPOM [POMS] was used to focus 
sediments toward the bottom. [FSOD] multiplies the values specified for the zero-order sediment 
compartment and can be used to rapidly adjust the SOD values during catlbration. [FSED] is similar 
to [FSOD] in that it mUltiplies the value ofthe I "-order deay rate. [SEDBR] is the sediment burial 
rate. This allows sediments to effectively be bound and unavailable for further ~ecay. 
Example 
SEDIMENT SEDC PRNSC SEDel SEDK SEDS FSOD FSED SEDBR 
Wb 1 ON ON 0.0 0.1 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.001 
Wb 2 ON ON 0.0 0.1 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.001 
wb 3 ON ON 0.0 0.1 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.001 
Related Cards and Files 
Zero-Order Sediment Oxygen Demand 
Appendix C Input/Output DataDescription C-200 
CONTROL FILE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 
SOD Temperature Rate Multipliers 
C-201 Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 
SOD Temperature Rate Multipliers (SOD RATE) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2 SODT1 Real 4.0 Lower temperature for zero-order SOD or first-
order sediment decay, °C 
3 SODT2 Real 25.0 Upper temperature for zero-order SOD or first-
order sediment decay, °C 
4 SODK1 Real 0.1 Fraction of SOD or sediment decay rate at lower 
temperature 
5 SODK2 Real 0.99 Fraction of SOD or sediment decay rate at upper 
temperature 
This card specifies the temperature rate multipliers that adjust the O-order SOD or 1 "-order decay 
rate. The model is very sensitive to these values and they are an important calibration parameter for 
accurately reproducing the timing of water column oxygen decreases early during stratified periods. 
Example 
SOD RATE SODTI SODT2 SODKI SODK2 
Wb 1 4.0 30.0 0.1 0.99 
Wb 2 4.0 30.0 0.1 0.99 
Wb 3 4.0 30.0 0.1 0.99 
Related Cards and Files 
Sed iment Compartment 
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(Ignored by code) 
2-10 SOD Real Zero,order sediment oxygen demand for each segment, g O2 
m·2 day" . 
This card specifies the O-order sediment oxygen demand for each segment (including boundary seg-
ments) in the computational grid. Ifthere are more values than can be specified on one line, then 
they are continued on the next line without another S DEMAND card being specified. 
Sediment oxygen demand is known to vary spatially in reservoirs due to differences in sedimentation 
patterns and algal production (Cole & Hannan, 1989). In the model, the user can specify a separate 
value of sediment oxygen demand [SOD] for each model segment. Sediment oxygen demand typi-
cally ranges from 0.1 to 1.0 gOl m·l day'l, but can be higher (Newbold and Liggett, 1974). Addition-
al information can be found in Gunnison, Chen, and Brannon (1983) and Chen, Brannon, and Gunni-
son (1984). Additional values are given in the following table. 
Table C-49. Sediment Oxygen Demand Literature Values 
Sit. 
Cayuga Lake, NY 
Lake Sammamish, WA 
Lake Lvndon B. Johnson TX 
SaQinaw River, MI 
Example 
S DEMAND SOD s,oD SOD 
0.3 0.3 0.3 
0.3 0.3 0.3 
0.3 0.3 0.3 
0.3 0.3 0.3 
0.3 0.3 0.3 
Related Cards and Files 
Sediment Compartment 
SOD Temperature Rate Multipliers 
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FIELD NAME VALUE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 














6 (if LAKE) . 
Type of waterbody, RIVER, LAKE, or ESTUARY 
Equation number used for determining reaera-
tion 
User defined parameter 
User defined parameter 
User defined parameter 
User defined parameter 
This card allows the user to specify the appropriate reaeration formulation for the specific type of 
waterbody being simulated. [REARC] is used to specify the type of water body. [EQN#] is then used 
to specify the reaeration equation appropriate for the type of water body, The following table lists the 
equations for the RIVER waterbody type. 
-
. 
. Table C 50 River Reaeration Equations 
# Equation Comments ADolicabilitv Reference 
Ka is determined based 
0 EltherEq 1,2or4 on applicability criteria of Covar (1976) each of these 3 formula· 
tions 
D02 = water morecuR 
lar diffusion 
coefficient at 
20'C. 8.1 E" It' Depths between 1 R (Db! )112 hif or 2.09E-5 1 =",.KL cm2 s' l 30 ft and velocities O'Connor and K, between 0.5-1.6 Dobbins (1958) 
H Ill!2 0 02= 1.91E_3(1.037)T.20, Ips It'day"' 
U = velocity, ft/day 
H = depth. ft 
KL 1l.6U U - velocity. ft s' Depths between 2- Churchill, EI-
2 Ka =-=--- H = depth, ft 11 ft and velocities more and Buck-H H I.67 Ke = reaeration rate, between 1.8-5 fps ingham (1962) day" 
Ka =O.88USforIO<Q<300cfi S = slope, ft mile-' 




U = velocity. ft §' 
Depths between 
4 -
0.4-2.4 ft and ve- Owens et a!. 
a H - HJ.85 H = depth, ft locities between (1964) 0.1-1.8 Ips 
u" = shear velocity, 
K = KL = 25u' (1+Fo.5) 
(HSg)'·' 
5 S = energy grade Thackston and 
a H H line slope Krenkel (1966) 
F = F~~~~~ number, UI H 0.5 
6 Ka 
KL 7.62U U = velocity, ft s-' Langbien and 
=-=---
H HJ.33 H = depth, ft Durum (1967) 
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# Equation Comments Applicability Reference 
Ko ~517(USf"'Q-ii·"'fo/'Q<0.556 Il,'S-' U = velocity, m s· S = slope, m m-I 
For pool and riffle Melching and 7 Ko ~596(USf'18Q-ii·JJ6fo/'Q>0.556 m's-' Q = flow, m3 S·1 Ks = reaeration rate, streams Flores (1999) 
dav" 
U - velocity, m s· 
S = slope, m m-' 
Ko =88(US)"JJD~J" jorQ < 0.556 ,,',-' W = stream top 
8 width,m For channel-control Melching and 
Ko = 142 (US)"" D-'·W",m jor Q > 0.556 /11',-' D = average depth, streams Flores (1999) 
m 
K8 = reaeration rate, 
day" . 
U = velocity, m s· 
Ka = CIUC, HC' SCi 
H = depth, m 
S = slope [mlm or 
111ft. 
9 and if no channel slope: Ks = reaeration rate, User defined rela-day-' tionship 
Ka = CIUC, HC' CI = user defined C2 = user defined 
Cs = user defined 
C4 = user defined . 
u* = shear velocity, 
K = KL = 5.0u· (1+9Fo2S) 
(HSg)" 
I' S = slope of energy Thackston and' 
0 grade line Dawson (2001) 
a H H F = Fraude number, 
U/(gH)" 
K •• dav" 
Table C-Sllists the reaeration equations available for lakes, reservoirs, and estuaries in which it is 
assumed that wind is the dominant forcing function for reaeration. 
Table C-51. Lake Reaeration Equations 
# Equation Comments Reference 
Ka KL 
O.864W W = wind speed at 10m, m S-1 Broecker et al 1 =-= H = depth, m (1978) H . ' H . Kl = reaeration velocity, m day-1 
KL aWP a=O.2, p-1.0 forW<3.5ms' 2 K. =~ -- a=O.057, j}=2.0 for W > 3.5 m S-1 Gelda et 01 (1996) HH W = daily average wind speed, m S·1 
K 0.728W" -0.317W +0.0372W' W = wind speed at 10m, m S·1 3 K = L_ Banks and Herre-o H H Kl = reaeration velocity, m day·f ra (1977) 
. 
K O.0986W L64 W = wind speed at 10m, m S·1 Ka =---..It...= at T=20"C or H H Sc = Schmidt number, Wanninkhof et al. 4 
K = KL = 0.0986W'" (600 r (v/D)~13750[O.10656 (1991) exp(-0.0627T)+0.00495] 
o H H. Sc T = temperature, ,"C 
D.2 D02 = molecular diffusivlty of oxygen, 
5 = KL = (200-60Wo')lO 6 m
2 S·I, 2.1 EM9 m2 S·1 at 20"C Chen, Kanwisher 
K. W = wind speed, m S·1 (1963) H H Kl = reaeration velocity, m S·1 
K =KL 0.5+0.05W
2 
Cole and Buchak 6 (1995) o H H 
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# Equation Comments Reference 
K = KL = 0.362-JW W < 5.5m/ s 
7 • H H Banks (1975) 
Ka = KL O.0277W' W 5 5 / > . m s 
H H 
K =KL = 0.64 +0.128W' Recommended form for WQRSS reser-8 Smith (1978) 
voir model a H H .. ; 
. 
; 
K =KL O.156W'" W 41 -I S . ms 





W>4.1 ms- I 
• If II 
K =KL = O.0276W' Downing and 10 
• H H Truesdale (1955) 
K O.0432W' 
11 K =--L= Kanwlsher (1963) 
• H H 
12 K = KL = 0.319W Yu et 01 (1977) 
a H H 
K = KL = 0.398W < 1.6ms-1 
• H H 13 
O.155W' W <: 1.6 ms- I 
Weiler (1974) 
K =KL 
• H H 
W = wind speed, m s" at 10 m 
K =KL C +c We, 
K" = reaeration rate, day"1 
14 J , C1 = user defined 
• H H C2 = user defined 
C3 = user defined 
For estuary systems, Thomann and Mueller (1987) and Chapra (1997) suggest using any ofthe wind 
formulations in Table C-Sl or Equation 1 in Table C-SO (O'Connor-Dobbins formula) using the 
mean tidal velocity over a tidal cycle. Ta ble C-S2 shows an additional formulation from Thomann 
and Fitzpatrick (1982) for estuaries, as well as lhe approach of Covar (1976) for rivers. Since many 
texts suggest using the mean tidal velocity, caution should be used in using these equations since they 
are based on the instantaneous velocity. 
Table C-52. Estuarine Reaeration Equations 
# Equation Comments Reference 
0 Either Eq 1, 2 or 4 from Table C-50 K" is determined based on applicability Covar(1976) 
criteria of each of these 3 formulations 
U = mean tidal velocity. m s· Thomann and,Fitzpatrick 
K 0.72811'O,j -0.317W + 0.037211'2 W = wind speed, m S·l (1982) 
. K. , H = depth. m H H 
1 .Jfj KI = reaeralion velocity, m 8-1 
+3.93 H U This formula combines the effect 'of wind 
from Banks and Herrera (1977) and est-
uarv tidal flow 
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# Eouatlon Comments Reference 
.. U - velocity, m S-l User defined relationship 
H = depth,m 
K =CUC'Hc,+O.5+C,W
1 W = wind speed at 10 m 
2 K,. = reaeration rate, dayf 
"J H Cj = user defined 
C2 = user defin~d 
C3 = user defined 
C4 = user defined .. 
In an estuary situation, a computation can be performed to evaluate whether wind shear or boundary 
shear controls the turbulence intensity at the surface. This algorithm will be added to the code in a 
future release version. For further information, see Appendix B. 
Example 
REAERAT REARC 
Wb 1 RIVER 
Wb 2 LAKE 
Wb 3 ESTUARY 
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Restart Input Filename (RSI FILE) 
VALUE DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Character Restart input data filename 
This card specifies the filename. used as input for restarts. 
Example 
CONTROL FILE 
RSI FILE .............................. RSIFN .................................... . 
rsi.npt 
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Withdrawal Filename (QWD FILE) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DESCRIPTION 
1 (Ignored by code) 
2-10 QWDFN Character Withdrawal filename 
This card specifies the filename for withdrawal outflows. See a description of the withdrawal file for 
more information on data setup. 
Example 
QWD FILE .............................. QWDFN .................................... . 
qwd.npt 
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Gate Outflow Filename (QGT FILE) 
VALUE DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Character Gated outflow filename 
This card specifies the filename(s) for branch outflows. See a description ofthe gate outflow file for 
more information on data setup. 
Example 
QGT FILE .............................. QGTFN ..•............•..................... 
qgt.npt 
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(Ignored by code) 
Characler Wind sheltering Coefficient shellering filename 
This card specifies the filename containing the wind sheltering coefficients as a function of segment 
number and Julian date. One file contains all the wind sheltering coefficients for all waterbodies. See 
a description of the wind-sheltering file for more information on data setup. 
Example 
wsc FILE ............................... WSCFN ................................... . 
wsc.npt 
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(Ignored by code) 
Character Dynamic shading filename 
This card specifies the filename containing the wind sheltering coefficients as a function of segment 
number and Julian date. One file contains all the dynamic shading coefficients for all waterbodies. 
See a description of the dynamic shading file for more information on data setup. 
Example 
SHD FILE ............................... SHDFN .....•.............................. 
shd.npt 






Bathymetry Filename (BTH FILE) 
VALUE DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Character Bathymetry filename 
This card specifies the filename(s) containing the waterbody bathymetry. See a description of the 
bathymetry file for more information on the data setup. 
Example 
BTH FILE ............................... BTHFN ................................... . 
Wb 1 bth_wbl,npt 
Wb 2 bth_wb2.npt 
Wb 3 bth_wb3,npt 





Meteorology Filename (MET FILE) 
VALUE DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Character Meteorologic input data filename 
CONTROL FILE 
This card specifies the filename(s) for time-varying meteorologic data. More information on data 
setup can be found in the description of the meteorologv input file. 
Example 
MET FILE ............••.•...........••.. METFN •........• ', .•....•.••••••••.•....... 
Wb 1 met_wbl.npt 
Wb 2 met_wb2.npt 
Wb 3 met_wb3.npt 
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(Ignored by code) 
2-10 EXTFN Character Light extinction input data filename 
This card specifies the filename(s) for time-varying light extinction data in Julian day versus light 
extinction coefficient in mol. More information on data setup can be found in the description of the 
light extinction file. 
Example 
EXT FILE •.••................•.•••.••... EXTFN .•.•......•.••...•.........•..•..... 
Wb 1 ext_wbl,npt - _oot used 
Wb 2 ext_wb2.npt - not used 
Wb 3 ext_wb3.npt - not used 
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FIELD NAME 
1 
Vertical Profile Filename (VPR FILE) 
VALUE DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
2-10 VPRFN Character Temperature and constituent verlical profile filename used for 
specifying initial conditions for the grid 
This card specifies the filename(s) used to specify vertically varying initial temperatures and concen-
trations for the grid. More information on data setup can be found at the description of the vertical 
profile file. 
Example 
VPR FILE ............................... VPRFN ................................... . 
Wb 1 vpr_wbl.npt 
Wb 2 vpr_wh2.npt 
Wb 3 vpr_wb3.npt 
• 
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(Ignored by code) 
Character Temperature and constituent longitudinal profile filename used 
for specifying initial conditions for the grid 
This card specifies the filename(s) used to specify vertically and longitudinally varying initial tem-
peratures and concentrations for the grid. More information on data setup can be found at the de-
scription of the longitudinal profile file. 
Example 
LPR FILE ............................... LPRFN ...... ............................. . 
Wb 1 Ipr_wbl,npt 
Wb 2 Ipr_wb2.npt 
Wb 3 Ipr_wb3.npt 
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Branch Inflow Filename (QIN FILE) 
VALUE DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Character Inflow filename 
This card specifies the filename(s) for branch inflows. More information on data setup can be found 
at the description of the branch inflow file. 
Example 
QIN FILE ...•.•....•.••.•.....••••••••• QINFN .••.......................••......••• 
Br 1 qin_hrl.npt 
Br 2 qin_hr2.npt 
Br 3 qin_br3.npt 
Br 4 qin_hr4.npt 
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(Ignored by code) 
Character Inflow temperature filename 
This card specifies the filename(s) for branch inflow temperatures. More information on data setup 
can be found at the description of the branch inflow temperature file. 
Example 
TIN FILE ......•••••..•••..•...•.•....• TINFN .•.•••.•...•...•••.•...........•...•. 
Br 1 tin brl.npt 
Br 2 tin=br2.npt 
Br 3 tin_hr3.npt 
Br 4 tin_hr4.npt 
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(Ignored by code) 
Character Inflow constituent filename 
This card specifies the filename(s) for branch inflow concentrations. More information on data setup 
can be found at the description of the branch Inflow concentration file. 
Example 
erN FILE .............................. CINFN .................................... . 
Br 1 cio_hrl.npt 
Br 2 cio_br2.npt 
Br 3 cio_br3.npt 
Br 4 cio_br4.npt 
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(Ignored by code) 
Characler Outflow filename 
This card specifies the filename(s) for branch outflows. More information on data setup can be found 
at the description of the branch outflow file. 
Example 
QOT FILE ......•....................... QOTFN .................................... . 
Br 1 qot_brl.npt 
Br 2 qot_br2.npt 
Br 3 qot_br3.npt 
Br 4 qot_br4.npt 
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Tributary Inflow Filename (QTR FILE) 
VALUE DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Character Tributary inflow filename 
This card specifies the filename(s) for tributary inflows. There must be a separate file for each trib-
utary. More information on data setup can be found at the description of the tributary inflow file. 
Example 
QTR FILE .............................. QTRFN ...............•.... .............•. , . 
Tr 1 qtr_trl.npt 
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(Ignored by code) 
Character Tributary temperature filename 
This card specifies the filename(s) for tributary inflow temperatures. There must be a separate file 
for each tributary. More information on data setup can be found at the description of the tributary 
inflow temperature file. 
Example 
TTR FILE .........•••••.••••••••....•.• TTRFN ••.....•.•.•.•.•••••........•••.•.••. 
Tr 1 ttr_trl.npt 
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(Ignored by code) 
Character Tributary inflow concentration filename 
This card specifies the filename(s) for tributary inflow concentrations. There must be a separate file . 
for each tributary. More information on data setup can be found at the description of the tributary 
inflow concentration file. 
Example 
CTR FILE .............................. CTRFN .................................... . 
Tr 1 ctr_trl.npt 
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(Ignored by code) 
Character Distributed tributary inflow filename 
This card specifies the filename(s) for distributed tributary inflow. There must be a separate file for 
each branch. More information on data setup can be found aUhe description of the distributed tribu-
tarv Inflow file. 
Example 
QDT FILE .............................. QDTFN .................................... . 
Br 1 qdt_trl.npt 
Br 2 qdt_tr2.npt 
Br 3 qdt_tr3.npt 
Br 4 qdt_tr4.npt 
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(Ignored by' code) 
Character Distributed tributary temperature filename 
This card specifies the filenanie(s) for distributed tributary inflow temperatures. There must be a 
separate file for eacb branch. More information on data setup can be found at the description of the 
distributed tributary inflow temperature file. 
Example 
TDT FILE ...•.....•.................... TDTFN .••.••.•••.....••••..•....•.....••.•• 
Br 1 tdt_trl.npt 
Br 2 tdt tr2.npt 
Br 3 tctt:tr3.npt 
Br 4 tdt_tr4.npt 
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2-10 . CDTFN 
VALUE DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Character Distributed tributary inflow concentration filename 
This card specifies the filename(s) for distributed tributary inflow concentrations. There must be a 
separate file for each branch. More information on data setup can be found at'the description of the 
distributed tributary inflow concentration file. 
Example 
CDT FILE ••••.....•••.•.•..•......•.... CDTFN ........................•.......•••.. 
Br 1 edt_trl.npt 
Br 2 edt tr2.npt 
Br 3 cdt=tr3.npt 
Br 4 cdt_tr4.npt 
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. Precipitation Filename (PRE FILE) 
VALUE DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Character Precipilation filename 
This card specifies the filename(s) for each branch precipitation. There must be a separate file for 
each branch. More information on data setup can be found at the description of the precipitation 
file. The" - not used;' tagat the end ofthe filename is useful when looking at the echoing of input 
filenames in the preprocessor output and can alert the user to an input option that is or is not being 
used. Ifprecipitation is turned ON for a branch, then the" - not used" tag should be removed. 
Example 
PRE FILE .............................. PREFN .................................... . 
Br 1 pre_brl.npt - not used 
Br 2 pre_br2.npt - not used 
Br 3 pre_hr3.npt - not used 
Br 4 pre_hr4.npt - not used 
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(Ignored by code) 
2-10 TPRFN Character Precipitation temperature filename 
This card specifies the filename(s) for branch precipitation temperatures. There must be a separate 
file for each branch. More information on data setup can be found at the description ofthe precipita-
tion temperature file. The" - not used" tag at the end ofthe filename is usefui when looking at the 
echoing of input filenames in the preprocessor output and can alert the user to an input option that 
is or is not being used. If precipitation is turned ON for a branch, then the" - not used" tag should 
be removed. 
Example 
TPR FILE ..••••.•••.•.•••••••.••.....•. TPRFN .................•••.•...••.......... 
Br 1 tpr brl.npt - not used 
Br 2 tpr=br2.npt - not used 
Br 3 tpr_br3.npt - not used 
Br 4 tpr_hr4.npt - not used 
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(Ignored by code) 
Character Precipilation concentration filename 
This card specifies the filename(s} for branch precipitation constituent concentrations. There must be 
a separate file for each branch. More information on data setup can be found at the description of the 
precipitation concentration file. The" - not used" tag-at the end of the filename is useful when 
looking at the echoing of input filenames in the preprocessor output and can alert the user to an 
input option that is or is not being used. If precipitation is turned ON for a branch, then the" - not 
used" tag should be removed. 
Example 
CPR FILE .•.•••••...........•.•.•...... CPRFN •......•.•.....................•.•... 
Br 1 cpr_brl,opt - not used 
Br 2 cpr_hr2.npt - not used 
Br 3 cpr~br3.npt - not used 
Br 4 cpr_hr4.npt - not used 
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(Ignored by code) 
2-10 EUHFN Character External upstream head filename 
This card specifies the filename(s) for branch external upstream heads. There must be a separate file 
for each branch. More information on data setup can be found at the description oftbe upstream 
head file. The'~ - not, used" tag at the end of the filename is useful when looking at the echoing of 
input filenames in the preprocessor output and can alert the user to an input option that is or is not 
being used. If precipitation is turned ON for a branch, then the" - not used" tag should beremoved. 
Example 
EUH FILE ••••••••••••••••••••••••...... EUHFN ........ -.........................••.• 
Br 1 euh_br1.npt - not used 
8r 2 euh br2.npt - not used 
Br 3 euh=br3.npt - not used 
Br 4 euh_br4.npt - not used 
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(Ignored by code) 
Character External upstream head temperature filename 
This card specifies the filename(s) for branch external upstream head vertical temperatures. There 
must be a separate file for each branch. More information on data setup can be found at tbe descrip-
tion of the upstream head temperature 'file. The" - not used" tag at the end of the filename is 
useful when looking at the echoing of input filenames in the preProcessor output and can alert th.e ' 
user to an input option that is or is not being used, If precipitation is turned ON for a branch, then the 
" - not used" tag should be removed. 
Example 
TUR FI LE .............................. TUHFN .................................... . . 
Br 1 tuh_brl.npt - not used 
Br 2 tuh_br2.npt - not used 
Br 3 tUh_br3.npt - not used 
Br 4 tuh_br4.npt - not used 
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(Ignored by code) 
2-10 CUHFN Character External upstr,eam head concentration filename 
This card specifies the filename(s) for branch external upstream head constitueniconcentrations. 
There must be a separate file for each branch. More information on data setup can be found at the 
desqiption of the upstream head concentration file. The" - not used" tag at the end ofthe file-
name is useful when looking at the echoing of input filenames in the preprocessor output and can ' 
alert the user to an input option that is or is not being used. If precipitation is turned ON for a branch, 
then the" - not used" tag should be removed. 
Example 
CUH FILE •••.•.•••.....•.•••..•....•.•• CUHFN ••.....•.••••...••.•••••••• i ........ . 
Br 1 cuh_brl,npt - not used 
Br 2 cuh_br2.npt - not used 
Br 3 cuh_br3.npt - not used 
Br 4 cUh_br4.npt - not used 
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(Ignored by code) 
Character External downstream head filename 
This card specifies the filename(s) for branch external downstream heads. There must be a separate 
file for each branch. More information on data setup can be found at the description of the down-
stream head file. The" - not ,used" tag at the end of the fllenameis useful when looking at the 
echoing of input filenames in the preprocessor output and can alert the user to an input option that 
is or is not being used. If piecipitation is turned ON for a branch, then the" - not used" tag should 
be removed. ' 
Example 
EDH FILE ..........•.•••••.•.•......... EDHFN .............•...••.••••...........•. 
Br 1 edh_brl.npt - not used 
Br 2 edh _ br2 . npt - n,ot_ used 
Br 3 edh_br3.npt - not used 
Br 4 edh_br4.npt 
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CONTROL FILE KINETIC COEFFICIENTS 





(Ignored by code) 
2-10 TDHFN Character· External downstream head temperature filename 
This card specifies the filename(s) for branch external downstream head vertical temperatures. There 
must be a separate file for each branch. More information on data setup can be found at the descrip-
tion of the downstream head temperature file. The" - not used" tag at the end ofthe filename is 
useful when looking at the echoing of input filenames in the preprocessor output and can alert the 
user to an input option that is or is not being used. Ifprecipitation is turned ON for a branch, then the 
" - not used" tag should be removed. 
Example 
TDH FILE ........•..................••. TDHFN .......... ' ........................•.. 
Br 1 tdh_brl.npt - not used 
Br 2 tdh_br2.npt - not used 
Br 3 tdh_br3.npt - not used 
Br 4 tdh_br4.npt 
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KINETIC COEFFICIENTS CONTROL FILE 






(Ignored by code) 
Character External downstream had concentration filename 
This card specifies the filename(s) for branch external downstream head constituent concentrations. 
There must be a separate file for each branch. More information on data setup can be found at the 
description of the downstream head concentration file. The" - not used" tag at the end of the 
filename is useful when looking at the echoing of input filenames in the preprocessor output and 
can alert the user to an input option that is or is not being used. Ifprecipitation is turned ON for a 
branch, then the" - not used" tag should be removed. 
Example 
CDR FILE •....•........•.•...•......... CDHFN ..............••...•••••• , .•..•••...... 
Br 1 cdh_brl.npt - not used 
Br 2 edh br2.npt - not used 
Br 3 Cdh~br3.npt - not used 
Br 4 cdh_br4.npt 






Snapshot Filename (SNP FILE) 
VALUE DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Character Snapshot filename 
This card specifies the snapshot filename(s). 
Example 
SNP FILE .............................. SNPFN ... ................................. . 
Wb 1 snp_wbl.opt 
Wb 2 snp_wb2.opt 
Wb 3 snp_wb3.opt 





Profile Plot Filename (PRF FILE) 
VALUE DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Character Profile plot filename 
This card specifies the vertical profile plot filename(s). 
Example 
CONTROL FILE 
PRF FILE .............................. PRFFN ....... . -............................. . 
Wb 1 prf_wbl.opt 
Wb 2 prf_wb2.opt 
Wb 3 prf_wb3.opt 






Vector Plot Filename (VPL FILE) 
VALUE DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Character Vector plot filename 
This card specifies the velocity vector plot filename(s). 
Example 
VPL FILE .............................. VPLFN ..................... ............... . 
Wb 1 vpl_wbl.opt 
Wb 2 vpl_wb2.opt 
Wb 3 vpl_wb3.opt 





Contour Plot Filenama (CPL FILE) 
VALUE DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Character Contour plot filename 
This card specifies the contour plot filename(s). 
Example 
CONTROL FILE 
CPL FILE .............................. CPLFN ........ ," ........................... . 
Wb 1 cpl_wbl.opt 
Wb 2 cpl_wb2.opt 
wb 3 cpl_wb3.opt 
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CONTROL FILE OUTPUT FILENAMES 





(Ignored by code) 
Character Spreadsheet plot filename 
This card specifies the spreadsheet output filename(s). Output from this file is suitable for import 
into a spreadsheet or graphics package that uses a spreadsheet format for data management. 
Example 
SPR FILE .......................... ... . SPRFN ......................... ........... . 
Wb 1 spr_wbl.opt 
Wb 2 spr_wb2.opt 
Wb 3 spr_wb3.opt 





Flux Filename (FLX FILE) 
VALUE DESCRIPTION 
(Ignored by code) 
Character Flux filename 
CONTROL FILE 
This card specifies the kinetic fluxes filename(s). Output from this file is suitable for import into a 
spreadsheet 'or graphics package that uses a spreadsheet format for data management. 
Example 
FLX FILE .............................. FLXFN .................................... . 
Wb 1 fIx wbl.opt 
Wb 2 flx=wb2.opt 
Wb 3 fh{_wb3.opt 
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CONTROL FILE OUTPUT FILENAMES 





(Ignored by code) 
Character Time series plot filename 
This card specifies the time series plot fiJename(s). 
Example 
TSR FILE ............ ; ............. ; ... TSRFN .................................... . 
tsr.opt 
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OUTPUT FILENAMES CONTROL FILE 
Withdrawal Output Filename (WOO FILE) 
FIELD NAME VALUE DESCRIPTION 
·1 (Ignored by code) 
2-10 WDOFN Character Withdrawal output filename 
This card specifies the withdrawal output filename(s). 
Example 
WDO FILE .............................. WDOFN ......................•.............. 
wdo.opt 
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CONTROL FILE SAMPLE CONTROL FILE 
Sample Control Input File 
Spokane River/Long Lake Model Version 3.5 
TITLE C ................................ TITLE .................................. 
Card 1 Version 3.5 Spokane River/Long Lake application 
Card 2 WB 1 - Sloping branches between State line and Upriver Pool 
Card 3 WB 2 - Pool of Upriver DAm 
Card 4 Wb 3 - Pool of upper Falls Dam 
Card 5 WB 4 - 2 sloping branches above 9-mile dam pool 
Card 6 WB 5 - Nine Mile dam pool 
Card 7 WB 6 - Long Lake 
Card 8 Scott Wells, PSU 
Card 9 Rob Annear, PSU; Chris Berger, PSU 
Card 10 Tom Cole, WES 
GRID NWB NBR IMX KMX 
6 12 189 47 
IN/OUTFLOW NTR NST NIW NWD NGT NSP NPI NPU 
7 7 0 0 0 6 0 0 
CONSTlTU NGC NSS NAL NEP NEOD NMC NZP 
3 1 3 1 1 0 1 
MISCELL NDAY 
100 
TIME CON TMSTRT TMEND YEAR 
1.0402 303.89 2000 
DLT CON NDLT DLTMIN 
6 0.1 
DLT DATE DLTO DLTO DLTD DLTO OLTO OLTD DJ,.TD DLTO DLTO 
1. 00 1.2 172.0 225.0 231. 0 251. 0 
DLT MAX DLTMAX DLTMAX DLTMAX DLTMAX DLTMAX DLTMAX DLTMAX DLTMAX DLTMAX 
5.0 65.0 10.0 10.0 5.0 10.0 
DLT FRN DLTF DLTF DLTF DLTF DLTF DLTF DLTF DLTF DLTF 
0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
DLT LIMIT VISC CELC 
Wb 1 ON ON 
Wb 2 ON ON 
Wb 3 ON ON 
Wb 4 ON ON 
wb 5 ON ON 
Wb 6 ON ON 
BRANCH G US DS UHS DHS UQB DQB NL SLOPE 
Br 1 2 10 0 13 0 0 1 0.00181 
Br 2 13 24 10 27 0 0 1 0.00152 
Br 3 27 36 24 39 0 0 1 0.00328· 
Br 4 39 48 36 0 0 0 1 0.00142 
Br 5 51 64 0 0 0 0 1 0.00000 
Br 6 67 73 -64 76 0 0 1 0.00000 
Br 7 76 86 73 0 0 0 1 0.00000 
Br 8 89 94 -86 97 0 0 1 0.00256 
Br 9 97 128 94 0 0 0 1 0.00.208 
Br 10 131 135 0 138 0 0 1 0.00000 
Br 11 138 151 135 0 0 0 1 0.00000 
Br 12 154 188 -151 0 0 0 1 0.00000 
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SAMPLE CONTROL FILE CONTROL FILE. 
LOCATION LAT LONG EBOT BS BE JBDN 
WB 1 47.8 117.8 578.72 1 4 4 
WB 2 47.8 117.8 571.00 5 5 5 
WB 3 47.8 117.8 560.00 6 7 7 
WB 4 47.8 117.8 485.51 8 9 9 
WB 5 47.8 117.8 481. 00 10 11 11 
WB 6 47.8 117.8 422.10 12 12 12 
INIT CND T2I ICEI WTYPEC 
Wb 1 4.0 0.0 FRESH 
wb 2 4.0 0.0 FRESH 
Wb 3 4.0 0.0 FRESH 
Wb 4 4.0 0.0 FRESH 
Wb 5 4.0 0.0 FRESH 
Wb 6 4.0 0.0 FRESH 
CALCULAT VBC EBC MBC PQC EVC PRC 
Wb 1 ON ON ON OFF OFF OFF 
Wb 2 ON ON ON OFF OFF OFF 
Wb 3 ON ON ON OFF OFF OFF 
Wb 4 ON ON ON OFF OFF OFF 
Wb 5 ON ON ON OFF OFF OFF 
Wb 6 ON ON ON OFF OFF OFF 
DEAD SEA WINDe QINC QOUTC REATe 
Wb 1 ON ON ON ON 
Wb 2 ON ON ON ON 
Wb 3 ON ON ON ON 
Wb 4 ON ON ON ON 
Wb 5 ON ON ON ON 
Wb 6 ON ON ON ON 
INTERPOL QINIC DTRIC HDIC 
Br 1 ON OFF ON 
Br 2 ON OFF ON 
Br 3 ON OFF ON 
Br 4 ON OFF ON 
Br 5 ON OFF ON 
Br 6 ON OFF ON 
Br 7 ON OFF ON 
Br 8 ON OFF ON 
Br 9 ON OFF ON 
Br 10 ON OFF ON 
Br 11 ON OFF ON 
Br 12 ON OFF ON 
HEAT ExeH SLHTe SROC RHEVAP METre FETCHC AFW BFW CFW WINDH 
wb 1 TERM OFF OFF ON OFF 9.2 0.46 2.0 2.0 
Wb 2 TERM OFF OFF ON OFF 9.2 0.46 2.0 2.0 
Wb 3 TERM OFF OFF ON OFF 9.2 0.46 2.0 2.0 
wb 4 TERM OFF OFF ON OFF 9.2 0.46 2.0 2.0 
Wb 5 TERM OFF OFF ON OFF 9.2 0.46 2.0 2.0 
wb 6 TERM OFF OFF ON OFF 9.2 0.46 2.0 2.0 
ICE COVER IeEe SLICEC ALBEDO HWICE BICE GleE ICEMIN ICET2 
Wb 1 OFF DETAIL 0.25 10.0 0.6 0.07 0.05 3.0 
Wb 2 OFF DETAIL 0.25 10.0 0.6 0.07 0.05 3.0 
Wb 3 OFF DETAIL 0.25 10.0 0.6 0.07 0.05 3.0 
Wb 4 OFF DETAIL 0.25 10.0 0.6 0.07 0.05 3.0 
Wb 5 OFF DETAIL 0.25 10.0 0.6 0.07 0.05 3.0 
Wb 6 OFF DETAIL 0.25 10.0 0.6 0.07 0.05 3.0 
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CONTROL FILE SAMPLE CONTROL FILE 
TRANSPORT SLTRC THETA 
Wb1 ULTIMATE 0.55 
Wb 2 ULTIMATE 0.55 
Wb 3 ULTIMATE 0.55 
Wb 4 ULTIMATE 0.55 
wb 5 ULTIMATE 0.55 
Wb 6 ULTIMATE 0.55 
BYD COEF AX OX eBHE TSED FI TSEDF FRICC 
Wb 1 1.0 1.0 0.3 11. 5 0.01 1. 00 MANN 
Wb 2 1.0 1.0 0.3 11.5 0.01 1. 00 MANN 
Wb 3 1.0 1.0 0.3 11.5 0.01 1. 00 MANN 
Wb 4 1.0 1.0 0.3 11.5 0,01 1. 00 MANN 
wb 5 1.0 1.0 0.3 11.5 0.01 1. 00 MANN 
Wb 6 1.0 1.0 0.3 n.5 0.01 1. 00 MANN 
EDDY VIse AZC AZSLC AZMAX 
Wb 1 W2N IMP 1.0 
Wb 2 W2 IMP 1.0 
wb 3 W2 IMP 1.0 
Wb 4 W2N IMP 1.0 
Wb 5 W2 IMP 1.0 
Wb 6 W2 IMP 1.0 
N STRUC NSTR 
Br 1 0 
Br 2 0 
Br 3 0 
Br 4 0 
Br 5 2 
Br 6 0 
Br 7 2 
Br 8 0 
Br 9 0 
Br 10 0 
Br 11 2 
BRr 12 1 





Br 5 OFF OFF 
Br 6 




Br 11 OFF OFF 
Br 12 OFF 





Br 5 2 2 
Br 6 




Br 11 2 2 
Br 12 2 
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SAMPLE CONTROL FILE CONTROL FILE 




Br • Br 5 41 41 
Br 6 




Br 11 39 39 
Br 12 .6 




Br • Br 5 POINT LINE 
Br 6 




Br 11 POINT POINT 
Br 12 POINT 




Br • Br 5 579.5 577 .1 
Br 6 




Br 11 485.0 489.0 
Br 12 456.9 












PIPES IUPI IDP! EUPI EDPI WPI DLXPI FPI FMINPI LATPIC 
Pi 1 2. 28 28.0 27.0 0.5 230.0 0.065 0.1 DOWN 
PIPE UP PUPIC ETUPI EBUPI KTUPI KBUPI 
pi 1 DISTR 2 23 
PIPE DOWN PDPIC ETDPI EBDPI KTDPI KBDPI 
pi 1 DISTR 2 23 
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CONTROL FILE SAMPLE CONTROL FILE 
SPILLWAY rasp IDSP ESP AlSP BlSP A2SP B2SP LAT$PC 
Spill 1 6' 67 592.14 10000.0 1.5 20.00 1.5 DOWN 
Spill 2 S6 S9 580.14 7000.0 1.5 20.00 1.5 DOWN 
Spill 3 151 15' 497.00 '10000.0 1.5 20.00 1.5 DOWN 
Spill , lSS 0 469.00 20000.0 1.5 20.00 1.5 DOWN 
Spill 5 'S 51 579.80 80.00 1.5 30.00 1.5 DOWN 
Spill 6 12S 131 486.50 60.00 1'.5 30.00 1.5 DOWN 
SPILL UP PUSPC ETUSP EBUSP KTUSP KBUSP 
Spilll DISTR 2 
" Spil12 DISTR 2 3S 
spil13 DISTR 2 39 
Spil14 DISTR 2 '6 
SpillS DISTR 2 '5 
Spil16 DISTR 2 '6 
SPILL DOWN PDSPC ETDSP EBDSP KTDSP KBDSP 
Spilll DISTR 2 36 
Spil12 DISTR 2 '5 
spill3 DISTR 2 6 
Spil14 DISTR 2 '6 
SpillS DISTR 2 '3 
Spil16 DISTR 2 39 







GATES rOGT IDGT EGT AIGT BlGT GIGT A2GT B2GT G2GT LATGTC 
Gt 1 27 33 44.0 10.00 1.0 1.0 10.0 2.5 0.0 DOWN 
GATE WEIR GAl GB1 GA2 GB2 DYNGTC 
Gt 1 10.0 1.5 10.0 1.5 B 
GATE UP PUGTC ETUGT EBUGT KTUGT KBUGT 
Gt 1 DISTR 3 23 
GATE DOWN PDGTC ETDGT EBOGT KTDGT KBDGT 
Gt 1 DISTR 3 23 
GATE GAS GASGT EQGT AGASG BGASG CGASG 
Gt 1 ON 1 10.0 120.00 1.0 
PUMPS 1 IUPU IDPU EPU STRTPU ENDPU EONPU EOFFPU QPU LATPUC 
Pu 1 30 33 2.' 1.0 900.0 3.0 2.' 3.0 DOWN 
PUMPS 2 PPUC ETPU EBPU KTPU KBPU 
Pu 1 DISTR , 23 
WEIR SEG IWR IWR IWR IWR IWR IWR IWR IWR IWR 
Wr 1 27 
WEIR TOP KTWR KTWR KTWR KTWR KTWR KTWR KTWR KTWR KTWR 
Wr 1 9 
WEIR BOT KBWR KBWR KBWR KBWR KBWR KBWR KBWR KBWR KBWR 
Wr 1 23 
WD INT WDIC WDIC WDIC WDIC WDIC WDIC WDIC WDIC WDIC 
Wd 1 
WD SEG IWD IWO IWD IWD IWD IWD IWD IWD IWD 
Wd 1 
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SAMPLE CONTROL FILE 
WD ELEV EWO 
Wd 1 
WD TOP ETWD 
Wd 1 
WD BOT EBWD 
Wd 1 












OST TRIB DTRC 
Br 1 ON 
Br 2 ON 
Br 3 ON 
Br 4 ON 
Br 5 ON 
Br 6 ON 
Br 7 ON 
Br 8 ON 
Br 9 ON 
Br 10 ON 
Br 11 ON 
Br 12 ON 








































































































































































































































CONTROL FILE SAMPLE CONTROL FILE 
Wb 5 1.0 1.6 
Wb 6 1.0 1.6 
SNP FREQ SNPF SNPF SNPF SNPF SNPF SNPF SNPF SNPF SNPF 
Wb 1 0.1 7.0 
Wb 2 0.1 7.0 
wb 3 0.1 7.0 
Wb 4 0.1 7.0 
Wb 5 0.1 7.0 
Wb 6 0.1 7.0 
SNP SEG ISNP ISNP ISNP ISNP ISNP ISNP ISNP ISNP ISN 
Wb 1 2 10 13 24 27 36 39 40 41 
42 43 44 45 46 47 48 
Wb 2 51 53 55 57 59 61 63 64 
Wb 3 84 85 86 
wb 4 89 90 92 122 123 124 
Wb 5 131 138 139 148 151 
Wb 6 154 155 156 175 187 188 
SCR PRINT seRC NSCR 
Wb 1 OFF 1 
Wb 2 OFF 1 
Wb 3 OFF 1 
Wb 4 OFF 1 
Wb 5 OFF 1 
Wb 6 ON 1 
SCR DATE seRD SCRD SCRD SCRD SCRD SCRD SCRD SCRD SCRD 
wb 1 1.0 
Wb 2 1.0 
Wb 3 1.0 
Wb 4 1.0 
Wb 5 1.0 
Wb 6 1.0 
SCR FREQ seRF seRF seRF seRF seRF seRF seRF seRF seRF 
Wb 1 0.05 
Wb 2 0.10 
Wb 3 0.10 
Wb 4 0.10 
Wb 5 0.10 
Wb 6 0.10 
PRF PLOT PRFC NPRF NIPRF 
Wb 1 OFF a a 
Wb 2 ON 12 4 
wb 3 OFF a a 
Wb 4 OFF a a 
Wb 5 ON 12 6 
Wb 6 ON 12 7 
PRF DATE PRFD PRFD PRFD PRFD PRFD PRFD PRFD PRFD PRFD 
Wb 1 
Wb 2 158,5 179.5 200.5 228.5 229.5 242.5 244.5 245.5 249.5 
257.5 270.5 271.5 
Wb 3 
Wb 4 
Wb 5 158.5 179.5 200.5 228.5 229.5 242.5 244.5 245.5 249.5 
257.0 270.0 271. 0 
wb 6 158.67 179.67 200.67 228.67 229.67 242.67 244.67 245.67 249.67 
257.67 270.67 271.67 
PRF FREQ PRFF PRFF PRFF PRFF PRFF PRFF PRFF PRFF PRFF 
Wb 1 
Wb 2 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
500.0 500.0 500.0 
Wb 3 
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SAMPLE CONTROL FILE CONTROL FILE 
wb 4 
Wb 5 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
500.0 500.0 500.0 
Wb 6 500.0 500.0 500,0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500,0 500.0 500.0 
500.0 500.0 500.0 
PRF SEG IPRF IPRF IPRF IPRF IPRF IPRF IPRF IPRF IPRF 
Wb 1 
Wb 2 57 60 62 64 
wb 3 
Wb 4 
Wb 5 135 139 141 143 147 .150 
Wb 6 157 161 168 174 180 183 187 
SPR PLOT SPRC NSPR NISPR 
Wb 1 OFF 0 0 
Wb 2 OFF 0 0 
Wb 3 OFF 0 0 
Wb 4 OFF 0 0 
Wb 5 OFF 0 0 
Wb 6 OFF 0 0 





















VPL PLOT VPLC NVPL 
Wb 1 OFF 1 
wb 2 OFF 1 
Wb 3 OFF 1 
Wb 4 OFF 1 
Wb 5 OFF 1 
wb 6 OFF 1 
VPL DATE VPLD VPLD VPLD VPLD VPLD VPLD VPLO VPLD VPLD 
Wb 1 63.5 
Wb 2 63.5 
wb 3 63.5 
Wb 4 63.5 
wb 5 63.5 
Wb 6 63.5 
VPL FREQ VPLF VPLF VPLF VPLF VPLF VPLF VPLF VPLF VPLF 
Wb 1 1.0 
Wb 2 1.0 
wb 3 1.0 
Wb 4 1.0 
Wb 5 1.0 
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CONTROL FILE SAMPLE CONTROL FILE 
Wb 6 1.0 
CPL PLOT CPLC NCPL 
Wb 1 ON 2' 
Wb 2 ON 2' 
Wb 3 ON 2' 
Wb , ON 2' 
Wb 5 ON 2' 
wb 6 ON 2' 
CPL DATE CPLD CPLD CPLD • CPLD CPLD CPLD CPLD CPLD CPLD 
Wb 1 9.67 37.67 72.75 100.6 128.67 163.75 187.6 191. 6 208.4 
215.5' 219.75 228.4 228.6 229.4 229;6 251. 5 254.75 270.4 
270.6 271. 4 271. 6 284.4 319.35 347.35 
Wb 2 9.67 37.67 72.75 100.6 128.67 163.75 187.6 191. 6 208.4 
215.5 219.75 228.4 228.6 229.4 229.6 251. 5 254.75 270.4 
270.6 271. 4 271. 6 284.4 319.35 347.35 
wb 3 9.67 37.67 72'.75 100.6 128-.67 163.75 187.6 191. 6 208,4 
215.5 219'.75 228.4 228.6 229.4 229.6 251. 5 254.75 270.4 
270.6 271. 4 211. 6 284.4 319.35 347.35 
Wb , 9.67 37.67 72.75 100.6 128. 67 163.75 187.6 191. 6 208.4 
215.5 219.75 228.4 228.6 229.4 229.6 251. 5 254.75 270.4 
270.6 271.4 211. 6 284.4 319.35 347.35 
Wb 5 9,67 37.67 72.75 100.6 128.67 163.75 187.6 191. 6 208.' 
215.5 219.75 228.4 228.6 229.4 229.6 251.5 254.75 270.4 
270.6 271. 4 271. 6 284.4 319.35 347.35 
wb 6 9.67 37.67 72.75 100.6 128.67 163.75 187.6 191. 6 208.4 
215.5 219.75 228.4 228.6 229.4 229.6 251.5 254.75 270.4 
270.6 271. 4 271. 6 284.4 319.35 347.35 
CPL FREQ CPLF CPLF CPLF CPLF CPLF CPLF CPLF CPLF CPLF 
Wb 1 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
Wb2 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
500.0 500.0 500.,0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
wb 3 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
Wb , 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
Wb 5 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
Wb 6 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
FLUXES FLXC NFLX 
Wb 1 OFF 0 
Wb 2 OFF 0 
Wb 3 OFF 0 
wb , OFF 0 
Wb 5 OFF 0 
Wb 6 OFF 0 







FLX FREQ FLXF FLXF FLXF FLXF FLXF FLXF FLXF FLXF FLXF 
Wb 1 
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TSR PLOT TSRC NTSR NIKTSR 
ON 1 30 
TSR DATE TSRO TSRD TSRD TSRn TSRD TSRD TSRD TSRD TSRD 
1.0 
TSR FREQ TSRF TSRF TSRF TSRF TSRF TSRF TSRF TSRF TSRF 
0.1 
TSR SEG ITSR rTSR ITSR ITSR ITSR ITSR ITSR ITSR ITSR 
2 13 17 24 36 4S 64 67 73 
S6 S9 94 97 106 114 119 135 141 
150 151 154 155 161 16S 174 lS0 lSl 
lSS 12S 131 
TSR LAYER ETSR ETSR ETSR ETSR ETSR ETSR ETSR ETSR ETSR 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.1 
WITH OUT wooe NWDO NIwno 
ON 1 7 
WITH DATE WOOD WOOD WOOD WOOD WOOD WOOD WOOD WOOD WOOD 
1.0 
WITH FREQ WOOF WOOF WOOF WOOF WDOF WOOF WOOF WOOF WOOF 
0.1 
WITH SEG IWDO IWDO IWDO IWDO IWDO IWDO IWDO IWDO IWDO 
64 S6 151 lSS 13 24 97 
RESTART RSOC NRSO RSIC 
OFF 0 OFF 
RSO DATE RSOD RSOD RSOD Rson Rson RSOD RSOD RSOO RSOD 
RSO FREQ RSOF RSOF RSOF RSOF RSOF RSOF RSOF RSOF RSOF 
CST COMP ccc LIMe CUF 
ON ON 10 




































































































































































SAMPLE CONTROL FILE 
zooplankton group 1 
Total P in labile dissolved organic matter 
Total P in refractory dissolved organic matter 
Total P in labile particulate organic matter 
Total P in refractory particulate organic matter 
Total N in labile dissolved organic matter 
Total N in refractory dissolved organic matter 
Total N in labile particulate organic matter 
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CBOD 1 0.0 
GBOD 2 0,0 
CBOD 3 0.0 
CBaD 4 0.0 










LOOM N 0.0080 
ROOM NO. 0080 
LPOM_N O. 0080 





















































































































































































SAMPLE CONTROL FILE 
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eIN CON CINBRC CINBRC CINBRC CINBRC CINBRC CINBRC CINBRC CINBRC CINBRC 
TDS ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON!1 
ON ON ON 
AGE OFF OFF OFF OFF orr OFr orr OFF OFF !2 
OFF orr orr 
TRACER ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON!3 
ON ON ON 
COLIFORM ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON!4 
ON ON ON 





































































































































































































































ON ON ON ON !6 
ON ON ON ON !7 
ON ON ON ON !8 
ON ON ON ON !9 
ON ON ON ON !10 
OFF OFF OFF OFF !11 
OFF OFF OFF OFF !12 
OFF OFF OFF OFF !13 
ON ON ON ON !14 
ON ON ON ON 115 
ON ON ON ON !16 
ON ON ON ON ]17 
ON ON ON ON 118 
ON ON ON ON !19 
ON ON ON ON !20 
ON ON ON ON !21 
ON ON ON ON !22 
ON ON ON ON [23 
ON .ON ON ON ! 24 
ON ON ON ON !25 
ON ON ON ON !26 
ON ON ON ON !27 
ON ON ON ON ]28 
ON ON ON ON !29 












































SAMPLE CONTROL FILE 
ON ON ON ON !31 
ON ON ON ON ! 32 
ON ON ON ON !33 
ON ON ON ON !34 
ON ON ON ON !35 




























































































































































































































































































































COT CON CDTBRC CDTBRC CDTBRC CDTBRC CDTBRC CDTBRC CDTBRC CDTBRC CDTBRC 



















































































OFF OFF OFF OFF !2 
ON ON ON ON !3 
ON ON ON ON !4 
ON ON ON ON !5 
ON ON ON ON !6 
ON ON ON ON !7 
ON ON ON ON !8 
ON ON ON ON !9 
ON ON ON ON [10 
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OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF 111 
OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF ! 12 
OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF [13 
ON ON ON ON ON ! 14 
ON ON ON ON ON 115 
ON ON ON ON ON [16 
ON ON ON ON ON ! 17 
ON ON ON ON ON 118 
ON ON ON ON ON !19 
ON ON ON ON ON [20 
ON ON ON ON ON !21 
ON ON ON ON ON [22 
ON ON ON ON ON [23 
ON ON ON ON ON !24 
ON ON ON ON ON !25 
ON ON ON ON ON !26 
ON ON ON ON ON !27 
ON ON ON ON ON !28 
ON ON ON ON ON !29 
ON ON ON ON ON [30 
ON ON ON ON ON !31 
ON ON ON ON ON !32 
ON ON ON ON ON !33 
ON ON ON ON ON !34 
ON ON ON ON ON !35 
CPR CON CPRBRC CPRBRC CPRBRC CPRBRC -CPRBRC CPRBRC CPRBRC CPRBRC CPRBRC 

































































OFF OFF OFF OFF '2 
ON ON ON ON '3 
ON ON ON ON !4 
ON ON ON ON '5 
ON ON ON ON '6 
ON ON ON ON '7 























































































































































































































































































































































SAMPLE CONTROL FILE 
ON ON ON !9 
ON ON ON ! 10 
OFF OFF OFF !11 
OFF OFF OFF ! 12 
OFF OFF OFF !13 
ON ON ON !14 
ON ON ON !15 
ON ON ON !16 
ON ON ON !17 
ON ON ON ! 18 
ON ON ON !19 
ON ON ON !20 
ON ON ON !21 
ON ON ON !22 
ON ON ON !23 
ON ON ON \24 
ON ON ON !25 
ON ON ON ]26 
ON ON ON !27 
ON ON ON [28 
ON ON ON !29 
ON ON ON !30 
ON ON ON ]31 
ON ON ON !32 
ON ON ON [33 
ON ON ON [34 
ON ON ON ! 35 
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SAMPLE CONTROL FILE CONTROL FILE 
0.2 0.2 0.2 
MACRO EX EX" EX" EX" EX" EX" EX" 
0.0100 
GENERIC CGQlO CGODK CGIDK CGS 
AGE 0.00 -1. 0 0.0 0.0 
TRACER 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
COLIFORM 1.04 0.0 0.5 0.0 
CONDUCT 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
CHLORIDE 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
S SOLIDS SSS SEDRe TAueR 
SSS 1 1.5 OFF 0.0 
ALGAL RATE AG AR AE A" AS AHSP AHSN AHSS! ASAT 
Alg 1 2.0 0.12 0.02 0.05 0.04 0.005 0.005 0.0 50.0 
ALGAL TEMP AT1 AT2 AT3 AT' AK1 AK2 AK3 AM 
Alg 1 5.0 12.0 20.0 30.0 0.1 0,99 0.99 0.1 
ALG STOICH ALGP ALGN ALGC ALGSI ACHLA APOM ANEQN ANPR 
A1g 1 0.005 0.08 0.45 0.00 130.00 0.8 2 0.001 
EPIPHYTE EPIC EPIC EPIC EPIC EPIC EPIC EPIC EPIC EPIC 
Epi 1 ON ON ON ON ON ON 
EPI PRINT EPRC EPRC EPRC EPRC EPRC EPRC EPRC EPRC EPRC 
Epi 1 ON ON ON ON ON ON 
EPI INIT EPlcr EPlcr EPlcr EPlcr EPlcr EPlcr EPlcr EPlcr EPlcr 
Epi 1 20.0 -1. 0 -1. 0 20.0 -1. 0 -1. 0 
EPI RATE EG ER EE E" EB EHSP EHSN EHSSI 
Epi 1 1.7 0.05 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.002 0.004 0.0 
EPI HALF ESAT EHS ENEQN ENPR 
Epi 1 150.00 40.0 2 0.001 
EPI TEMP ET1 ET2 ET3 ET' EK1 EK2 EK3 EK' 
Epi 1 2.0 5.0 20.0 30.0 0.1 0.99 0.99 0.1 
EPI STOICH EP EN EC ESI ECHLA EPOM 
Epi 1 0.005 0.08 0.45 0.0 65.0 0.8 
ZOOP RATE ZG ZR Z" ZEFF PREFP ZOOMIN ZS2P 
zool 1.50 0.10 0.010 0.50 0.50 0.0100 0.30 
ZOOP ALGP PREFA PREFA PRE FA PREFA PREFA PREFA PREFA PREFA PREFA 
Zool 1.00 0.50 0.50 
zoop ZOOP PREFZ PREFZ PREFZ PREFZ PREFZ PREFZ PREFZ PREFZ PREFZ 
Zool 0.00 0.00 0.00 
ZOOP TEMP ZT1 ZT2 ZT3 ZT' ZK1 ZK2 ZK3 ZK4 
0.0 15.0 20.0 36.0 0.1 0.9 0,98 0.100 
ZOOP STor ZP ZN ZC 
0.01500 0.08000 0.45000 
MACROPHYT MACWBC MACWBC MACWBC MACWBC MACWBC MACWBC MACWBC MACWBC MACWBC 
Mac1 ON OFF OFF 
MAC PRINT MPRWBC MPRWBC MPRWBC MPRWBC MPRWBC MPRWBC MPRWBC MPRWBC MPRWBC 
Mac1 ON OFF OFF 
MAC INr MACWBCI MACWBCr MACWBcr MACWBcr MACWBCI MACWBCI MACWBCI MACWBCr MACWBCI 
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CONTROL FILE SAMPLE CONTROL FILE 
Mac! 0.00000 0.1 0.5 
MAC RATE MG MR MM MSAT MHSP MHSN MHSC MPOM LRPMAC 
Mac 1 0.30 0.05 0.05 30.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.2 
MAC SED PSED NSED 
MAC 1 0.5 0.5 
MAC DIST MBMP MMAX 
Mac 1 40.0 500.0 
MAC DRAG CDDRAG DWV DWSA ANORM 
Mac 1 3.0 7.0E+04 8.0 0.3 
MAC TEMP MT1 MT2 MT3 MT4 MK1 MK2 MK3 MK4 
Mac 1 7.0 15.0 24.0 34.0 0.1 0.99 0.99 0.01 
MAC STorCH MP MN MC 
Mac 1 0.005 0.08 0.45 
DOM LDOMDK ROOMDK LRDDK 
Wb 1 0.10 0.001 0.001 
wb 2 0.10 0.001 0.001 
Wb 3 0.10 0.001 0.001 
Wb 4 0.10 0.001 0.001 
Wb 5 0.10 0.001 0.001 
Wb 6 0.10 0.001 0.001 
POM LPOMDK RPOMDK LRPDK POMS 
wb 1 0.08 0.001 0.001 0.1 
Wb 2 0.08 0.001 0.001 0.1 
Wb 3 0.08 0.001 0.001 0.1 
Wb 4 0.08 0.001 0.001 0.1 
wb 5 0.08 0.001 0.001 0.1 
Wb 6 0.08 0.001 0.001 0.1 
OM STOrCH ORGP ORGN ORGC ORGSr 
Wb 1 0.005 0.08 0.45 0.18 
Wb 2 0.005 0.08 0.45 0.18 
Wb 3 0.005 0.08 0.45 0.18 
wb 4 0.005 0.08 0.45 0.18 
wb 5 0.005 0.08 0.45 0.18 
Wb 6 0.005 0.08 0.45 0.18 
OM RATE OMT! OMT2 OMKI OMK2 
Wb 1 4.0 30.0 0.1 0.99 
wb 2 4.0 30.0 0.1 0.99 
Wb 3 4.0 30.0 0.1 0.99 
Wb 4 4.0 30.0 0.1 0.99 
Wb 5 4.0 30.0 0.1 0.99 
Wb 6 4.0 30.0 0.1 0.99 
GBOD STOIC BODP BODN BODe BODS I 
eBOD 1 0.005 0.08 0.45 0.18 
CBOD 2 0.005 0.08 0.45 0.18 
CBOD 3 0.005 0.08 0.45 0.18 
CBOD 4 0.005 0.08 0.45 0.18 
CBOD 5 0.005 0.08 0.45 0.18 
CBOD KBOD TBOD RBOD CBODS 
eBOD 1 0.0413 1.0147 1.0 0.0 
CBOD 2 0.1302 1.0147 1.0 0.0 
CBOD 3 0.0469 1.0147 1.0 0.0 
CBOD 4 0.0880 1.0147 1.0 0.0 
CBOD 5 0.050 1.0147 1.0 0.0 
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SAMPLE CONTROL FILE CONTROL FILE 
PHOSPHOR P04R PARTP 
Wb 1 0.001 0.0 
Wb 2 0.001 0.0 
wb 3 0.001 0.0 
Wb 4 0.001 0.0 
Wb 5 0.001 0.0 
wb 6 0.001 0.0 
AMMONIUM NH4R NH4DK 
Wb1 0.001 0.50 
Wb 2 0.001 0.50 
Wb 3 0.001 0.50 
Wb 4 0.001 0.50 
Wb 5 0.001 0.50 
wb 6 0.001 0.50 
NH4 RATE NH4Tl NH4T2 NH4Kl NH4K2 
Wb 1 5.0 25.0 0.1 0.99 
Wb 2 5.0 25.0 0.1 0.99 
Wb 3 5.0 25.0 0.1 0.99 
Wb 4 5.0 25.0 0.1 0.99 
wb 5 5.0 25.0 0.1 0.99 
Wb 6 5.0 25.0 0.1 0.99 
NITRATE N03DK N03S 
Wb 1 0.05 0.0 
wb 2 0.05 0.0 
Wb 3 0.05 0.0 
Wb 4 0.05 0.0 
Wb 5 0.05 0.0 
Wb 6 0.05 0.0 
N03 RATE N03Tl N03T2 N03Kl N03K2 
Wb1 5.0 25.0 0.1 0.99 
wb 2 5.0 25.0 0.1 0.99 
Wb3 5.0 25.0 0.1 0.99 
wb 4 5.0 25.0 0.1 0.99 
Wb 5 5.0 25.0 0.1 0.99 
wb 6 5.0 25.0 0.1 0.99 
SILICA DSIR PSIS PSIDK PARTSI 
Wb 1 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.2 
Wb 2 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.2 
Wb 3 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.2 
Wb 4 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.2 
wb 5 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.2 
Wb 6 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.2 
IRON FEREL FESETL 
Wb 1 0.1 0.0 
Wb 2 0.1 0.0 
wb 3 0.1 0.0 
Wb 4 0.1 0.0 
wb 5 0.1 0.0 
Wb 6 0.1 0.0 
SED CO2 C02R 
Wb1 0.1 
wb 2 0.1 
wb 3 0.1 
Wb 4 0.1 
Wb 5 0.1 
wb 6 0.1 
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CONTROL FILE SAMPLE CONTROL FILE 
STorCH 1 02NH4 02QM 
Wb 1 4.570 1. 400 
wb 2 4.570 1.400 
Wb 3 4.570 1.400 
Wb 4 4.570 1. 400 
Wb 5 4.570 1. 400 
wb 6 4.570 1. 400 
STOICH 2 02AR 02AG 
Alg 1 1.100 1. 400 
STOICH 3 02ER 02EG 
Epi 1 1.100 1. 400 
STorCH 4 02ZR 
ZOO! 1. 10000 
STorCH 5 02MR 02MG 
MACI 1.1 1.4 
02 LIMIT 02LIM 
0.1 
SEDIMENT SEDC PRNSC SEDer SEDK SEDS FSOD FSED SEDBR 
Wb 1 ON ON 0.0 0.1 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.001 
Wb 2 ON ON 0.0 0.1 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.001 
Wb 3 ON ON 0.0 0.1 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.001 
wb 4 ON ON 0.0 0.1 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.001 
Wb 5 ON ON 0.0 0.1 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.001 
Wb 6 ON ON 0.0 0.1 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.001 
SOD RATE SODT! SODT2 SODK! SODK2 
Wb 1 4.0 30.0 0.1 0.99 
Wb 2 4.0 30.0 0.1 0.99 
wb 3 4.0 30.0 0.1 0.99 
Wb 4 4.0 30.0 0.1 0.99 
Wb 5 4.0 30.0 0.1 0.99 
Wb 6 4.0 30.0 0.1 0.99 
S DEMAND SOD SOD SOD SOD SOD SOD SOD SOD SOD 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 
0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 
0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 
0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 
REAERATION TYPE EQN# COEF! COEF2 COEF3 COEF4 
Wb 1 RIVER 7 
Wb2 LAKE 6 
Wb 3 LAKE 6 
Wb 4 RIVER 7 
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RSI FILE ......................••.•••.•. RSIFN .••..•........•.••••.......•.•.•.••• 
rsi.npt 
QWD FILE .•••..•....•.•••••..•••••.••••. QWDFN •••••••••••••••••••••.•..••••••••••• 
qwd.npt 
QGT FILE •.....••.•••••.•........•...•.• QGTFN ..••••••••............•.•••.•....... 
qgt.npt 
WSC FILE .••••••••••••.•......•...•.•••• WSCFN ..•.••.••...••••••••.•.•••••••...••• 
wsc.npt 
SHD FILE .•••••.••.•...•...•••.•..•.•.•. SHDFN ..........•.•.......•........•...••. 
shd.npt 
BTH FILE .••••.........•.•.•••.•....•.•. BTHFN ...................................• 
wb 1 bth_wbl,npt 
Wb 2 bth_wb2.npt 
Wb 3 bth_wb3.npt 
Wb 4 bth_wb4.npt 
wb 5 bth_wbS.npt 
wb 6 bth_wb6.npt 
MET FILE .••••....••••............•.•••• METFN ....•..•....••.•••.••••.••.....•.••. 
Wb 1 met_wbl.npt 
Wb 2 met_wb2.npt 
Wb 3 met_wb3.npt 
Wb 4 met_wb4.npt 
Wb 5 met_wb5.npt 
Wb 6 met_wb6.npt 
EXT FILE ..............•................ EXTFN •.......••.•......•.......•••••....• 
Wb 1 ext_wbl.npt - not used 
Wb 2 ext_wb2.npt - not used 
wb 3 ext_wb3.npt - not used 
Wb 4 ext_wb3.npt - not used 
Wb 5 ext_wb3.npt - not used 
Wb 6 ext_wb3.npt - not used 
VPR FILE .••.•••••••...•.•.•.••...•••••. VPRFN .•........••••.••.••.......•.....•.. 
Wb 1 vpr wbl.npt 
Wb 2 vpr=wb2.npt 
Wb 3 vpr_wb3.npt 
Wb 4 vpr_wb4.npt 
Wb 5 vpr_wb5.npt 
Wb 6 vpr_wb6.npt 
LPR FILE ............................... LPRFN ...................•.....•••••...•.. 
Wb 1 Ipr_wbl.npt - not used 
Wb 2 Ipr wb2.npt 
Wb 3 Ipr=wb3.npt 
- not used 
- not used 
Wb 4 Ipr_wb4.npt - not used 
Wb 5 Ipr_wb5.npt - not used 
Wb 6 Ipr_wb6.npt - not used 
QIN FILE •.••••.•••••...•.•.••.•.••••••. QINFN •••..•.•.•••........•..............• 
Br 1 qin_brl.npt 
Br 2 qin br2.npt - not used 
" Br 3 qin=br3.npt - not used 
Br 4 qin_br4.npt - not used 
Br 5 qin_br5.npt 
Br 6 qin br6. npt 
Br 7 qin=br7.npt - not used 
Br a qin br8. npt 
Br 9 qin=br9.npt - not used 






qin_brll.npt - not used 
qin_br12.npt 
SAMPLE CONTROL FILE 
TIN FILE •.••••..•..•••••.••••..••••.... TINFN ....••..•••••.........•..•.......... 
Br 1 tin_brl,npt 
Br 2 tin br2.npt - not used 
Br 3 tin=:br3.npt - not used 












tin_hr7.npt - not used 
tin_bra. npt 
tin_br9.npt - not used 
tin_brIO. npt 
tin_brll.npt - not used 
tin_hr12. npt 
eIN FILE •.•••••.•••..••••••••••...••.•• CINFN .....•.....•.......................• 
Br 1 cin_brl.npt 
Br 2 cin_br2.npt - not used 
Br 3 cin_br3.npt - not used 
cin br4.npt - not used 
cin - br5. npt 
cin:=: br6. npt 











cin br9.npt - not used 
cin=:brlO. npt 
cin_br11.npt ~ not used 
cin_brl2.npt 
QOT FILE ......•••••.•.•.•••.•.•......•. QOTFN ....................••••.•.......••• 
Br 1 qot_brl.npt - not used 
Br 2 qot_br2.npt - not used 
Br 3 qot_br3.npt - not used 
Br 4 qot_br4. npt - not used 
Br 5 qot_br5.npt 
Br 6 qot_br6.npt - not used 
Br 7 qot_br7. npt 
Br 8 qot_bra. npt - not used 
Br 9 qot_br9.npt - not used 
Br 10 qot_brIO. npt - not used 
Br 11 qot_hrll.npt 
Br 12 qot_brI2. npt 
QTR FILE ......•••••.•...•....•......... QTRFN ........•...•.......••••.........••• 
Tr 1 qtr trl.npt 
Tr 2 qtr=tr2.npt 
Tr 3 qtr_tr3.npt 
Tr 4 qtr_tr4.npt 
Tr 5 qtr_tr5.npt 
Tr 6 qtr_tr6.npt 
Tr 7 qtr tr7.npt 
TTR FILE .•.•.......••........••....•••• TTRFN •.....•...............•...•.......•. 
Tr 1 ttr_trl.npt 
Tr 2 ttr_tr2.npt 
Tr 3 ttr_tr3.npt 
Tr 4 ttr_tr4.npt 
Tr 5 ttr tr5.npt 
Tr 6 ttr=tr6.npt 
Tr 7 ttr_tr7.npt 
CTR FILE •••.•......••.......•.••...•.•• CTRFN ........................••.......•.• 
Tr I ctr_trl.npt 
Tr 2 ctr_tr2.npt 
Tr 3 ctr_tr3.npt 
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SAMPLE CONTROL FILE CONTROL FILE 
Tr 4 ctr_tr4.npt 
Tr 5 ctr_tr5.npt 
Tr 6 ctr_tr6.npt 
Tr 7 ctr_tr7.npt 
QDT FILE ............................... QDTFN ................................... . 
Br 1 qdt_hrl.npt 
Br 2 qdt_hr2.npt 
Br 3 qdt_hr3.npt 
Br 4 qdt br4.npt 
Br 5 qdt_brS.npt 
Br 6 qdt br6.npt 
Br 7 qdt_hr7.npt 
Br B qdt_hrS.npt 
Br 9 qdt_hr9.npt 
Br 10 qdt_hrlO.npt 
Br 11 qdt_hrll.npt 
Br 12 qdt_hr12.npt 
TDT FILE ............................... TDTFN ............................ ....... . 
Br 1 tdt_hrl.npt 
Br 2 tdt_hr2.npt 



















tdt _ br4. npt 
tdt_hrS. opt 
tdt _ br6. npt 






CDT FILE ............................... CDTFN .................. ................. . 
Br 1 edt_brl.npt 
Br 2 edt_br2.npt 



















PRE FILE ............................... PREFN ............................... .... . 
Br 1 pre_brl.npt - not used 
Br 2 pre br2.npt - not used 
pre_br3.npt - not used 
pre_br4.npt - not used 
pre brS.npt - not used 
pre=br6.npt - not used 
pre_br7.npt - not used 
pre brB.npt - not used 
pre br9.npt - not used 
pre=brlo.npt - not used 
pre_br11.npt - not used 
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CONTROL FILE SAMPLE CONTROL FILE 
TPR FILE .•.....•...•••••.......••••.... TPRFN ..•.•.................•.•.•.•.•.•.•• 
Br 1 tpr_hrl.npt - not used 
Br 2 tpr_hr2.npt - not used 
Br 3 tpr_hr3.npt - not used 
Br 4 tpr_hr4.npt - not used 
tpr_brS.npt - not used 
tpr_hr6.npt - not used 
tpr_hr7.npt - not used 
tpr_hrS.npt - not used 
tpr_hr9.npt - not used 
tpr_hrlO.npt - not used 
tpr_hrl1.npt - not used 









CPR FILE •.•.................•....•..... CPRFN ..................•...•.•.••.••.•... 
Br 1 cpr_brl.opt - not used 
Br 2 cpr_hr2.npt - not used 
Br 3 cpr_hr3.npt - not used 
Br 4 cpr_br4.npt - not used 
Br 5 cpr_br5.npt - not used 
Br 6 cpr_br6.npt - not used 
Br 7 cpr_hr7.npt - not used 
Br 8 cpr_br8.npt - not used 
Br 9 cpr_br9.npt - not used 
Br 10 cpr_brl0.npt - not used 
Br 11 cpr_brll.npt - not used 
Br 12 cpr_brI2.npt - not used 
EUH FILE ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• EUHFN •.••.........•.................••••• 
Br 1 euh_brl.npt - not used 
Br 2 euh_br2.npt - not used 
Br 3 euh br3. npt - not us-ed 
Br 4 euh=br4.npt - not used 
eUh_brS.npt - not used 
euh_br6.npt - not used 
euh_br7.npt - not used 
euh_br8.npt - not used 
euh_br9.npt - not used 
euh_brl0.npt - not used 
euh_brll.npt - not used 









TUH FILE ..........••...•..........•.•.. TUHFN •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.•.• 
Br 1 tuh_br1.npt - not used 
Br 2 tuh_br2.npt - not used 
tuh_br3.npt - not used 
tuh_br4.npt - not used 
tuh brS.npt - not used 
tuh=br6.npt - not used 
tuh_br7.npt - not used 
tuh_br8.npt - not used 
tuh br9.npt - not used 
tuh=brl0.npt - not used 
tuh_br1l.npt - not used 











CUH FILE •••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.• CUHFN ................•..........••••••••• 
Br 1 cuh_br1.npt - not used 
Br 2 cuh_br2.npt - not used 
Br 3 cuh_br3.npt - not used 
Br 4 cuh br4.npt - not used 
Br 5 cuh=brs.npt - not used 
Br 6 cuh_br6.npt - not used 
Br 7 cuh_br7.npt - not used 
Br 8 cuh_br8.npt - not used 
Br 9 cuh_br9.npt - not used 
Br 10 cuh_br10.npt - not used 
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SAMPLE CONTROL FILE CONTROL FILE 
Br 11 
Br 12 
cuh_brll.npt - not used 
cuh_br12.npt - not used 
EDH FILE ............................... EDHFN ................................... . 
Br 1 edh_brl.npt - not used 
Br 2 edh_br2.npt - not used 
edh_br3.npt - not used 
edh_br4.npt - not used 
edh_brS.npt - not used 
edh_br6.npt - not used 
edh_br7.npt - not used 
edh_brB.npt - not used 
edh_br9.npt - not used 
edh_brlO,npt - not used 
edh_brll.npt - not used 











TDH FILE ............................... TDHFN .................................... 
Br 1 tdh_hr1.npt - not used 
Br 2 tdh_br2.npt - not used 
Br 3 tdh _ br3. opt - not used 
Br • tdh_hr4.npt - not used Br 5 tdh_brS.npt - not used 
Br 6 tdh_br6. opt - not used 
Br 7 tdh_br7.npt - not used 
Br 8 tdh_br8.npt - not used 
Br 9 tdh_br9. opt - not used 
Br 10 tdh_brlO.npt - not used 
Br 11 tdh_brll. npt - not used 
Br 12 tdh_br12.npt - not 'used 
CDH FILE ............................... CDHFN . .................................. . 
Br 1 cdh_brl. npt - not used 
Br 2 cdh_br2.npt - not used 
Br 3 cdh_br3.npt - not used 
Br • cdh_br4.npt - not used Br 5 cdh_brS.npt - not used 
Br 6 cdh_br6.npt - not used 
Br 7 cdh_br7.npt - not used 
Br 8 cdh_br8.npt - not used 
Br 9 cdh _ br9. npt - not used 
Br 10 cdh_brlO .npt - not used 
Br 11 cdh_brll.npt - not used 
Br 12 cdh_br12.npt - not used 
SNP FILE ............................... SNPFN . .................................. . 
WB 1 snp_wbl.opt 
WB 2 snp wb2.opt 
WB 3 snp=wb3.opt 
WB 4 snp_wb4.opt 
WB S snp_wbS.opt 
WB 6 snp_wb6.opt 
PRF FILE ............................... PRFFN ....... ............................ . 
WB 1 prf_wbl.opt 
WB 2 prf_wb2.opt 
WB 3 prf_wb3.opt 
WB 4 prf wb4.opt 
WB S prf_wbS.opt 
WB 6 prf wb6.opt 
VPL FILE ............................... VPLFN ... ................................ . 
WB 1 vpl_wbl.opt 
WB 2 vpl_wb2.opt 
WB 3 vpl_wb3.opt 
WB 4 vpl_wb4.opt 
WB S vpl_wbS.opt 
WB 6 vpl_wb6.opt 
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CONTROL FILE SAMPLE CONTROL FILE 
CPL FILE ••••••.......••.•.•••.......•.. CPLFN •.•.•.•......•.••.•..............••. 
WB 1 cpl_wbl.opt 
WB 2 cpl_wb2.opt 
WB 3 cpl_wb3.opt 
WB 4 cpl_wb4.opt 
WB 5 cpl_wbS.opt 
WB 6 cpl_wb6.opt 
SPR FILE ......•....•••...•.•..••••••.•• SPRFN .•..•••••••..••....••••••••••••••... 
WB 1 spr.wbl.opt 
WB 2 Spr:wb2.opt 
WB 3 spr_wb3.opt 
WB 4 spr_wb4.opt 
WB 5 spr_wbS.opt 
WB 6 spr_wb6.opt 
FLX FILE ....•.••••••••.......•.•.•..... KFLFN ••.•.•........••••..............•••. 
WB 1 kfl wbl. opt 
WB 2 kfl:wb2.opt 
WB 3 kfl_wb3.opt 
WB 4 kfl wb4.opt 
WB 5 kf(::wb5.opt' 
WB 6 kfl_wb6.opt 
TSR FILE ..•..••......••.•••••.. : ...••.. TSRFN •.....•.•.•.•••....•••••••••••••••.. 
tar. opt 
WDO FILE ••••••. " •••.. ',' .•••••..•••••••• WDOFN ••.•.••••••••••....••••••••••••••••• 
wdo.opt 
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BATHYMETRY INPUT FILES 
Bathymetry File 
The bathymetry file(s) contains information specifying the segment lengths, water surface elevations, 
segment orientations, bottom friction, and layer heights for each segment, and average widths for 
each grid cell. The following is a list of guidelines for file preparation. 
I. The first three lines are ignored and can be used to comment the input file. 
2. Segment lengths, water surface elevations, segment orientations, layer heights, and 
cell widths at each segment are preceded by two lines that are ignored. They can be 
used to comment each individual segment's bathymetry. 
3. Input format for each cell width is F8.0 with 10 cell widths per line. 
4. It is recommended the user number the branches starting with the mainstem as branch 
1. The remaining branch numbers should be numbered consecutively starting with the 
most upstream branch followed by the remaining branches as one moves downstream. 
5. Each branch is surrounded by a segment of boundary cells (cells with zero widths) on 
both the upstream and downstream ends. Note this requirement results in two seg· 
ments of zero widths between each branch. 
6. Boundary cells must also be included at the top and bottom of each segment. 
7. Ifthere are more cell widths than can fit on one line, then they are continued immed· 
iately on the next line. 
8. Cell widths start at layer I and continue to the maximum number of layers [KMXj. 
The number of layers specified in this file must match the value of [KMXj in the con· 
trol file. 
9. Only cells that are potentially active have non·zero widths. The first layer, boundary 
segment cells, and cells below the reservoir bottom elevation at a given segment have 
zero widths. 
10. A separate bathymetry file is required for each waterbody. 
The following bathymetry files illustrate an example for a three·waterbody system with four branches 
involving a two· branch river system where the branches are connected in series with different bottom 
slopes, a reservoir, and an estuary. 
Example - 3 separate input files: 
File bth_wbl.npt: 
Waterbody 1 bathymetry 
Segment lengths (DLX] 
1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 1200,00 1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 
1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 1200.00 
Water surface elevation [WSEL) 
49.80 49.20 48.00 46.80 45.60 44.40 43.20 44.40 43.20 42.96 
42.72 42.48 42.24 42.00 41.80 
Segment orientation [PHIOl 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Bottom friction [FRICTC] 
0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
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0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
C·272 
INPUT FILES BATHYMETRY 
2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
2.00 2.00 2.00 1. 00 1. 00 1.00 1.00 1. 00 1.00 . 1. 00 
1. 00 1.00 1. 00 1. 00 
Segment 1 - branch 1 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Segment 2 - branch 1 
0.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
250.0 200.0 050.0 0.0 
Segment 3 - branch 1 
0.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
250.0 200.0 050.0 0.0 
Segment 4 - branch 1 
0.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
250.0 200.0 050.0 0.0 
Segment 5 - branch 1 
0.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
250.0 200.0 050.0 0.0 
Segment 6 - branch 1 
0.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
250.0 200.0 050.0 0.0 
Segment 7 - branch 1 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Segment 8 - branch 2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Segment 9 - branch 2 
0.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
300.0 200.0 050.0 0.0 
Segment 10 - branch 2 
0.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
300.0 200.0 075.0 0.0 
Segment 11 - branch 2 
0.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
300.0 200.0 075.0 0.0 
Segment 12 - branch 2 
0.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
300.0 200.0 100.0 0.0 
Segment 13 - branch 2 
0.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
300.0 200.0 150.0 0.0 
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BATHYMETRY INPUT FILES 
Segment 14 - branch 2 
0.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
300.0 250.0 200.0 0.0 
Segment 15 - branch 2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
File bth_wh2.npt: 
Waterbody 2 bathymetry 
Segment length [DLX] 
1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 
1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 1200,0 
Water surface elevation [ELWS] 
42.00 42.00 42.00 42.00 42.00 42.00 42.00 42.00 42.00 42.00 
42.00 42.00 42.00 42.00 42.00 42.00 
Segment orientation [PHIOl 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Bottom friction [MANN] 
0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
Layer height [H] 
2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2,00 
2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
Width [S] - segment 16 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Width [S] - segment 17 
0.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 
300.0 300.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
width [S] - segment 18 
0.0 350.0 350.0 350.0 350.0 350.0 350.0 350.0 350.0 350.0 
350.0 350.0 350.0 350.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
width [S] - segment 19 
0.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Width [S] - segment 20 
0.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Width [S] - segment 21 
0.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
width [S] - segment 22 
0.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
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INPUT FILES BATHYMETRY 
500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Width [B] - segment 23 
0.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Width [B] - segment 24 
0.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Width [B] - segment 25 
0.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 
600.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
width [B] - segment 26 
0.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 
600.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 600,0 600.0 600.0 600.0 600.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Width [B] - segment 27 
0.0 700.0 700.0 700.0 700.0 700.0 700.0 700.0 700.0 700.0 
700.0 700.0 700.0 700.0 700.0 700.0 700.0· 700.0 700.0 700.0 
700.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Width [B] - segment 28 
0.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.·0 
800.0 600.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 
800.0 800.0 800.0 0.0 
width [B] - segment 29 
0.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 
800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 
800.0 800.0 800.0 0.0 
width [B] - segment 30 
0.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 
800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 
800.0 800.0 800.0 0.0 
Width [B] - segment 31 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
File bth_wb3.npt: 
Waterbody 3 bathymetry 
Width [B] - segment length [DLX] 
1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 
1200.0 1200.0 
Water surface elevation [ELWS] 
8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 
8.00 8.00 
Width [B] - segment orientation [PHIO] 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
Bottom friction [MANN] 
0.035 0.040 0.045 0.040 0.035 0.030 0.030 0.035 0.035 0.035 
0.040 0.040 
Layer height [H] 
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2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2,00 2.00 
2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
Width (B] - segment 32 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
width (B] - segment 33 
0.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 
800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 
800.0 800.0 800.0 0.0 
Width (B] - segment 34 
0.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 
800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 BOD.O 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 
800.0 800.0 800.0 0.0 
width (B] - segment 35 
0.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 
800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 
800.0 800.0 800.0 0.0 
Width (B] - segment 36 
0.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 
800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 
800.0 BOO.O 800.0 0.0 
Width (B] - segment 37 
0.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 
800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800,0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 
800.0 800.0 800.0 0.0 
Width (B] - segment 38 
0.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 
800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 
800.0 800.0 800.0 0.0 
Width (B] - segment 39 
0.0 850.0 850.0 850.0 850.0 850.0 850.0 850.0 850.0 850.0 
850.0 850.0 850.0 850.0 850.0 850.0 850.0 850.0 850.0 850.0 
850.0 850.0 850.0 0.0 
Width (B] - segment 40 
0.0 900.0 900.0 900.0 900.0 900.0 900.0 900.0 900.0 900.0 
900.0 900.0 900.0 900.0 900.0 900.0 900.0 900.0 900.0 900.0 
900.0 900.0 900.0 0.0 
Width (B] - segment 41 
0.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 
1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 
1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 0.0 
Width (B] - segment 42 
0.0 1100.0 1100.0 1100.0 1100.0 1100.0 1100.0 1100.0 1100.0 1100.0 
1100.0 1100.0 1100.0 1100.0 1100.0 1100.0 1100.0 1100.0 1100.0 1100.0 
1100.0 1100.0 1100.0 0.0 
Width (B] - segment 43 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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INPUT FILES 
Meteorology File 
The meteorologic input file contains the following data: 
Variable Description Name 
Julian date [JD A Y] 
Air temperature, ·C [TAIR] 
Dewpoint temperature, ·C [TDEW] 
Wind speed, m sec· l [WIND] 
Wind direction, rad [PHI] 
Cloud cover (0 to 10) , [CLOUD] 
Incident short wave solar radiation, W m·2 [SRO] 










I. Data is read in accotdingto an FS.O format which allows the user to override the de-
cimal point location according to the location specified in the input file. The field 
widths must be the same as specified above. 
2. The first two lines are ignored and can be used to comment the file. 
3. The third line contains the variable names which are right justified according to the 
input field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor checks to ensure the 
fields are aligned correctly. 
4. Data can be input at any frequency and may vary during the simulation. The user 
need only specify the Julian date corresponding to the data. 
5. Short wave solar radiation is required if the user has set [SROC] to ON in the HEAT 
EXCH card in the control file. Otherwise, this field is not required. This represents, 
not global radiation, but only the penetrating short-wave solar radiation component. 
6. Cloud cover is provided in tenths between 0 (no clouds) and 10 (fully cloudy). 
Example 
Sample meteorologic input file 
JDAY TAIR TDEW WIND PHI CLOUD SRO 
1.0 7.B -0.9 2.19 2.0 B.O 0.0 
2.0 3.3 1.3 4.75 2.0 6.0 0.0 
3.0 3.3 1.3 4.75 2.0 3.0 0.0 
4.0 2.2 -3.5 3.33 2.0 4.0 '0.0 
5.0 6.4 -2.4 1. 86 2.0 4.0 0.0 
6.0 7.5 2.4 4.00 2.0 10.0 0.0 
7.0 1.9 -4.9 4.83 2.0 2.0 0.0 
B.O 1.7 -6.6 4.00 2.0 0.0 0.0 
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GATE INPUT FILES 
Gate File 
This file contains the dynamic gate height for each gate based on the rating curve supplied in the 
gates section in the control file. A separate file is required for each gate specified in the control file 
and contains the following data. 
Variable Description 
Julian day 








1. Data is read in according to an FS.O format which allows the user to override the de-
cimal point location according to the location specified in the input file. The field 
widths must be the same as specified above. 
2. The first two lines are ignored and can be used.to comment the file. 
3. The third line contains the variable names which· are right justified according to the 
input field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor checks to ensure the 
fields are aligned correctly. 
4. Data can be input at any frequency and may vary during the. simulation. The user 
need only specify the Julian date corresponding to the data. 
5. The gate height is always treated as a step function rather than interpolated between 
dates. 
Example 













In some cases, gate openings can be used to open or close a valve or gate dynamically. In the follow-
ing example, the dynamic opening is either closed (0) or fully open (1). In either case, the model 
uses the rating curve for the gate as specified in the control file. 
Example 
QGATE 
simulating Willamette Falls 1999 






Also, if the gate is specified as a dynamic weir ([DYNGC] is set to "ZGT"), then the bottom elevation 
is included in this file rather than the gate opening. For example, ifflashboards are raised, the weir 
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equations will be used but with the dynamic weir crest elevation. The example below shows a dy-
namic flashboard height. 
Example 
QGATE 
Dynamic flashboards 1999 






This file has also been used to predict the flow through needle valves where a rating curve based on 
the number of turns of the gate valve was developed. In this case, the dynamic height was interpreted 
as "turns" of a valve and is dependent onthe supplied rating curve. 
Also, if the gate is specified as a flow rate ([DYNGCl is set to "FLOW"), then the flow rate is in-
cluded in this file rather than the gate opening. The example below shows a dynamic flow rate. 
Example 
QGATE 
Flow rate for pumped storage between 2 
Jday GATE 1 GATE 2 
1.00 23.5 0,0 
1.50 0.0 23.5 
2.00 12.5 0.0 
2.50 0.0 12.5 
3.00 20.0 0.0 
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Light Extinction File 
The light extinction input file contains the following data for each waterbody: 
Variable Description 
Julian date 








These data are usually obtained by Secchi disk measurements. Due to inaccuracies in these measure-
ments, a more appropriate method is the measurement of light extinction directly using a photometer. 
If dynamic light extinction is read in, alI other internal calculations of light extinction are ignored. 
The folIowing is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
1. Input format for each field is FS.O that alIows the user to specify the decimal point lo-
cation. 
2. The first two lines are ignored and can be used to comment the file. 
3. The third line contains the variable name which is right justified according to the input 
field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor checks to ensure the fields 
are aligned correctly. 
4. The first field is the Julian date [JDA Yj, which can be entered at any frequency. The 
frequency hetween updates may vary during the simulation. 
S. The second field contains values for observed light extinction, m·1• 
Example 
Observed light extinction 
JDAY EXH20 
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Wind Sheltering Coefficient File 











This file contains the wind-sheltering as a function of segment and time. This is a representation of 
having segment-by-segment wind velocity data, which is preferable if the data exist based on only 
one meteorological station. The following is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
1. Input format for each field is F8.0 that allows the user to specify the decimal point lo-
cation. 
2. The first two lines are ignored and can be used to comment the file: 
3. The third line contains the variable name which is right justified according to the input 
field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor checks to ensure the fields 
are aligned correctly. 
4. The first field is the Julian date, which can be entered at any frequency. The frequen-
cy between updates may vary during the simulation. 
5. The next fields are the wind_sheltering coefficients for all model segments including 
the boundary segments at the given Julian date. 
6. The Julian date [IDA Yj and wind-sheltering coefficient [WSC] are repeated as re-
quired to provide for dynamic wind sheltering. 
7. Only one file is provided for all the model segments regardless of the number ofwa-
terbodies. 
Example 
Alum Creek wind sheltering coefficients 
JDAY wse wse wse wse wse wse wse .wsc wse 
1.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 O.S 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 O.S 0.6 0.7 0.8 0·9 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 LO 1. 0 ' 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 LO 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
365.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.-0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
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Shade Input File 
The shade input file contains the following data: 
Variable Description 
Segment Number 
Dynamic shading or static shading 
Vegetative elevation left bank, m 
Vegetative elevation right bank, m 
Distance to vegetation left bank, m 
Distance to vegetation right bank, m 
Shade reduction factor # I, left bank 
Shade reduction factor #2, left bank 
Shade reduction factor # I, right bank 
Shade reduction factor #2, right bank 
Topographic angle #1 at 0", radians 
Topographic angle #2 at 20", radians 
Topographic angle #3 at 40", radians 
Topographic angle #4 at 60", radians 
Topographic angle #5 at BO", radians 
Topographic angle #6 at 100", radians 
Topographic angle #7 at 120", radians 
Topographic angle #B at'l40", radians 
Topographic angle #9 at 160", radians 
Topographic angle #10 at lBO", radians 
Topographic angle #11 at 200", radians 
Topographic angle #12 at 220", radians 
Topographic angle # 13 at 240", radians 
Topographic angle #14 at 260", radians 
Topographic angle #15 at 2BO", radians 
Topographic angle #16 at 300", radians 
Topographic angle #17 at 320", radians 
Topographic angle #IB at 340", radians 
Starting date for SRF#I, Julian day 
































































This file contains the shade information for computing the vegetative and topographic shading dy-
namically for a model segment. If the dynamic shading value[DYNSH] is set from 0 to I, then static 
shading is used and the shade factor takes on the specified value. This means that a dynamic shading 
value [DYNSH] of 0.8 allows 80% of the incoming short-wave solar to reach the water surface of 
that segment - or 20% fully shaded. This would apply for all times. If dynamic shading [DYNSH] is 
set to a negative value, then the remaining columns are read for dynamic shading information and the 
shade percentage is computed dynamically. 
The shade file consists offourtypes of vegetative information for each bank of the river, topographic 
information, and the time for leaf growth and leaf fall if the trees are deciduous. More detailed in-
formation on the shading model and data preparation is given in Appendix A and Annear, et. aL 
(2001). 
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Table C-53 provides a description of the input variables controlling dynamic shading. 
Table C-53. Description of Dynamic Shading Input Variables 
Heading Description 
SEG Segment number in the model-Include all segment numbers and leave blank those that are Inactive. 
. 
If between 0 and 1, this is a non-dynamic constant shade reduction similar to that used In Version 3.0 
DYNSH and the columns to the right are ignored. If this number is negative. this means that the rest of the col-
umns to the right will be read and dynamic shading will be implemented. 
Tree top elevation on the left bank (m). The elevation of the left bank plus the height of the 
VEL tree/vegetation are used to provide the tree top elevation. This is the absolute elevation that the entire 
model is referenced to. In most cases this Is m, NGVD, or m MSL. This is'not the elevation above the 
top of the bank. 
VER Tree top elevation on the right bank (m). . 
CDL Distance from the centerline of the river segment to the shade controlling line of vegetation on the left bank (m). 
CDR Distance from the centerline of the river segment to the shade controlling line of vegetation on the right bank (m). 
Shade reduction factor, left bank. This applies from SRFJD1 to SRFJD2 (and over multiple years for 
SRFL1 the same time period of the simulation goes over 360 days). It is based on the extent of vegetation 
along the length of the segment and the density of the vegetation (0 to 1). 
Shade reduction factor, left bank bank (0 to 1). This applies from SRFJD2 to SRFJD1 (and over mul-
SRFL2 tiple years for the same time period of the simulation goes over 360 days). It is based on the extent of 
vegetation along the length of the segment and the density of the vegetation (0 to 1). 
Shade reduction factor, right bank. This applies from SRFJD1 to SRFJD2 (and over multiple years for 
SRFR1 the same time period of the Simulation goes over 360 days). lt Is based on the extent of vegetation 
along the length of the segment and the density of the vegetation (0 to 1). 
Shade reduction factor, right bank (0 to 1).). This applies from SRFJD2 to SRFJD1 (and over multiple 
SRFR2 years for the same time period if the simulation goes over 360 days). It is based on the extent of vege-
tation along the length of the segment and the density of the vegetation (0 to 1). 
Topographic inclination angle (radians) for every 200 around a segment starting with TOP01 at 00 North 
TOP01 to and moving clockwise. The topographic angles are most easily computed using Digital Elevation Maps 
TOP018 (OEMs) and using GIS or other programs to automatically compute controlling topographic angles from 
the DEM. 
JDSRF1 Shading reduction factor Julian day for which SRF #1 starts to apply. This is typically thought of as "Ieaf-
out" conditions for deciduous trees. 
JDSRF2 Shading reduction factor Julian day for which SRF #2 starts to apply. This is typically thought of as 
when deciduous trees loose their leaves. 
The following discussion provides an overview of data development for the dynamic shading file. 
Vegetation Elevation 
The algorithm uses elevations for the grid development so the vegetation'S elevation is used instead 
of height. Ifshading is due to brush along side ariver, the top elevation ofthe brush would be used 
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in the model. The tree top elevation consists ofthe vegetation height and the bank surface elevation 
where the vegetation is standing as shown in Figure C-l. The vegetation height can be obtained 
from field surveys or from a GIS vegetation coverage. The surface elevation of the banks can be 
obtained from field surveys or from the U.S. Geological Survey digital elevation model (OEM). The 
frequency of tree top elevation measurements along a river bank depends on the variability of the 
controlling vegetation. The more comprehensive the elevation information, the more accurately the 
model will simulate shade. Tree top elevations should be collected for both river banks. 
Centerline Distance 
The centerline distance is the distance between the river centerline and the controlling vegetation on 
each bank. As shown in Figure C-I, the information will vary for each bank depending on the 
location of the river centerline and the offset of the vegetation from the wetted edge. The frequency 
of the distances should match the tree top elevation data and reflect the variability ofthe vegetation. 
Less frequent data may be acceptable ifthere is not much variability in the controlling vegetation and 
the stream width does not change much. 
CE-QUAL-W2 Model 
- __ '--_-T Distance from Centerline to 
shade co ntrolling veget ation 
Figure C-l. Tree top elevation and vegetation offset from a river. 
Shade reduction factor 
The shade reduction factor is based on the density and extent of the vegetation along the length of 
each model segment. If shade producing vegetation exists along only half the length of a segment 
and was 100% opaque, a shade reduction factor of 0.50 would be used. If shade was due to vegeta-
tion along only half of the segment with 80% density, then a shade reduction factor of 0.40 would be 
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used. The shade reduction factors, [SRFRI] and [SRFR2], are expressed as a fraction from 0.0 to 
1.0. 
The extent of the vegetation along the segment length will depend on the grid discretization and the 
amount of vegetation. Vegetation density can be obtained from field surveys or from GIS vegetation 
information. The shade reduction factor is designed to attenuate the shade since some short-wave 
solar radiation penetrates the vegetation. The shade reduction factor should be developed for both 
banks and can be used as a calibration parameter if field data is uncertain or incomplete. 
Topographic Shading 
In addition to the vegetation near a river, the local topography can influence the amount of solarradi-
ation reaching the water surface. Figure C-2 illustrates the influence of topographic shading on the 
water surface of a river. 
The local topography around a river can be developed using survey information of the river channel 
or from a digital elevation map (OEM). To characterize the influence of the topography, inclination 
angles can be obtained every 20 degrees around each model segment center point as shown in Figure. 
C-3. For each 20-degree increment around a model segment, an array of elevation points and their 
distances from the center point are obtained from the OEM. The elevations and distances are then 
used to calculate the highest inclination angle relative to the center point. The distance away from 
each segment center point that should be analyzed to obtain the controlling inclination angle will vary 
depending on the terrain surrounding the river. Wide open channels will require larger distances 
away from the channel to be analyzed than if the river channel is in a deep, narrow canyon. Inclina-
tion angles are then generated that control topographic shading for each ofthe 20-degree increments 
around a segment's center point. The inclination angles are converted to radians and specified in the 
dynamic shading input file [SHDFN]. The first column of the topographic inclination angles 
represents the inclination angle at O· north with subsequent inclination angles obtained by moving 
clockwise to the east. 
The shade algorithm can be used in both the northern and southern hemispheres, so inclination angles 
are provided for 360 degrees around each segment. If there is no topographic shading in a specific 
direction due to the latitude or the surrounding terrain, zero can be used as the inclination angle. The 
model uses all 18 topographic inclination angles. Based on the position ofthe sun, the algorithm will . 
interpolate between the two nearest inclination angles to obtain the most appropriate inclination an-
gle. The inclination angles are then used in the shading algorithm to determine ifvegetative or topo-
graphic shading dominates at a specific time during the day. 
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Figure C-2. The influence oftopographic shading along a river. 
Figure C-3. Topographic slices at three segments along a river. 
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Branch Inflow File 
This file contains the inflow for a branch with an upstream flow boundary condition. The follow-
ing is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
1. A separate file is required for each branch with an upstream flow boundary condition. 
This allows the user to update inflows for one branch independent of another branch. 
2. Input format for each field is F8.0 that allows the user to specify the decimal point lo-
cation. 
3. The first two lines are ignored and can be used to comment the file. 
4. The third line contains the variable names which are right justified according to the 
input field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor checks to ensure the 
fields are aligned correctly. 
5. The first field is the Julian date that can be entered at any frequency. The frequency 
between updates may vary during the simulation. 
6. The second field is the inflow rate, m' sec· l . 
7. Note that the inflow file CANNOT handle negative inflows like the distributed inflow 
file or tributary inflows. 
Note the following example takes advantage of the algorithm's capability to use data at varying fre-
quencies. 
Example 
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Branch Inflow Temperature File 
This file contains the inflow temperatures for a branch with an upstream flow bOll ndarv condition. 
The following is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
I. A separate file is required for each branch with an upstream flow boundary condition. 
This allows the user to update temperatures for one branch'independentof another 
branch. 
2. Input format for each field is F8.0that allows the user to specify the decimal point lo~ 
cation. 
3. The first two lines are ignored and can be used to comment the file. 
4. The third line contains the variable names which are right justified according to the 
input field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor checks to ensure the 
fields are aligned correctly. 
5. The first field is the Julian date that can be entered at any frequency. The frequency 
between updates may vary during the simulation. 
6. The second field is the inflow temperature; °C. 
Example 
CE-QUAL-W2 sample inflow temperature file 
JDAY TIN 
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Branch Inflow Constituent Concentration File 
This file contains the inflow .concentrations for a branch with an upstream flow boundarY condi-
tion. The following is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
1. If constituents are being modeled, a separate file is required for each branch with an 
upstream flow boundary condition. This allows the user to update conStituent con-
eentrations for one branch independent of another branch. 
2. Input format for allfiel(is is FS.O that allows the userto specify the decimal point lo-
cation. The number of fields is determined by (6) below and they are always located 
on one line. 
3. The first two lines are ignored and can be used to comment the file. 
4. The' next line contains the abbreviations for the constituent names that are right jus~ 
tified according to the input field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor 
checks to ensure the fields are aligned correctly. 
5. The first field is the Julian date that can be entered a! any frequency. The frequency 
between updates may vary during the simulation. 
6. The remaining fields contain the concentration for each constituent specified on the 
Inflow Active Constituent Control card. Only those constituents specified as active 
on the Inflow Active Constituent Control card are included in the constituent inflow 
concentration file. 
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Example 
CE-QUAL-W2 constituent inflow concentration sample input file 
JDAY P04 NH4 NOx LDOM RDOM LPOM RPOM CBODl CBOD2 CBOD3 CBOD4 CBODS ALGI DO 
1.040 0.030 0.010 0.300 0.1000 0.1000 0.1000 0.1000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.100 12.000 
1.100 0.030 0.011 0.307 0.1040 0.0991 0.0989 0.0989 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.098 12.000 
1.200 0.029 0.012 0.323 0.1100 0.0968 0.0963 0.0963 0.000 0.000 O. DOD. 0.000 0.001 0.-095 11.800 
1.300 0.048 0.017 0.458 0.1250 0.0944 0.0935 0.0936 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.229 0.003 0.091 11.900 
1.400 0.043 0.018 0.441 0.1360 0.0936 0.0924 0.0925 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.167 0 .. 010 0.090 11.900 
1.500 0.043 0.013 0.498 0.1430 0.0874 0.0861 0.0862 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.192 0.011 0.084 11. 900 
1.600 0.047 0.006 0.542 0.1530 0.0852 0.0837 0.0838 0.000 0.000 0.008 0.241 0.015 0.083 12.000 
1.700 0.046 0.001 0.565 0.1690 0.0820 0.0804 0.0805 0.000 0.004 0.032 0.248 0.017 0.081 12.000 
1. 800 0.045 0.002 0.577 0.1730 0.0790 0.0773 0.0773 0.000 0.020 0.041" 0.249 0.016 0.077 11.900 
1.900 0.044 0.005 0.579 0.1790 0.0724 0.0705 0.0706 0.002 0.026 0.055 0.249 0.078 0.071 11.800 
2.000 0.034 0.022 0.480 0.1230 0.0146 0.0142 0.0141 0.003 0.033 0.058 0.250 '0.715 0.042 11.800 
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Branch Outflow File 
This file contains the outflow for a branch with a downstream flow boundary condition. The fol-
lowing is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
1. A separate file is required for each branch with a downstream flow boundary condi-
tion. This allows the user to update outflows for one branch independent of another 
branch. 
2. Input format for each field is F8.0 that allows the user to specifY the decimal point lo-
cation. There are a maximum of 10 fields to a line. If there are more outflows than 
can be specified on one line, then they are continued on the next line with blanks in-
serted in the Julian date field. 
3. The first two lines are ignored and can be used to comment the file. 
4. The next line contains the variable names which are right justified according to the in-
put field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor checks to ensure the 
fields are aligned correctly. 
5. The first field is the Julian date that can be entered at any frequency .. The frequency 
between updates may vary during the simulation. 
6. The remaining fields are the outflow rate, m3 sec·l • 
7. A separate column of outflow values must be specified for each outlet structure. 
Example 
CE-QUAL-W2 sample outflow file 
JDAY QOUT QDUT QOUT QOUT QOUT QOUT QOUT QOUT QOUT 
1. 00 8.13 8.13 8.13 
2.00 6.77 6.77 6.77 
3.00 18.60 18.60 18.60 
4.00 0.60 0.60 0.60 
5.00 7.50 7,50 7.50 
6.00 2.87 2.87 2.87 
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Withdrawal File 
This contains the outflow for each withdrawal specified on the Inflow/Outflow Dimensions card. 
The following is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
1. The order in which withdrawal outflows appear in the file must correspond with the 
order specified on the Withdrawal Segment and the Withdrawal Elevation cards. 
2. Input format for each field is F8.0with 10 fields to a line. The F8.0 input field allows 
the user to specilY the decimal point location. 
3. The first two lines are ignored and can be used to comment the file. 
4. The third line contains the variable names which are right justified according to the 
input field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor checks to ensure the 
fields are aligned correctly. 
5. The frrstfield is the Julian date that can be entered at any frequency .. The frequency 
between updates may vary during the simulation. 
6. The remaining fields are the withdrawal outflow rate, m3 sec'] 
7. Outflows from a single withdrawal structure spanning more than one layer in the com-
putational grid can be divided up into several outflows and the total outflow appor-
tioned among them. 
8. If there are more withdrawals than can be specified on one line, then they are con-
tinued on the next line with blanks inserted under the JDA Y field. 
Example 
CE-QUAL-W2 sample withdrawal outflow file 
JDAY QWD QWD QWD QWD QWD QWD QWD QWD Qwn 
182.0000 51. 51. 51. 51. 51. 51. 51. 51. 51. 
51. 
182.2500 O. O. o. o. O. O. O. O. o. 
O. 
183.0000 51. 51. 51. 51. 51. 51. 51. 51. O. 
51. 
183.2500 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 
O. 
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Tributary Inflow File 
This file contains the inflows for a tributary specified on the Tributary Segment card. The following 
is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
I. A separate file is required for each tributary. This allows the user to update inflows' 
for one tributary independent of another tributary. 
2. Input format for each field is FS.O that allows the user to specify the decimal point lo-
cation. 
3. The first two lines are ignored and can be used to comment the file. 
4. The third line contains the variable names which are right justified according to the 
input field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor checks to ensure the 
fields are aligned correctly. 
5. The first field is the Julian date that can be entered at any frequency. The frequency 
between updates may vary during the simulation. 
6. The second field is the inflow rate, m' sec·I • 
Example 
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Tributary Inflow Temperature File 
This file contains the inflow temperatures for a tributary specified on the Tributary Segment card. 
The following is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
1. A separate file is required for each tributary, This allows the user to update inflow 
temperatures for one tributary independent of another tributary. 
2. Input format for each field is F8.0 that allows the user to specify the decimal point lo-
cation. 
3. The first two lines are ignored and can be used to comment the file. 
4. The third line contains the variable names which are right justified according to the 
input field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor checks to ensure the' 
fields are aligned correctly. 
5. The first field is the Julian date that can be entered at ;my frequency. The frequency 
between updates may vary during the simulation. 
6. The second field is the inflow temperature, °C. 
Example 














C-295 Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
INPUT FILES TRIBUTARY INFLOW CONCENTRATION 
Tributary Inflow Concentration File 
This file contains the inflow constituent concentrations for each tributary specified on the Tributary 
Segment card. The following is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
1. If constituents are being modeled, a separate file is required for each tributary. This 
allows the user to update constituent inflow concentrations for one tributary indepen-
dent of another tributary. 
2. Input format for all fields is FS.O that allows the user to specify the decimal point lo-
cation. The number of fields is determined by (6) below and they are alwayslocated ' 
on one line. 
3. The first two lines are ignored and can be used to comment the file. 
4. The next line contains the abbreviations for the constituent names which are right jus-
tified according to the input field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor 
checks to ensure the fields are aligned correctly. 
5. The first field is the Julian date that can be entered at any frequency. The frequency 
between updates may vary during the simulation. 
6. The remaining fields contain the concentration for each constituent specified on the 
Tributary Active Constituent Control card. Only those constituents specified as ac-
, live on the Tributary Active Constituent Control card may be included in the tribu-
tary inflow concentration file. 
Example 
CE-QUAL-W2 sample tributary constituent inflow concentration file 
JDAY CLFORM SSOLID LDOM RDOM ALGAE LPOM PO' NH' N03 02 Fe 
1. 17. 62. 7.333 17.111 0.0 0.9 0.02 0.10 0.42 13.9 0.' 
8. 13. 0.0 8.000 18.667 0.0 0.' 0.01 0.03 0.37 14.0 0.2 
15. 11. 17. 9.333 21.778 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.01 0.17 10.0 0.3 
22. 14. 3'. 10.000 23.333 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.00 0.20 10.4 1.6 
29. 17. 38. 4.467 10.422 0.0 O. , 0.01 0.11 0.26 11. 6 0.' 
36. 101. 2'. 3.867 9.022 0.0 0.2 0.01 0.00 0.23 12.2 0.3 
43. 10. 11. 4.133 9.644 0.0 0.2 0.02 0.07 0.20 12.2 0.1 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-296 
DISTRIBUTED TRIBUTARY INFLOW INPUT FILES· 
Branch Distributed Tributary Inflow File 
This file contains the inflows for a distributed tributary specified on the Distributed Tributarv card. 
The following is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
I. A separate file is required for each distributed tributary. This approach allows the us-
er to update inflows for one distributed tributary independent of another distributed 
tributary. 
2. Input format for each field is F8.0 that allows the user to specifY the decimal point lo-
cation. 
3. The first two lines are ignored and can be used to comment the file. 
4. The third line contains the variable names which are right justified according to the 
input field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor checks to ensure the 
fields are aligned correctly. 
5. The first field is the Julian date that can be entered at any frequency. The frequency 
between updates may vary during the simulation. 
6. The second field is the inflow rate, m3 sec-I. 
Example 














C-297 Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
INPUT FILES DISTRIBUTED TRIBUTARY TEMPERATURE . 
Branch Distributed Tributary Inflow Temperature File 
This file contains the inflow temperatures for a distributed tributary specified on the Distributed Tri-
butary card. The following is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
1. A separate file is required for each distributed tributary. This allows the user to up-
date inflow temperatures for one distributed tributary independent of another distribut-
ed tributary. 
2. Input format for each field is F8.0 that allows the user to specify the decimal point lo-
cation. 
3. The first two lines are ignored and can be used to comment the file. 
4. The third line contains the variable names which are right justified according to the 
input field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor checks to ensure the 
fields are aligned correctly. 
5. The first field is the Julian date that can be entered at any frequency. The frequency 
between updates may vary during the simulation. 
6. The second field is the inflow temperature, °c. 
Example 













Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-298 
DISTRIBUTED TRIBUTARY CONCENTRATION INPUT FILES 
Branch Distributed Tributary Inflow Concentration File 
This file contains the inflow concentrations for a distributed tributary specified on the Distributed 
Tributary card. The following is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
I. If constituents are being modeled, a separate file is required for each branch. This al-
lows the user to update constituent inflow concentrations for one branch independent 
of another branch. 
2. Input format for all fields isF8.0 that allows the user to specify the decimal point lo-
cation. The number of fields is determined by (6) below and they are always located 
on one line. 
3. The first two lines are ignored and can be used to comment the file. 
4. The next line contairis the abbreviations for the constituent names which are right jus-
tified according to the input field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor 
checks to ensure the fields are aligned correctly. 
5. The first field is the Julian date that can be entered at any frequency. The frequency 
between updates may vary during the simulation. 
6. The remaining fields contain the concentration for each constituent specified on the 
Distributed Tributary Active Constituent Control card. Only those constituents 
specified as active on the Distributed Tributary Active Constituent Control card 
may be included in the distributed tributary inflow concentration file. 
Example 
CE-QUAL-W2 sample distributed tributary constituent inflow concentration file 
JDAY CLFORM ISS LDOM RDOM ALGAE DETRIT P04 NH4 N03 02 Fe 
1. 17. 62. 7.333 17.111 0.0 0.9 0.02 0.10 0.42 13.9 0.4 
s. 13. 0.0 8.000 18.667 0.0 0.4 0.01 0.03 0.37 14.0 0.2 
15. 11. 17. 9.333 21. 778 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.01 0.17 10.0 0.3 
22. 14. 34. 10.000 23.333 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.00 0.20 10.4 1.6 
29. 17. 3S. 4.467 10.422 0.0 0.4 0.01 0.11 0.26 11.6 0.4 
C-299 Appendix C Input/Output Data Description· 
INPUT FILES PRECIPITATION 
Branch Precipitation File 
This file contains the precipitation values for a branch and is needed only if the precipitation option 
[PRe] is turned on. The following is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
I. A separate fileis required for each branch. This allows the user to update precipita-
tion for one branch independent of another branch if needed. 
2. Input format for each field is F8.0 that allows the user to specifY the decimal point lo-
cation. 
3. The first two lines are ignored and can be used to comment the file. 
4. The third line contains the variable names which are right justified according to the 
input field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor checks to ensure the 
fields are aligned correctly. 
5. The first field is the Julian date that can be entered at any frequency. The frequency 
between updates may vary during the simulation. 
6. The second field is the precipitation rate, m sec-I. 
Note the following example takes advantage of the algorithm's capability to use data at varying fre-
quencies. 
Example 








Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-300' 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURE INPUT FILES 
Branch Precipitation Temperature File 
This file contains the precipitation temperatures for a branch and is needed only if the precipitation 
option [PRe] is turned on. The following is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
I. A separate file is required for each branch. This allows the user to update tempera-
tures for one branch independent of another branch. 
2. Input format for each field is F8.0 that allows the user to specifY the decimal point lo-
cation; 
3. The first two lines are ignored and can be used to comment the file. 
4. The third line contains the variable names which are right justified according to the 
input field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor checks to ensure the 
fields are aligned correctly. 
5. The first field is the Julian date that can be entered at any frequency. The frequency 
between updates may vary during the simulation. 
6. The second field is the precipitation temperature, "C. 
Example 
CE-QUAL-W2 sample precipitation temperature file 
JDAY TPR 










11. 00 7.10 
12.00 6.60 
C-301 Appendix C InpuVOutput DataDescription 
INPUT FILES UPSTREAM HEAD 
Branch Precipitation Concentration File 
This file contains the precipitation concentrations for a branch and is needed only if the precipitation 
option [PRC] is turned on. The following is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
1. Ifconstituents are being modeled, a separate file is required for each branch. This al-
lows the user to update constituent concentrations for one branch independent of 
another branch. ' 
2. Input format for all fields is FB.O that allows the user to specify the decimal point lo-
cation. The number of fields is determined by (6) below and they are always located 
on one line. 
3. The first two lines are ignored and ,can be used to comment the file. 
4. The next line contains the abbreviations for the constituent names that are right jus-
tified according to the inputfield. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor 
checks to ensure the fields are aligned correctly. 
5. The first field is the Julian date that can be entered at any frequency. The frequency 
between updates may vary during the simulation. 
6. The remaining fields contain the concentration for each constituent specified on the 
Precipitation Active Constituent Control card. Only those constituents specified as 
active on the Precipitation Active Constituent Control card may be included in the 
constituent inflow concentration file. In the following example, only DO has been in-
cluded. 
Example 






Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-302 
UPSTREAM HEAD ELEVATION INPUT FILES 
Branch External Upstream Head Elevation File 
This file contains the elevations for a branch with an external upstream head boundary condition. 
The following is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
1. A separate file is required for each branch with an external upstream head boundary 
condition. This allows the user to update elevations for one branch independent of 
another branch. 
2. Input format for each field is FS.O that allows the user to specify the decimal point lo-
cation. 
3. The first two lines are ignored and can be used to comment the file. 
4. The next line contains the variable names which are right justified according to the in-
put field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor checks to ensure the 
fields are aligned correctly. 
5. The first field is the Julian date that can be entered at any frequency. The frequency 
between updates may vary during the simulation. 
6. The next field is the external head elevation (m above datum specified on the 
LOCATION card). 
Example 





160.150 431. 25 
180.200 431.30 
C-303 Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
INPUT FILES UPSTREAM HEAD TEMPERATURE 
Branch External Upstream Head Temperature File 
This file contains the upstream temperature profiles for a branch with an external upstream head 
boundary condition. The following is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
1. A separate file is required for each branch. This allows the user to update tempera-
tures. for one branch independent of another branch. 
2. Input format for each field is FB.O that allows the user to specity the decimal point lo-
cation. 
3. The first two lines are ignored and can be used to comment the file. 
4. The third line contains the variable names which are right justified according to the 
input field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor checks to ensure the 
fields are aligned correctly. 
5. The first field is the Julian date that can be entered at any frequency. The frequency 
between updates may vary during the simulation. 
6. The next fields are the upstream boundary temperatures, °C 
7. Temperature values must be specified for each cell starting from layer two and ex-
tending to the bottom active layer at the upstream segment. Ifthe values do not all fit 
on one line, then they are continued on the next line with the first field (corresponding 
to the Julian date field) left blank. The reason why the temperatures must start at layer 
two is the water surface may vary over many layers during the simulation and it is im-
possible to know beforehand exactly what time layers will be added or subtracted. 
When preparing the boundary temperature profiles, it is best to assign boundary tem-
peratures starting from the bottom layer. Once the surface layer has been reached, 
then use this value to assign values up to layer two. In the following example, the sur-
face layer [KT) statts out at layer six and the bottom is at layer 22. The first four val-
ues correspond to layers two through five and must be defined even if they are never 
used. 
Example 
CE-QUAL-W2 sample external upstream boundary temperature file 
JDAY TUH TUH TUH TUH TUH TUH TUH TUH TUH 
180.500 19.3 19.3 19.3 19.3 19.3 19.0 18.8 18.7 18.6 
18.4 18.0 17 .0 15.0 14.0 13.5 13.2 13.0 12.8 
12.8 12.8 12.8 
187.500 20.3 20.3 20.3 20.3 20.3 20.0 19.8 19.7 19.6 
19.4 19.0 18.0 15.5 14.0 13.5 13.2 13.0 12.8 
12.8 12.8 12.8 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-304 
UPSTREAM HEAD CONCENTRATION INPUT FILES 
Branch External Upstream Head Constituent Con-
centration File 
This file contains the upstream constituent concentration profiles for a branch with an external 'up-
stream head boundary condition. The following is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
I. If constituents are being modeled, then a separate file is required for .each branch. 
This allows the user to update temperatures for one branch independent of another 
branch. . 
2. Input format for each field is FS.O that allows the user to specifY the decimal point lo-
cation. 
3. The first two lin~ are ignored and can be used to comment the file. 
4. The third line contains the variahle names whick are right justified according to the 
input field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor checks to ensure the 
fields are aligned correctly. 
5. The first field is the Julian date that can be entered at any frequency. The frequency 
between updates may vary during the simulation. . 
6. The next fields are the upstream boundary constituent concentrations. 
7. Constituents must appear in the same order as they are turned on in the Active Con-
stituent card. A boundary concentration is required for each active constituent. 
S. Concentration values must be specified for each cell starting from layer two and ex-
tending to the bottom active layer at the upstream segment. If the values do not all fit 
on one line, then they are continued on the next line with the first field (corresponding 
to the Julian date field) left blank. The reason why the concentrations must start at 
layer two is the water surface may vary over many layers during the simulation and it 
is impossible to know beforehand exactly what time layers will be added or sub-
tracted. When preparing the boundary concentration profiles, it is best to assign con-
centrations starting from the bottom layer. Once the surface layer has been reached, 
then use this value to assign values up to layer two. In the following example, the sur-
face layer [KT] starts out at layer six and the bottom is at layer 22. The first four val-
ues correspond to layers two through five and must be defined even ifthey are never 
used. Salinity and dissolved oxygen are the only values specified as active. 
Example 
CE-QUAL-W2 sample external upstream boundary constituent concentration file 
JDAY CUR CUR CUR CUR CUR CUR CUR CUR CUR 
180.000 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.9 24.5 25.0 26.0 !TOS 
27.0 28.0 29.0 29.5 30.0 30.2 30.4 30.6 30.6 
30.6 30.6 30.6 30.6 
180.000 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 8.8 8.7 !DO 
8.6 8.' 8.0 7.5 7.0 6.0 5.5 5.5 5.5 
5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 
190.000 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.9 24.5 25.0 26.0 !TOS 
27.0 28.0 29.0 29.5 30.0 30.2 30.4 30.6 30.6 
30.6 30.6 30.6 30.6 
190.000 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 8.8 8.7 !DO 
8.6 8.' 8.0 7.0 6.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 
5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 
C-305 Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
INPUT FILES DOWNSTREAM HEAD,ELEVATION 
Branch External Downstream Head Elevation File 
This file contains the elevations for a branch with an external downstream head boundary condi-
tion. The following is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
1. A separate file is required for each branch with an external downstream head bound-
ary condition. This allows the user to update elevations for one branch independent of 
another branch. . • 
2. Input format for each field is F8.0 that allows the user to specify the decimal point lo-
cation. ' 
3. The first two lines are ignored and can be used to comment the file. 
4. The next line contains the variable names which are right justified according to the in- ' 
put field. This line'is also ignored although the preprocessor checks to ensure the 
fields are aligned correctly. 
5. The first field is the Julian date that can be enteredat any frequency. The frequency 
between updates may vary during the simulation. 
6. The next field is the external head elevation (m above datum specifiea on the Initial 
Condition card. 
Example 













Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-306 
DOWNSTREAM HEAD TEMPERATURE INPUT FILES 
Branch External Downstream Head Temperature File 
This file contains the downstream temperature profiles for a branch with an external downstream 
head boundary condition. The following is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
1. A separate file is required for each branch. This allows the user to update tempera-
tures for one branch independent of another branch. 
2. Input format for each field is F8.0 that allows the user to specify the decimal point lo-
cation. 
3. The first two lines are ignored and can be used to comment the file. 
4. The third line contains the variable names which are right justified according to the 
input field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor checks to ensure the 
fields are aligned correctly. 
5. The first field is the Julian date that can be entered at any frequency. The frequency 
between updates may vary during the simulation. 
6. The next fields are the downstream boundary temperatures, 'C 
7. Temperature values must be specified for each cell starting from layer two and ex-
tending to the bottom active layer at the downstream segment. Ifthe values do not all 
fit on one line, then they are continued on the next line with the first field (correspon-
ding to the Julian date field) left blank. The reason why the temperatures must start at 
layer two is the water surface may vary over many layers during the simulation and it 
is impossible to know beforehand exactly what time layers will be added or sub-
tracted. When preparing the boundary temperature profiles, it is best to assign bound-
ary temperatures starting from the bottom layer. Once the surface layer has been 
reached, then use this value to assign values up to layer two. In the following exam-
ple, the surface layer [KT] starts out at layer six and the bottom is at layer 22. The 
first four values correspond to layers two through five and must be defined even if 
they are never used. 
Example 
CE-QUAL-W2 sample external downstream boundary temperature file 
JDAY TUR TUR TUR TUR TUR TUR TUR TUR TUR 
180.500 19.3 19.3 19.3 19.3 19.3 19.0 18.8 18.7 18.6 
18.4 18.0 17.0 15.0 14.0 13.5 13.2 13.0 12.8 
12.8 12.8 12.8 
187.500 20.3 20.3 20.3 20.3 20.3 20.0 19.8 19.7 19.6 
19.4 19.0 18.0 15.5 14.0 13.5 13.2 13.0 12.8 
12.8 12.8 12.8 
C-307 Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
INPUT FILES DOWNSTREAM HEAD CONCENTRATION 
Branch External Downstream Head Concentration File 
This file contains the downstream constitnent concentration profiles for a branch with an external 
downstream head boundary condition. The following is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
1. A separate file is required for each branch. This allows the user to update tempera-
tures for one branch independent of another branch. 
2. Input format for each field is FS.O that allows the user to specify the decimal point lo-
cation. 
3. The first two lines are ignored and can be used to comment the file. 
4. The third line contains the variable names which are right justified according to the 
input field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor checks to ensure the 
fields are aligned cOlTectiy. 
5. The first field is the Julian date that can be entered at any frequency. The frequency 
between updates may vary during the simulation. 
6. The next fields are the downstream boundary constituent concentrations. 
7. Constituents must appear in the same order as they are turned on in the Active Con-
stituent card. A boundary concentration profile is required/or each active constitu-
ent. 
S. Concentration values must be specified for each cell starting from layer two and ex-
tending to the bottom active layer at the downstream segment. If the values do not all 
fit on one line, then they are continued on the next line with the first field (colTespond-
ing to the Julian date field) left blank. The reason why the concentrations must statt at 
layer two is the water surface may vary over many layers during the simulation and it 
is impossible to know beforehand exactly what time layers will be added or sub-
tracted. When preparing the boundary concentration profileS; it is best to assign con-
centrations starting from the bottom layer. Once the surface layer has been reached, 
then use this value to assign values up to layer two. In the following example, the sur-
face layer [KT] starts out at layer six and the bottom is at layer 22. The first four val-
ues correspond to layers two through five and must be defined even ifthey are never 
used. Salinity and dissolved oxygen are the only values specified as active. 
Example 
CE-QUAL-W2 sample external downstream boundary constituent concentration file 
JDAY CUH CUH CUH CUH CUH CUH CUH CUH CUH 
180.000 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.9 24.5 25.0 26.0 
Salini ty 27.0 28.0 29,0 29.5 30.0 30.2 30.4 30.6 30.6 
30.6 30.6 30.6 30.6 
180.000 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 8.8 8.7 
Temp 8.6 8.4 8.0 7.5 7.0 6.0 5.5 5.5 5.5 
5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 
190.000 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.9 24.5 25.0 26.0 
Salinity 27.0 28.0 29.0 29.5 30.0 30.2 30.4 30.6 30.6 
30.6 30.6 30.6 30.6 
190.000 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 8.8 8.7 
Temp 8.6 8.' 8.0 7.0 6.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 
5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description C-30S 
VERTICAL PROFILE INPUT FILES 
Vertical Profile File 
This file contains a single vertical profile used to specify initial conditions for temperatures andlor 
constituent concentrations. The verticalIy varying profile is then used to initialize all segments in the 
computational grid. This file is most commonly used for vertically stratified waterbodies with no 
longitudinal gradients. The following is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
1. An initial vertical profile is specified by inputting -1.0 for the initial temperature on 
the Initial Conditions card or a constituent's initial concentration on the Initial Con-
centration card. If temperature is included, then it must be the first profile in the file. 
Constituent profiles must be input in the same order as they are specified on the Initial 
Concentration card. 
2. Input format for each field is FS.O that allows the user to specify the decimal point lo-
cation. 
3. The first two lines are ignored and can be used to commelitthe file. 
4. The third line contains in the first field a constituent identifier name to aid in creating 
and editing the file. The remaining fields contain the variable name which is right jus-
tified according to the input field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor 
checks to ensure the fields are aligned correctly. 
5. The first field is left blank or can be used for comments since it is ignored on input 
The remaining fields are used for specifying the temperature or concentration at a giv-
en layer. If there are more values than canbe specified on one line, then they are con-
tinued on the next line leaving the first field blank or using it for comments. 
6. Values for the vertical profile start at the water surface layer [KT] and stop at the bot-
tom layer. Boundary segments are not included in the file. 
The following sample input file contains vertically varying initial temperature and dissolved oxygen 
profiles that correspond to the sample input bathymetry. The surface layer [KT] is located at layer 
five. 
Example 
CE-QUAL-W2 sample vertical profile initial conditions file 
TEMP VPR Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl 
15.2 15.0 14.7 14.5 14.3 14.2 11.7 8.5 6.7 
6.2 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 
6.0 6.0 
DO VPR Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl 
12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 11.9 11. 9 11.7 8.5 6.7 
6.2 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 
6.0 6.0 
C-309 Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
INPUT FILES LONGITUDINAL PROFILE 
Longitudinal Profile File 
This file contains vertical profiles for each segment used to initialize temperature and/or constituent 
concentrations for each computational grid cell. It is useful when temperature or a constituent is both 
vertically and longitudinally stratified where a single value or profile is not representative of the ini-
tial conditions. The following is a list of guidelines for file preparation: 
1. An initial longitudinal profile input is specified by inputting -2.0 for the initial temp-
erature on the Initial Conditions card or a constituent's initial concentration on the Ini-
tial Concentration card. Iftemperature is included, then it must be the first series of 
profiles in the file. Constituent profiles must be input in the same order as they are 
specified on the Initial Concentration card. 
2. Input format for each field is FS.O that allows the user to specify the decimal point lo-
cation. 
3. The first two lines are ignored and can be used to commentthe file. 
4. The third line contains in the first field a constituent identifier name to aid in creating 
and editing the file. The remaining fields contain the variable name which is Iightjus-
tified according to the input field. This line is also ignored although the preprocessor 
checks to ensure the fields are aligned correctly. 
5. The first field is left blank or can be used for comments since it is ignored on input. 
The remaining fields are used for specifying the temperature or concentration at agiv-
en layer. If there are more values than can be specified on one line, then they are con-
tinued on the next line leaving the first field blank or using it for comments. 
6. Values for the vertical profile at· each segment start at the water surface layer [KT] and 
stop at the bottom layer. Boundary segments are nol included in the file .. 
The following sample input file includes vertically and longitudinally varying initial conditions for 
temperature and dissolved oxygen that corresponds to the sample input bathymetry. The surface 
layer [KT] is located at layer five. 
Example 
CE-QUAL-W2 sample longitudinal profile file 
Segment 2 
Temperature T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 
15.0 14.8 14.5 14.3 14.2 14.1 11.5 8.2 6.5 
6.2 6.0 6.0 
segment 3 
Temperature T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 
15.0 14.8 14 .5 14.3 14.2 14.1 11.5 8.2 6.5 
6.2 6.0 
Segment 4 
Temperature T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 
15.0 14.8 14 .5 14.3 14.2 14.1 11.5 8.2 6.5 
6.2 
Segment 5 
Temperature T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 Tl T1 
15.0 14.8 14.5 14.3 14.2 14.1 11.5 8.2 6.5 
Segment 6 
Temperature T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 
15.1 14.9 14.5 14.4 14.2 14.2 11.7 8.5 6.7 
6.2 6.0 6.0 
Segment 7 
Temperature T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 
15.1 14.9 14.6 14.4 14.2 14.2 11. 7 8.5 6.7 
Appendix C Input/Output Data Description· C-310 
LONGITUDINAL PROFILE INPUT FILES 
6.2 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 
Segment 8 
Temperature T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 
15.2 15.0 14.7 14.5 14.3 14.2 11.7 8.5 6.7 
6.2 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 
Segment 9 
Temperature T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 P T1 T1 
15.2 15.0 14.7 14.5 14.3 14.2 11.'7 8.5 6.7 
6.2 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 
6.0 6.0 
Segment 12 
Temperature T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 
15.5 15.3 14.8 14.5 14.3 14.2 10.6 7.2 
Segment 13 
Temperature T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 
15.4 15.2 14.8 14.5 14.3 14.2 10.6 7.2 6.8 
6.2 6.0 
segment 14 
Temperature T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 
15.4 15.2 14 .8 14.5 14.3 14.2 10.6 7.2 6.5 
6.2 6.0 6.0 6.0 
Segment 15 
Temperature T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 
15.5 15.3 14.8 14.5 14.3 14.2 10.6 7.2 6.4 
6.2 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 
Segment 18 
Temperature T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 
15.5 15.3 14.8 14.5 14.3 14.2 10.6 7.2 6.4 
6.2 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 
Segment 19 
Temperature T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 
15.5 15.3 14.8 14,5 14.3 14.2 10.6 7.2 6.4 
6.2 . 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 
6.0 
Segment 2 
DO C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 
12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 11. 9 11.9 11.5 8.2 6.5 
6.2 6.0 6.0 
Segment 3 
DO c1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 
12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 11. 9 11. 9 11.5 8.2 6.5 
6.2 6.0 
Segment 4 
DO C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 
12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 11. 9 11. 9 11.5 8.2 6.5 
6.2 
Segment .5 
DO C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 
12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 11. 9 11.9 11.5 8.3 6.5 
6.2 6.0 
Segment 6 
DO C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 
12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 11. 9 11. 9 11.6 8.4 6.7 
6.2 6.0 6.0 
Segment 7 
DO C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 
12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 11. 9 11.9 11. 6 8.5 6.7 
6.2 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 
Segment 8 
DO C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 
12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 11. 9 11.9 11. 6 8.5 6.7 
6.2 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 
Segment 9 
DO C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 
12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 11. 9 11. 9 11.7 8.5 6.7 
6.2 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 
6.0 6.0 
Segment 12 
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DO Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl 
12.0 15.3 14.8 14.5 14.3 14.2 11. 7 8.5 
Segment 13 
DO Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl 
12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 11.9 11. 9 11. 7 8.5 6.8 
6.2 6.0 
Segment 14 
DO Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl 
12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 11.9 11. 9 11. 7 8.5 6.5 
6.2 6.0 6.0 6.0 
segment 15 
DO Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl 
12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 11. 9 11. 9 11. 7 8.5 6.4 
6.2 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 
segment 18 
DO Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl 
12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 11. 9 11.9 11.7 8.5 6.4 
6.2 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 
Segment 19 
DO Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl 
12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 11.9 11.9 11. 7 8.5 6.4 
6.2 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 
6.0 
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Graph Input File 
The file graph.npt is required for all model simulations ofW2 on a PC using the downloadable ex-
ecutable. This file controls the animation using Compaq Visual FORTRAN's Array Viewer as well 
as output formats and numeric precision of output data. 
The first section ofthe file contains a line for each active constituent defined in the control file. The 
concentration multiplier [CM UL T] is a conversion factor and multiplies the output by the value spe-
cified. This is most useful when converting fromg m,3 to mg m·3 for nutrient values. The concentra-
tion minimum [CM I N] and maximum [CMAX] define the limits of the An-ay Viewer animation scal-
ing. If [CMAX] is set to a negative number, the plots are scaled dynamically. The constituent plot 
control [CPL TC] turns on the Array Viewer animation for each variable. Note that severe perfor-
mance degradation can occur depending upon output frequency and number of output windows open. 
The second section contains hydraulic variables. The hydrodynamic format [HFMT] specifies the 
output variable format for the snapshot output file. The hydrodynamic minimum [HM I N] and maxi-
mum [HMAX] specify the plotting limits when viewing the output using Array Viewer. The hydro-
dynamic plot control [HPL TC] specifies whether the animation is turned ON or OFF during the si-
mulation. 
The third section contains derived constituent variables. The derived constituent multiplier 
[CDMUL T] can be used to convert the output to units other thang m,3. The derived constituent min-
imum [CDM I N] and maximum [CDMAX] concentration specify the plotting limits when viewing the 
output using Array Viewer. A negative value for [CD MAX] results in automatic scaling of the plot 
output. The derived constituent plot control [CDPL TC] specifies whether the animation is turned 
ON or OFF during the simulation. 
Example 
Hydrodynamic, constituent, and derived constituent names, formats, multipliers, and array 
viewer controls 
.•.•.•••••••.•....•• HNAME •.........••••••••• 
Timestep violations (NVIOL) 
Horizontal velocity (U], m/s 
Vertical velocity {WI, m/s 
Temperature (TIl, <o/>C 
Density [RHO], g/mA 3 
Vertical eddy viscosity (AZ], mA2/s 
Velocity shear stress (SHEAR], 1/sA2 
Internal shear EST], mA 3/s 
Bottom shear [SB), mA 3/s 
Longitudinal momentum [ADMX], mA 3/s 
Longitudinal momentum [DM], roA 3/s 
Horizontal density gradient [HDG], mA 3/s 
Vertical momentum [ADMZ], mA 3/s 
Horizontal pressure gradient [HPG], m"3/s 
Gravity term channel slope [GRAV], mA 3/s 






































































































































Dissolved silica, g/ro"3 
Particulate silica, g/ro"J 
Total iron, g/ro"3 
Labile DOM, g/ro"3 
Refractory DOM, g/ro"3 
Labile POM, g/ro"3 






Dissolved oxygen, g/ro"'3 
Inorganic carhon,: gIro") 
Alkalinity, g/ro"3 
zooplankton!, mg/rn"'3 
LDOM P, mg/rnA 3 
RDOM ,P, mg/rnA 3 
LPOM P, mg/rn"'3 
RPOM P, mg/rn"'3 
LDOM N, mg/m"3 
RDOM Nt mg/rn"'3 
LPOM Nt mg/m"'3 
RPOM Nt mg/rnA 3 
•••••.••••..•.•••••• CDNAME ••••••••• ,', •••••.•• 
Dissolved organic carhon, g/ro"3 
Particulate' -organic carbon, g/ro"3 
Total organic carbon, g/ro"3 
Dissolved organic nitrogen, giro"3 
Particulate' organic nitrogen, g/mA 3 
Total organic nitrogen, .g/mA 3 
Total Kheldahl Nitrogen, g/mA 3 
Total nitrogen, g/mA 3 
Dissolved organic phosphorus, mg/mA3 
Particulate organic phosphorus, mg/mA3 
Total organic phosphorus, mg/mA3 
Total phosphorus,_ mg/mA3 
Algal production, g/mA2/day 
Chlorophyll a, mg/mA3 
Total algae, g/mA 3 
Oxygen % Gas Saturation 
Total suspended Solids, g/mA 3 
Total Inorganic Suspended Solids,g/mA 3 
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SNAPSHOT OUTPUT FILES 
Output FilesSnapshot 
The snapshot file was designed for output to a hard copy printer and contains useful information that 
can be utilized during model application. The file can also be pulled into a text editor such as "Note-
pad" that comes with Windows of any other text editor and quickly viewed and searched for specific 
information. A free text editor that is much more powerful than "Notepad" and that is available on 
many different platforms is "Notepad ++". 
Title Cards 
The. first lines of output contain the information specified in the Title Card for identifying the run 
plus the date and time that the run occurred. This information will appear every time output is upda, 
tedto the file based on the update dates [SNPD] and frequency [SNPF] specified in the control file. 
Following the title cards is information related to the progress of the run including the output date 
and timestep information. 
EXAMPLE 
CE-QUAL-W2 V3.1 
Burnsville Reservoir - March 15 through December II, 1992 
Density placed inflow, point sink outflows 
Default hydraulic coefficients 
Default light absorption/extinction coefficients 
Default kinetic coefficients 
Temperature and water quality simulation 
Run 8 
Testing sensitivity to wind 
Wind sheltering set to 0.75 
Jim Stiles and Vince Marchese, USACE Huntington District 
Model run at 16:58:03 on 07/22/02 
Time, Parameters 
Gregorian date' [GDAY] 
Julian date (JDAY] 
Elapsed time [ELTMJD] 
Timestep [DLT] 
at location [KLOC,ILOC] 
Minimum timestep [MINDLT] 
at Julian qay (JDMIN] 
at location [KMIN,IMIN] 
Average timestep (DLTAV] 
Number of iterations (NIT] 
Number of violations [NV] 
Time Parameters 
March 15, 1992 
75 days 12.00 hours 









The time parameter information includes the date at which the information was output, the elapsed 
time ofthe simulation, and useful information about the timestep and its behavior. This includes the 
current timestep and where the computational cell is located that was used to determine the current 
timestep based on numerical stability criterion. The current minimum timestep that has occurred, the 
date at which it occurred, and the location is also given. The average timestep for the simulation up 
to this time, the total number ofiterations, and the number oftimestep violations that required restor-
ing variables and recomputing the water surface elevations and velocities is also output. 
C-3IS Appendix C Input/Output Data Description 
OUTPUT FILES SNAPSHOT 
The timestep information can be very useful in providing information that can be analyzed to see 
where violations are occurring and possibly altering inputs or the bathymetry to increase the average 
timestep without impacting the results. For example, the location of the minimum timestep can be 
checked to see if the width can be increased without impacting results. The number of violations 
provides information as to whether or not the fraction of the computed timestep used needs to be de-
creased. If the number of violations exceeds 5% of the number if iterations, the fraction ofthe time- . 
step [OLTF] should be decreased 5-10%. 
Meteorological Parameters 
The next information includes meteorlogical parameters used at the current timestep. This can be 
useful when trying to better understand temperature simulations such as "why is the model overpre: 
dicting epilimnetic temperatures on August 147". Ifthe equilibrium temperature is > 45°C and there 
is no wind, then the model is behaving exactly as the useris telling it to behave, Running sensitivity 
analyses on meteorological forcing data· during this time period can show that the model will repro-













Equilibrium temperature [ET] 
Surface heat exchange [CSHEj 






o. 00 0C 
O.OOE+OO m/sec 
0.14E-03 0C m/sec 
Inflows, inflow placement, and inflow temperatures are then output to provide information as to what 
the model is seeing at all inflow boundaries during the current timestep. This information can be 
very useful in determining if the model is seeing what the user thinks he has input into the model and 
should always be checked once at the beginning of the simulation and whenever inflow boundary 
files are changed during the course of the simulation. 
All outflows are also printed out including individual structure outflows, the layer-by-layer outflow 
computed from the selective withdrawal algorithm, and the total outflow. Again, this is useful to en-
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Layer [KQIN] 35-35 
Inflow [QIN] 0.18 m"3/sec 
Temperature [TIN] 5.10 0C 
Branch 4 
Layer [KQIN] 28-28 
Inflow [QIN] 0.12 m"3/sec 
Temperature [TIN]' c 5.10 0C 
8ranch 5 
Layer [KQIN] 28-28 
Inflow [QIN] 0.06 m"3/sec 
Temperature [TIN] 5.10 0C 
Branch 6 
Layer [KQIN] 24-24 

















Structure outflows [QSTR] 
0C 
Branch 1 ~ 12.56 0.00 0.00 




Layer [KOUT) = 
32 33 34 35 
Outflow- (m"3!sec) [QDOT] = 
















28 29 30 
1'.12 0,96 0,86 
The final information regarding boundary forcing functions is output next and includes inflow consti-
tuent concentrations for all boundary inflows. A great deal of grief can be saved by checking to en-
sure that the concentrations are correct as it is very easy to get the inflow concentrations out of order. 
EXAMPLE 
Constituent Inflow Concentrations 
Branch 1 [CIN) 
Dissolved solids 43.004 g/ro"'3 
Suspended solidsl 2.000 g/ro"'3 
Phosphate 0.020 g/ro"'3 
Anlntonium 0.100 g/ro"3 
Nitrate nitrite 0.200 g/m"3 
Labile DOM 0.382 g/m"'3 
Refractory_DOM 0,892 g/m"'3 
Labile POM 0.425 g/m'" 3 
Algae 0.000 g/ro"'3 
Dissolved oxygen 12.000 g/ro"3 
Tributary 1 (CTR) 
Dissolved solids 161.196 g/ro"3 
Suspended solidsl 2.000 g/ro"'3 
Phosphate 0,020 g/ro"3 
Anlntonium 0.100 g/ro"'3 
Nitrate nitrite 0.200 gIro'" 3 
Labile DOM 0.405 giro'" 3 
Refractory_DOM 0.945 g/ro"'3 
Labile POM 0.450 gIro" 3 
Algae 0.000 g/ro"3 
Dissolved oxygen 11.980 g/ro"'3 
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Balances 
Ifvolume, thermal, and/or constituent mass balances are turned on, then the balances are output next. 
They are computed for separately for each branch and summed for each waterbody. Information in-
cludes the spatially and temporally integrated change in volume since the start ofthe simulaiton, the 
total volume error between the two, and the percent error based on the total volume change. Using 
the change in volume rather than the total volume is important for preventing roundoff error from 
masking the results of the balance. The volume balance is computed as: 
where: 
L\S ~ change in volume, m3 
~Q'n ~ sum of all inflows, m3 
~Qont ~ sum of all outflows, m3 
Energy and mass balances are computed similarly. Errors should be on the order of 10.8 to 10.13 per-
cent, which means that the model is essentially conserving water to machine accuracy. Any model 
that cannot show this adherence to the fundamental principle of mass balance involved in hydrody-
namic and water quality modeling should immediately be suspect. This computation is routinely 




Spatial change (VOLSR] -O.20089851E+06 rnA3 
Temporal change [VOLTR) -O.20089851E+06 rnA3 
Volume error O.10186341E-OB rnA3 
Percent error -O.S0703913E-12 % 
Branch 1 
Spatial change [VOLSBR] -0.13863158E+06 rnA 3 
Temporal change [VOLTBRj -O.13863158E+06 rnA3 
Volume error O.10768417E-08 rnA3 
Percent error -O.77676510E-12 % 
Brcl.nch 2 
Spatial change [VOLSBR] -O.28973777E+05 rnA3 
Temporal change [VOLTBR] -O.28973777E+05 rnA 3 
Volume error -O.7639755SE-IO rnA3 
Percent error O.26367827E-12 % 
Energy Balance 
Waterbody 1 
Spatially integrated energy [ESR] 







Spatially integrated energy [ESBR] 




Spatially integrated energy [ESBR] 
























Spatially integrated mass 




Spatially integrated mass 




Spatially integrated mass 




Spatially integrated mass 




Spatially integrated mass 




Spatially integrated mass 




Spatially integrated mass 




Spatially integrated mass 




Spatially integrated mass 




Spatially integrated mass 




Spatially integrated mass 






Spatially integrated mass 
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Residence time 
Spatially integrated mass [CMBRS] 0.10294782&+07 
Temporally integrated mass (CMBRT] 0.10294782E+07 
Mass error 0.98625062E-04 
Percent error 0.95601035E-08 % 
Suspended solids! 
Spatially integrated mass (CMBRS] 0.21809107E+07 g 
Temporally integrated mass [CMBRT] 0.21809107E+07 g 
Mass error 0.29512448E-03 g 
Percent error 0.13532167E-07 % 
Phosphate 
Spatially integrated mass [CMBRS) 0.38423775E+05 g 
Temporally integrated mass [CMBRT] 0.38423775E+05 g 
Mass error 0.63260450&-05 g 
Percent error 0.16463882&""'"07 % 
Ammonium 
Spatially integrated mass (CMBRS) 0.10661579E+06 g 
Temporally inte,grated mass (CMBRT) 0.10661579E+06 g 
Mass error 0.16890146E-04 g 
Percent error O.15842068E-07 % 
Nitrate nitrite 
Spatially integrated mass (CMBRS) O.41545882E+06 g 
Temporally integrated mass (CMBRT) O.41545882E+06 g 
Mass error O.67292654E-04 g 
Percent error O.16197190E-07 % 
Labile DOM 
Spatially integrated mass (CMBRS) o . 13767130E+07 g 
Temporally integrated mass (CMBRT) o . 13767130E+07 g 
Mass error O.22568717E-03 g 
Percent error O.l6393189E-07 • Refractory DOM 
Spatially integrated mass (CMBRS) O.32433662E+07 g 
Temporally integrated mass [CMBRT) O.32433662E+07 g 
Mass error O.52960077E-03 g 
Percent error o .16328738E-07 % 
Labile POM 
Spatially integrated mass (CMBRS) O.14806668E+07 g 
Temporally integrated mass (CMBRT) O.14806668E+07 g 
Mass error O.24347263E-03 g 
Percent error O.16443445E-07 % 
Algae 
Spatially integrated mass (CMBRS) O.l30630l5E+07 g 
Temporally integrated mass (CMBRT) O.13063015E+07 g 
Mass error O.21586l7lE-03 g 
Percent error O.l6524647E-07 % 
Dissolved oxygen 
Spatially integrated mass [CMBRS) O.22578360E+08 g 
Temporally integrated mass (CMBRT) O.22578360E+08 g 
Mass error O.36302954E-02 g 
Percent error O.16078649E-07 • 
Geometry 
The water surface layer number, elevation at the downstream segment, and the current upstream 
segment number for each branch are then output. Note that in the example, the current upstream seg-
ment is located at segment 8. 
EXAMPLE 
Geometry 




Current upstream segment [CUS) 
Branch 1 =8 
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SNAPSHOT 
Branch 2 =30 
Branch 3 =41 
Branch 4 ""46 
Branch 5 =51 
Branch 6 =55 
Water Surface 
OUTPUT FILES 
The water surface elevation and the water surface deviation from the top of the water surface layer 
number is output next. The water surface deviation uses the oceanographic convention in which the 
deviation downwards from the top ofthe surface layer is positive. The output includes information 
only for the segments specified on the Snapshot Segments card. 
EXAMPLE 
Water Surface, m 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
238.574 238.573 238.574 238.573 238.574 238.574 238.574 238.574 
Water Surface Deviatio~ (positive downwards), m 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
-0.2136 -0.2135 -0.2135 -0.2135 -0.2136 -0.2139 -0.2138 -0.2137 
TemperatureiWater Quality 
The last information available from the snapshot file is information related to hydrodynamics and 
water quality. The user has complete control of how much infonnation is output including which 
bydrodynamic and water quality variables are included in the output. The file can rapidly become 
quite large, so only variables of interest should be output. This information is useful for quickly 
looking at the results of a run to gain a feel for how the variables of concern are behaving over time. 
Title cards are printed on each new page for ease in identifying the simulation. 
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EXAMPLE 
Burnsville Reservoir - March 15 through December 11, 1992 
Density placed inflow, point sink outflows 
Default hydraulic coefficients 
Default light absorption/extinction coefficients 
Default kinetic coefficients 
Temperature and water quality simulation 
Run 8 
Testing sensitivity to wind 
wind sheltering set to 0.75 
Jim Stiles and Vince Marchese, USACE Huntington District 
Model run at 08:25:31 on 07/23/02 
March 15, 1992 Julian day 75 days 12.00 hours 
Layer Depth 8 9 10 11 
23 0.41 3.74 3.77 4.19 5.02 
24 1.13 3.81 3.77 4.19 4.96 
25 1. 74 3.83 3.76 4.19 5.03 
26 2.35 3.81 3.76 4.19 5.07 
27 2.96 3.76 4.19 5.08 
28 3.57 3.76 4.19 5.08 
29 4.18 4.19 5.11 
30 4.79 4.19 5.21 
31 5.40 4.63 5.21 
32 6.01 5.06 5.32 
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Temperature [U], deg C 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
5.53 5.62 5.49 5.51 5.50 5.55 5.58 
5.32 5.43 5.26 5.34 5.29 5.34 5.35 
5.27 5.31 5.17 5.30 5,23 5.28 5.29 
5.26 5.22 5.11 5.25 5.19 5.24 5.30 
5.27 5.14 5.05 5.27 5.17 5.24 5.33 
5.26 5.14 5.01 5.29 5.20 5.26 5.31 
5.23 5.14 5.01 5.32 5.36 5.31 5.33 
5.22 5.14 5.19 5.31 5.35 5.34 5.33 
5.22 5.14 5.23 5.31 5.33 5.33 5.32 
5.24 5.14 5.24 5.31 5.31 5.31 5.31 
5.2.6 5.14 5.26 5.31 5.30 5.31 5.31 
5.32 5.22 5.30 5.31 5.30 5.30 5.31 
5.33 5.32 5.30 5.29 5.31 
5.30 5.29 5.31 
C-322 
TIME SERIES OUTPUT FILES 
Time Series 
A time series history can be output for any number of cells in the computational grid with output for 
each cell written to a separate output file. Output is suitable for import into a spreadsheet program 
for analysis and plotting. The model takes the name of the time series file specified on the iflME 
SERIES PLOT FILENAME card and appends an "_x" to the filename where x is 1,2,3, etc., depend-
ing upon whether the cell is the first, second, third, etc. one specified on the TIME SERIES 
SEGMENT card. Title cards are included at the beginning of the output as an aid in identifying the 
particular model run. Information includes the Julian date, current time step, water surface elevation 
for the cell's segment location, temperature, velocity, flow through the segment, net short wave solar 
radiation incident on the water surface (reflection is not included), equilibrium temperature (this is 
zero if TERM is chosen as the temperature flux control [SLHTC]), depth from water surface to 
channel bottom (m), surface width (m), shade (shade factor multiplied by SRON, if SHADE ~l, no 
shade, if shade ~O, no short wave solar reaches the water surface) and active constituent and derived 
constituent concentrations. 
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Example 
Version 3.5 Whatcom L. Model 
WB 1 Basin III 
WB 2 : Basin I & II 
Jing Liu & Bob Cusinamo, Department of Ecology 
Chris Berger and Scott Wells, Portland State University 
Model run at 11:36:39 on 06/17/07 
JDAY DLT ELWS T2 U 
45.607 600.00 95.11 5.04 0.01 
45.647 294.54 95.09 5.15 0.01 
45.694 409.28 95.12 5.16 0.01 
45.742 326.10 95.09 5.08 0.01 
45.790 537.04 95.10 5.04 0.01 
45.837 360.06 95.11 5.01 0.01 
45.884 357.22 95.10 4.99 0.01 
45.931 431.23 95.13 4.96 0.01 
45.974 490.50 95.08 4.93 0.01 
46.025 459.69 95.10 4.91 0.01 
46.074 600.00 95.09 4.88 0.01 
46.118 479.46 95.12 4.86 0.01 
46.160 361.83 95.09 4.83 0.01 
46.208 376.46 95.07 4.80 0.01 
46.254 411. 93 95.10 4.78 0.01 
46.301 110.15 95.12 4.75 0.01 
46.348 174.34 95.10 4.73 0.01 
46.398 495.28 95.10 4.71 0.01 
46.447 600.00 95.12 4.75 0.01 
46.487 204.07 95.09 4.87 0.01 
46.537 582.22 95.09 5.13 0.01 
46.583 297.55 95.08 5.36 0.01 
46.629 333.11 95.08 5.48 0.01 
46.678 311. 76 95.09 5.53 0.01 
46.723 196.05 95.09 5.54 0.01 
46.768 124.77 95.09 5.49 0.01 
46.814 122.39 95.09 5.39 0.01 
46.862 93.39 95.09 5.28 0.01 
46.908 55.82 95.08 5.20 0.01 
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TIME SERIES 
Q SRON ET DEPTH WIDTH SHADE Gen! ISS1 PO' NH' 
0.00 435.43 0.00 21.11 605.66 1.00 O.520E-04 0.00 Q.300E-02 O.301E-02 
0.00 303.69 0.00 21.09 605.66 1.00 O.254E-03 O.156E-06 O.301E-02 O.303E-02 
0.00 135.47 0.00 21.12 605.66 1.00 Q.446E-03 O.949E-06 O.301E-02 Q.30SE-02 
0.00 19.69 0.00 21.09 60S.66 0.00 O.444E~03 D.G9IE-OS O.301E-02 O.306E-02 
0.00 0.00 0.00 21.10 605.66 0.00 0.502E-03 0.836E-05 0.302E-02 0.309E-02 
0.00 0.00 0.00 21.11 605.66 0.00 0.4B2E-03 0.177E-04._0.303E-02 0.311E-02 
0.00 0.00 0.00 21.10 605.66 '0.00 0.556E-03 0.297E-04 0.304E-02 0.313E-02 
0.00 0.00 0.00 21.13 605.66 0.00 0.728E-03 0.466E~04 0.305E-02 0.315E-02 
0.00 0.00 0.00 21.08 605.66 0.00 0.980E-03 0.785E~04 0.306E-02 0.317E-02 
0.00 0.00 0.00 21.10 605.66 0.00 O. 1'15E-02 '0. 9.43E-04 O. 307E-02 0.320E-02 
0.00 0.00 0.00 21.09 605.66 0.00 0.126E":02 0.994E-04 0.308E-02 0.322E-02 
0.00 0.00 0.00 21.12 605.66 0.00 0.151E-02 0.127E-03·0.309E-02 0.324E-02 
0.00 0.00 0.00 21.09 605.66 0.00 0.180E-02 0.162E-03 0.310E-02 0.326E-02 
0.00 0.00 0.00 21.07 605.66 0.00 0.200E-02 0.180E-03. 0.311E-02 0.328E-02 
0.00 0.00 0.00 21.10 605.66 0.00 0.249E,,:,,02 0.241E-03, 0.312E-02 0.330E-02 
0.00 0.00 0.00 21.12 605.66 0.00 0.283E-'-02 :0.279E-03 0.313E-02 0.333E-02 
0.00 28.13 0.00' 21.10 605.66 0.10 0.303E-02 0.296E-03 0.314E-02 0.335E-02 
0.00 140.03 0.00 21.10 605.66 1.00 0.320E-02 0.308E-03'0.314E-02 '0.337E-02 
0.00 349.79 0.00 21.12 605.66 1.00 0.346E-02 0.302E-03,0.315E-02,O.340E-02 
0.00 507.84 0.00 21.09 605.66 1.00 0.414E-02 0.357E-03 0.314E-02 0.341E-02 
0.00 554.02 0.00 21.09 605.66 1.00 0.452E-02 0.331E-03 0.315E-02 0.345E-02 
0.00 470.29 0.00 21.08 605.66 1.00 0.483E-02 0.311E-03 0.316E-02 0.348E-02 
0.00 422.76 0.00 21.08 605.66 1.00 0.507E-02 0.312E-03 0.316E-02 0.350E-02 
0.00 242.76 0.00 21.09 605.66 1.00 0.534E--02 0.329E-03, 0.318E-02 0.3'52E-02 
0.00 68.75 0.00 21.09 605.66 0.10 0.570E-02·0.319E-03 0.318E-02 0.356E-02 
0.00 0.00 0.00 21.09 605.66 0.00 0.605E-02 0.300E-03 0.319E-02 0.359E-02 
0.00 0.00 0.00 21.09 605.66 0.00 0.640E~02 0.284E-03 0.321E-02-0.363E-02 
0.00 0.00 0.00 21.09 605.66 0.00 0.669E-02 0.277E-03 0.'322E-02 0.367E-02 
0.00 0.00 0.00 21.08 605.66 0.00 0.647E-02 0.334E-03 0.323E-02 0.367E-02 
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Preprocessor 
The preprocessor produces several output files including a file that echoes all control file inputs along 
with additional information (pre. opt), a warning file that attempts to alert the user to potential prob-
lems with inputs (pre.wrn), and an error file that points out serious problems in the input data that 
will probably prevent the model from running or running correctly. It is important to run the prepro-
cessor periodically to ensure that changes made to various inputs during the course of the project 
have not introduced problems in the simulation. 
Output (pre. opt) 
As in nearly all output, the title cards are echoed at the beginning of the output followed by a com-
plete echoing of all control file input. A description oftheinput, the FORTRAN variable name used 
in the co'ntrol file, and the value of the variable are then output. The sequence of output tries to close-
ly follow the sequence of input in the control file, but in some cases is different as certain types of 
output are more logically grouped together. 
The first information includes variables affecting the time of simulation and the thnestep for the si-
mulation. Next is information that is used to set initial conditions and variables that are used to con-
trol certain calculations in the model. 
EXAMPLE 
Burnsville Reservoir - March 15 through December II, 1992 
Density placed inflow, point sink outflows 
Default hydraulic coefficients 
Default light absorption/extinction coefficients 
Default kinetic coefficients 
Temperature and water quality simulation 
Run 8 
Testing sensitivity to wind 
Wind sheltering set to 0.75 
Jim Stiles and Vince Marchese, USACE Huntington District 
Time Control 
Starting time (Julian day) 
Ending time (Julian day) 
Year 
# Timestep intervals 
Minimum timestep (sec) 
Timestep day (Julian day) 
Maximum timestep (sec) 
Fraction of timestep 
Timestep limitation 
Waterbody 1 
Vertical eddy viscosity 






















Downstream vertical profile 
FRESH water 
0.000 m 
















































The next output includes controls for all input interpolation. These are located at various places in 
the control file, but are grouped together in the output. These are then followed by meteorological 






































[QrNIe] ~ ON 







[HDIC] = OFF 


























4.62 0.65 5.67 3.84 
23 24 25 26 
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8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
5.08 6.27 0.19 5.58 5.32 0.44 0.35 4.54 
27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 
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44 45 52 53 
0.00 0.35 3,40 0.00 
Variables affecting the transport solution and hydraulics are output next along with variables affect-










Longitudinal eddy viscosity 
Longitudinal eddy diffusivity 
Sediment temperature 





























Output controls excluding constituents are output next. As in the control file, all constituent related 




Timestep violations [NVIOL] 
Horizontal velocity [UI, m/s 
Vertical velocity [W], m/ s 
Temperature [Tl), deg C 
Density [RHO), g/m"3 
Vertical eddy viscosity (AZ), m"2/s 
Velocity shear stress [SHEAR), 1/s"2 
Internal shear [STI, m"3/s 
Bottom shear [SBI, mA 3/s 
Longitudinal momentum [ADMX], mA 3/s 
Longitudinal momentum [DM], m"3/s 
Horizontal density gradient [HDG), m~3/s 
Vertical momentum [ADMZI, mA 3/s 
Horizontal pressure gradient (HPG), m~3/s 
Gravity term channel slope [GRAV}, m~3/s 
Waterbody 1 
Snapshot [SNPC] = 
Number of time intervals 
Date (Julian day) 
Frequency (days) 
Screen [SCRC] 
Number of time intervals 




Number of time intervals 



































139.50 153.50 167.50 195.50 223.60 252.60 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
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Frequency (days) [FLXF] 
Vector plot (VPLCj ON 
Number of time intervals [NVPL] 
Date (Julian day) [VPLD] 
Frequency (days) [VPLF] 
Profile plot (PRFC] ON 
Number of time intervals [NPRF] 
Number of stations [NIPRF] 
Segment location [IPRF] 
Date (Julian day) [PRFDj 
Frequency (days) [PRFF] 
Spreadsheet plot (SPRC] ON 
Number of time intervals [NSPR] 
Number of stations [NISPR] 
Segment location [ISPR] 
Date (Julian day) [SPRD] 
Frequency (days) [SPRF] 
Contour plot (CPLC] ON 
Number of time intervals [NCPL] 
Date (Julian day) [CPLDj 
Frequency (days) [CPLF] 
Time series [TSRC] ON 
Number of time intervals [NTSR] 
Date (Julian day) [TSRD] 
Frequency (days) [TSRF] 
Restart out [RSOCl OrF 
Restart in [RSIC] orr 
































Structure Type Width (m) 
1 POINT 0.0 
2 POINT 0.0 





Number of withdrawals [NWD] = 0 
Number of tributaries [NTR] = 1 
segment number [ITR] 
Inflow placement [PTRC] 
Top elevation [ETTR] 
Bottom elevation [EBTR] 
Distributed tributaries [DTRC] 
Branch 1 = orr 
Branch 2 = brr 
Branch 3 OFF 
Branch 4 OrF 
Branch 5 orr 





Input and output filenames are then output. 
EXAMPLE 
Input Filenames 
Appendix C InpuVOutput Data Description 

















195.50 223.60 252.60 
100.00 100.00 100.00 
195.50 223.60 252.60 
100.00 100.00 100.00 
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Control w2_con.npt 
Restart rsi.npt - not used 




Vertical profile vpr.npt 






Distributed tributary inflows 
Distributed tributary temperatures 





Upstream head temperatures 
Upstream head concentrations 
Downstream head 
Downstream head temperatures 































qot brl. npt 
qin:=brl.npt - not used 
tdt_brl.npt - not used 
cdt_brl.npt - not used 
pre_brl. npt - not used 
tpr_brl. npt - not used 
cpr _ brl . npt 
- not used 
euh_brl.npt - not used 
tuh_brl.npt - not used 
cuh _ brl. npt - not used 
edh_brl.npt - not used 
tdh_br1.npt - not used 
cdh_brl.npt - not used 
The next section includes all variables affecting water quality simulations including input/output con-
trols, initial concentrations, active constituents, derived variables, kinetic fluxes, and kinetic rates 
constants. 
EXAMPLE 
Constituents [CCC] = ON 
Algal limiting nutrient [LIMC] OFF 





Dissolved solids ON 
Residence time ON 
Suspended solids! ON 
Phosphate ON 
Ammonium ON 
Nitrate nitrite ON 
Dissolved silica OFF 
Particulate silica OFF 
Total Iron OFF 
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Refractory_DOM ON 1. 575 OFF ON 
Labile POM ON 0.750 OFF ON 
Refractory POM OFF 0.000 OFF OFF 
Algae ON 0.650 OFF ON 
Dissolved oxygen ON -1.000 OFF ON 
Inorganic carbon OFF 11. 910 OFF OFF 
Alkalinity OFF 40.000 OFF OFF 
Sediments OFF 0.000 OFF OFF 
Branch 1 
State Variables 
Constituent Inflow Distributed trib Precipitation 
[eNAME] [CINBRC] [CDTBRC] [CPRBRC) 
Dissolved solids ON OFF OFF 
Residence time OFF OFF OFF 
Suspended solids! ON OFF OFF 
Phosphate ON OFF OFF 
Ammonium ON OFF OFF 
Nitrate nitrite ON OFF OFF 
Dissolved silica OFF OFF OFF 
Particulate silica OFF OFF OFF 
Total Iron OFF OFF OFF 
Labile DOM ON OFF OFF 
Refractory_DOM ON OFF OFF 
Labile POM ON OFF OFF 
Refractory POM OFF OFF OFF 
Algae ON OFF OFF 
Dissolved oxygen ON OFF OFF 
Inorganic carbon OFF OFF OFF 
Alkalinity OFF OFF OFF 
Branch 2 
State Variables 
Constituent Inflow Distributed trib precipitation 
(CNAME] [CINBRC] (CDTBRC] [CPRBRC) 
Dissolved solids ON OFF OFF 
~esidence time OFF OFF OFF 
Suspended solids! ON OFF OFF 
Phosphate ON OFF OFF 
Ammonium ON OFF OFF 
Nitrate nitrite ON OFF OFF 
Dissolved silica OFF OFF OFF 
Particulate silica OFF OFF OFF 
Total Iron OFF OFF OFF 
Labile DaM ON OFF OFF 
Refractory~DOM ON OFF OFF 
Labile paM ON OFF OFF 
Refractory POM OFF OFF OFF 
Algae ON OFF OFF 
Dissolved oxygen ON OFF OFF 
Inorganic carbon OFF OFF OFF 
Alkalinity OFF OFF OFF 
Branch 3 
State Variables 
Consti tuent Inflow Distributed trib precipitation 
[CNAME] [CINBRC] (CDTBRC] [CPRBRC] 
Dissolved solids ON OFF OFF 
Residence time OFF OFF OFF 
Suspended solidsl ON OFF OFF 
Phosphate ON OFF OFF 
Ammoniwn ON OFF OFF 
Nitrate nitrite ON OFF OFF 
Dissolved silica OFF OFF OFF 
Particulate silica OFF OFF OFF 
Total Iron OFF OFF OFF 
Labile DOM ON OFF OFF 
Refractory_DOM ON OFF OFF 
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Labile POM ON OFF OFF 
Refractory POM OFF OFF OFF 
Algae ON OFF OFF 
Dissolved oxygen ON OFF OFF 
Inorganic carbon OFF OFF OFF 
Alkalinity OFF OFF OFF 
Branch 4 
State Variables 
Constituent Inflow Distributed trib Precipitation 
[eNAMEl [CINBRC] [CDTBRC] [CPRBRC] 
Dissolved solids ON OFF OFF 
Residence time OFF OFF OFF 
Suspended solidsl ON OFF OFF 
Phosphate ON OFF OFF 
AnUnonium ON OFF OFF 
Nitrate nitrite ON OFF OFF 
Dissolved silica OFF OFF OFF 
Particulate silica OFF OFF OFF 
Total Iron OFF OFF OFF 
Labile DOM ON OFF OFF 
Refractory_DOM ON OFF OFF 
Labile POM ON OFF OFF 
Refractory POM OFF OFF OFF 
Algae ON OFF OFF 
Dissolved oxygen ON OFF OFF 
Inorganic carbon OFF OFF OFF 
Alkalinity OFF OFF OFF 
Branch 5 
State Variables 
Constituent Inflow Distributed trib precipitation 
[eNAMEl [CINBRC) [CDTBRC) (CPRBRC] 
Dissolved solids ON OFF OFF 
Residence time OFF OFF OFF 
Suspended solids! ON OFF OFF 
Phosphate ON OFF OFF 
Ammonium ON OFF OFF 
Nitrate nitrite ON OFF OFF 
Dissolved silica OFF OFF OFF 
Particulate silica OFF OFF OFF 
Total Iron OFF OFF OFF 
Labile DOM ON OFF OFF 
Refractory_DOM ON OFF OFF 
Labile POM ON OFF OFF 
Refractory POM OFF OFF OFF 
Algae ON OFF OFF 
Dissolved oxygen ON OFF OFF 
Inorganic carbon OFF OFF OFF 
Alkalinity OFF OFF OFF 
Branch 6 
State Variables 
Constituent Inflow Distributed trib Precipitation 
(CNAME] [CINBRC] [CDTBRC] (CPRBRC) 
Dissolved solids ON OFF OFF 
Residence time OFF OFF OFF 
Suspended solidsl ON OFF OFF 
Phosphate ON OFF OFF 
Ammonium ON OFF OFF 
Nitrate nitrite ON OFF OFF 
Dissolved silica OFF OFF OFF 
Particulate silica OFF OFF OFF 
Total Iron OFF OFF OFF 
Labile DOM ON OFF OFF 
Refractory_ DOM ON OFF OFF 
Labile POM ON OFF OFF 
Refractory POM OFF OFF OFF 













Dissolved organic carbon, g/mA 3 
Particulate organic carbon, g/mA 3 
Total organic carbon, g/mA 3 
Dissolved organic nitrogen, g/rnA 3 
Particulate organic nitrogen, g/mA 3 
Total organic nitrogen, g/mA 3 
Total nitrogen, g/mA 3 
Dissolved organic phosphorus, mg/mA 3 
Particulate organic phosphorus, mg/mA 3 
Total organic phosphorus, mg/rnA 3 
Total phosphorus, rng/rnA 3 
Algal production, g/rnA2/day 
Chlorophyll a, mg/rnA3 
Total algae, g/mA 3 
Oxygen gas saturation, % 
Total suspended solids, g/mA 3 
Total inorganic suspended solids,g/rnA3 
Total Kheldahl nitrogen, g/mA 3 
Carbonaceous ultimate BOD, g/mA 3 
pH 
Carbon dioxide, g/mA 3 
Bicarbonate, g/mA3 

















Nitrate nitrite ON 
Dissolved silica OFF 
Particulate silica OFF 
Total Iron OFF 
Labile DOM ON 
Refractory_DOM ON 
Labile POM ON 
Refractory POM OrF 
Algae ON 
Dissolved oxygen ON 




































Temperature rnult [CGQ10) = 0.000 
a-Order Decay (CGODK] =-l.OOO/day 










Settling (SSS] = 1.000 m/day 
Decay [LDOMDK] 0.120 /day 
to refractory (LRDDK] 0.001 /day 
Decay [RDOMDK] O. 001 /day 
Decay [LPOMDK] 0.060 /day 
to refractory [LRPDK] 0.001 /day 
Settling [POMS] 0.350 m/day 























ChI a/algae ratio 





































































1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

















Lower Temperature Bounds 
Constituent Rate 
Algal group 1 Growth 
Stoichiometric Equivalence 
Lower 
































































[AT4] = 40.0 
Oxygen [DM02] 




1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 
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Partitioning Coefficients 
Phosphorous [PARTP] = 1.200 rn A 3/g 
Silica [PARTSI] = 0.200 mA 3/g 
Miscellaneous Constants 
Aerobic oxygen limit 





The next section contains summary statistics regarding inflows and inflow constituent concentrations. 
This is useful for screening time-varying input files if the user has not already plotted up and 
screened them. 
EXAMPLE 
Water Balance Summary 
Waterbody 1 
total inflows total outflows 
average maximum average maximum 







average maximum average maximum 
distributed tributaries 
average maximum 
5.22 124.38 0.07 1.60 0.00 0.00 
Outflows 
outlets withdrawals 
average maximum average maximum 
6.25 38.19 0.00 0.00 
Inflow Constituent Statistics 
Branch 1 
Constituent name Average Maximum Minimum 
Dissolved solids 49.576 99.000 10.000 
Suspended solids 1 4.467 156.000 2.000 
Phosphate 0.020 0.020 0.020 
Ammonium 0.100 0.100 0.100 
Nitrate nitrite 0.200 0.200 0.200 
Labile DOM 0.382 0.382 0.382 
Refractory_DOM 0.892 0.892 0.892 
Labile POM 0.425 0.425 0.425 
Algae 0.000 0.000 0.000 




Geometric information follows including all information in the control and bathymetry file along 
with a computed area-volume-elevation table that also includes average width and depth. Theoretical 
hydraulic residence at each elevation is also included if the waterbody is a reservoir. The location of 
the surface layer is indicated by a [KT] next to the layer number. The computational grid showing 
cell widths is then output, at the top of which is the segment number and the distance to the end ofthe 
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Segments 1-58 
Branches 1-6 
Bottom elevation [ELBOT) 228.60 m 
Surface layer (KT) 23 
Vertical spacing (H) 
Layer 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
15 16 17 18 19 
Height (m) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 
0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 
Layer 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 
34 35 36 37 38 
Height (m) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 
0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 
Layer 39 
Height (m) 0.6 
Branch 1 
Upstream segment [US) 2 Downstream segment (OS) 24 
Upstream head segment [URS} 0 Downstream head segment [DRS] 0 
Branch 2 
Upstream segment (US) 27 Downstream segment (OS) 36 
Upstream head segment (UHS) 0 Downstream bead segment [DRS] 19 
Branch 3 
Upstream segment (US) 39 Downstream segment [DS] 42 
Upstream head segment [URS] 0 Downstream head segment [DBS] 17 
Branch 4 
Upstream segment (US) 45 Downstream segment (OS) 47 
Upstream head segment [URS] 0 Downstream head segment [DRS] 21 
Branch 5 
Upstream segment [US] 50 Downstream segment (OS) 52 
Upstream head segment (URS] 0 Downstream head segment (DRS] 36 
Branch 6 
Upstream segment (US) 55 Downstream segment (OS) 57 
Upstream head segment (UHS] 0 Downstream head segment [DHS] 32 
Initial Branch Volume [VOLB] ~ 9495622.2 m A 3 
Branch 1 Volume-Area-Elevation Table 
Layer Elevation Area Volume Active Cells Average depth Average width 
(m) (1.0E6 ro"2) (1. OE6 ro"3) (m) (m) 
2 251.17 5.171 58.316 630 11.3 262.48 
3 250.56 5.002 55.162 607 11. 0 253.90 
4 249.95 4.923 52.111 584 10.6 249.88 
5 249.34 4.828 49.108 563 10.2 245.09 
6 248.73 4.706 46.163 542 9.8 238.89 
7 248.12 4.624 43.292 521 9.4 234.74 
8 247.51 4.522 40.471 500 9.0 229.52 
9 246.90 4~350 37.713 479 8.7 220.84 
10 246.29 4.191 35.059 458 8.4 212.73 
11 245.68 4.059 32.503 437 8.0 206.02 
12 245.07 3.835 30.027 417 7.8 194. 70 
13 244.46 3.661 27.688 397 7.6 185.86 
14 243.85 3.570 25.454 378 7.1 181.21 
15 243.24 3.476 23.277 359 6.7 176.45 
16 242.63 3.363 21.156 341 6.3 170.73 
17 242.02 3.083 19.104 323 6.2 156.48 
18 241.41 2.972 17.224 305 5.8 150.88 
19 240.80 2.878 15.411 287 5.4 146.07 
20 240.19 2.777 13.655 269 4.9 140.96 
21 239.58 2.626 11. 962 251 4.6 133.29 
22 238.97 2.485 10.360 233 4.2 126.14 
23 KT 238.36 2.413 8.844 216 3.7 122.50 
24 237.75 2.282 7.372 199 3.2 115.85 
25 237.14 1. 927 5.980 182 3.1 97.83 
26 236.53 1. 716 4.804 165 2.8 87.12 
27 235.92 1.290 3.757 148 2.9 65.48 
28 235.31 1.150 2.970 132 2.6 58.38 
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29 234.70 0.995 2.269 116 2.3 50.52 
30 234.09 0.B39 1. 662 101 2.0 42.61 
31 233.48 0.595 1.150 B6 1.9 30.19 
32 232.87 0.410 0.787 71 1.9 20 .. 84 
33 232.26 0.306 0.536 56 l.B 15.51 
34 231. 65 0.225 0.350 41 1.6 11. 41 
35 231.04 0.145 0.213 2B .1. 5 7.34 
36 230.43 0.106 0.125 17 1.2 ,5,39 
37 229.82 0.074 0.060 B O.B 3.76 
3B 229.21 0.024 0.015 3 0.6 1. 23 
Initial Branch Volume [VOLB] ~ 2111233.1 mA 3 
Branch 2 Volume-Area-Elevation Table 
Layer Elevation Area Volume Active Cells Average depth Average width 
1m) (l.OE6 mA2) (l.OE6 rnAJ) 1m) 1m) 
2 251.17 1.253 13.852 270 11.1 166.71 
3 250.56 1.224 13.088 260 10.7 162.B3 
4 249.95 1.202 12.341 250 10.3 159.89 
5 249.34 1.179 11.608 240 9.B 156,87 
6 248.73 1.155 10.889 230 9.4 153.75 
7 248.12 1.133 10.185 220 9.0 150.82 
B 247.51 1.104 9.493 210 B.6 146.96 
9 246.90 1. 082 8.819 200 B.2 143.99 
10 246.29 1. 046 8.159 190 7.B 139.25 
11 245.68 1.014 7.521 1BO 7.4 134.98 
12 245.07 0.987 6.902 170 7.0 131.38 
13 244.46 0.957 6.300 160 6.6 127.41 
14 243.85 0.926 5.716 150 6.2 123.22 
15 243.24 0.B34 5.151 140 6.2 110.92 
16 242.63 0.778 4.643 130 6.0 103.53 
17 242.02 0.701 4.168 120 5.9 93.34 
1B 241. 41 0.656 3.740 110 5.7 87.24 
19 240.80 0.595 3.340 100 5.6 79.21 
20 240.19 0.566 2.977 92 5.3 75.36 
21 239.58 0.548 2.632 B4 4. B 72.89 
22 238.97 0.534 2.29B 76 4.3 71.10 
23 KT 238.36 0.517 1.972 6B 3.B 68.81 
24 237.75 0.488 1.656 60 3.4 64.89 
25 237.14 0.471 1.359 53 2.9 62.69 
26 236.53 0.447 1.071 46 2.4 59.53 
27 235.92 0.370 0.798 39 2.2 49.26 
2B 235.31 0.339 0.573 32 1.7 45.10 
29 234.70 0.216 0.366 25 1.7 28.68 
30 234.09 0.153 0.234 1B 1.5 20.31 
31 233.48 0.094 0.141 14 1.5 12.52 
32 232.87 0.074 0.OB4 10 1.1 9.82 
33 232.26 0.035 0.039 7 1.1 4.61 
34 231. 65 0.024 O.OlB 4 0.7 3.18 
35 231.04 0.005 0.003 1 0.6 0.69 
36 230.43 0.000 0.000 0 0.0 0.00 
37 229.82 0.000 0.000 0 0.0 0.00 
3B 229.21 0.000 0.000 0 0.0 0.00 
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Waterbody 1 Bathymetry [B] , m 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
19162 18000 16925 15787 14762 13925 13100 12337 11400 10400 9410 
1 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 
2 23. 23. 59. 169. 169. 169. 137. 136. 216. 216. 442. 
3 10. 14. 58. 168. 168. 168. 134. 13l. 213. 213. 402. 
4 O. O. 56. 166. 166. 166. 130. l30. 212. 212. 40l. 
5 O. O. 55. 163. 163. 163. 126. 126. 204. 204. 393. 
6 O. O. 52. 148. 148. 148. 123. 123. 20l. 20I. 387. 
7 O. O. 50. 140. 143. 143. 122. 120. 198. 198. 38L 
8 O. O. 33. 133. 140. 140. 119. 116. 195. 195. 378. 
9 O. O. 28. 128. 133. 133. 116. 113. 192. 192. 332. 
10 O. O. 26. 93. 13L 131. 114. 110. 187. 187. 320. 
11 O. O. O. 73. 128. 128. 11l. 105. 183. 183. 314. 
12 O. O. O. 36. 93. 123. 108. 102. 180. 180. 277. 
13 O. O. O. O. 73. 120. 98. 98. 175. 175. 259. 
14 O. O. O. O. 36. 119. 96. 96. 172 . 172. 256. 
15 O. O. o. o. O. 119. 94. 94. 171. 17l. 250. 
16 O. O. O. O. O. 116. 93. 93. 168. 168. 219. 
17 O. O. O. O. O. l1I. 9L 8L 98. 98. 189. 
18 O. o. o. o. O. 10l. 90. 78. 85. 85. 186. 
19 O. O. O. O. O. 93. 88. 73. 75. 75. 180. 
20 O. O. O. o. O. 73. 84. 69. 64. 64. 177 . 
21 O. O. o. O. O. 36. 40. 67. 53. 53. 174. 
22 O. O. o. o. o. O. 32. 62. 46. 46. 155. 
23 KT O. O. O. O. O. O. 30. 52. 43. 43. 152. 
24 O. O. O. O. O. O. 27. 49. 4L 4L 13L 
25 O. o. o. o. o. O. 16. 43. 37. 37. 125. 
26 O. O. o. o. o. O. 6. 24. 34. 34. 122. 
27 O. O. O. o. O. O. O. 23. 30. 30. 37. 
28 O. O. o. o. o. o. O. 18. 26. 26. 27. 
29 O. O. o. o. o. o. o. O. 20. 20. 18. 
30 O. O. o. O. O. o. O. O. 17. 17. 15. 
31 O. O. O. O. O. O. o. O. 15. 15. 12. 
32 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 13. 13. 1L 
33 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 10. 10. 9. 
34 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 6. 
35 O. O. O. o. o. O. o. o. O. O. O. 
36 O. O. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. O. 
37 O. O. O. o. O. O. o. O. O. O. O. 
38 O. O. o. O. O. o. O. O. o. O. O. 
39 O. O. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. 
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Finally, initial conditions for the water surface deviation, temperature, and constituent concentrations 
are output. The user should check these to ensure that the initial concentrations are correct, particu-
larly when using the vertical and/or longitudinal profile files to set initial conditions. Inactive seg-
ments are output to ensure the user realizes that the initial water surface has caused upstream seg-
ments to be subtracted. The example illustrates this. 
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EXAMPLE 
Water Surface [Z], 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
-0.2700· -0.2700 -0.2700 -0.2700 -0.2700 -0.2700 -0.2700 -0.2700 -0.2700 -0.2700 -0.2700 -0.2700 
Temperature (TIl, deg-C 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
23 5.500 5.500 5.500 5.500 5.500 5.500 
24 5.500 5.500 5.500 5.500 5.500 5.500 
25 5.500 5.500 5.500 5.500 5.500 5.500 
26 5.400 5.400 5.400 5.400 5.400 5.400 
27 5.400 5.400 5.400 5.400 5.400 
28 5.500 5.500 5.500 5.500 5.500 
29 5.400 5.400 5.400 5.400 
30 5.300 5.300 5;300 5.300 
31 5.300 5.300 5.300 5.300 
32 5.400 5.400 5.400 5.400 
33 5.300 5.300 5.300 5.300 
34 5.200 5.200 
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Warning Messages (pre.wrn) 
The preprocessor does an extensive check of inputs in order to determine ifinputs "make sense". For 
many cases. it is easy to determine if the input is valid or not. For these cases, information is written 
to the error output file (pre. err) ifthe information is invalid. For instance, an algal growth rate that is 
less than the respiration rate. However, because the model is so flexible, certain inputs are not nec-
essarily errors, but should be flagged so that the user can check to ensure that what they have input is 
indeed what they mean to be doing. Additionally, when kinetic rates differ from valid ranges or a 
specific value that should not normally be changed, a warning message is also generated. 
For example, the preprocessor warns the user that certain active constituents are given a zero initial 
concentration, are not included in branch inflows, or a number of other things that are okay to do, but 
need to be checked to see if this is what the user really wants to do. This is entirely analogous to a 
FORTRAN compiler that will issue warning and error messages. Warning messages are meant to 
alert the user to potential problems. Error messages are meant to alert the user that they cannot con-
tinue until the problem is fixed. 
All warning messages include a concise statement in English showing what the problem is. Also in-
cluded is the FORTRAN variable name as it appears in the input file header along with its value 
where appropriate. This is illustrated in the following example. 
EXAMPLE 
Epiphyton excretion rate [EE~O.OOO] < 0.001 for epiphyton group 1 
Oxygen to algal respiration stoichiometry [02AR~1.400) /= 1.1 for waterhody 1 
Phosphorus/organic matter stoichiometry [ORGP=O.011] /= 0.005 for waterbody 1 
Water surface elevation is below bottom elevation at segment 1 
Water surface elevation is below bottom elevation at segment 2 
Water surface elevation is below bottom elevation at segment 3 
Water surface elevation is below bottom elevation at segment 4 
Water surface elevation is below bottom elevation at segment 5 
Water surface elevation is below bottom elevation at segment 6 
Water surface elevation is below bottom elevation at segment 7 
Water surface elevation is below bottom elevation at segment 26 
Water surface elevation is below bottom elevation at segment 27 
Water surface elevation is below bottom elevation at segment 28 
Water surface elevation is below bottom elevation at segment 44 
Water surface elevation is below bottom elevation at segment 45 
Water surface elevation is below bottom elevation at segment 49 
Water surface elevation is below bottom elevation at segment 50 
In the above example, the user is warned that the epiphyton excretion rate is less than the recom-
mended minimum value. Likewise, the stoichiometric relationships are flagged as these should not 
be changed from their default values unless the user has data that indicates a different stoichiometry. 
The remaining warning messages inform the user that part of the system is dry based on the given 
initial water surface elevation. 
A very important point - the user should not assume that because there are no warnings generated 
that there are no problems with inputs. It is not possible to check all possible combinations ofinputs, 
so there may be problems that were not flagged. 
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Error Messages (pre.err) 
Input errors that will prevent the model from running correctly or running at all are extensively 
screened and, when found, are included in the preprocessor error output file. All error messages in-
clude a concise stat~ment in English what the problem is along with the FORTRAN variable name as 
it appears. in the input file header and its input value where appropriate. This is illustrated in the fol-
lowing,e~ample. . 
EXAMPLE 
Starting time [TMSTRT~75.000] < ending time [TMEND~-320.000] 
Timestep fraction [DLTF(1)=-O.850] <= 0.0 
Internal gravity wave limitation control [CELC= onl /= II ON" or "OFF" for waterbody 1 
Heat exchange solution control {SLHTC= term] /=" TERM" or ,,' ET" for waterbody 1 
Vertical advection time weighting [THETA=-O.550] < 0.0 for waterbody 1 
Selective withdrawal elev.ation (ESTR=137.700] < the bottom active cell elevation 
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Spreadsheet Plot 
Thespreadsheet output was designed to be easily imported into i'spreadsheet program for plotting 
vertical profiles of temperature, constituents, and derived constituents, Output consists of the varia-
ble name, Julian date, depth below water surface, elevation, and temperature and/or concentrations 
for the output segment. Additional segments each contain a depth, elevation, and tempera-
ture/concentration colum and are continued to the right. Whenever a depth or vertical layer is part or 
the channel bottom, an 'm' is placed in the cell. This allows your spreadsheet to preserve the correct 
column format once imported. 
EXAMPLE 
Constituent Julian_day Depth Elevation Seg_24 
Temperature 75.703 -0.403 238.152 6.04 
Temperature 75.703 -1.110 237.444 5.B6 
Temperature 75.703 -1.720 236.834 5.65 
Temperature 75.703 -2.330 236.224 5.50 
Temperature 75.703 -2.940 235.614 5.41 
Temperature 75.703 -3.550 235.004 5.34 
Temperature 75.703 -4.160 234.394 5.30 
Temperature 75.703 -4.770 233.784 5.28 
Temperature 75.703 -5.380 233.174 5.31 
Temperature 75.703 -5.990 232.564 5.34 
Temperature 75.703 -6.600 231.954 5.33 
Temperature 75.703 -7.210 231.344 5.32 
Temperature 75.703 -7.820 230.734 5.31 
Temperature 75.703 -8.430 230.124 5.31 
Temperature 75.703 -9.040 229.514 5'.31 
Temperature 75.703 -9.650 228.904 5.31 
Dissolved solids, g/ro"3 75.703 -0.403 238.152 0.42E+02 
Dissolved solids, g/ro"3 75.703 -1.110 237.444 0.42E+02 
Dissolved solids, g/ro"3 75.703 -1.720 236.B34 0.42E+02 
Dissolved solids, g/ro"3 75.703 -2.330 236.224 0.42E+02 
Dissolved solids, g/ro"3 75.703 -2.940 235.614 0.42E+02 
Dissolved solids, g/ro"3 75.703 -3.550 235.004 0.42E+02 
Dissolved solids, g/ro"3 75.703 -4.160 234.394 0.42E+02 
Dissolved solids, g/ro"3 75.703 -4.770 233.7EP:I 0.42E+02 
Dissolved solids, g/ro"3 75.703 -5.380 233.174 0.47E+02 
Dissolved solids, g/ro"3 75.703 -5.990 232.564 0.56E+02 
Dissolved solids, giro" 3 75.703 -6.600 231.954 0.61E+02 
Dissolved solids, g/ro"3 75.703 -7.210 231.344 0.62E+02 
Dissolved solids, g/ro"3 75.703 -7.820 230.734 0.62E+02 
Dissolved solids, g/ro"3 75.703 -8.430 230,124 0.62E+02 
Dissolved solids, g/ro"3 75.703 -9.040 229.514 0.62E+02 
Dissolved solids, g/ro"3 75.703 -9.650 22B.904 0.62E+02 
Suspended solids!, g/ro"3 75.703 -0.403 238.!52 0.60E+00 
Suspended solids1, g/ro"3 75.703 -1.110 237.444 0.76E+00 
Suspended solids!, g/ro"3 75.703 -1.720 236.834 0.83E+00 
Suspended solids1, g/ro"3 75.703 -2.330 236.224 0.86E+00 
Suspended solids1, g/ro"3 75.703 -2.940 235.614 0.87E+00 
Suspended solids!, g/ro"3 75.703 -3.550 235.004 0.88E+00 
Suspended solids!, g/ro"3 75.703 -4.160 234.394 0.88E+00 
Suspended solids1, g/ro"3 75.703 -4.770 233.784 0.86E+00 
Suspended solids!, g/ro"3 75.703 -5.380 233.174 0.90E+00 
Suspended solids!, g/ro"3 75.703 -5.990 232.564 0.14E+01 
Suspended solids!, g/ro"3 75.703 -6.600 231. 954 0.22E+01 
Suspended solids!, g/ro"3 75.703 -7.210 231.344 0.28E+01 
Suspended solids1, g/ro"3 75.703 -7.820 230.734 0.29E+01 
Suspended solids1, g/ro"3 75.703 -B.430 230.124 0.30E+01 
Suspended solids1, g/ro"3 75.703 -9.040 229.514 0.30E+01 
Suspended solidsl, g/ro"3 75.703 -9.650 228.904 0.30E+01 
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Profile Plot 
The profile plot output file was originally developed to provide data for a plotting package from 
Computer Associates called DISSPLA. This was a popular set of FORTRAN callable subroutines 
developed back in the 1970's for visualizing scientific computing. The vertical temperature plots 
with statistics presented in Chapter 3 were produced using a DISSPLA compatible software package 
developed for the PC. If the user should decide to develop their own plotting program, then the fol-
lowing describes the information located in the profile plot output file. 
As in most other output files, the card titles are included for identifying the run prior to plotting and 
also for including information about the run on the plot. 
Burnsville Reservoir - March 15 through December 11, 1992 
Density placed inflow, point sink 'outflows 
Default hydraulic coeffici~nts 
Default light absorption/extinction coefficients 
Default kinetic coefficients 
Temperature and water quality simulation 
Run 8 
Testing sensitivity to wind 
wind sheltering set to 0.75 
Jim Stiles and Vince Marchese, USACE Huntington District 
Model run at 13:18:39 on 07/23/02 
The next line reports: 
I. maximum number of layers [K.MX] 
2. number of segments for which information is output [NIPRF] 
3. total number of output dates [NDSP] 
4. total number of constituents regardless of whether they are included in the simulations 
[NCT] 
5. total number of derived constituents regardless of whether they are included in the' 
output [NDC] 
6. pointer to the profile date currently in effect [PRFDPI 
7. waterbody surface layer [KTWB] 
8. logical variable that is T if constituents are simulated, otherwise F 
39 1 3 17 23 12 1 23 T 
The next line reports the segment(s) output [IPRFl: 
18 24 
The next three lines report which constituents are active: 
ON ON orr ON ON ON ON OFF orr OFF ON ON ON OFF ON ON orr OFF orr orr 
orr OFF OFF OFF orF OFF OFF OFF orF OFF OFF OFF orF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF 
OFF 
Constituent and derived constituent names are included in the next 21 lines: 
Temperature, 0C 
Residence time, days 
Phosphate, mg/mA 3 
C-343 
Dissolved solids, g/mA 3 
Suspended solidsl, g/mA 3 
Ammonium, mg/mA 3 
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Nitrate nitrite, g/ro"3 Dissolved silica, g/ro"'3 
Particulate silica, g/ro"'3 Total Iron, g/ro"3 
Labile DOM, g/ro"'3 Refractory_DOM, g/m~3 
Labile POM, g/ro"3 Refractory POM, g/ro"'3 
Algae, g/ro"3 Dissolved oxygen, g/ro"3 
Inorganic carbon, g/ro"'3 Alkalinity, g/ro"'3 
Dissolved organic carbon, g/ro"'3 Particulate organic carbon, g/ro"'3 
Total organic carbon, g/ro"'3 Dissolved organic nitrogen, g/ro"3 
Particulate organic nitrogen, g/ro"3 Total organic nitrogen, g/ro"3 
Total nitrogen, g/ro"3 Dissolved organic phosphorus t mg/rnA 3 
Particulate organic phosphorus, rog/m"3 Total organic phosphorus, mg/rnA 3 
Total phosphorus, mg/rnA 3 Algal production, g/m"2/day 
Chlorophyll at mg/rnA 3 Total algae, g/ro"3 
Oxygen gas saturation, % Total suspended solids, g/m~3 
Total inorganic suspended solids,g/mA 3 Total Kheldahl nitrogen, g/mA 3 
Carbonaceous ultimate BOD, g/mA 3 pH 
Carbon dioxide, g/mA 3 Bicarbonate, g/mn 3 
Carbonate, g/mn3 
The constituent and derived constituent numbers follow on the next line. Temperature is always con-
sidered constituent I and derived constituents continue increasing from the last constituent number. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 11 12 13 15 16 
The bottom active layer for each output segment is given on the next line. 
36 38 
Layer heights for layers I through the maximum [KMX] are output next. 
0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 
0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 
0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 
0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 
Initial temperatures/constituent concentrations for each segment specified in the profilesegment card 
are then output. Initial temperatures/constituent concentrations are always output in case the user 
wants to include these in their plot to show how much change has occurred over til1le. The first line 
contains the constituent abbreviation and the number of values corresponding to the number of active 
layers output. The next line(s) contain the temperatures/concentrations for a given segment. 
TEMP 14 
5.50 5.50 5.50 5.40 5.40 5.50 5.40 5.30 
5.30 5.40 5.30 5.20 5.20 5.20 
TEMP 16 
5.50 5.50 5.50 5.40 5.40 5.50 5.40 5.30 
5.30 5.40 5.30 5.20 5.20 5.20 5.20 5.20 
TDS 14 
0.400£+02 0.400£+02 0.400£+02 0.400£+02 0.450£+02 0.500E+02 0.550E+02 0.680E+02 
0.700£+020.650E+02 0.600E;t02 0.550E+02 0.500E+02 0.450E+02 
TDS 16 
0.400£+02 0.400E+02 0.400E+02 0.400E+02 0.450E+02 0.500E+02 0.550E+02 0.680E+02 
0.700E+02 0.650E+02 0.600E+02 0.550E+02 0.500E+02 0.450E+02 0.400E+02 0.340E+02 
ISS 14 
0.100E+01 0.100£+01 0.100E+01 0.100E+Ol 0.100E+01 0.100E+01 0.100£+01 0.100E+01 
0.100E+Ol 0.200E+01 0.200E+01 0.500E+Ol 0.500E+01 0.500E+01 
ISS 16 
0.100E+Ol 0.100E+01 0.100E+01 0.100E+Ol 0.100E+01 0.100E+01 0.100E+01 0.100E+01 
0.100E+Ol 0.200E+01 0.200E+01 0.500E+Ol 0.500E+01 0.500E+Ol 0.150E+02 0.300E+02 
P04 14 
0.200E-01 0.200E-01 0.200E-01 0.200E-Ol 0.200E-01 0.200E-01 0.200E-01 0.200E-01 
0.200E-Ol 0.200E-01 0.200E-01 0.200E-Ol 0.200E-Ol 0.200E-01 
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P04 16 
a.200E-O! a.200E-Q! a.200E-O! a.200E-O! a.200E-O! a.200E-O! a.200E-O! O.200E-O! 
a.200E-Ql a.200E-Dl a.200E-Dl a.200E-O! a.200E-Dl a.200E-Dl a.200E-Ql O.200E-Dl 
NH4 14 
D.500E-Ql D.SOOE-Dl D.500E-Dl D.SOOE-O! D.500E-Dl D.500E-Dl D.500E-Ol D.SaOE-Dl 
a.500E-Ol D.SOOE-O! D.500E-O! D.500E-Ol D.500E-Ol D.500E-Ol 
NH4 16 
D.SOOE-Ol D.SOOE-O! D.500E-O! D.500E-O! D.SOOE-Ol D.500E-O! D.500E-O! D.SOOE-Q! 
D.500E-O! D.SOOE-Q! D.SOOE-O! O.SOOE-Q! D.500E-O! a.500E-O! D.500E-Q! D.SOOE-Q! 
N03 14 
O.200E+OO O.200E+OO O.200E+OO O.200E+OO O.200E+OO O.200E+OO O.200E+OO O.200E+QO 
O.20DE+DO O.200E+OQ O.20DE+OO O.200E+OO O.200E+OQ O.200E+OO 
N03 16 
O.200E+OO O.200E+OO O.200E+DO O.20DE+OO O.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 
0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 
LDOM 14 
0.675E+00 0.675E+00 0.675E+00 0.675E+00 0.675E+00 0.675E+00 0.675E+00 0.675E+00 
0.675E+00 0.675E+00 0.675E+00 0.675E+00 0.675E+00 0.675E+00 
LDOM 16 
0.675E+00 0.675E+00 0.675E+00 0.675E+00 0.675E+00 0.675E+00 0.675E+00 0.675E+00 
0.675E+00 0.675E+00 0.675E+00 0.675E+00 0.675E+00 0.675E+00 0.675E+00 0.675E+00 
ROOM 14 
0.157E+01 0.157E+01 0.157E+01 o .157E+01 0.157E+01 o .157E+01 0.157E+01 0.157E+01 
0.157E+01 0.157E+01 0.157E+01 0.157E+01 0.157E+01 o .157E+01 
ROOM 16 
0.157E+01 0.157E+01 0.157E+01 0.157E+01 0.157E+01 0.157E+01 0.157E+01 0.157E+01 
0.157E+01 0.157E+01 0.157E+01 0.157E+01 0.157E+01 0.157E+01 0.157E+01 0.157E+01 
LPOM 14 
0.750E+00 0.750E+00 0.750E+00 0.750E+00 0.750E+00 0.750E+00 0.750E+00 0.750E+00 
0.750E+00 0.750E+00 0.750E+00 0.750E+00 0.750E+00 0.750E+00 
LPOM 16 
0.750E+00 0.750E+00 0.750E+00 0.750E+00 0.750E+00 0.750E+00 0.750E+00 0.750E+00 
0.750E+00 0.750E+00 0.750E+00 0.750E+00 0.750E+00 0.750E+00 0.750E+00 0.750E+00 
ALG1 14 
0.650E+00 0.650E+00 0.650E+00 0.650E+00 0.650E+00 0.650E+00 0.650E+00 0.650E+00 
0.650E+00 0.650E+00 0.650E+00 0.650E+00 0.650E+00 0.650E+00 
ALG1 16 
0.650E+00 0.650E+00 0.650E+00 0.650E+00 0.650E+00 0.650E+00 0.650E+00 0.650E+00 
0.650E+00 0.650E+00 0.650E+00 0.650E+00 0.650E+00 0.650E+00 0.650E+00 0.650E+00 
DO 14 
0.108E+02 0.107E+02 0.107E+02 0.108E+02 0.108E+02 0.109E+02 0.109E+02 0.109E+02 
0.109E+02 0.110E+02 0.110E+02 0.110E+02 o . 110E+02 o . 110E+02 
DO 16 
0.108E+02 0.107E+02 0.107E+02 0.108E+02 0.108E+02 0.109E+02 0.109E+02 0.109E+02 
0.109E+02 0.110E+02 0.110E+02 o . 110E+02 0.110E+02 0.110E+02 0.110E+02 o . 110E+02 
The next output grouping consists of temperature/constituent concentrations output over time for the 
dates and frequencies specified in the control file. The first line includes: 
1. Julian date [JDA Y] 
2. Gregorian date [GOA Y] 
3. water surface layer number [KTWB] 
4. deviation of the water surface [Z] from the top of the surface layer [KT] 
5. how many dates information has been written to the file 
The next line contains the abbreviated constituent name and the'number of active layers at the seg-
ment. This is also the number of values that have to be read in the following cards. 
75.702 Mar 15, 1992 23 -0.1950 1 
TEMP 14 
5.81 5.64 5.48 5.41 5.37 5.35 5.34 5.33 
5.32 5.32 5.32 5.32 5.32 5.32 
TEMP 16 
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6.07 5.89 5.67 5.52 5.41 5.34 5.30 5.29 
5.32 5.34 5.32 5.32 5.31 5.31 5.31 5.31 
ISS 14 
0.674E+00 0.850E+OO 0.991E+00 0.116E+01 0.136E+01 0.148E+01 0.166E+01 0.191E+01 
0.208E+01 0.225E+01 0.239E+01 0.250E+01 0.255E+01 0.255E+01 
ISS 16 
0.611E+00 0.771E+OO 0.841E+00 0.873E+00 0.888E+OO 0.893E+00 0.891E+OO 0.870E+00 
0.877E+00 0.130E+01 O.217E+01 0.279E+01 0.296E+01 0.307E+01 0.307E+01 0.307E+01 
P04 14 
0.157E-01 0.171E-01 0.182E-01 0.186E-01 0.188E-01 0.189E-01 0.191E-01 0.193E-01 
0.195&-01 0.196E-01 0.197E-01 0.198E-01 o .198E-01 0.198E-01 
P04 16 
0.155E-01 0.166E-01 o .177E-01 O,182E-01 0.185E-01 0.187E-01 O,189E-01 0.191E-01 
0.189E-01 0.181E-01 0.185E-01 0.193E-01 o .196E-01 0.199E-01 0.199E-01 0.199E-01 
NH4 14 
0.507E-01 0.507E-01 0.507E-01 0.507E-01 0.507E-01 0.507E-01 0.507E-01 0.507E-01 
0.507E-01 0.506E-01 0.506E-01 0.505E-01 0.503E-01 0.503E-01 
NH4 16 
0.508E-01 0.508E-01 0.508E-01 0.508E-01 0.508E-01 0.508E-01 0.509E-01 0.509E-01 
0.509E-01 0.510E-01 0.510E-01 0.510E-01 0.510E-01 0.510E-01 0.510E-01 0.510E-01 
N03 14 
0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 
0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 
N03 16 
0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 
0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 0.200E+00 
LOOM 14 
0.665E+00 0.666E+00 0.666E+00 0.666E+00 0.666E+00 0.666E+00 0.666E+00 0.666E+00 
0.666E+00 0.666E+00 0.667E+00 0.667E+00 0.668E+00 0.668E+00 
LOOM 16 
0.664E+00 0.665E+00 0.665E+00 0.665E+00 0.665E+00 0.665E+00 0.665E+00 0.665E+00 
0.665E+00 0.664E+00 0.664E+00 0.664E+00 0.664E+00 0.664E+00 0.664E+00 0.664E+00 
ROOM 14 
0.157E+01 0.157E+01 0.157E+01 0.157E+01 0.157E+01 0.158E+01 0.158E+01 0.158E+01 
0.158E+01 0.158E+01 0.158E+01 0.158E+01 0.158E+Ol 0.158E+Ol 
ROOM 16 
0.157E+Ol 0.157E+Ol 0.157E+Ol 0.157E+01 0.157E+Ol 0.157E+Ol 0.157E+Ol 0.157E+Ol 
0.157E+01 0.157E+01 0.157E+01 0.157E+01 0.157E+Ol 0.157E+Ol 0.157E+Ol 0.157E+Ol 
LPOM 14 
0.641E+00 0.697E+00 0.717E+00 0.727E+00 0.732E+00 0.734E+00 0.739E+00 0.742E+00 
0.743E+00 0.744E+00 0.745E+00 0.746E+00 0.747E+00 0.747E+00 
LPOM 16 
0.624E+00 0.683E+00 0.703E+00 0.711E+00 0.715E+00 0.718E+00 0.719E+00 0.721E+00 
0.728E+00 0.736E+00 0.742E+00 0.743E+00 0.743E+00 0.743E+00 0.743E+00 0.743E+00 
ALGI 14 
0.615E+00 0.636E+00 0.643E+00 0.646E+00 0.647E+00 0.648E+00 0.649E+00 0.650E+00 
0.650E+00 0.651E+00 0.652E+00 0.653E+00 0.655E+00 0.655E+00 
ALGI 16 
0.607E+00 0.630E+00 0.637E+00 0.639E+00 0.640E+00 0.641E+00 0.641E+00 0.641E+00 
0.643E+00 0.645E+00 0.646E+00 0.646E+00 0.646E+00 0.646E+00 0.646E+00 0.646E+00 
DO 14 
o . 110E+02 0.109E+02 0.108E+02 0.108E+02 o .108E+02 0.108E+02 0.108E+02 0.108E+02 
0.109E+02 0.109E+02 0.109E+02 0.109E+02 o .108E+02 0.108E+02 
DO 16 
0.110E+02 0.109E+02 0.109E+02 0.108E+02 0.108E+02 0.108E+02 0.108E+02 0.108E+02 
0.108E+02 0.109E+02 0.109E+02 0.109E+02 0.109E+02 0.109E+02 0.109E+02 0.109E+02 
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VECTOR PLOT OUTPUT FILES 
Vector Plot 
As in the profile plot output, vector plot output was developed for a D1SSPLA plotting program writ-
ten using FORTRAN callable plotting subroutines. The information is sufficient to develop vector 
plots of velocities. Output consists initially of: 
l. title cards 
2. layer thicknesses [H] 
3. branch upstream segment [US] 
4. branch downstream segment [OS] 
5. segment length [DLX] 
Each title card takes up a separate line in the output. Items 2-5 are output on a single line. The user 
should refer to the code for the actual format of the output. The preceeding information is time inva-
riant and is used to set up the plotting grid. During simulations, the following information is output: 
l. Julian date [JDA Y] 
2. Gregorian date [GOA Y] 
3. water surface layer [KTWB] 
4. upstream segment number for each branch in a waterbody 
5. water surface deviations at each segment for all branches in a waterbody 
6. elevation for each layer at each segment for all branches in a waterbody 
7. horizontal velocities for each layer at each segment for all branches in a waterbody 
8. vertical velocities for each layer at each segment for all branches in a waterbody 
Currently, the user must develop their own plotting program to use this feature, which will normally 
require "getting under the hood" of the model to customize model output. A future release of the 
model will include a plotting program that can be used to generate velocity vector plots. 
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OUTPUT FILES CONTOUR PLOT 
Contour Plot 
As in the profile and vector plot output, this output was originally included for developing DISSPLA 
contour plots of model output using FORTRAN callable subroutines. The infonnation is sufficientto 
develop contour plots of temperatures and constituents. Output consists initially of: 
I. title cards 
2. number of branches [NBR] 
3. grid dimensions [KMX] and [IMX] 
4. branch upstream and downstream segments [US] and [OS] 
5. segment length [DLX] 
6. layer heights [H] 
7. number of active constituents 
8. active constituent names 
Each title card takes up a separate line in the output and each ofthe remaing item number is output on 
a single line. The user s.hould refer to the code for the actual format of the output. 'The preceeding 
information is time invariant and is used to set up the plotting grid. During simulations, the following 
information is output: 
I. Julian date [JDA Y] and Gregorian date [GOA Y] 
3. water surface layer [KTWB] 
3. tributary inflows [QTR] , 
4. tributary inflow temperatures [TTR] 
5. tributary inflow concentrations for each active constituent [CTR] 
6. current upstream segment [CUS] 
7. branch inflow [QIN] and the sum ofthe branch inflow [QSUM] 
8. interfacial area (width times height) [BHRKTl] for all active segments in the surface 
layer [KT] 
9. interfacial area [BHR] for all remaining active computational cells 
10. horizontal velocities [U] 
11. flows [QCJ 
12. water surface deviations [Z] 
13. temperatures 
14. constituent concentrations 
Currently, the user must develop their own plotting program to use this feature, which will normally 
require "getting under the hood" of the model to customize model output. A future release of the 
model will include a plotting program that can be used to generate velocity vector plots. 
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KINETIC FLUXES OUTPUT FILES 
Kinetic Fluxes 
The ability to compute kinetic fluxes is new in the latest version. Two types of output are available. 
The first is similar to snapshot output and is specified by setting the kinetic flux control variable 
!KFLCl to ASCII. The segments that are output are currently controlled by the snapshot segments in 
the control file that are specified for output. The user must then develop a method for plotting up the 
output in whatever format they decide upon. 
The other option for output is a binary format specified as BlNAR Y for the kinetic flux control varia-
ble !KFLC1. The only information currently output using this option is the entire kinetic source/sink 
flux array. A future version will include a plotting program for plotting kinetic fluxes average over 
space and time. 
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OUTPUT FILES KINETIC FLUXES 
Burnsville Reservoir - March 15 through December 11, 1992 
Density placed inflow, point sink outflows 
Default hydraulic coefficients 
Default light absorption/extinction coefficients 
Default kinetic coefficients 
Temperature and water quality simulation 
Run 8 
Testing sensitivity to wind 
Wind sheltering set to 0.75 
Jim Stiles and Vince Marchese, USACE Huntington District 
Model run at 15:09:49 on 12/04/01 
March 15, 1992 Julian Date = 75 days 16.86 hours 




















production - source, kg/day 
.9 10 11 12 13 
0.164E-01 0.558 1.34 7.22 8.22 
0.237E-01 0.375 0.980 4.52 4.99 
0.297£-01 0.316 0.898 4.21 4.38 
0.220E-01 0.267 0.821 3.82 3.85 
0.259E-01 0.218 0.702 1. 01 1.00 
0.201E-01 0.159 0.489 0.567 0.543 
0.944E-Ol 0.270 0.258 0.247 
0.569E-Ol 0.160 0.144 0.138 
O.746E-Ol O.965E-Ol O.770E-01 O.744E-01 
O.652E-01 O.583E"':01 O.449E-01 0.434E-01 
O.431E-01 O.318E-Ol O.254E-Ol O.246E-01 
O.1l3E-Ol O.139E-Ol 
C-350 
WITHDRAWAL OUTFLOW OUTPUT FILES 
Withdrawal Outflow 
Withdrawal outflow files contain information for plotting any release or withdrawal temperatures 
and/or constituent concentrations as a time series. The files can also be used to externally link up-
stream waterbodies to downstream waterbodies so that waterbasins can be broken up into multiple 
waterbodies. This is an important feature when runtimes for the entire waterbasin become excessive. 
With this option. calibration can start at the most upstream waterbody and proceed sequentially 
downstream. 
Output consists of up to four separate files for each segment []WDO! specified in the control file. The 
files include an outflow, outflow temperature, constituent concentrations, and derived constituent 
concentrations. The constituent concentration outflow file is only generated if constituent computa-
tions [CCC! are turned on. The derived constituent concentration outflow file is generated only if 
constituent computations [CCC! are turned on and one or more derived constituents [CDWBC! are 
turned on. 
EXAMPLE 
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Concentration file for segment 24 
JDAY AGE P04 NH4 N03 LOOM RDOM LPQM ALGI DO 
75.706 .696.201E-Ol.509E-Ql .200 .665 1. 57 .708 .638 46.6 
75.804 .793.202E-Ol.S10E-Ol .200 .663 1. 57 .699 .634 46.0 
75.902 .890.202E-Ol.51IE-Ql .200 .662 1. 57 .693 .632 45.6 
76.000 .987.202E-Ol.512E-Ol .200 .660 1. 57 .687 .630 45.2 
76.102 1.09.202E-Ol.513E-Ol .201 .659 1. 57 ,681 .628 44.8 
76.201 1.lS.202E-Ol.S14E-Ol .201 .657 1.57 .676 .626 44.5 
76.300 1.29.203E-Ql.515E-Ol .201 .656 1.57 .671 .624 44.1 
76.402 1.39.203E-01.516E-01 .201 .655 1.57 .665 .623 43.8 
76.500 1.48.203E-01.517E-01 .201 .653 1.57 .661 .622 43.5 
76.604 1.59.203E-01.518E-01 .201 .652 1. 57 .658 .622 43.2 
76.703 1.69.203E-01.519E-01 .201 .651 1. 57 .655 .621 43.0 
76.806 1.79.204E-01.520E-01 .201 .649 1. 57 .652 .621 42.8 
76.902 1.89.204E-01.521E-01 .201 .648 1. 57 .649 .619 42.5 
77.000 1.99.204E-01.522E-01 .201 .647 1. 57 .644 .618 42.1 
77.102 2.08.204E-01.523E-01 .201 .645 1. 57 .637 .616 41. 7 
77.201 2.18.204E-01.524E-01 .201 .644 1.57 .630 .613 41. 3 
77.300 2.28.205E-01.525E-01 .201 .642 1.57 .623 .610 40.9 
77.400 2.38.205E-01.525E-01 .201 .641 1.57 .616 .608 40.5 
77.500 2.48.205E-01.526E-01 .201 .639 1. 57 .610 .607 40.1 
77.606 2.59.205E-01.527E-01 .201 .638 1. 57 .604 .605 39.7 
77.702 2.68.205E-01.528E-01 .201 .637 1. 57 .599 .604 39.3 
77.804 2.78.206E-01.529E-01 .202 .635 1. 57 .595 .602 39.0 
77.902 2.88.206E-01.530E-01 .202 .634 1. 57 .592 .601 38.8 
78.000 2.98.206E-01.531E-01 .202 .632 1. 57 .590 .600 38.6 
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RUN-TIME WARNINGS OUTPUT FILES 
Run-time Warnings 
The mQdel generates the fQllowing run-time warnings that can be useful when setting up the model. 
< ' " .' 
1. Water surface is above the top of layer 2 in segment 'x' at day y' 
This message is output to infQrm the user that the water surface elevation has gone above the top of 
the computational grid. This may be okay or it might indicate that additional layers need to be added 
to the grid so that the surface layer does not becQme inappropriately thick. This is a commQn mes-
sage when first calibrating the water surface in a reservoir if either theinflows are overestimated or 
the outflows are underestimated. An applicatiQn ofthe modelto Lake Roosevelt did not include wa-
ter pumped to another reservoir and the water surface ended up 70 m abQve the top of the grid. 
2. Computational warning at Julian day = 'x',' at segment y' timestep = 'z' 
water surface deviation [Z] = 'x'm layer thickness = y' m 
This message indicates that the water surface elevation solution is starting to gQ unstable and is gen-
erally a r~sult of velocitiys appr,Oaching supercritical values. What is happening is that from one 
timestep tQ the next, the water surface elevation has gone from residing in layer [KT) tQ layer 
[KT)+ I, which causes a negative surface layer thickness (Figure C-4). The surface layer thickness, 
HKTl, is the layer thickness, H, minus the water surface deviation, Z, frQ~ the top layer [KT). As 
can be seen, this is negative when the solution begins to go unstable . 
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Figure C-4. Diagram illustrating unstable water surface elevation solution. 
Normally, when the water surface elevatiQn apprQaches the bQttom oflayer [KT), the model WQuid 
subtract a layer thus allowing the water surface level to decline smoothly over time. However, ifthe 





OUTPUT FILES RUN-TIME WARNINGS 
water surface elevation jumps below the bottom oflayer [KT] in one timestep, the layer subtraction 
algorithm does not have a chance to adjust the water surface layer before solving for the velocities. 
The model attempts to recover from the instability by decreasing the timestep by 90% andrecomput-
ing the water surface elevation. If the current timestep is greater than the minimum timestep 
[DLTMIN], then the following warning message is then generated. 
3. Unstable water surface elevation on day 'x, 
negative surface layer thickness using minimum timestep at iteration y' 
If the current timestep is less than or equal to the minimum timestep rOLTMIN), then an error mes-
sage is output and therun is stopped. However, all is not lost. Based on the Julian date in the 'warn-
ing messages, the user can reduce the maximum timestep IDL TMAX) andlorthe fraction of the time-
step rOL TF) just prior to the instability and then increase back to the original value(s) sometime later 
in the simulation. Oftentimes, this allows the model to get through the time period that was generat-
ing the instability. This may need to be done for several time periods during the simulationin order 
to get the model to run to completion, especially for river applications. 
If the instability is occurring during high inflow periods, the user also has the option of spreading in-
flows out over a greater time period in order to reduce the maximum velocities. Care must be taken 
to ensure that the total inflows remain the same, especially if inflow interpolation [QINIC) is turned 
on. Likewise, velocities can also be reduced through adjustmentstothe bathymetry such as making 
cells wider. Ifinflows are placed according to density [PQINC) and/or [PQTRC), velocities can also 
be reduced by using the "distribute evenly from top to bottom" option. Still another option is to in-
crease the minimum number of layers [NLMIN) for a segment to remain active. This has a similar 
action as distributing the inflow evenly from top to bottom in that it Provides more layers for the in-
flow to be distributed over thus reducing velocities. 
Problems in model setup can also generate these warning mess~ges. For instance, if an external head 
boundary condition is inadvertently set way off from the starting water surface elevation (or vice ver-
sa), then large velocities can be generated that result in a water surface instability. Extremely small 
widths «I m) can also cause the same problems. 
4. Low water in segment 'x' water surface deviation = y' at day 'z 
This warning message is to alert the user that water is drying up in a segment with only one active 
layer. This may mean that more friction is required to hold back water in downstream segments or the 
segment in question, or that segments upstream may need to have less friction. 
5. Computational warning at Julian day ~ 'x' 
spatial change ='x'mA3 temporal change = 'y' mA3 volume error ='z' mA3 
This message is to let the user now that the volume error is more than 1000 m3• This should not nor-
mally happen unless the user has incorrectly modified the code or the water surface elevation solution 
has become unstable. The message is more informational and does not require the user to do any-
thing as the volume error is arbitrarily set to 1000 m3• 
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',1ortality + 
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RUN-TIME ERRORS OUTPUT FILES 
Run-time Errors 
The model generates the following run-time error messages. 
I. Unstable water surface elevation on day 'x' negative swface layer thickness using minimum time-
step at iteration y' 
As discussed in the RUN-TIME WARNINGS section, this error message is generated by an unstable 
water surface elevation solution. Refer to that section on methods for eliminating the instability. 
Additional information is output to the error message file and includes the segment number, the water 
surface elevation at that segment, the bottom elevation of that segment, and the elevation difference 
for all segments in the offending branch. 
2. Fatal error - Insufficient segments in branch x' Julian day ~ y' water surface layer ~ 'z' 
Currently in the model, if the number of segments in a branch becomes less than two due to drying 
out and subsequent subtraction of upstream segments from the active computational grid, then the 
model issues this error message and terminates. The reason why is that there must be at least two 
active segments in a branch for many ofthe computations to proceed. This error is most common in 
reservoir simulations. Future plans include bypassing this limitation so that the model runs using on-
ly active branches. However, this will involve major coding changes and will take some time to im-
plement. 
If this occurs during water surface calibration due to insufficient inflows or excessive outflows, then 
adjust the flows so that either more water comes in or less water flows out. The user will have to de-
cide the appropriate inflow/outflow to adjust. If this problem occurs with a correct water balance, 
then one option is to remove the branch from the computational grid and include the branch inflows 
as a tributary. The missing branch volume should then be evenly distributed throughout the active 
computational grid cells to ensure that the project volume is conserved. 
Another workaround is to add additional depth to the bottom of the branch so that water levels can 
drop without segments being subtracted. Similarly, the number of active layers required to prevent 
segment subtraction !NLMINI can be set to one ifit is not already set to that value, which may prevent 
the branch from going dry. 
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